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ABSTRACT 
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Finnish Summary 
Diss. 
 
 
Strategy may or may not lead to success and glory. In the case of modest 
success, strategy may be considered as faulty. It often gets the blame. In addition 
to strategy, there may be other forces in the game as well, preventing the 
strategy to work as it is aimed to. Among these may be poor implementation of 
strategy, including motivational and perceptional factors, or non-strategy-
related factors like business industry, firm size, organization architecture, or 
management. Technology can be an enabling factor, but also a hindrance. In 
interactive, electronic business, information technology is an enabling and 
crucial factor. Poor technology, system design, and/or integration may lower 
the performance. In this study, strategies and IT-use, and success, are explored 
in the interactive business context. The context is reviewed and modeled. 
Strategy concept, themes and factors in its implementation, as well as 
information technology in implementing interactive e-business are reviewed. 
Strategy is first examined on a broad basis, then focusing on the interactive, e-
business. A triangulating, multimethod approach is taken in the empirical part 
of this exploratory research endeavor, with qualitative studies on both Finnish 
and international actors, and a quantitative survey among 1017 Finnish firms, of 
which 271 participated.  A framework of strategic implementation of interactive, 
electronic business is created and evaluated. Conducting truly interactive, 
electronic marketing –  e-commerce and e-business – is challenging. The 
characteristics of the e-context require an integration of two different views: a 
modern marketing perspective that focuses in relationships, with a relatively 
broad scope and external view of firm, and a  capability perspective, also found 
and applied in marketing domain, but even more applied and required in 
information systems science. This inbound view focuses on transactions, 
processes, capabilities, and efficiency. Both aim at optimizing firm performance, 
but address the subject from distinct perspectives; integration of these is hence 
not simple. Success requires integration of  different, both comprehensive and 
partial strategies, flexibility to implement these, and responsiveness to the new 
markets accessed.  Firms surveyed in this context are mainly successful in this 
complex business context, although the success perception varies among these.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The title of this work has been considered thoroughly, and changed in the flow 
of the writing process. As the term “interactive” has more than one meaning, it 
is in place to point out here its connotation with computer-human interaction, or 
rather, information technology –enabled interaction in electronic business, but 
also the interactive strategic approach of a firm to its environment.  

An emphasis in this study is on strategy, on success, and on the interactive 
character of electronic business that creates a load of demands for its successful 
implementation.  

 
 
1.1 Background and Motivation   
 
 
1.1.1 Personal Interests 
 
Computerized, electronic media have attracted me since late 1980’s; first for 
information processing and sharing; very soon for banking, and later, for 
commerce. In late 1980’s, I worked with academics at the Technical University of 
Tampere, Finland, and conducted studies at Institute for Marketing, Helsinki, 
after my college, with experience in business life.  

The attraction to computerized working but strengthened at TUT and in 
the mid 1990’s when studying for a master’s degree in business and economics, 
at the University of Jyväskylä. After writing a M.Sc. Thesis on radio, a type of 
electronic media too, and working with a digitalized radio station, also on issues 
of e-commerce, my interest in commercial utilization of computerized media 
demanded action.  
 

"It's time to face and come-on in and join the party 
Life has been waiting for you to care 
Don't try to fake it, jump on in and get it started 
There's so much lovin for you to share ! 
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There is nowhere to run 
There is no way to hide 
Dont let it beat you 
Say 'nice to meet you' and 'bye' 
 
Once you dig in 
You'll find it coming out the other side  
And once you dig in  
You'll find you'll have yourself a good time"  
   
 -  Lenny Kravitz: ”Dig In” 1 

 
Research in the field of interactive, online business was in the exchange of years 
2000 and 2001 a natural choice for doctoral study. The phenomenon still 
continues to stimulate me also in the phase of completing this study. Further 
research in the area and on this subject is evident as well, to satisfy my need for 
further investigation on issues that raise curiosity, but also to shed more light on 
phenomena not examined enough yet in this context.  
 
 
1.2 Scientific Concerns 
 
 
Researchers and practitioners share a wide interest in the virtual dimension, and 
technology develops at a rapid pace; yet there is lack of, in particular, cross-
disciplinarily shared and applied information on many issues in this field.   

It is essential to acquire new ways of thinking about marketing strategies 
and their implementation (Ahlfors 2001, Means & Faulkner 2000, Proctor & 
Kitchen 2002), and of electronic value chain creation and management in this era 
of electronic business and commerce.  

Creative, yet also critical, thinking is essential for companies that aim to 
succeed in the e-markets, whether they are startups in the electronic field or 
reshaping their established business. Inventiveness and quick adoption of ideas 
and adjustments are more and more becoming strategic requirements (Means & 
Faulkner 2000).  

Transforming an established company into an e-company is, in a way,  
even more challenging than creating an e-startup, due to the required, 
fundamental change process (Rasid 2004, Strebel 1996) that places challenges for 
traditional thinking, how successful the operation ever is in the physical setting. 
Unlearning is a more demanding process than learning. It is obvious however, 
that the learned thinking of humans, in general, needs to be reconsidered when 
first creating possibilities and thus demands for real-time action, and then trying 
to meet the created demand. 

 
 

                                                 
1  Partly also cited in Oliva (2002) 
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1.2.1  Issues To Consider  
 
Functions behind the visible site of an electronic marketplace, or marketspace, 
should be adjusted to the promises that a website gives to a customer, and to 
create sustainable advantage, factors in operational tactics in strategy 
implementation are worth considering.  

A trend in electronic business among firms is being and becoming more 
and more interactive. Some researchers say that the idea of interactive 
commerce and business should be embraced with all capacity to maintain and to 
enhance competitive advantage. Day (2004a) finds also relational advantage in 
interactivity, in the relationship-specific assets that create switching costs, e.g. 
through cospecialization and shared knowledge. It seems to me that 
interactivity should thus be fully embraced to secure continuous existence. Yet 
in 2001, established companies in Baltic states had very different understanding 
of interactivity, and customer interaction, from the viewpoint of Western 
business culture. Also, the understanding of critical issues in business 
relationships affecting the success (Gwinner et al. 1998, Wang & Lo 2003) in e-
business has been on a relatively weak basis in both academia (until very recent 
research) and companies in the Western culture, too.  

Virtual communities have gained a lot of interest in e-business and in 
research studying it. They have been rapidly growing in number, and their role, 
character and appearance seem to change with a rapid pace. What is the role 
and significance of different virtual communities in the e-business? Are there 
significant differences between virtual businesses, processes and communities? 

Electronic billing and payments between businesses are developing along 
with new technology and software solutions. Finland has been an innovative 
systems developer and applier within the wired Internet and in the mobile 
environment. Customers in Finland also seem to have more confidence in 
electronic paying online or over wireless applications than some years ago 
(Mattila 2003). Security has however become an issue especially on the business 
level online marketing; vulnerability of information storage in companies has 
been an issue of debate (Computerworld, White Paper 2001a, 2001b) and also 
the costs and benefits of different IT-strategic choices are being debated. Are 
these addressed as significant by firms in the different stages of delivery 
channel? 

As e-business relies heavily on its Internet infrastructure, availability and 
reliability factors become extremely important as a firm goes interactive. Failure 
of the infrastructure directly affects the business's bottom line, as Boey et al. 
(1999) put it, and is thus crucial for business success, or failure. Hence, any 
infrastructure used for e-business requires careful monitoring and management. 
Reliability is however not merely a question of infrastructure, but also has 
characteristics of reliance in the social, business, and legal setting of the e-
marketspace, and hence approaches both the concept of trust and the concept of 
security which may have substantial strategic significance (Fitzpatrick & Burke 
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2003, Ott 2003).  Strategic approach to all these is proposed here, and will be 
discussed in more detail further, in appropriate connections. 
 
1.2.2 Motivational Factors 
 
This doctoral study is motivated empirically by the contradictory 
implementation of strategy and change in and for e-business, and the seemingly 
common ignorance for the need for strategic thinking in different areas when 
interactive marketing is designed and implemented.  

As for scientific motivation, Internet commerce has mostly been examined, 
through consumer studies, providing managerial and theoretical implications 
on this basis. Strategy research in e-business in scarce. Success in Internet 
commerce, and more widely, in e-Business, has, to my best knowledge, not been 
measured, and definitely not through an approach and a combination of 
measures presented in this work. There is a lack of information on how firms 
conduct e-business, how they perceive their business success, and how they 
interpret success in general. For this, research is needed, to build a framework 
on this whole phenomenon, and success in it, to satisfy both academic and 
practitioner needs.  

The work at hand aims at creating a framework of strategies in the e-
business, and of their use by businesses in this complex and wide arena.   
 

 “Kuka voi sen tutkia – kaaoksen! 
 Se on aaltoilu vihan ja rakkauden, 

  se on itku ja nauru ja lepo ja työ,  
 se on taivas meille ja hornan yö.” 

 
  [Who is able to explore it – Chaos! 

 It is wavering of hatred, and love, 
 It’s cry and l laugh, and rest and toil, 
 It is heaven to us, and a night of abyss.] 

 
   – Excerpt of Uuno Kailas: ”Eräs analyysi” [An Analysis] (2000) 
 
One motivational aspect for writing this – and this type of – thesis is to shed 
more light on different thinking of, first, marketing, and second, of electronic 
business and electronic commerce, which often are handled ambiguously in 
various science fields and in practitioner settings. 

 
“For as long as it is not clear in how many senses a term is used, it is 
possible that the answerer and the questioner are not directing their 
minds upon the same thing.”  
 
          - Aristotle (Cited in Peterson 2002, 139) 

   

Electronic commerce creates a complicated and complex environment, and the 
characteristics of e-business increase the complexity in it even more. An 
organization needs to reconsider its ways, with the different demands and 
opportunities it offers. The work aims to explore and clarify issues of strategy 
and marketing, and issues of strategy and information technology applications, 
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in the context of electronic marketing environment, in which a surprisingly rich 
variety of customer and competitive potential, and new types of requirements, 
are new to businesses in the phase when they are transforming their business 
into this context, and when building a startup.  
 
 
1.3 Focus and Approach of Study 
 
 
1.3.1 Focus 
 
The level of thought in this dissertation is chosen to represent a generic view of 
electronic marketing – electronic, interactive business. The focus is on online 
marketing, though some reference to mobile issues is made. The study explores 
important issues in, and characteristics of, the phenomenon of this interactive e-
business, taking a supply-side approach. This means looking at company 
decisions and performance, while demand-side would imply looking at 
consumer behavior and performance. The work then bores further in-depth on 
focal issues that emerge as potentially relevant factors for e-business success in 
the light of previous studies. Due to the generic view, the dissertation avoids 
distinguishing itself clearly on either consumer marketing or business-to-
business marketing, which among marketing scholars is a very common way to 
distinguish their research approach.  

Interactive, electronic business offers a different view on the marketing 
phenomenon which takes a different form in the online environment, as 
corporate Web sites are most often simultaneously accessible to both consumers 
and business customers, differentiating the customer interaction only after the 
introduction phase, if at all. Also, software business, an important component in 
e-business, is business-to-business [b-to-b] marketing in a remarkable part of its 
sales volume, addressing however consumer markets significantly, as well. 
Mobile markets, also a component in interactive, e-business, are end-user 
markets that are both business and consumer markets.  

Hence, a comprehensive view – i.e. 1) of broad scope or content; including all 
or much, 2) having the ability to understand (MOT Collins English Dictionary 
1.0a) - is needed to fully benefit from and manage this interactive environment. 
In example, the researcher needs to understand business-to-business marketing 
and consumer marketing characteristics, as well as characteristics of 
international marketing, which has to do with competitiveness studies and 
which approaches the macroeconomic view of business. However, as the target 
phenomenon includes electronic marketing activities among the supply chain, 
some may conclude that the viewpoint is more on business-to-business e-
marketing. This view again is attacked by supply chain researchers (e.g. 
Svensson 2002) who see the supply chain as one entity of distribution channel, 
including the end-customer or –user. We could characterize the view being cast 
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on the corporate side; strategy, business model, and implementation of 
interactive business. 

One reason for the generic view is, further, that the phenomenon is studied 
combining the perspective of information technology and of information 
systems science to the marketing perspective, and looking at these in various 
contexts – situational, industry, market, etc. This integrated perspective is 
important to maintain, if better understanding of the phenomenon  interactive 
business is to be acquired.  

The dissertation avoids focusing on any specific industry field. It 
represents a high-level approach to the e-business setting, and explores issues 
that are relevant in this interactive business in general, hence in various industry 
fields.  The work approaches different characteristic dimensions and strategies 
within the wide field, which also defends the chosen level of thought.  

Especially in the part of this thesis that explores marketing communication 
in the interactive environment, one can perceive the discussion to be close to 
consumer marketing, as this part looks at how online information approaches 
to, and is interpreted by, individuals. The reader should however bear in mind 
that also in [inter]organizational communication, as in b-to-b marketing, the 
different parties act and perceive things as individuals; so categorization is not 
always fruitful.  

A more important thing to emphasize than differentiation between certain 
marketing categories may sometimes be the differing electronic access (Damiani 
et al. 2001, Gutzmann 2001, Rao 2002) or cultural differences (see e.g. Hofstede 
1985) that create specific communicative frameworks in the global interactive 
economy (Raybourn et al. 2002), due to its international and global character. 
Here, it does not make much difference whether the term global is understood 
from a geographical, sociodemographic, or psychographic point of view. Other 
parts of this thesis may also be viewed in this perspective. 

 
1.3.2 Approach 
 
A study comprising a wide perspective may become complex and hard to 
comprehend, both for the author and the reader. To reduce this complexity, a 
researcher may want to use lenses of established research. Different theoretical 
approaches for studying strategies and related issues in e-business success are 
possible. Some are discussed in Appendix 5. As Set theory highlights and 
successfully captures the dynamics of the e-business framework, and comprises 
the different but bounded issues covered in this work, it could be used in an 
explicit manner through the work.  

Set theory could be usefully applied for instance practicing object-oriented 
notation to describe the e-business phenomenon and the strategies, themes and 
implementation tools. This theory however does not indicate a use of object-
oriented methods, but is applicable in various sciences, from mathematics to 
philosophy, following Wang’s idea (Da Silva 2002). Hence, it is also feasible to 
approach the emerging issues in e-business through comprehensive set-thinking 
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[like systemic thinking, or systems approach, i.e. a comprehensive approach 
(MOT Enteka 3.0a)], as a mindset tuned accordingly. A reader may deploy this 
mindset in reading this work. 

Communication language can be seen as system, or a structural and 
ordered (Yule 1994, 80) set of components in  sentences and phrases in an oral or 
written language, or a set of signs in semiotic symbols or in a sign language of 
the deaf (Yule 1994, 22). Set theory emphasizes dynamic membership, and the 
possibility of simultaneous memberships in multiple sets, as well as ending a 
membership (Da Silva 2002), which well depicts the e-business context. Also, 
Boulding’s systems hierarchy model (Chaffee 1985) is built on sets that 
constitute system hierarchy levels, the most enhanced set of levels, cultural set, 
indicating symbol processing, in which the system is a self-conscious user of 
language, which is described in Chapter 2.  

In spite of the benefits of set-theoretical approach, this study however 
takes its own, individualistic approach that reviews literature on different fields 
of science and integrates these into a theoretical framework for strategy research 
in e-business context.  

To conclude, the dissertation studies strategies in, and for success in e-
business, through a comprehensive view. It explores, further in-depth, focal 
issues in implementing the strategies, and factors that affect these issues. 

 
 
1.4 Objectives of Study 
 
 
In the study at hand, a spectrum of research problems is approached for 
studying marketing strategies and their implementation in the interactive 
environment. A purpose in this research is to find out  
 

• which kind of strategy integration and which kind of 
implementations are used by marketers in interactive business, and  

• which are the focal issues in successful strategies for interactive  
marketers.  

 
Under these main questions, the study explores, 1) how the term ’successful’ is 
understood and defined by companies and other organizations; 2) in which 
extent organizations conduct e-business, 3) in which extent and form they 
approach e-business strategically, 4) in which forms the strategies are 
implemented, 5) what kind of contracting the electronic portal or marketspace 
business partners do with the service provider and each other, and 6) whether 
and how much these collaborate with each other whilst in competition. 
Furthermore, in connection with strategy and it implementation, the study 
explores 7) the role and use types of virtual communities in electronic business. 
The relatedness of virtual communities with success is left beyond the scope. 
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A framework model is developed through the literature study, and, 
instead of using hypotheses, the factors that are found as potential success 
factors for e-business are evaluated through research questions in empirical, 
triangulating studies.  A model for e-business strategy with its focal factors in 
implementing interactive business is built. This type of model, including a 
combination of different strategy approaches, interaction and e-business context 
is a new approach to e-business, and e-business strategy. In strategy research, in 
general, this processual, heuristic approach is also new, albeit strategy and 
performance has been a widely used research focus for years and decades. The 
importance of specific factors for success in interactive/e-business will be 
shown. Theoretical corroboration and new theoretical innovations based on 
prior studies and empirical findings are presented in the analysis of results. 

Through the discussed exploration of  these research problems, an 
objective is to enhance  heuristic2 understanding of the e-business phenomenon, 
and successful strategies in it.  

 
 

1.5 Outline of Dissertation 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 1 Fish-Shaped Research Outline 

 

                                                 
2  Here, heuristic is meant as the first and mostly the third and fourth of the following 

explanations of MOT Collins English Dictionary 1.0a: “heuristic, adj 1 helping to 
learn; guiding in discovery or investigation. 2 (of a method of teaching) allowing 
pupils to learn things for themselves. 3a Maths, science, philosophy. using or obtained 
by exploration of possibilities rather than by following set rules. 3b Computing. 
denoting a rule of thumb for solving a problem without the exhaustive application of 
an algorithm: a heuristic solution. ■ n 4 (pl) the science of heuristic procedure. [C19: 
from New Latin heuristicus, from Greek heuriskein to discover] ► heu"ristically adv” 
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This thesis is structured as follows (Figure 1): The introductory part, Chapter 1, 
describes the background and motivation for the study, as well as the objectives 
for it and lays the definitional basis for general issues in e-business. 

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 review prior literature on e-business and strategies, as 
well 

g the global interactive markets 
that 

pter focuses on how IT is and 
can b

reporting the ontological and epistemological issues that 
evide

iscussed further. Reliability and validity issues are 
tackl

yzed in Chapter 7, with an 
exploration of the framework model built, and a view on answers to research 

uestions.  The chapter first offers findings from the qualitative study which 
ut mostly interpretive approach. Documentary 

ata also is processed quantifying its findings on strategy. Next, the chapter 
ores into the quantitative study that receives more attention, due to its 

integrated view. 

                                                

as their implementation through the use of information technology. The 
review is organized according to different themes: In Chapter 2, the perspective 
is zoomed out into a general view of the e-context and strategy. It first offers 
definitions and describes research on e-business and e-commerce, then reviews 
prior studies on strategy, as well as developing and differing views and 
approaches on strategy. Strategy and competitive issues in the electronic 
domain are discussed in a concluding paragraph. 

Chapter 3 reviews strategic themes that arise for exploration, on the basis 
of prior research. It points out issues in managin

are seen important factors. It looks at different orientations in marketing, 
and their relation to performance.  Issues of channel, access, and business fields 
in electronic environment, as well as market [re]definition for e-business are 
reviewed. Marketing management in the supply/distribution network in e-
business is discussed taking various viewpoints under exploration. 

A research review on IT enabling the implementation of interactive 
business strategies is made in Chapter 4. The cha

e used, and should be developed, to implement successful e-business. It 
hence integrates strategy and IT in different forms, and discusses assimilation of 
IT in the firm and in the virtual enterprise across boundaries, as well as IT 
diffusion in the markets. Security issues are also approached, both in terms of 
security and trust in the in the business parties3, and security and trust in 
information technology (IT) and information systems (IS), where also IS-design 
methods and regulatory actions are discussed.  

Chapter 5 depicts the framework for the dissertation; Chapter 6 focuses on 
research design, 

ntly are to discuss in some extent, because, for instance ontology has 
different connotations in different disciplines and needs to be explored in this 
integrative study on business, IS with linguistic issues added. Research methods 
and implementation are d

ed, also discussing limitations of this study. 
Research results are introduced and anal

q
takes broader perspectives, b
d
b
capability to bring a remarkable amount of detailed information that can be 
generalized. In conclusion, findings of both types of studies are combined to an 

 
3  Gummesson (2004) however suggests a term “partners” to be used, highlighting the 

relation rather than the legal or contractual positions.  
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Chapter 8 presents conclusions made on the basis of this research project,  
and the theoretical, managerial and empirical implications, with suggestions fo

 
r  

ture research. Discussion on issues in the implementation of the whole work is 

A summarizing chapter in the Finnish language follows, then reference 
e, data

 

1.6

ni e are 
fa d 

evaluated, even modified in later parts of the work. Some focal acronyms are 
to o

 
Gen

ty oit profitable 

fu
maintained in Chapter 9.  

literatur  listings, and the four appendices.  

 
 General Definitions 

 
 
General defi

de 
tions for issues in the thesis are presented here; some of thes
cto for this dissertation. Most of them are further discussed anaccepted 

presented, ffer a reference point for a reader, not familiar with the subject.  

TABLE 1 
 

eral Definitions  

Agili Using market knowledge and a virtual corporation to expl
opportunities in a volatile marketplace. (Naylor 1999) 

ASP Application Service Provider 
BPI (BPR) Business Process Integration (Business Process Redesign) 
CRM Customer Relationship Management – management of value chain 

downstream 
EAI Enterprise Application Integration 
E-commerce 
 

Introduction and selling of goods and services  enabled by electronic 
munications to reduce effects of time and media, with ability  of telecom

space.   
E-business m to e-commerce, or, distinction made through the 

s that enable data/information acquisition from 
pliers. Emphasis on new business models. 

 
Often used as synony
use of information system
and of customers and sup

Electronic 
arketing m

Marketing through or with the help of electronic channels 

ICT Information and communication technology. 
Emerging  business sector. (Blomqvist 2002, Sallinen 2002)  
Emphasis on mobile technology. Often referred to as synonym to IT. 

Interaction Human-human interaction, human-computer interaction, entity -entity 
interaction; with aim to 1) create common understanding, 2) perform a 
task,  3)  1 and 2. 

Interactive 
business 

Relatively same as e-business but emphasizes information sharing and 
transparency. B-to-B, G-to-B, B-to-G emphasized, also new business 
models. 

Interactivity Possibility or tendency to lead a conversation between parties 
IOS Interorganizational systems 
IS Information systems 
IT Information technology 
SCM 
 

Supply Chain Management – management of supply chain markets 

Strategy Determination of basic long-term goals, adoption of courses of action, and 
allocation of resources necessary for carrying out these goals. 
Multidimensional and situational (Chaffee 1985, Ginsberg & Grant 1985) . 



                                

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

arketing. The e-business context is then demonstrated as a 
commercial, geographical and social setting, following with a definition of 

r marketers, in enhancing the value chain, and in posing new strategic 

active E-Business and E-Commerce 

 

2 E-BUSINESS PHENOMENON AND STRATEGY 
 
 
This chapter defines the phenomenon of e-business, as well as the context that 
this business is pursued in. Also another important subject in this research, 
namely strategy, is described, to guide the reader to the complex e-business 
setting before going further to the requirements and implementation discussions 
later in the readings. 

The chapter is structured as follows: First, the concept of electronic 
marketing, and the dimensions e-business and e-commerce, are highlighted and 
clarified. This is further made through a conceptual model of this interactive 
business. Then, definitions inherent in the business, interactivity, and interaction 
are defined, as well as the term interactive marketing, comparing it with 
relati nship mo

contextual infrastructure. The chapter continues discussing the dynamics of e-
business, acknowledging the roles of e-business in reducing critical challenges 
fo
challenges. 

This leads to a through review of literature on strategy and the competitive 
alternatives in the markets, and to identification of evolution in strategy models 
and proposition on feasible strategy views for e-business. Also non-strategy 
factors in firm performance in e-business are identified and suggested. The 
chapter, then, concludes with a model of strategic orientation and e-success 
associations.  

 
 

2.1 Electronic Marketing: Inter
 
 
It may first seem a ready-ploughed field, when one attempts to define e-business 
and e-commerce, as literature and periodical classifications have been tackling the 
phenomena for some time now. They incorporate a variety of definitions and 
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categorizations. However, further investigation of even recent literature shows 
that there is substantial ambiguity and contradiction in these definitions that 
both are incorporated in the interactive, or, electronic marketing concept. This is 
why these deserve discussion and evaluation.  

 
2.1.1 Electronic Marketing Concept 
 
Already the terms electronic marketing and interactive marketing may be 
perceived as different concepts, but inherently these can be conceptualized as 
synonyms. Interactive marketing, as the Journal of Interactive Marketing with 
its contents indicates, incorporates issues in conducting marketing processes, i.e. 
business, through electronic media. As an example, a short review on a recent 
issue will depict this: Heyman and his colleagues (2004) discuss auction fever, in 
the context of online marketing, and in the light of the effect of opponents and 
quasi-endowment on product valuations; Spann with colleagues (2004) focus on 
seller rating, price, and default in online auctions; Xia and Monroe (2004), Pan 
and colleagues (2004), and Baye and colleagues (2004) focus on price dispersion 
on the net; and Grewal and colleagues (2004), in their discussion on ease of use 
and on commercial feasibility of Internet-enabled technologies for price 
segmentation, emphasize trust, price fairness and repurchase intentions. The 
subjects reflect marketing issues in electronic context. 

In the same spirit, Reedy, Schullo and Zimmerman (2000) define electronic 
marketing to mean integrating electronic resources into the marketing process. 
This definition is in line with the widespread, broad scientific view of marketing 
as a comprehensive process.  

Harridge-March (2004) calls electronic marketing the latest type of 
marketing, and after identifying differing views in the interactive literature, she 
combines the electronic context and the paradigm of modern marketing through 
the seven Ps of marketing; promotion, price, product, place, process, physical 
evidence and people, quoting Booms and Bitner on the elements (Harridge-
March 2004). 

here are also alarmingly misleading, or incoherent, voices in the literature 
about electronic marketing: In a book Contemporary Research in E-Marketing, 
Volume 1, an article by  

tance 
three to five years ago. Adding to the first, e-commerce business model,  

lectronic, interactive business emerged and strengthened, and is a complex 

T

Electronic marketing is today more complicated than it was for ins

E
phenomenon that includes, supports and enables e-commerce and informational 
and relational exchange through information and communication technology 
(Ahlfors 2001, Kuivalainen 2003, Sallinen 2002). 
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2.1.2 E-Business Vs. e-Commerce: Controversial, Vague, and Distinctive 
Views   

 
Ambiguous and contradictory term use is common for both e-business and e-
comm

t 
autho

se are not explicitly recognized as such4.  

r paper reviews the law on electronic 
signa

ed to be sought out” (Straub et al. 2002). The authors focus on the 
trans

 the latter part of their defining of new thinking of e-commerce, they 
e definition of e-business [which also Hammer (2001) does with 

his colleagues (2003), who define it as the use of computing and communication 
                                                

erce, both of which are included within the concept “electronic 
marketing”.  Dunt and Harper (2002) reserve a whole paragraph for defining e-
commerce, but their definition “doing business electronically” remains vague. It 
partly also contains characteristics of widely accepted definitions of e-business, 
as they include “gathering information about, communicating with, and 
ultimately trading with customers and suppliers electronically” [italics by presen

r], yet leaving the communication with government or other stakeholders 
outside of definitions; these have been defined as characteristics of e-business. 
Also the classifications mentioned in Dunt and Harper (ibid), that were said to 
be classifications of e-commerce, include characteristics of e-business, not e-
commerce, but the

The classification, and partly the discussion of e-commerce definition in 
Dunt and Harper (2002) relies on the OECD (Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development) definition, which also is very ambiguous, 
defining characteristics of e-business in their e-commerce definition, the two of 
which however are widely seen as differentiating from one another, by 
definition. Academia and OECD seem to have differing views of these realms. 

A framework for e-commerce is claimed to be given in an article by   
Romanian researchers Enescu and Plosca (2002). In fact, however, their work 
may create false hopes for many, as thei

tures in Romania, instead of offering the promised scientific framework for 
the e-commerce.  

Straub, Hoffman, Weber and Steinfield (2002) make a difference in 
defining e-Commerce. They want to get rid of the picture of the technology 
based “electronic” and purely commercial “commerce” view, stating that the 
dot-com failures of 2000-2001 have “tarnished those terms to a point that viable 
substitutes ne

formation, or reformation, from organizational systems that were heavily 
dependent on physical processes to those that rely on network-accessible 
information for fundamental business processes (Fuglseth & Grønhaug 1997,  
Hammer 2001, Rayport & Sviokla 1995).  

In
approach th
information exchange characterization], with the net-enabled organization and 
systems (Zahra & George 2002) that the authors refer to, saying that this 
transformation of function has been termed e-Commerce, e-Business – referring 
to IBM proprietary term – and (by Straub and Watson 2001) NE, meaning “Net”-
enablement. 

Perhaps the clearest definition of e-commerce is provided by Chang and 

 
4  See Dunt and Harper’s reference to OECD definitions (2002). 
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technologies to engage in a wide range of activities  up and down the value- 
added chain [sic.], both within and outside the organization 

 
Distinctions  
 
Electronic business is not seen merely electronic commerce by most of 
academics or practitioners (e.g. Ahlfors, 2001, Boey et al. 1999, Peterson 1997). It 
is aimed or expected to cover, and offer, more or something else than plain 
trade. E-business emphasizes the use of networked information systems in all 
marketing, hence interactivity of the computerized, networked marketing that 
enables synergies of shared data and information, customer empowerment, and 
intera

] to 
excha

e of mobile 
commerce, or mobile marketing (Mattila 2003). For electronic marketing – and I 

d for both earlier mentioned terms, and actually 
 there does not exist an agreed-upon definition but, 

 
On the basis of research on interactive business (e.g. Ahlfors 2001; 2004, Downes 
& McMillan 2000, Harridge-March 2004, Kotha et al. 2004, Kuivalainen 2003, 
Lehner 2004, Mattila 2001, Mattila 2003, Peterson 1997, Sallinen 2002) a model of 
electronic/interactive business is built here, to depict the business fields and 
their relations (Figure 2). 

his model conceptualizes interactive, or, e-business as a synonym to 
lectronic marketing (see the definition in Harridge-March 2004), and describes 
e interconnectedness and relations of the concepts that are incorporated in it. 

 
 

ction; also between different channel members (Swahney & Parikh 2001). 
It often implies an electronic marketing infrastructure covering supply chain 
management [SCM] (Lancioni et al. 2000), customer relationship management 
[CRM],  [also e-CRM] (Gummesson 2001, 2004), knowledge management [KM] 
(e.g. Wuyts and Ducasse 2004), enterprise resource planning [ERP], and other 
issues, or it can also mean offering channels [ASP, ISP] and software [SW

nge information, or manage transactions, as, for instance, in e-banking 
(Karjaluoto 2002, Mattila 2001, and m-banking (Mattila 2003, Munnukka 2004, 
Suoranta 2003). A definition of being net-enhanced (Straub et al. 2002) would 
well describe e-business firms. 

E-commerce incorporates, as a sub-category, a specific typ

repeat, the term is use
incorporates these both –
according to Peterson (1997, 6-7), over a hundred sub-categories have been 
found in search indexes for it. This well depicts the complexity of the field.  

An alternative distinction between e-commerce and e-business can be 
made on the core functioning, the business market choice as well; whether the 
marketer targets consumer markets, acting mostly as an e-retailer, or whether it 
targets business customers, being a b-to-b e-marketer. This thinking is geared by 
a very recent study of Kotha, Rejgopa, and Venkatachalam (2004).  

 
2.1.3 onceptual Model C

T
e
th
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ptualization of Interactive e-Business as Electronic Marketing Arena, and 

(Mat

ce, as well as software 
 do not replicate the commercial volumes, 

rather are rough demonstrations of their relationships and roles. 

ing, and mobile, and is part of their dynamics.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 2 Conce

 

different Business Concepts within it. 

 
As the model depicts, e-commerce is seen to incorporate both online Internet 
marketing and mobile marketing, including mobile e-commerce (Ahlfors 2001, 
Lehner 2004, Mattila 2003), m-commerce, that is incorporated in the concept of 
mobile marketing which covers also other business than trade-focused m-
commerce. Mobile marketing is seen as a dimension in e-commerce, in which 
the customer interface becomes critical for a company’s e-commerce success 

tila 2003), which is why the design of this interactive interface is highly 
standardized.  

Internet marketing then again also has characteristics of e-business and is 
incorporated in it. This does not merely include commerce but also exchange of 
information, ideas, banking and other financial services, etc. 

Cable, TV, and radio marketing is shown in Figure 2 as inherent in 
electronic business. This group of entities has a common interface with e-
commerce, Internet included,  and with m-commer
business. The sizes of the entities

Software business is depicted as one entity within e-business, albeit it 
could be included also as a component of e-commerce. The reason for it being a 
separate entity is that software (SW) business supports and enables (Sallinen 
2002, Kuivalainen 2003) e-commerce, and is part of the concept of e-business, 
while it also may present a type of e-commerce. Practitioners often see it as a 
business of its own character. Software business has an impact on both Internet 
market
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2.1.4 Interactivity and Interaction 

un for an event, but also process] I suggest to have 
weak

to which users can 
parti

 
Electronic business, and thus e-commerce, is today remarkably more customer 
oriented than it was in the first wave of e-commerce, and today incorporating 
interaction with site visitors is self-evident in established e-markets. The term 
“interactive” lacks exact, cross-disciplinarily used definitions, but is widely used 
in electronic marketing. According to Peterson (1997, 9), it seems to be generally 
at least satisfactorily understood among researchers and practitioners in the 
field.  
 
Interactivity 
 
The attributive term interactivity has different connotations. Very often it has 
been described through computer-human interaction, as the ability or tendency. 
Also, it has been defined in a more general setting, for instance as the ability of a 
medium to support conversation, by Wellman and Gulia (1999).   

In the context of electronic media, interactivity has been studied e.g. by 
Downes and McMillan (2000) who distinguish six dimensions of computer-
mediated interactivity. These dimensions are: direction of communication, time 
flexibility, sense of space, level of control, responsiveness, and perceived 
purpose of communication. The authors suggest further research to empirically 
test the existence and application of this conceptual definition of six dimensions.  
This suggestion is in place, as the attributive characteristics of the term 
interactivity highly imply a different definition with other dimensions included, 
like inclusion of the technology and/or interface as facilitators of electronic 
interactivity or interaction. I propose high caution in treating the term 
interactivity [often attribute, also noun referring to process,] as a pure synonym 
to interaction, which term [no

er levels in sense of space, control, and also in perceived purpose of 
communication.  

Further literature study has revealed a number of contradictory definitions 
for interactivity, or plain term use without defining it, as McMillan and Downes 
(ibid) state it. They cite DeFleur et al. (1997) who explore interactivity through 
the simultaneous transaction model that addresses real-time, interpersonal 
exchange, and Jensen of 1998, addressing interactivity in a sociological context 
as a relationship between two or more people who both adapt their behavior 
and actions to one another.  

Interactivity has also been defined as the extent 
cipate in modifying the form and content of a media-based environment in 

real time (Negash et al. 2003). This definition approaches the common 
perception of practitioners but de-emphasizes the result-orientation and self-
regulation (Gurau et al. 2003) that often is inherently associated with the 
common interpretation of interactivity that also De Fleur with colleagues (1997) 
represents with the interpersonal, and interorganizational exchange view. In e-
business context, interorganizational and intraorganizational communication is 
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addressed by McCullough Johnston (2001) through human interaction models 
applied to computer-mediated corporate communications. 

Within the research domain of information technology, Downes and 
McMillan (2000) identify interactivity research by Rafaeli and Sieweeks of 1997 
that also approaches computer-mediated groups with a discussion on 
chronologically later messages having relatedness with earlier messages. The 
authors also mention Thomas’s work of 1995 describing human-computer 
intera

Steuer, takes this same technology-oriented 
view

s the strategic behavior (Chaffee 1985) and the 
human-technology view: A[n] [online] firm interacts with its environment, and 
responses to the inputs, also sending outputs that generate further interaction, 
even to different directions, not only toward the firm but elsewhere too. The 
technological systems enable this interaction in e-business, by interacting with 
the users and among themselves.   

This interactivity implies a number of the different themes discussed in 
this work. A mind-map on the attributive interactivity is shown in Figure 3. 
Interactivity can be seen as a competitive and/or cooperative tool, a type of 
substrategy by itself, for e-business – the business type that has been given the 
attributive name “interactive”. 

 
 

ction, Jensen (ibid.) stating the style of control between a human and a 
computer as a key determinant of interactivity, and Morris & Ogan of 1997 with 
Pavlik of 1996 concluding that interactivity is a key advantage of computer-
mediated communication. The latter do not go deeper in defining interactivity, 
thus they follow the common but not wished-for pattern among us academics 
and practitioners of using terms with no further thinking of their semantics and 
conceptions. Bhatt (2004), quoting 

 on the term, defining it through human and machine, or technological 
system. He views for instance the speed of interactivity as the rate of a system 
responding to users’ interactions. 

In marketing, and especially in electronic marketing, interactivity is seen in 
a broader setting that integrate

 
 
FIGURE 3 Mind-Map on Interactivity – the Enabling Spider Weaving the Web 
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Interaction 
 
Interaction is not much studied in business research, through using this term. 
However, communication is an integral part of marketing study. Gronover and 
her colleagues (2002), in a German-language publication on e-business, quote 
Delhees of 1994, and state that the concepts “interaction” and ”communication” 
are not clearly distinguishable. They use both terms for the same meaning.  

Halinen and Törnroos (1995), taking a research methodology perspective, 
represent interaction approach in the network paradigm of relationship 
marketing. They emphasize the process view of exchange relationships as 
essen

earch [which however is not a method in this study]. (Halinen & 
Törn

 presented as a world of interacting actors, in which action, 
comm

and its sender, channel and receiver, which refers to 
comm

rmation integration”, even when disseminating factors for error rates 
in se

complexity of controlled, yet flexible systems to enable the interactivity. Her 

tial for the interaction approach. In this interaction process view, the 
meaning of time is highlighted by Halinen and Törnroos (ibid.) which they note 
to often have been neglected. They suggest developing the interaction approach 
toward a sound theoretical perspective about business-to-business markets 
[taking thus also a notable leap from a one-to-one perspective in interaction and 
relation to a more comprehensive view of interaction in markets] through 
paying more attention to the concept of time [which this dissertation includes in 
managing the interactive marketing], and using longitudinal methods in 
empirical res

roos 1995, 494) 
Interaction research has been growing in information technology domain 

since 1990s, especially research concerning systems design. The FRISCO report 
(Verrijn-Stuart 1996) of a group in University of Leiden, offering a framework of 
information system concepts was presented in 1996, and revised in 1998. The 
Revised FRISCO Report [draft] of 2001 is available, in which the concept of 
interaction is

unication, or transport between the actors takes place. Action is motivated 
by information explicitly provided for that purpose, or extracted from past 
experience.  

Also, the report states that no coordination can take place without 
communication. The interactive activities are conducted by responsible and 
responsive actors, human, and machine, respectively. The report extensively 
also discusses, among other things, the message – data, information, forming 
knowledge – 

unications theory. The authors thus have a human-machine interaction 
perspective. 

In addition, interaction has been examined as a cognitive issue having 
strong emphasis on interface characteristics determining the outcomes of 
human-computer interaction (Agarwal & Venkatesh 2002, Cañas 2004, Huotari, 
Lyytinen & Niemelä 2004), or, human-artifact interaction (Alm 2003, Cañas 
2004), however, some of the works not using the term “interaction” but terms 
like “info

arch tasks within the human-computer interaction (Huotari, Lyytinen & 
Niemelä 2004).  

Alm (2003) focuses on designing interactive artifacts, and points out the 
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point is that with the limits of human mind to handle formalized complexity, 
here, in the systems for interactive interfaces with communicable ability - such 
as mobile phones, control rooms, airplanes - designers must choose to either 
control systems, reducing complexity, or design flexible systems in which all 
conceivable interconnections are taken into account, thus reducing the level of 
control.  

In accordance with software/information systems development teams, 
interaction has been also examined as a social sequence or event, or temporal 
process, of communicating and thus creating alternative perspectives, debate 
and disagreements, having an impact on team performance (Montoya-Weiss et 
al. 2001). This approach was also taken by professor Steve Sawyer (2004) who 
presented his views in spring 2004, in a doctoral seminar on IS development in 
Finland. Further, individual interactions with latest technology have been 
reported to lead to addiction on one part of users, but also to positive attitude 
toward exploratory use of technology (Bhatt 2004). 

A cross-disciplinary study of Kirsimarja Blomqvist (2002), combining 
business and information and communications technology [ICT], and studying  
partnerships in an asymmetric technology environment [i.e. ICT sector], defines 
intera

haracterizing communication as either 
form

is cross-discipline view of business and technology, also Eng (2004), in 
 work on electronic marketplaces and supply chain management, takes a 

 relies on information 
ctions among 

ction in the same spirit as Montoya-Weiss and colleagues (2001), as a 
phase in a partnership-building process, incorporating also [event or process -
type] social interaction, communication, adaptation, creation of trust, and 
commitment. Interaction is distinguished in Blomqvist (2002) from the next, 
communication phase, but in spite of c

al or informal and having a critical role in signaling future intentions, and 
e.g. in innovation success, it remains closely linked with interaction, having 
strong links also to relationships,  trust and commitment, as interaction is seen 
to have.  

In th
a
human-to human, or entity-to-entity interactive view, that

onic interatechnology as a tool, a medium facilitating “electr
multiple buyers and sellers” (Eng 2004). 

Hence, interaction can be seen as a process of communication, which has a 
temporal meaning and relational context. It also has a human-computer aspect, 
and device-to-device, or network-to-network, aspect. Interaction, however, also 
has a wider, market context, which we can enhance further, to e-business 
context.  
 
2.1.5 Interactive Marketing and Relationship Marketing 
 
The definition of interactivity by Jensen (1998) leads us to Grönroos’s (1993) 
early definition of interactive marketing, the idea of which he already 
introduced in the exchange of 1970’s - 1980’s, and which refers to relationship 
marketing, a developing paradigm, according to Grönroos (1994), or, a relatively 
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new marketing domain (Morgan 2000, Parvatiyar & Sheth 2000), that has been 
growing since 1980’s and but strengthening in the 1990’s.  

This interactive marketing, originally, had nothing to do with computer 
medi

ctive, one-directional activity of computer based 
direc

agement that takes place 
throu

 systems and interactive marketing, in the 
sema

tional bond and 
comm

 have defined earlier as a synonym to electronic 
arketing, which incorporates the concepts interactive business/e-business. 

his is based on the definition of e-business that emphasizes the use of 

                                                

ated environment but focused on exchange; on interaction between the 
parties, e.g. buyer and seller, and the responsiveness to markets that this 
marketing paradigm or domain emphasizes in an organization’s  activity. 
Nowadays relationship marketing is a term commonly used in correlation with 
the electronic environment, and as a basis for customer relationship 
management, CRM. The spirit in this technology-oriented CRM definition 
follows the steps of Cheskin (Lee et al. 2000) addressing relationship marketing 
as sending updates and other notices to the consumer, which limits the 
perspective to the non-intera

t marketing.  
Customer care is another term that has been used by practitioner software- 

and system merchants, with same type of semantics behind the terms customer 
relationship software or customer care software. They have little to do with real 
customer care and real customer relationship man

gh listening, responding, and customizing offers through a personalized, 
interactive interface – be it a computer, mobile device, telephone or facial 
communication. The fore-mentioned framework forms a major component of 
relationship marketing, but high cautiousness is suggested for using the term as 
it is, for interactive business.  

Computerized information
ntic meaning that it commonly today is understood - and is defined next -

can be exploited in relationship marketing, but this marketing paradigm may 
also use quite different tools and methods from IT/IS, an example being tailored 
one-to-one selling or customized direct marketing5.  

The term ‘relationship’ marketing may sound unattractive to the customer 
if trust is not high between the parties in the supply network, e.g. in an early 
stage of a customer relationship life cycle, or in a weak rela

itment (Blomqvist 2002) between the parties, which is why ‘relational’ 
may be a more proper (Evans 2003) term to be used where less connotation to a 
trusting relationship is needed.  

Interactive marketing  I
m
T
networked information systems in all marketing, hence emphasizing the 
interactivity of the computerized, networked marketing that enables synergies 
of shared data and information, customer empowerment, and interaction; also 
between different channel members (Swahney & Parikh 2001). 

According to this, the border between interactive marketing and 
relationship marketing today is diminishing but conceptually however should 
be retained, even if only as a vague line. 

 
5  which then again often uses IT for data mining but doesn’t necessarily require IT for 

managing customer data, especially for SMEs. 
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2.2 E-Business Context 
 
 
Davenport (2000) draws a picture of new-economy business environment, 
whic

and fragmentation of markets, based on accessibility (Morris et 
al. 1997, Rao 2002, Samiee 1998), and on national cultures (de Mooij & Hofstede 

 in 2.2.1. and continued with a 

Grow

 boosted through electronic business 
appli

ational marketing, which e-business inherently comprises. Soft 
 & Matsuo 

 

international marketing and on-line marketing; international market is 
interactive through the Internet, and Internet marketing has international 
characteristics.  

h reflects characteristics of e-business. He lists broad-scale trends, such as 
globalization, rapid “sense and respond” business models, overcapacity and 
corporate realignment, growth of virtual organizations, and accelerating 
product innovation. Other characteristics in the electronic business context, not 
discussed in Davenport, are, for instance, growth (Agarwal & Venkatesh 202, 
McCrohan 2002), 

2002). The business context is discussed further
business activities in 2.2.2, which also comparing discussion of physical and e-

acts as a conjunction to the next paragraph, 2.2.3. 
When discussing the e-business context, especially in a study that also 

takes into account the IT or ICT infrastructure, also the physical context, in 
addition to the more abstract set[s] of interactive business channels, 
partnerships, and customerships, needs to be described to some extent. This 
infrastructure is discussed further in 2.2.3, and, to some extent, in a leading 
paragraph 2.2.2.  

 
2.2.1 Growing, Interactive and Global Context 
 

th of e-business markets is evidenced and predicted, despite the downturn 
in the exchange of 2000s. Growth in both consumer e-commerce and in “net-
enabled” organizations’ e-business has been characterized as explosive 
(Agarwal & Venkatesh 2002). 

Globalization can be said to have
cations. E-business does not honor borders between nations. To some 

extent, actors in this interactive business need to take administrative, thus also 
legislative borders into account, but characteristic to e-business is its worldwide 
reach and accessibility, especially on its e-commerce sector (Singh & Matsuo 
2004).  

Holzmüller and Stöttinger (2001) notice that knowledge is not anymore 
enough in intern
skills, like understanding the way people think (Hofstede 1981, Singh

and desires to actions, and how they2004), the way they relate their wishes 
combine them with feelings, are needed. 

 According to Bradley (2002, 339), the international market has become 
interactive through the rapidly decreasing costs of communication technologies 
(Blomqvist 2002)  and the use by consumers and end users of information that is 
freely available on the Internet. So, we have a two-way connection between 
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2.2.2 Globalization – Comparison of Physical and On-Line Realms 
 
Definitions that have been made for internationalization and globalization in the 
established marketing discipline have got some sister definitions for e-
globalization, and these could be refined further.  There are differences  between 
the two realms6. Not all the “physical” international marketing approaches have 
been “translated” into on-line globalization. This is why the theories and 
definitions of marketing and management disciplines can comfortably be used 
here 

th realms. 
For t

essey 2001), or host country (Bradley 2002, Hollensen 

al, is a term 
ti de in 
h discipline. Yet, 

                                                

as a definition base, to clarify the thinking of the globalization development 
that is now reflected into the on-line business. Especially, this is true in the case 
where no one definition has been made for a given phenomenon in e-business 
that researchers and practitioners are agreeing upon, an example of which is the 
‘plain’ term electronic marketing that has over a hundred subcategories in 
Business Periodical Index (Peterson 1997).  

In Table 2, some key aspects and definitions of the two marketing 
environmental approaches are introduced. It should be noted that this table 
does not cover all phases of international marketing that are introduced in 
international marketing literature. This decision was made in order to make the 
concepts more comparable.  

In the established marketing realm (Table 2), the business activities not 
consciously aiming at foreign markets are called domestic marketing. In the on-
line marketing realm, this can be said to equal generic e-Commerce. In both 
realms, the international perspective is missing, either through intentional 
choice, or through innocence. The generic e-Commerce should not be held as 
equivalent to localization strategy. Yet, localization may be intentional, and if it 
is, this strategy is placed under generic e-Commerce, as localization has not been 
defined as a separate strategy in the reference literature. In generic e-Commerce, 
back-end technologies have not necessarily been developed to support complex 
processes (Hammer 2001) - however this is the case today in developed web-
retailing - and hence the business may require less consciousness and 
knowledge, or other resources, i.e. economic; featuring domestic marketing.  

The phase Internationalization is recognized and defined in bo
he established marketing realm, a company in internationalization phase 

conducts trade in one or more countries, and it is directly involved in the target 
country. Its own sales subsidiaries in the target market (Jeannet & Hennessey 
2001, Keegan & Schlegelmilch 2001), target country, foreign market (Bradley 
2002, Jeannet & Henn
2001),  participate and develop marketing strategies in each country.   

Multi-domestic marketing, which is also called multination
used in conventional, physical marke
the realm for on-line marketing, in t

ng and it has no interpretations ma
e information technology 

 
6  On realms, a three-tier-model has been developed by Martin and McCormack (2001) 

who call the time of post-modernity a global realm which embraces the world wide 
communication  networks. 
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companies using on-line business models may ‘traditionally’ conduct multi-

 Definitions for Globalization in Physical and On-line Marketing 

ed 
Realm 

domestic marketing.  
 

TABLE 2 
 
Terms and Definitions in Establish
Marketing 

Terms and Definitions in  
On-line Marketing Realm 

Domestic marketing 
Domestic or local perspective may be 
strategically intentional, 

eneric e-commerce 
.  

eed for international perspective has 
has been neglected. 

s. 
If back-end technologies developed, a 
domestic approach. 

 
Or, 
Need for international perspective 
has not been identified or has been 
neglected. 
 

G
Not equivalent with localization
N
not been identified or 
 
Not necessarily developed back-end 
technologie

 
Local focus may be intentional. 
 

Internationalization 
Company has international trade in one 
or more countries. Company directly 
involved in target country. Own sales 
ubsidiaries participate in and develop s

strategies in each country 

Internationalization 
Back-end technologies prepared so that 
they can easily support global website 
features 

Multi-domestic marketing 
= multinational marketing 
Company has extensive assets and 

a number of foreioperations in gn 
countries – with many ‘domestic’ 
strategies to meet particular 
difference 
 

market 

ions in on-line realm made 
alization can, in some cases, be used 

to describe the applications made to meet 
, i.e. 

of assets and 
ssaril

No definit
Loc

local market characteristics
translation applications. 
Criteria for extent 
operations are not nece y met to use 
definition as synonym. 

Multi-regional marketing 
Strategies cover large regions, tie 
together opera

As ab
tions to increase 

e 
ove. 

efficiency 

No definitions in on-line realm mad

Globalization 
Global marketing strategy: 
Application of a common set of 
strategic marketing principles across 
world markets. 
World is seen as one entity. Marketing 
encompasses many countries 
simultaneously. 

Trend of development. 
Global access to network 
Access to global customer markets.  

E-business globalization 
E-business spreading from more limited 
regions to worldwide.  

(Working on Bradley, 2002, Jeannet & Hennessey 2001, Keegan-Schlegelmilch 2001, 
Hollensen 2001, Rowley 2001) 
 
An example of multi-domestic marketing could be localization in IT systems 
and applications, i.e. translation memory, or machine translation. This does not 
however fully appreciate the characteristics of multinational marketing, a 
company having extensive assets or operations in a number of foreign countries, 
with many domestic strategies. Yet these companies aim to meet particular 

lization, which gives some support to using the terms market differences by loca
multi- domestic or multinational marketing in this accordance. 
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The same definitions apply also with multi-regional marketing and the two 
alms. In on-line marketing realm, the term e-globalization has multifold 

 

is an immense amount of people 
aroun

respondents that were not at the moment using the Internet, 
had 

l in France, have been considered 
as pr

acting as a 
rnet penetration. Suggestions have been made 

at as the penetration rates of the Internet rise, and the transformation from 
ail markets in Spain to online shopping takes place, Spain may become 
ant market for interactive business.  

The context has now been discussed emphasizing the business part. Next, 
the contextual infrastructure enabling the e-business, is addressed.  

re
meanings. The term is used to describe the spreading of e-business from more 
limited regions to worldwide business. It is seen as a development trend. Also 
global access to network is referred to when the term e-globalization is used.  
 
Easiness of Access and Accessibility Questioned 

Web-based marketing (Sharma & Sheth 2002) has widely been said to be global 
through an immensely wide access into Internet over the world. Mentioning 
here only few academic researchers, Luna, Peraccio and de Juan (2002), Rowles 
(2001), and Samiee (1998) have discussed the global characteristics of on-line 
marketing – all with rather differing aspects.   

Easiness of access is a commonly brought-up term that also Mittelstaedt 
(2000) speaks of. Access, and accessibility of target market should however be 
taken as relative concepts, because there still 

d the globe who are not exposed to the Internet (Morris et al. 1997, Rao 
2002, Samiee 1998). Also, it should be noticed that in certain countries where the 
Web is present [for the ‘haves’ but not for the ‘have-nots’], market structure, 
infrastructure and/or general literacy level may hinder enormous groups of 
people from accessing the Internet. Governmental policies in some countries 
have limited access of citizens to the Internet.  

One more issue to consider with access easiness, or accessibility for all, is 
that the international Internet survey made by UCLA, for US market, found that 
50 percent of the 

no plans to do it in the future either (UCLA 2003).  For a net-based 
marketer, a challenge is how to reach these people, if the marketer wants to 
truly act as a global, or worldly, Internet marketer. The amount of people not 
connecting the Internet, and those not willing to, seems to be immense in spite 
of the also immense growth of e-commerce (Agarwal & Venkatesh 2002, 
McCrohan 2003). 

Also, studies made in the late 1990s in Europe found remarkable 
differences in European Internet behavior. Southern Europeans, especially Italy, 
Portugal and Spain, lag extremely behind the rest of Europe in their Internet 
adoption, while Northern Europeans are leading, with Finland at the top. For 
Central Europe, the adoption rates found, vary in this middle area of adoption, 
with the adoption rate of 16 percent in France, in 1999. Substitute technologies, 
like the widely spread and established Minite

eventing the Internet adoption, with market structures as another type of 
hindrance. Spain is an example of present market structure 
hindrance, together with low Inte
th
strong ret
n importa
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2.2.3 Contextual Infrastructure  
 
Networks 
 
Electronic business context is formed upon a shared Internet-based 
infrastructure that is suited as a platform for core transactional commerce, 
cooperative networks, industry-wide product information, and for sourcing, 
nego

hich 
infor

otocols like e-mail, 
IRC, and newsgroups, have the same functi

 
rm a context in which e-business takes place (Lyytinen & Yoo 2002). Lyytinen 

S 
resea

r Web sources as possible will 
creat

tiations, and other trading processes, such as auctions, and furthermore, for 
an online community for publishing and exchanging industry news, 
information, and events (Eng 2002). The network offers thus the platform on 
which to build e-marketplace activity. 

The Internet is commonly referred to as “Web”, “Net” or “WWW”, and 
also as “cyberspace”, identified also by Sørnes (2004). He explains the Internet 
as the actual physical infrastructure of all computers and wires that transmit 
information between users. For this, the users need to have the same 
telecommunications protocol, e.g. the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol, which is a 
standard and a set of rules, and which is a basis for the WWW. Further, Sørnes 
(2004) explains the WWW as a provider of access to information mediated 
through the Internet. Browsers are software applications with w

mation is shared, and searched. WWW is not the only way to interact and 
disseminate information in the Internet; for instance, FTP, standing for File 
Transfer Protocol, and other commonly known and used pr

ons, in different modes (ibid.). 
Both physical [IT-related] and abstract [social (Yang & Tan 2003)] networks

fo
and Yoo identify an integration of these networks in saying:  

 
“Since the social and the technical have become blurred, IS researchers need to better 
integrate the strands of both technical and behavioral research.” (2002) 

 
We may include the economic dimension in the behavioral part, or alternatively 
add this dimension into the integration, noting that the authors, as I

rchers, call for interdisciplinary research among researchers of behavioral 
IS and the technical IS-researchers, and suggesting that interdisciplinary 
research should be conducted also between and with other disciplines. This, the 
authors actually come to, in another part of their work  (Lyytinen & Yoo 2002). 

Kavassalis and colleagues (2004) describe social and website networks, and 
their structures as small-world networks: The social network consists of Internet 
users, as nodes, with mediating word-of-mouth information propagation as 
links between them, with an impact of growing amount of Internet users. 
Website connection networks constitute sites as nodes, and the lines between 
them as point-in [hyper]links and outgoing links. Web growth is desired, as it 
has been found that pointers to as many popula

e knowledge about the odd site and work as a snowball-effect for growth 
and more links, creating a type of market share among the Internet users and 
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use. T

er of adopting firms, the 
“stan

. In telecommunications networks, “positive” network 
consu

ixed networks for e-business are not however sufficient anymore, with 
the i
futur
noma
users

chanisms to fit the device. The need 

 configure them into varied service 
platforms will have to grow rapidly.” (ibid.) 

he differing needs for IT infrastructure and terminals, or, devices, and also for 

Infor

his type of network is seen to always grow; the Web is seen scale-free, and 
continuously expanding (Kavassalis et al. 2004). 

Social and economic networks, however are dissimilar to this type of 
network, in the sense of growth: They are dynamic with changing memberships, 
network size and form – also downsizing. 

Network value is explained for the so-called physical network by 
Kaufmann and colleagues (2000) through the numb

d-alone” benefit that an adopting firm derives from the technology, and 
the “compatibility” benefit that is derived from other firms’ conformance to the 
same standard

mption externalities have been found, as the value of a network to a 
subscriber increases with the number of its adopters.  

Similarly, the mobile commerce, and mobile services sectors are interested 
in this effect, and also await, for growing m-business opportunities (e.g. 
Heikkilä 2004). 

F
ncreasing assimilation of m-commerce and m-business, at least in the 
e, researchers and practitioners think. Lyytinen and Yoo talk about 
dic information environment, referring to the increasing mobility of IT 
 and IT use: 
 
“In a nomadic information environment, however, … services will come to the users 
whenever and wherever they are needed…identical or similar services will be 
provided through multiple devices at different sites, and on the move; services will 
move across and between devices even during the delivery. Accordingly, the 
infrastructure will have capability to recognize differences in the deployed devices 
and will thus adjust the content and rendering me
to support all forms of mobility will lead to important changes in input/output 
terminals. Their size (smaller), shape (more diverse, ergonomic, and stylistic), and 
functional diversity (from simple mobile phones to portable laptops offering complex 
virtual reality environments or embedded chips in our body) will be increasingly 
varied in the future. Moreover, our capability to

 
T
their configuration into various platforms lead us to the technology behind the 
networks and platforms, and their terminology. 
 
IT and ICT 
 

mation technology, and Information and Communication Technology offer 
the means for the networks to act and flourish. Sørnes (2004) discusses the use of 
term “IT” as being limiting, because, as he argues, human communication 
features had not traditionally been associated with the acronym. Hence, 
information technology would, accordingly, emphasize computer use. 

As IT has been the dominant acronym for information technology 
applications, it has been, to my experience, used both as an enabler of computer- 
and human interaction. It would be useful to think of technology, such as IT, as 
a tool which then is applied in different devices that enable computer-to-
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computer, computer-to-human, human-to-computer, and human-to-human 
interaction. However, the acronym “ICT” is said to emphasizes also other than 
information use, namely human-to-human communication using the 
infor

s (ibid.) shares, here the different idea 
is su

l, ICTs, referring to different technology applications, speaks for 
the idea that these are subordinate to IT. 

purp
in t

T is, then, understood here as a specialized form of IT. There are naturally 
rchers, in thinking on this subject, which also Sørnes 

004) discusses -  there are differences on other subjects as well, among 

echnology and a networked business environment with all its features, form a 
ontext for interactive business. After describing concepts of, and contextual 
sues in it, through networks and IT/ICT terminology, the view is next cast on 
e dynamics of e-business.  

mation technology applied for communication desires. All in all,  however, 
communication is always sharing of information, in different ways; either 
explicit information that the parties exchange in communicating, or implicit, 
pragmatic, information [e.g. about the message sender] that is not consciously 
transferred.  

This study will follow the interpretation that ICT refers to information 
technology with an emphasis for telecommunications, and to a business sector 
or cluster (Blomqvist 2002) formed around these technologies. Although some 
researchers, acknowledged in Sørnes (2004), support the idea that ICT covers a 
wider range of IT, which view also Sørne

pported that ICT is a technology inherent within the IT, emphasizing 
technologies enabling interaction or communication between human beings, or 
between a computer and a mobile device. Moreover, the point that ICT is often 
used in plura

IT is thus, here, seen as the umbrella covering and embracing specific-
ose technologies, which interpretation also Lyytinen and Yoo (2002) make 
heir communication about nomadic information environment and 

computing:  
 
“Rapid developments in information technology (IT) are substantially changing the 
landscape of organizational computing. Concepts like pervasive or ubiquitous 
computing…triggered by dramatic developments in mobile and wireless 
communication technologies such as WAP.. BluetoothTM.. and 3G mobile phones…” 
(ibid.) 

 
IC
differences between resea
(2
researchers, which is a driving force for the development of science. This is the 
argued-for mindset in this study. 
 
From Context to Dynamics 
 
T
c
is
th
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2.3 E-Business Dynamics 
 
 
John Nash’s equilibrium theory for strategic non-cooperative games (1950, 1951) 
and for cooperative games (1953) emph  one 
strate e. In this 

ould be simple – 
albeit this often is not the case. Also, Nash’s work on cooperative [threat] games 
(1953

ould involve randomization over several threats”,  
 

ilibrium point … such that each player’s mixed strategy maximizes his payoff if 

, Dr. Nash, whose work is acknowledged throughout 
the world, within a variety of disciplines, might be interested in the increased 

of finding equilibrium among different strategy 
ptions in the multifaceted competitive and cooperative environment of the 

iciency risk, which will be depicted in Table 3. Even with their early 
view

                                                

asizes that a company can have
y that is most fit – optimal – for its competitive situation in a gamg

sense, we may think that recognizing this most fit strategy sh

) suggests that  
 
“a mixed strategy … w

actually opposing his non-cooperative games work (1950) on  
 
“equ
the strategies of the others are held fixed…each player’s strategy is optimal against 
those of the others”.  

 
Nash’s bargaining problem in the equilibrium theory [working on game theory], 
identifies a set of utility values for each alternative action plan, i.e. alternative 
strategy. 

In the internationally and globally oriented electronic environment, the 
competitive factors as well as cooperative opportunities are multiplied, and 
many of these are not easily conceivable or recognizable. Electronic market 
environment is complex and ambiguous, and thus makes the decision-making 
on the optimal strategy a much more complex issue than in the more tangible 
physical environment, where competitive actions, or their source are better 
known. Nobelist in 19947

complexity (Chaffee 1985) 
o
digital domain in which many of the earlier rules and structures are transformed 
into a more complex set. 

 
2.3.1 Reducing Challenges 
 
Early researchers of the Internet after its major commercial boost in mid 1990’s, 
Watson and Zinkhan (1997) identify the Web as an enabler of reducing  three 
critical strategic challenges that organizations face along with other 
environmental challenges. These critical challenges are demand risk, innovation 
risk, and ineff

 on Internet, and with the key questions that they address about e-
commerce strategy being partly outdated at least in markets of mature or 

 
7  For an autobiography of John Forbes Nash, see e.g. an article by O’Connor and 

Robertson (2002) published by School of Mathematics and Statistics, University of St 
Andrews, Scotland, at http://www-history.mcs.dy-snftred.sv.uk/ Mathematicians/ 
Nash.html. 
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growing Internet diffusion, Watson and Zinkhan’s discussion on Internet and 
the strategic challenges that e-commerce may help reducing are worth 
presenting.  

A comment on the view of transaction cost and unit cost, in the dimension 
of inefficiency risk is however made: The transaction costs and unit costs might 
also be approached through a modern marketing view that focuses on 
relati

 
final 

 (Table 3), the demand risk, the authors 
refer

 

osing market share, or  
whol

 the web, which also lowers order 
andling and logistics costs. In e-services, human intermediary between the 
ustomer and the data is being removed, and self-service is supported through 
AQ’s and online-manuals. Website efficiency measures are taken into use, to 
alculate the efficiency of the site in meeting the objectives of the web presence 

a

 
 

onships, where the relatively narrow and detail-cost-focused, transaction-
based exchange thinking with its inward-view is seen outdated (Sheth, Gardner 
& Garrett 1988, Sheth & Parvatiyar 2000), and where the bottom line effects are 
seen more important, albeit harder to measure than the details that form the

bottom line effect.  
We may balance these differing  views considering that the responses that 

e-commerce and e-business may be able to offer to fight the inefficiency risk of 
firms, should be acknowledged and appreciated in the marketing discipline, as 
well as in the IS discipline where transaction-cost theory has widely been used.  

As for the first risk approached
 to Ansoff’s growth strategy matrix from 1957, and find the Web as a 

potential mechanism for facilitating acquisition of market share or increasing the 
size of market, and for developing new markets for existing products and 
services, as well as for product development, and finally, for diversifying by 
taking new products to new markets.  

As for innovation risk, the authors refer to Dickson’s theory of competitive
rationality with an idea of over-supply of goods creating a position for a 
customer to choose, and making the customer more sophisticated. In order to 
continue to serve the ever more knowledgeable customers, firms must provide 
something new and different – which again is said to create more over-supply 
through imitation. Innovation is seen evident, to avoid lo

e business. It can be boosted through customer dissemination of their 
requirements and ideas, which also other customers may want to comment. 
Internet communication links can be used as tools for innovative product 
design, and also for piloting and embracing new ways of interacting with 
customers and other stakeholders (Tapscott et al. 2000).  

Inefficiency risk, then, refers to a risk of inability to beat competitors’ unit 
costs. This can be fought in the Web environment through bringing the form-
filling tasks into the Web, and creating interactive forms which the customer fills 
in by him- or herself. Distribution costs can be lowered through delivering 
software and digital content products through
h
c
F
c
of the org nization (Watson & Zinkhan 1997). 
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TABLE 3  A View on E-  to C

Strategic Risk  Theory in Response 

Commerce Responding ritical Strategic Challenges  
 

Response Measures  

Demand  Ansoff’s (1957) Growth  of vendor  - buyer 

, 

risk Strategy matrix 
Reverse dynamics
communication 
Customer convergence 
Customized one-to-one interaction
adaptive website 

Innovation  
risk 

Dickson’s (1992)
of Competitive 
Rationality 

 Theory ment  Continual improve
Open  flow of concepts and ideas 
through Web 
Piloting new ways of interacting 

Inefficiency  
risk 

Unit Cost,        
Transaction Cost                   

al 

Diminishing logistics costs for digital 
goods 

Queries into Web 
Interactive Web forms, filled in by 
customer 
Low cost distribution for digit
goods 

Industrialization of service 
Web site efficiency measures 

(Source: Watson & Zinkhan 1997) 
 
Also, Watson and Zinkhan relate interestingly the new ways of conducting 
business that Internet has enabled, to Schumpeter’s analysis of capitalism. They 
match characteristics of Internet business to Schumpeter’s sources of the 
“fundamental impulse that sets and keeps the capitalist engine in motion…the 
new consumer goods, the new methods of production or transportation, the 
new markets, the new forms of industrial organization”. Indeed, a match can be 

ss for each of these strategic sources of motion. 
atson & Zinkhan 1997) 

 solely on this 
regard. Decisions regarding channel structure and strategy, particularly with 

net, can be critical to firm success or 
ilure (Chang et al. 2003, Hammer 2001, Sultan & Rohm 2004).  

 

found in the interactive busine
(W

 
2.3.2 Enhancing Value Chain 
 
In a very recent study of Sultan and Rohm (2004), Internet was found to be used 
by firms for creating value chain efficiencies [e.g. in simplifying supply chains 
(Hammer 2001)], for reducing costs, and for enhancing customer and value chain 
relationships (Hammer 2001). What makes their finding especially interesting, is 
that it is not only e-commerce that the firms are seeking to pursuit but they also 
aim at improving their processes and their relationships with other members in 
the value chain (Hammer 2001, Rayport and Sviokla 1995). The research 
endeavor reported in this dissertation aims at finding out whether companies 
have these aims for value chain efficiencies and relationships, or whether they 
aim at creating pure e-commerce and measure their success

respect to new technologies, like the Inter
fa
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2.3.3 Posing “New” Strategic Challenges 
 
The whole transformation, or, reformation, as Straub et al. (2002), and Zahra and 
George (2002) call it, of net-enabled and net-enhanced companies’ approach to 
doing

ew 
funct

. As 
the a

esses in the 
phys

g economic consequences of 
comp

orn and Sviokla (1995) pointed out, referring also to 
relati

 e-business is a complex process, and best strategies and practices are only 
expected to be emergent.  

In Davenport (2000), enterprise systems are viewed as platforms on which 
companies can pursue sources of business value, but which require n

ionality to truly enable business capabilities. This is also a seen as an 
opportunity for the enterprise system industry, as Davenport (2000) states.   

Careful pursuit of e-commerce as a strategic initiative, rather than “as an 
appendage to an existing organization” is seen by Chang with colleagues (2003) 
to bring more success. Wang and colleagues (2002) present the Internet as both a 
marketing tool that is integrated into traditional business strategies, and 
alternatively, as a new marketplace, which demands new business design

uthors state, differences in these two ways of thought have implications for 
strategy and its implementation, for both startups and traditional retailers. 

Already in 1995, the early phase of commercial Internet, Rayport and 
Sviokla emphasized that the processes for creating value are not the same in the 
virtual world as in the physical world, and that managers who understand the 
differences and the interplay between the value-adding proc

ical, and in the information realm, can see more clearly and 
comprehensively the strategic issues that their organizations face.  

Research on the challenge for net-enhanced process improvement on inter-
organizational level for e-business success is still in its infancy. However, 
Hammer (2001) tackles this challenge for companies, noting that after the 
company has cut the waste out of its operations, it faces an even harder 
challenge of streamlining the processes it shares with other companies. This 
refers to integration of business and information processes between company 
activities and between companies in their mutual business. Strategically, and 
operationally, it is challenging to “tear down” both intra-company and inter-
company “walls” in linking the processes. It seems to be against long-held 
notions of corporate identity and strategy. Meeting the challenge will however 
create great potential to higher final customer satisfaction and to higher 
efficiency, as well as higher economic outcomes. This is evidenced in Hammer 
(2001) who also identifies negative, long-standin

anies delaying this move. A specific strategic challenge here is seen by the 
author a shift from coordination to collaboration. 

Managing two “mutually dependent” realms poses new conceptual and 
tactical challenges, as Rayb

onship creation and re-engineering with new and existing markets 
(Rayport & Sviokla 1995). 

When discussing the dynamics of e-Business, and the responses of e-
business to the strategic challenges it is exposed to (Frazer et al. 2000, Hammer 
2001, Rayborn & Sviokla 1995, Watson & Zinkhan 1997), it is appropriate to take 
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a closer look at how strategy is seen by different schools of thought and how the 
thinking of strategy has evolved. In the next paragraph, 2.4, three models of 
strategy, identified by Chaffee (1985) are presented, and their relevance today is 

iscussed.  

.4 Evolving Strategy Models  

non. As Chaffee (1985) pointed out, because an organization uses 
trategy to deal with its environment that is changing, [or to change it], and 

becau
 

 combinations of circumstances to the organization, the 

d on the theoretical assumptions 
on w

d on authors representing or examining these in those 
decad

d
 

 
2
 
 
Ellen Earle Chaffee introduced already in 1985 three strategy models to depict 
different mental models and views taken on strategy by that time. Is should be 
noted that these model are still today valid in categorizing different strategies, 
and one cannot hold one superior to another, as they are situation-specific. Her 
model was a result of a fact that there was no consensus on the definition of 
strategy, albeit there were areas in strategy thinking which researchers widely 
had agreement on. As Chaffee cited Hambrick of 1983, the lack of consistency in 
defining strategy is due to two important factors, namely 1) strategy is 
multidimensional, and 2) strategy is situational. Such characteristics evidently 
make it difficult to find a consensus on a definition of virtually any 
phenome
s

se  

change brings novel“
substance of strategy remains unstructured, unprogrammed, nonroutine, and 
nonrepetitive”. (ibid.)  
 

She found wide agreement of researchers on this. Ginsberg & Grant (1985) 
found implicit agreement also on that the study of strategy may reflect different 
levels of environmental management and may include both content and process. 
Disagreement among strategy theorists is foun

hich the concept of strategy is grounded. This is reflected in later parts of 
this dissertation, especially in Paragraph 2.4.1. 

We may suggest that strategy, even its substance, should be, and aims to 
be, programmed, and also structured to some extent, yet not loosing but 
increasing flexibility (Aaker & Mascarenhas 1984, Dryer & Grønhaug 2004, 
Grønhaug 1999) of the organization (also mentioned in Chaffee 1984) in 
changing circumstances. This will also be discussed further. Chaffee’s article of 
1985 is an extensive analysis of earlier literature on strategy, and gives a 
researcher a package of information on both the assumptions of different 
schools of thinking, an

es. The information package is useful in interpreting perspectives of later 
strategy related work.  

Three years later, Chrisman, Hofer and Boulton (1988) published a 
comprehensive study classifying business strategies, and, among other things, 
after eliminating overlapping components in preceding studies, classified four 
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strategy components; 1) investment intensity, 2) scope 3) segment 
differentiation, and 4) types of competitive weapons. Of these components, the 
authors (ibid.) said, the three latter, are those that are “needed to describe an 
organ

s hierarchy 
odel, following Chaffee, and furthermore, a fourth and fifth strategy model 

reflecting today’s net-enhanced business environment is proposed. 

izations business substrategy” [italics by present author], and will be more 
reflected in further parts of this work.  

As further noted, the three strategy models in Chaffee (1985) are 
interrelated (Figure 4), and the complexity they incorporate may be comparable 
to systems hierarchy, as Chaffee points to Boulding’s (1956) systems hierarchy 
and  to his complex set of system levels. Next, descriptions of the three models 
by Chaffee are given. After this, the models are reflected to a system
m

 

 
 
FIGU

 

 

 in the linear model are not made explicit but are 
impli

RE 4 Chaffee’s Three Strategy Models of the 1980s. 

 
2.4.1 Linear Strategy Model 
 
Linear model of strategy was delineated in the 1960s (Chaffee 1985). The focus 
of linear strategy view is on planning. As planning refers to method, direction, 
an sequence, these linear characteristics affected the name choice for this very 
model. Chandler’s definition of strategy is described by Chaffee (1985) as 
representing the linear view, also noted by Chrisman, Hofer and Boulton (1988): 
 

“Strategy is the determination of the basic long-term goals of an enterprise, and the 
adoption of courses of action and the allocation of resources necessary for carrying
out these goals.” (Chandler 1962, 13, quoted in Chaffee 1985) 

 
Among other authors, Lorange & Vancil (1976, 75) have taken the [early] linear 
approach to strategy, which Chaffee (1985) cites saying that in most discussions, 
several assumptions inherent

cit in the authors’ emphasis on planning and forecasting.  
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As the focus of linear model is on planning., strategy is seen as a 
sequential, directed activity, consisting of integrated decisions, actions, or plans 
that a

ential planning process requires the organization to be 
tightl  coupled, in order to secure implementation of all top management 

made on the basis of assumptions of future 
e decisions may take months, or even 

ing 
the o

 decisions of objectives as empathically as the linear model, but 
more emphasizes the management focus on tactics, meanwhile the objective is 

nment move into the same direction; 3) the 
near in defining strategic behavior, and 

portunities and circumstances in the business context. We may call 

re made to achieve organizational goals. Both the “goals and the means of 
achieving them are results of strategic decision” and to “reach these goals, 
organizations vary their links with the environment by changing their products 
or markets or by performing other entrepreneurial actions” (Chaffee 1985, 90).   

This kind of sequ
y

decisions. Also, decisions are 
ns, but the implementation of thconditio

years from their conception.  
Hence, an assumption of the environment being relatively predictable, or 

the organization being “well-insulated” from its environment, it is a 
requirement for a manager to believe that making the decisions is not a waste of 
time (ibid.). 

Linear strategy perspective was soon, however, not seen sufficient to deal 
with environmental demands, and strategy was beginning to be seen as a more 
complex entity. Interest in the linear model declined in the mid-1970s [ibid, 91), 
probably also because the environment was seen to change in a complex and 
unpredictable manner. 

 
2.4.2 Adaptive Strategy Model 
 
Introduced in Hofer (1973), Adaptive Strategy view was, by many, seen more 
applicable than linear strategy. Adaptive strategy aims to deal with structural 
complexity (Chaffee 1985, 93). The model emphasizes the importance of 
constant evaluation of an organization’s outer  and inner conditions, of attun

rganization to changes in the market demands, and of reorienting the 
organization to maintain or to increase the flow or resources from the market to 
the organization (Chaffee 1984, Miles and Cameron 1982, Roth 2001). 

Differences of adaptive strategy model from the linear (Chaffee 1985, Miles 
and Cameron 1982, 14), are: 1) in adaptive strategy model, observation of the 
environment, and change management process are simultaneous, and they are 
seen as constant activity [also discussed by Shirley (1982)]; 2) adaptive model 
does not handle

to make the company and its enviro
adaptive model goes further than the li
combines, not only products and their markets, but also the complex and hardly 
definable changes in style, marketing activities,  quality, and in other issues. 

Chaffee (1985) says that adaptive strategy aims at a ‘match’ with the 
market environment, and furthermore, at changing with the environment. This 
view is implicitly represented in Kotler and Murphy (1981), and explicitly in 
Chakravarthy and Lorange (1984), who see strategy as adaptation to changing 
marketing op
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this s

ear is that it aims 
toward the organization and its outputs; 

hysical changes in the outputs. Strategy is 
ccording to this model also seen as orienting metaphors or frames of reference 

(1985) seeks to increase credibility for 
the o

                                                

trategy reactive to environmental changes and demands. Yet, the authors 
discuss integrative strategic planning systems in implementing the adaptive 
strategy (ibid.). 

 
2.4.3 Interpretive Strategy Model  
 
In her works of 1984 and 1985, Chaffee names and analyses a strategy view 
called Interpretive Strategy Model. The model was in those years emerging and 
thus, the definite characteristics of it are in Chaffee (1985) relatively unclear, as 
she states herself. While adaptive strategy aims to deal with structural 
complexity, the interpretive strategy focuses on attitudinal and cognitive 
complexity.  

The assumptions of this model distinguish it from the two other in that 
reality is socially constructed, and hence 1) organizational reality is incoherent 
in nature, not coherent, 2) strategy is an organization-wide activity, not merely a 
top management concern, and 3) motivation is the critical factor in achieving 
adequate strategic behavior, not information.  

Organizational culture is a focal issue of interest in this model, and hence 
also symbols, and language in communication for the creation of desired 
relationships, become important. Organization is seen to deal with the 
environment, just like in linear strategy model, not to change with it, as in 

daptive model. The difference of interpretive model from lina
at shaping the attitudes of participants 
the leaders are not trying to make p
a
(Chrisman et al. 1988). 

In spite of its differences with the adaptive and linear models, there is 
however also similarity in the interpretive model with the adaptive, in the 
attitude change that according to Chaffee 

rganization, or  for its output. Interpretive strategy, hence, is a redefined 
model that may have some characteristics common with the adaptive, and yet 
differs from both linear and adaptive in its emphasis on behavior, rather than 
structure. This Chaffee’s (1985) interpretive model, also discussed by Ginsberg 
& Grant (1985) we may call proactive strategy8 in its approach. 
 
2.4.4 Hierarchy of Strategy Models 
 
Chaffee (1985) reflected the above-discussed strategy models to Boulding’s nine-
level hierarchical framework that “was keyed to all classes of systems, including 
human systems.” At the most basic level were classes that were grouped 
together under a metaphor of a machine.  

 
8  For the strategic attribute “proactiveness”, and other attributes, see Venkatraman 

(1989). 
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The highest of these three machine classes Chaffee saw to correspond with 
the linear strategy model:  in this machine class a control mechanism regulates 
syste

tem levels, of 
which, the highest is the internal image system. The system has differentiated 

is awareness produces an 
 internal 

2.4.5 

hed through different perspectives 
of ma

research; two of these models are commonly 
reflec

m behavior according to an externally prescribed target or criterion, and 
information flows between the regulator and the system operator. In linear 
strategy, similarly, the executive is expected to control the organization linear to 
predetermined goals, and to “change the goals when circumstances warrant” 
(ibid.). 

The three intermediate classes form a biological set of sys

receptors, and thus is aware of its environment. Th
 the system is not self-conscious. This set has the sameimage, but

differentiation as the environment, and furthermore, it has a generating 
mechanism that produces behavior. Adaptive strategy calls for the organization 
to scan its environment, anticipate and respond to various elements in it, which 
corresponds to the biological level.  

The most complex and sophisticated set of system levels constitute the 
cultural set that if formed by a symbol-processing level, in which the system is a 
self-conscious user of language, a “multicephalous level, a collection of 
individuals acting in concert and using elaborate systems of shared meaning” 
(ibid.), and third, transcendental and not fully specified, as Chaffee depicted it. 
The cultural set very well corresponds with interpretive strategy.  

 
Remarks on Strategy Model Characterization  

 
Strategy can, as already noticed, be approac

rketing, corporate, or, business strategy as other scholars choose to call it – 
and some make a distinction of corporate and business strategy, by talking 
about business unit strategies [placed under the general strategy in hierarchy], 
or also about strategies according to different business functions (Gupta & 
Govindarajan 1984). Research has taken advantage of this. Lorange discussed 
this in 1996, talking about a multi-lens approach to strategy in his paper on 
strategic planning for rapid and profitable growth (Lorange 1996a).  

The classification of the models described above can be categorized by 
different strategic approaches taken. It shows the development of thinking 
about business and its environment.  

As a  comment on the identification of these models in Mid-Eighties and 
on their relevance in today’s 

ted in the business of the 21st century.  
Development has taken place, and the models have been applied to depict 

further evolution. Hence, we can identify more models to feature today’s 
business strategy (Figure 5). The models are explicit or implicit in today’s 
academic literature: In example, 1) An article by Coye (2003), in the context of 
healthcare, discussing IT value, deals with building an information bridge to 
cross the quality chasm, and represents an interactive strategy model, featuring, 
or rather, enhancing Chaffee’s (1985) interpretive, but also integrative strategy 
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2.5 Developing Alternative Ways of Approaching Business 
Strategy 

 

hes from general strategy even though it, also according to him, 
const

f the early strategy works, Venkatraman (1989) 

s. Ansoff mentions growth substrategy, and market position 
substrategy, as well as market differentiation and product differentiation 
ubstrategies. 

o ent researchers on strategy and strategic 
planning, as well as strategic behavior, after Chaffee’s collective work in 1985, 

s that depict 
eithe

 
Strategy can be approached through different perspectives of marketing, 
corporate, or, business strategy  –  some make a distinction of corporate and 
business strategy, by talking about business unit strategies [placed under the 
general strategy in hierarchy], or also about strategies according to different 
business functions (Gupta & Govindarajan 1984).  

Research has taken advantage of these different perspectives. Lorange 
discussed this in 1996, talking about a multi-lens approach to strategy, in his 
paper on strategic planning for rapid and profitable growth (Lorange 1996a).  

In addition to strategy being multidimensional, the study of strategy is  
multidimensional as well. Chaffee pointed out in 1985, as also Flint, in a very 
recent study in 2004, that strategy research, and marketing strategy itself - which 
Flint distinguis

itutes e.g. competitive behavior, etc., covers a wide domain. 
Since the 1980s, research on strategy has been active, with some silent 

periods where strategy was not too much credited among researchers. An 
important strategy study by Chandler is acknowledged already for year 1962, 
cited by Chaffee, and an even earlier on growth strategy by Ansoff for 1957, 
cited in Chaffee (1984) and, in accordance with e-commerce and strategy, in 
Watson and Zinkhan (1997). O
identified “holistic perspectives”, such as Miles and Snow’s (1978, 2003) and 
“parts” of the overall strategy sector, e.g. competitive strategies (Porter 1980). In 
Ansoff (1986), parts of an overall strategy are also explicit: Different strategies 
are viewed as substrategies, as components of a general strategy, in a discussion 
on internal making of strategies instead of buying external strategy propositions 
from consultant

s
Vari us approaches by differ

have been collected into a temporal line graph (Figure 6). Central works, and 
focal in this present study, published within the time span of 1985 – 2004, are 
depicted in Figure 6. We can see from it that, as noted earlier, strategy was not 
always popular, hence a remarkable variation in the density of objects through 
the temporal line is witnessed.  
         A remark concerning the strategy models presented in Paragraph 2.3 should be 
made: We cannot draw clear temporal lines for the development of the different 
models of thinking about strategy, as there are even today strategie

r of those models. In specific environmental or internal situations, specific 
approaches are seen best suited, and they can be very different again, in other 
circumstances.  
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FIGURE 6 Strategy Research since 1985 

 
While acknowledging that not all work published prior to Chaffee’s article 
could have been included in her review, and as the literature already in the 
round twenty years after this is so substantive that a lot of it remains beyond 
this review, the works published before 1985 had to be all left out of the graph, 
in order to make at least some justification to present work; some authors’ work 
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whic

years after Ginsberg and Grant (1985) dese
comp

according to organizational chart, or organizational process chart; the core of the 
strategy as corporate strategy, the high-level strategy, and the other strategic 

h would deserve to be identified, inevitably are missing. Thus, even when 
reviewed or cited in this dissertation, the works published in or before 1984, 
which include remarkable works, are beyond the graph (Figure 6).  

All of the strategy study conducted could not possibly have been 
recognized nor included in one graph like this, hence this is an effort to gather 
the works since 1985 that mainly are included in the strategy themes present in 
this study, with all appreciation to those that have not been identified here. 

 
2.5.1 Differences in Perspectives   
 
What is strategy, actually, then? Various definitions have been given, for 
decades now, by researchers and by practitioners to strategy, often according to 
their scientific discipline of business sciences. Earlier, Chandler’s (1962) 
definition of strategy, quoted by Chaffee (1984) and interpreted as linear view of 
strategy was introduced. Yet, strategy is still a challenging object for research. 
Ginsberg and Grant (1985) defined strategy according to different authors when 
defining strategic change.  

As it so happened, varied definitions to this multidimensional and 
situation-specific phenomenon were found, and they saw that no uniform 
definition could be made, and hence, they chose to list characteristic of strategy.  

Accordingly, strategy has two primary purposes: 1) domain definition, i.e. 
organization’s choice for the environment in which to operate in, and 2) domain 
navigation, i.e. the competitive decisions that are made within a specific product 
- market or task environment. Ginsberg and Grant also call these product-level, 
and business-level strategies, respectively. A third level, or concern, for strategy 
is identified, however, by Ginsberg and Grant (ibid.) as well; a collective level 
which is discussed further in Paragraph 2.5.2. This level is referred to in latest 
strategy-related studies as well, in example, looking at supply chains competing 
and co-operating for strategic advantage (Flint 2004), strategic management of 
cross-cultural supply-nets (Möller & Svahn 2004), and of key networks (Ojasalo 
2004), and furthermore, at knowledge-sharing in value-networks (Erickson et al. 
2003). 

Chrisman, Hofer and Boulton’s (1988) definition of strategy, made three 
rves to be presented because of its 

rehensive definition of strategy: 
 
”…a strategy describes the fundamental characteristics of the match that an 
organization achieves among its skills and resources and the opportunities and 
threats in its external environment that enables it to achieve its goals and objectives.”  

 
Management and administration scholars, just like entrepreneurship scholars 
tend to differentiate between strategies, and label them differently into levels, 
albeit emphasizing the interrelatedness of these levels. This view labels strategy 
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levels as business, and functional levels, referring respectively to strategic 
business units or businesses the company wants to be involved with, and with 
functional strategy, to specific task areas, such as R&D, marketing 
comm

al level may refer to one of 
the s

997). 
arketing scholars commonly take the view that covers - as the whole 

ide scope of strategic decisions made by 
ting strategy which incorporates different 

sion. Neither the “corporate 
strate
inscr

e customer 

unications (which is in practice and management literature often called 
‘marketing’ according to its functional activity name, but that represents in fact 
only one part to the marketing mix), and production tasks. Hence, for instance, 
the model of Drdla and Kerkowský (2003) is three-fold. 

This type of strategy model by management and entrepreneurship 
researchers is, however, likely to create confusion, especially with its third, 
functional strategy level. This is because this function

emantic levels of strategy formulation, namely the tactics, or, operational 
level which also is often called functional level [but has a different meaning than 
in Drdla and Kerkowský], pointing to how the strategy is operationalized; 
through which operational choices and tools the strategy is implemented (Kotler 
& Murphy 1981, Kotler 1

M
definition of marketing does - the w

 The comprehensive markemarketers.
strategy levels is an established discipline (Sheth 2000). It incorporates the 
decisions that are mentioned in the marketing strategy, or, ‘corporate’ strategy 
using the term that management discipline emphasizes. Marketing strategy 
reflects the basic market, country, business industry choices, and allocations for 
resources etc., and, on a lower, tactical or operational level, methods and tools 
which are then used to implement the marketing strategy in the company, in its 
focal marketing unit, or its market area, depending on the divide. It may 
emphasize different strategic orientations according to the models described 
earlier and further.  

This main strategy can then be divided into sub-strategies for describing 
different activity-based, also called functional (Gupta & Govindarajan 1984) 
strategies within the organization, which are to be developed according to the 
orientation of the so-called “main” marketing strategy9, and which can be 
noticed in a tentative model for e-business strategy that represents an enhanced 
approach to marketing strategy within the “e”-realm in Paragraph 2.1.3 (Figure 
2). This whole – also without the “e” - makes an integrated strategy (McKinley & 
Mone 2001, Proctor & Kitchen 2002) that should be unidimensional in the critical 
issues, in all its parts. 

Individuals and companies often mix strategy with tactics, and as above 
shown, the different labels for strategies cause confu

gy” thinking nor “marketing strategy” is reflected in the following 
iption from Jensen’s book Simplicity (1999): 

 

”…to learn about the new corporate strategy, designed to increas
satisfaction.”(148) 

                                                 
9  See Brock & Barry (2003), Gupta & Govindarajan (1984), and also the definitions of 

Chrisman and colleagues (1988) 
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The strategy mentioned here may be designed to be implemented throughout 
the whole corporation, but it hardly is the main strategy of the firm. Whether 
this is a sub-strategy of represents the tactics level of a strategy chosen, should 

ay that the 

ve impact on the firms, and on the dynamics of 
indu

y others. The level is a collective level that is 
conce

 

also be considered. Also, there is confusion in the utterance in the w
a new strategy, unrevealed here, that reader cannot be sure whether there is 

aims at increasing customer satisfaction, or whether the increasing of customer 
satisfaction is the strategy. Continuation in the text indicates that this indeed is 
the new strategy. The continuation to the inscription however skillfully depicts 
work-tool changes made to incorporate the new strategic emphasis, showing the 
links between daily work and strategic orientation.  

This inscription was chosen to be presented here to underscore the 
importance of careful thinking, and rethinking, about strategy and about how it 
is disclosed. The point is also to, with discretion and all respect, show that not 
even professionals in the field are perfect in addressing the complex and 
dynamic construct of strategy. So, the shortcomings, found also in the work at 
hand, may be reflected to the idea that mistakes of individuals and corporations 
may act as learning material for improvement for all. 

In conclusion to this paragraph: More recent studies of strategy were 
presented here, with some remarks pointing to the earlier works. We can see 
from the literature that strategy is a multidimensional, and situational construct, 
incorporating subordinate strategies, and tactics, as well as operations to 
implement the strategy. 

 
2.5.2 Network Approach to Strategy 
 
In a work by Jüttner and Schlange (1996), strategy is viewed from a network 
approach, with the remark that many, e.g. industrial, markets seem to be 
restructured as a result of rather stable, interactive and long-term relationships 
between market actors. Such markets constitute a network structure. 
Interestingly, the network structure constitutes the arena in which business 
activities are carried out, and simultaneously, on the other hand, transactions 
taking place between firms on the market determine the network structure. 
Strategy in networks is seen to ha

strial systems. (Jüttner & Schlange 1996)  
In this markets-as-network perspective, the authors prefer the term context 

rather than environment, and the emphasis is on the behavioral perspective 
rather than processual. This behavioral perspective implies an interpretive 
(Chaffee 1985) view of strategy. Behavior is in this work integrated into strategy 
later, in Paragraph 2.4.5. 

In Ginsberg and Grant (1985), a level of strategy that refers to network 
approach, represents Chaffee’s (1985) interpretive strategy model, yet still 
defined as interactive strategy b

rned with cooperative environmental relations. This collective level is said 
to describe “the activities and exchanges” that are:  
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“ ’initiated by the organization as it attempts to control, manipulate, or simply 
influence environmental outcomes through an awareness of the interorganizational 
environment created by the organizational network it is embedded in” (Fombrun and 
Astley 1983)’. (Ginsberg & Grant 1985) 

 
In accordance with network approach to strategy, Möller and Svahn (2004) have 
studied strategic business nets in the context of global or cross-cultural business 
networks, and management of these networks. This work highly emphasizes the 
processual view of networks, and also cooperative issues. 

 
2.5.3 Integrative Strategy Vs. Interactive Vs. Proactive Vs. Reactive 
 
Integrating the firm’s substance and context with its environment may be seen 
as an approach to integrative strategy. This type of approach has also been 
alled interactive strategy that quite a number of research (e.g. Day 1999, Day & 

el of 
 distinguishes firm initiative in 

ironment as well as itself.  

e 
have

environment.  

on th

e strategy.  
he integration of firm to, and interaction with its environment is reflected 

erization of dealing with uncertainty, which is 
istinguished as 1) internal uncertainty reduction, 2) external uncertainty 
duction, 3) internal uncertainty stimulation, and 4) external uncertainty 

stimulation (Jauch & Kraft 1986). The tolerance for, or, avoidance of this state 
probably varies across nations as business environments, as one of the cultural 

c
Montgomery 1999, Rossetto et al. 2002) holds to present the highest lev
strategy sophistication, in the classification that
creating its future and in (re)forming its env

Figure 7 presents a classification of strategic initiative that 1) reacts to outer 
threats, 2) that takes a proactive initiative in exploiting opportunities 
encountered in the environment and deals with emerging threats before thes

 become severe, and 3) that interacts constantly with the environment, 
seeing the firm as an integral part of it that changes by and through this 
interaction, and also creates change in the 

A study by Jauch and Kraft in already 1986 reflects the interactive 
integration of firm’s substance and context with competitors, customers, 
suppliers and governments – an approach that presumably is most feasible in 
the interactive, electronic business context. Jauch and Kraft challenged the 
thinking of strategies and uncertainty in those years. They saw that uncertainty 
is not only a thing to avoid as dysfunctional and a threat to maintaining 
equilibrium, and to satisfactory performance. The paper (ibid.) points out that 
marketers often, in reality, aim to creating uncertainty in the markets, rather 
than to adapting to it - and prospect from that. The influence of marketer actions 

e environment, the authors say, although also often increasing uncertainty 
for themselves as well, can enhance their own competitive position through 
creating uncertainty for competitors; and also through creating uncertainty for 
customers – of oil supply for instance. Failure to create uncertainty is reflected in 
patenting, e.g. in pharmaceuticals, the authors claim (Jauch & Kraft 1986).  They 
also referred to Miles And Snow’s prospectors, which we could label as 
integrative/interactiv

T
in Jauch and Kraft’s charact
d
re
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differences identified by Hofstede (Hofstede 1985, 2003; de Mooij & Hofstede 
2002) is uncertainty avoidance, measured as its index, UAI, also acknowledged 
and benefited by Sørnes (2004).  

We can hence assume that integrating strategically and wisely with 
different environments, a company may steer its relative advantage in these.  
 
 

 
 
FIGU

 can still be approached from at least one more 
persp

nd, that conduct 
busin

RE 7  Development Levels of Strategic Initiative 

                                                            
An integrative approach to strategic initiative is feasible also in integrating 
business strategy thinking to, and aligning with, IS strategy. This integration is a 
focus in the work of Sabherval and Chan (2001), discussed also in Chapter 4.2.  

Integration of R & D into business strategy is another, closely related view 
that Scarpello and colleagues (1986) have taken in their Journal of Business 
Strategy article already in the mid-1980s.  

Integrative strategy
ective: integration of different methods or channels of activity, or 

approaches to business10, into a holistic entity, creating synergy from combining 
their individual strengths and decreasing the weaknesses they may have when 
used alone. An example of this perspective is the Integrated Marketing 
Communications model (Thorson & Moore 1996), and another application is 
using multiple business/distribution channels, which may however create 
challenges in efficiency and/or focus, but in some cases may bring increased 
performance. Electronic marketing channels may enable this kind of integration.  

It is here suggested, that integrative strategy is most purely adopted by 
organizations that see themselves as part of their environment, interact with it - 
which shapes both/either the environment and/or the firm – a

ess operations through Internet or other ICT, integrating their systems and 
operations to it through ICT-enabled connectedness. This can be seen as the  

                                                 
10  e.g. by integrating cooperative and competitive strategy in coopetitive (e.g. Ahlfors 

2004, Bengtsson & Kock 2000). 
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highest sophistication level of integrative strategy and this “ladder” of strategic 
initiative (Figure 7). 

 
2.5.4 Competitive Strategies 
 
When discussing strategy, especially in the competitive and complex context of 
successful interactive business, it is essential to include competitive strategies, 
e.g. of Porter (1980, 1985, 1990) in it. Competitive strategies are characterized by 
Venkatraman (1989) to be “part-strategies”, part of a more comprehensive 
strategy for a firm. This paragraph addresses the competitive strategies made 
famous e.g. by Porter in the 1980s. Later, in Paragraph, 2.8, strategy is reviewed 
and defined through characterization, in the light of competitive environment in 
the e-realm, and especially Paragraph 2.8.1 deals with different success 
strategies in the new economy. The lessons of the 1980s and 1990s are hence 
examined first here.  

Many mindsets have been tuned into thinking of the competitive strategies 
of Porter (1980, 1985, 1990) when discussion has been lead to strategy. Earlier 
review of literature on strategy has shown that there are different approaches to 
take to strategy-issues, not only the competition emphasizing Porterian, or 
Hamel-Porterian strategy approach, which by all means, is sturdy and feasible 
in all marketing management. The strategies to compete with rivals are now the 
focus of this paragraph, and are described as follows: Focus strategies, like cost 
leadership, technology leadership, etc.; diversification; differentiation; first 
mover strategy, follower strategy. In this review, some strategies are discussed 
and others put aside, because a few strategies have been widely employed, and 
discussed in literature. 

Focus  strategies can be viewed as leadership strategies: a company aims at 
creating competitive edge through focusing on efficiency in optimizing the level 
of operational costs, creating cost-leadership in the competitive market. Another 
leadership advantage may be gained through adopting new technology, 
creating efficiency and image through technology-leadership which will act as 
advantage. Technology-leadership often is linked with innovation (e.g. Rogers 
1963, 1983, 1995), or early adoption, creating a type of competitive advantage, 
the first mover advantage which is discussed later, and which can be viewed as 
differentiation strategy.  

Differentiation strategy can be employed through differentiating the 
company offering – as products or services, or through an innovative channel, 
etc. – from competitors’. First Mover/Innovator –strategy falls in the typology of 
differentiation strategy. It incorporates specific, additional issues to consider, 
like for example, for technology marketing, crossing the chasm that Rogers 
introduced already in 1962, in his Diffusion of Innovations, which has been 
eprinted into four editions (e.g. 1983, 1995) and por pularized by e.g. Moore 

(1999, 2000, 2004). This first mover strategy is based on the thinking that the firm 
t first makes of adopts an innovation, or generally, makes a new move in the tha
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market, will get the benefit of newness, and is able to pre-empt the markets for 

 also show that 70 percent of 
mark

tage, and 
through this, in 4) high profit advantage, for first years in the innovation market.  

 Tellis and Golder 
996), because the research studies reporting the strong benefits suffered from 

e profit information is very hard to gather for a 
large

oximately 10 years for consumer 

some time, before competitors are able to respond to the move. 
Tellis and Golder (1996) who conducted a research among consumer 

product marketers reported several studies of the PIMS[Profit Impact of Market 
Strategies] program (Ansoff 1986, Buzzell & Gale 1987, 2004, Grünert & 
Hildebrandt 2004, Naylor 1982) database to suggest benefits to pioneering. 
Benefits of being the first to market have been suggested as: 1) Market shares of 
pioneers tend to  be remarkable. Mean market shares over a large cross section 
of businesses are around 30 percent for market pioneers. Comparing them to 
early followers’ 19 and later entrants’ 13 percent shares the benefit is obvious, on 
the basis of these studies from 1980s. PIMS data

et leaders were pioneers. 2) Market leadership endures over a long time. Of 
25 market leaders in 1923 were still 19 those in 1983, all in the Top5. (ibid.) 
Similar results have been gained from a study on a very different data, 
ASSESSOR, that Tellis and Golder report Urban and colleagues (1986) to have 
used. The benefits led to suggestions for preannouncements of new-product 
introductions, to claim the pioneer advantages, which have been a common way 
of especially high-tech business these days, pre-empting the markets already 
before product launch. To add to the benefit list, positive results have been 
reported also by Boulding and Christen (2001), in 3) sales advan

There were warnings too, about benefit studies, given by
(1
three key limitations, which were that only surviving firms had been surveyed 
for both PIMS and ASSESSOR, leaving failures unnoticed. The determinations of 
what counts for a pioneer were ambiguous, and also relied on individual 
respondent assessments, which evaluations may be optimistic, especially if the 
market is old, the manager is new and the firm has been successful in the past..  

The strengths of being first to market are encountered with challenges as 
well, (Figure 8), such as: 1) A failure rate of pioneers is high. According to Tellis 
and Golder (1996), in their research on rewards of pioneering, the failure percent 
of pioneers was 47 percent. 2) The market share of pioneers is not necessarily 
high. Their research showed a 10 percent mean market share of pioneers. 3) 
Pioneers are not always leaders. The study of Tellis and Golder (ibid.) showed 
current pioneer leadership in 11 percent of the consumer product categories 
examined. The same study noted that market leadership can be for instance 
profit leadership, and market share leadership. Their comparative or total 
assessment is not easy becaus

 sample, which is why, often, market shares are focused on. 4) Costs of 
pioneering are significant (Boulding & Christen 2001).  5) The sales and profit 
advantages fade out, but costs penalty persists. In the flow of the years in the 
initially new market, according to the research of Boulding and Christen (2001), 
the advantages of brand and marketing faded while the cost penalty persisted, 
which steadily eroded the profit edge (Figure 8). In their study, the profit 
advantage turned to disadvantage after appr
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businesses, and 12 years for industrial businesses. Hence, the authors 
recommend, not considering: “Can we be first?”,  but: “How exactly will being 
first affect our costs and revenues over the long run?”  
 

 
 
FIGURE 8 First Mover Advantages and Challenges 

 
Early Follower, also called early leader –strategy (Tellis & Golder 1996), has its 
foundation in the idea that a company who are quick to react to the first move, 
and at the same time are able to avoid the possible and probable mistakes of the 
first mover, and benchmark its technology and other choices, will get the benefit 
of being there quickly to “collect the fruits” and benefit from the image of the 
first-mover company. A word of warning has been expressed, and is in place, 
for directly imitating others’ actions – they are based on specific situation of the 
initial firm, a situation that partly always is invisible to outsiders of the specific 
company. Hence an advantage of a given action for a company may be less 
advantageous to another, if copied directly, as is. 

Diversification strategy has, as its core characteristics, a multiapproach to 
product lines, technology, etc. which are diversified in different markets, or 
SBUs, etc. Gupta and Govindarajan used in 1984 diversification as a basis for 
SBU strategic planning, and assessed it strengths, such as having multiple 
technologies, and multiple products which increase flexibility. There are 
however challenges in managing a diversified company, as diversification 
requi es resources. Diversifir

r,
ed strategies, as in Gupta & Govindarajan’s (1984) 

ape  may be emphasized in a marketing phase where scope is a focus, and 
here functional units in big companies distinguish from each other.  

 

p
w
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Practice-Emphasizing Build, Hold, Harvest and Divest – Strategies 
 

trategy is also thought of, as a Build, Hold, Harvest (Gupta & Govindarajan 

elineated it with a contingency 
persp

 of time creating and acquiring 
busin

2.5.5 

S
1984), and also a less attended to (Dranikoff et al.2002), until most recent years 
(e.g. Day 2004a, Navarro 2004), Divest [meaning disinvest] (Singhvi 1984) 
process. This approach is actually also is seen in Moore’s (1999) differing values 
and goals, and in the general life cycle thinking. Gupta and Govindarajan (1984) 
have made use of this approach and d

ective, highlighting the match between strategy and the organization – for 
different strategies like this, very different resource allocations and 
communications are needed. The Build, Hold and Harvest strategies are in 
Gupta and Govindarajan (1984) seen more as practical processes, as responses to 
the need of guiding the business, rather than explicit strategies, and the subjects 
in their study that used these were e.g. business unit managers who did not 
have high confidence in life cycle thinking or portfolio models. They shied away 
from formal strategizing, but delineated their business conduct according to 
these, relatively broad ideas.  

Divestiture, “strategy’s missing link”, as Dranikoff and colleagues (2002) 
argue, should also be a tool for managing successful exits from markets. The 
author s’ message is that executives spend a lot

esses but rarely put attention to divesting these. As a result, e.g., 
businesses are sold too late and at too low a price, which sacrifices shareholder 
value, as they say. The authors present successful cases of understanding the 
value of a well-planned divestiture program.  

Hence, we can also see divesting as a successful firm’s strategy. For 
instance in adopting new technologies, obsolete ones, and their products, must 
be run down in the market, in a planned program, aiming to optimize the 
timing and cash flows from the obsolete-becoming technologies. 

 
Different Ways for Different Environments 

 
Already in 1986, Ansoff emphasized that strategically continuous and 
discontinuous environments require different strategic approaches, but also 
different evaluation methods. 

For rather stable, continuous environments, he suggested approaches that 
emulate and thrive on earlier successes, which then could be evaluated through 
certain techniques, like PIMS, Boston Consulting Group’s Matrix [BCG Matrix], 
and competitor analysis. Certain types of computer modeling for analyzing 
strategies would answer the question “What if…”.  

Accordingly, the PIMS strategy reports for program participants in the 
1970s and ‘80s have been characterized in Naylor  (1982) to answer questions 
such as: 1) If this business continues to on its current track, what will its future 
operating results be? 2) What changes in market share, investment intensity, and 
vertical integration are likely to produce better results?  
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The perspective, as noted, is backwards on temporal line. The PIMS 
portfolio reviews have attempted to answer these types of questions: 1) Has the 
strategic position of the portfolio improved over the last five years? 2) Is the 
portfolio performing well or badly, given its strategic position? 3) Will proposed 
business plans strengthen the portfolio? Which businesses are potential 
divestment candidates? Among these, we can find also questions that may be 
applicable in today’s business environments, but the first will not be helpful. 

For discontinuous environments, which e-business context highly 
represents, Ansoff (1986) suggested an approach of anticipating future success 
strategies, not looking at earlier successes. The techniques suggested are not 
tackled here, but the appropriate model for computing is acknowledged, as it is 
“symbiotic”, which very much resembles the integrative perspective of firm and 
its environment, and of e-business strategy and information systems and 
processes (Hammer 2001). 

This symbiotic view, and the difference in environmental requirements for 
viewing strategy, both have implications for present strategy research, and for 
strategy design and evaluation. PIMS is not seen to be an adequate strategy 
measure, or success measure for today’s e-business environment, and neither is 
benchmarking competitors a sustainable approach. Symbiotic approach would 
imply business strategies that do not purely rely on competition. This is further 

iscussed in Paragraph 2.7. 
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that planning supports and 
requires, and the flexibility and innovativeness that is required in strategy 
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2.6 Strategy Formation and Development in Organizations 

 
Development of strategy takes place both through conscious, planned 
formulation of strategy, and through an unplanned proces

not be fully implemented or realized and in which unplanned components 
will emerge to the strategy process. The title of this paragraph is chosen to refer 
to the comprehensive formation of strategy.  

For creating competitive edge, strategic thinking (Lammi 2003, Mintzberg 
1991, Näsi 1991), strategy formulation and strategic planning (Friday & Friday 
2003, Kotler & Murphy 1981, Mintzberg 1994a and 1994b, Sage 1995), are 
needed. Although the resulting strategy in the formulation of strat

ative, and its implementation should be made in a creative, motivated 
atmosphere, the strategy formulation (Bower 1982, Friday & Friday 2003) is a 
disciplined process. For instance, Mintzberg  (1994a, 1994b), quoted by Sage 
(1995), talks about strategy as a result of strategic planning and a strategy 
formulation process that is bo controlled and formalized, and he sees this 
resulting strategy [in a relatively technocratic way] as being implemented as 
organizational structures (Kotler & Murphy 1981), operational controls, e.g. 
budgets, and as programs and operating plans.  

Strategy formulation may hence be challenged by a contradiction between 
the rather inflexible and ‘incremental’ atmosphere 
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FIGURE 12 Strategic Change Processes and Phases (Day 1999) 

 
The initiative for change does not always come from the top management; it can 
also come from other members of the organization. This participation on 
different levels, as an enabler and driver of change, is recommended in O’Brien 
(2002). Top management commitment is crucial throughout the change process 
for it to succeed. The whole management commitment to implementing and 
stabilizing the change needed and planned for the new strategy, must be 
explicitly expressed, as depicted in Figure 12 (Day 1999).  

Change  needs to be managed consistently (Pettigrew 1987). One 
requirement for whole management commitment, addressed in a recent article 
by Guttman and Hawkes (2004), is mutual, or, collective vision. A CEO offering 
a ready-made vision and strategy to a management team, how ever good, 
considered, and planned-in-detail it is, may fail – even badly – in creating 
commitment in the management team, not to mention in the whole personnel. 
The problem is right in the detailed, ready-made visioning and planning: the 
team members have not been involved with the visioning, hence becoming 
owners of the strategy and the change indicated (Guttman & Hawkes 2004). 

Resistance to policy, and resistance to change also occurs, according to 
Sterman (2001), because human mind seeks to form mental models that, rather 
than looking at complex, long-term optimal solutions and decisions, tend to seek 
“limited, internally inconsistent, and unreliable” (Sterman 2001, 10) solutions 
that in a short term would seem wise and desirable, but that in a long run would 
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hurt 

ent, employees 
displ

something you are first obliged to understand…the 
hole system...Intervening is a way of causing trouble.” 

 
However, the negative interpretation of changes being doomed to create 

sist nce, is partly misleading and incomplete. Resistance is a needed 
 

g or 
onfirming acts create further consideration on the issues, which may lead to 

also Zahra & George (2002) point out. Also Benson and 
Stand

Change management becomes hence perhaps more important than ever 
for businesses, as the IS-based e-business diffuses further in the economy.  

the optimal results. Human brain seeks harmony and equilibrium, and 
avoids complex situations.  

A solution to this is suggested by Sterman (ibid.): Managers should learn 
to understand complexity and also the mental models that people use in 
decision making. Learning systems thinking, i.e. system dynamics is one tool, 
and enhancing this to the more dynamic set-thinking, is another, to managing 
complex change projects. 

Commitment to change, as well as openness to change is linked with trust. 
Trust enhances receptivity and commitment, and reduces resistance. In large-
scale change projects, where risk is relatively high, trust is critical (Mainelli 
2003) for the required support of the whole personnel, as Chawla & Kelloway 
(2004) point out. When there is little or no trust in managem

ay the strongest resistance to change.  
As already mentioned, management and other policies as well as changes 

are doomed to provoke resistance. It is a normal reaction of a human nature to 
first resist a change in a stable and well-perceived state in affairs, as change is 
perceived as a threat to the stability and security. For change resistance - also 
concerning entrepreneurs and top management - the basis lies in human 
tendency to try to limit the worldview according to the mental model in the 
head, that guides our acts, and try to keep outside any intervening acts. Sterman 
(ibid.) quotes Thomas, a biologist: 

 
“When you are confronted by any complex social system, such as an urban center or a 
hamster, with things about it that you’re dissatisfied with and anxious to fix, you 
cannot just step in and set about fixing with much hope of helping…You cannot 
meddle with one part of a complex system from the outside without the almost 
certain risk of setting off disastrous events that you hadn’t counted on in other, 
remote parts. If you want to fix 
w

re a
component in the evaluation, acceptance and acquisition process. Resistance
also brings along with it evaluation of the policies and changes. Defendin
c
improvements in these. This is why resistance should not be seen as a curse but 
also as a blessing.  

In the new economy, a holistic change in the company’s approach to e-
business and e-commerce is needed. Furthermore, a holistic, innovative 
transformation from purely physical process-thinking into interactive, relational 
thinking and creating dynamic capabilities is needed for success, as Straub and 
colleagues (2002), and 

ing (2004) emphasize that organizations must change their structures and 
management styles (Kotler & Murphy 1982) if they are serious about managing 
knowledge.  
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“Most resources are available to all companies. The great 
variable is the quality of management. It determines why 
some companies fail and others succeed." 

— Sidney Boyden 

This work otherwise limits itself outside leadership issues but in this part 
ackn

 have a failure rate of 40 % (Chawla & Kelloway 2004), and IT-projects 
have

 physical. While the work at hand emphasizes the 
impli

tperform those that pursue a skewed 
strate

Gross profit margin is, in the information economy, proved to be more 
important for success in competition than growth. (Chang et al. 2003) 

owledges a need for addressing the management of change as a 
fundamental issue in successful strategy implementation. Change projects in 
general

 a commonly referred to failure rate of 50 – 80 %, which poses a challenge to 
change management. In Scott (2000) on ERP implementation projects, 90 percent 
of SAP R/3 are reported to run late; the time limits were exceeded in most 
projects which may become very costly, even lethal, to the firm. However, also 
success stories are to be found in the same article. Change project management 
is thus a complicated issue especially if change is implemented with both 
internal and external actors in it. 
 
 
2.7 Strategy and Success in the e-Realm  
 
 
Literature shows results of strategic planning, reflecting it to the competitive 
advantage (Sarason & Tegarden 2003) that it is expected to bring, whether in the 
electronic business context or

cations of strategy to electronic business, it is fruitful to take the benefit of 
studies conducted both in the electronic context and in the generic business 
setting without distinguishing its channels, in order to increase understanding 
of the connectedness of strategic choices and firm performance.  

Chang, Jackson and Grover (2003) in South Carolina, USA, suggest  that 1) 
a firm’s CEO’s perception of the importance of e-commerce has a positive 
relationship with corporate strategy and firm performance, 2) companies that 
are market-oriented (customer and/or competitor-orientation) outperform those 
that are non-market-oriented, especially in the e-commerce marketspace, and 3) 
companies pursuing a balanced market-orientation (i.e. customer and 
competitor-orientation) strategy would ou

gy (biased towards either of these orientations) in the e-commerce market 
space, where the capability to sense problems and opportunities in both would, 
in this open architecture, better leverage the benefits of e-commerce.  For the last 
proposition, their empirical results show a significant difference between 
balanced and (skewed) customer-focused companies, with the P < 0.05. 
However, performance differences among (skewed) competitor-focused and 
balanced companies are not that clear. Results show significant difference in 
terms of company profit growth (see also Eerola 1996), but no difference as for 
gross profit margin.  
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Robert E. Mittelstaedt, co-author of  ”On Building Corporate Value” (2000),  
says that the Internet up to date  “has not changed everything” quite in the way 
that generally was anticipated in the early stage of Internet assimilation, but he 
claims it to have shown that if bricks-and-mortar businesses really learn how to 
use the Internet, and more generally, learn how to use IT, they can differentiate 
themselves from rivals because of the very easily accessible platform that the 
Internet offers.   

This return to reality with the expectations on Internet has been 
acknowledged specifically in retail marketing literature, e.g. by Peterson and 
Balasuramanian (2002) who state that after the boom, retailers saw the Internet 
as a complementary channel, not as the only way to survive in the coming 
competition (Wang et al. 2002). 

The easiness of access that Mittelstaedt speaks of as an enabler of business 
enha

rategy as imitable. Part of the strategy naturally is exposed to others, 
whic e

ncement, we should take as a relative concept, because there still is an 
immense amount of people around the globe who are not exposed to the 
Internet, even though the Internet and marketspaces on the net are globally 
accessible (Morris et al. 1997, Rao 2002, Samiee 1998). Access to electronic 
marketplaces is easy for those who are in the actual reach of Internet, but for 
those who are not, the threshold is immense. Thus, also when thinking of access 
from a marketer’s point of view, in reaching target markets, there is an immense 
segment that the marketers cannot reach through the electronic channel. This 
fact affects heavily also US markets, not only markets in developing or 
undeveloped countries. However, the Internet is commonly seen as an enabler 
for information-based strategies for gaining competitive edge.  

In a context not defined for business according to its channels, but 
according to its developmental stage, Sarason and Tegarden (2003) point out the 
implementation part (Bower 1982) of strategy, and therein13, the strategic 
planning in creating competitive advantage. They distinguish firms according to 
their development stage, and propose that firms in their early stage would 
benefit more of strategic planning, due to its provision of structure and future 
thinking, than mature stage firms, as strategy is imitable and the advantage it 
brings hence erodes by time. Critical view may however be in place for their 
view on st

h may be reinforc d by the web, but the integrated strategy that forms the 
one whole from different parts, from substrategies within the organization, 
cannot be seen or analyzed by outsiders. This advantage the companies 
seemingly should try to acquire and maintain, especially in the otherwise 
relatively transparent e-business. 

 
 
 

 

                                                 
13  They approach strategic planning distinctively from Kotler & Murphy (1981) who 

define it as the process of developing and maintaining a strategic fit between the 
organization and its changing marketing opportunities. 
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2.7.1 

3, Sharma & Sheth 
2004)

hlights the importance of finding new ways to think of 
strate

s tend to be horizontal, or lateral, 
as Ch

d EDI that can integrate 
and c

Competitive Vs. Cooperative Vs. Coopetitive Strategies for Success  
 
This section studies a comprehensive, wide perspective of strategy 
(Venkatraman 1989) in interacting with markets. Here, “markets”, in plural, are 
meant to constitute the whole supply/distribution chain, from supply end, via 
horizontal market, to consumption end. “Market” would hence have the 
meaning that constitutes consumer- and business markets as the customer-end 
in the supply/distribution chain. This concept, many marketing scholars use the 
plural form term for.   

Competition has been a major focus for businesses and business research 
for decades. Competitive strategies and competitive environments have been 
studied in extent (Chaffee 1984 and 1985, Lorange 1996b, Porter 1980). Also 
solutions to the gaps in creating strategic fitness, competence and competitive 
advantage have been studied extensively in the 1980s (e.g. Bower 1982, Gluck et 
al. 1982, Kotler & Murphy 1981, Porter, 1980, 1985,Waterman 1982) and ever 
since (e.g. Hamel & Prahalad 1994 and 1996, Lorange 1996a, 1996b and 1998, 
Porter 1990, Sarason & Tegarden 2003). Strategy was also discredited in early 
1990s (Hamel & Prahalad 1996).  

In the 21st century, strategy investigation was extended into the electronic 
business environment (e.g. Ahlfors 2001, Chang et al. 200

.  
Cooperation has been a separate issue to investigate collective strategies, or 

strategies and tactics in and for cooperation in the market (e.g. Blumberg 2001, 
Lorange 1996, Lorange & Roos 1991, Mintzberg et al. 1996, Niemelä 2003, 
Palmer 2002, Sheth & Parvatiyar 1992, 2000, Skinner et al.1992, Wang et al. 2003). 
In the electronic marketing realm, the business environment is even more 
complex and dynamic than ever witnessed in the established marketing 
environment. This hig

gies and their implementation for creating successful, sustaining e-
businesses. Vertical cooperation seems to be emphasized in so-called traditional 
business-to-business exchange relationships. An important strategy is seen in 
developing long-term relationships with key stakeholders, e.g. by Arnett and 
colleagues (2003). In these contexts, long term relationships are sought, and 
individual members of the organizations will be held as close partners. In e-
commerce and e-business “sector” the alliance

atterjee (2004) puts it.   
Resource dependency in the technological and market turbulence in e-

business and e-retailing may be a significant reason to cooperation in electronic 
marketing context. It was seen crucially important, and a reason for careful 
partnership consideration, already in the mid-1990s, in the time for developing 
interorganizational systems [IOS], such as EDI and others (Riggins and 
Mukhopadhyay 1994). The emergence of Internet-base

oordinate was seen in late 1990s a threat to some companies, especially in 
USA, as EDI-capability has been, for those, a competitive asset which is reduced 
by the web-based EDI, and furthermore, as the interdependence of firms in 
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existing EDI-partnerships (Segev et al. 1997) is reduced as other actors become 
more easily available.  

n takes place and where its problems 
must be dealt with, is multifaceted. Conflicts within cooperation occur in 

 heavy 
 

 brings another view to 
ion, e.g. in application development such as ERP, between 
ay result in more customized applications than otherwise 

ral different 
mech

The affect of satisfaction with performance and of resource dependency in 
inter-firm alliance outcomes in e-context is investigated in Chatterjee (2004). He 
presents other factors affecting the creation of alliances as well:  the need to 
achieve critical mass to explore, the need to be compatible with multiple 
standards in the short run, and to acquire experience with the standard that 
becomes dominant in the long run. The allies aim to create “a more potent force 
than by themselves, with sufficient breadth and sophistication to compete in the 
rapidly changing market environment”, and exchange and synergize 
“intelligence assets rather than physical assets” (Chatterjee 2004). 

The environment, in which cooperatio

supplier – dealer relationships in a distribution chain, as dealers demand
oduct on their shelves (Skinner et al.allowances before they accept a new pr

1992), and in horizontal relationships, as competitors’ interests clash in 
cooperative actions (Laine 2002). The situation can be transcribed to the 
electronic distribution environment, with an electronic store, and also channel-
provider may demand heavy allowances and/or other payments before the 
marketer will be broadcast. Additionally, channel providers such as portal 
owners charge subscription fees, royalties or other fees, as their business model, 
in enabling the marketer to “go live”. This is generally speaking not a matter of 
conflict but normal procedure, yet the level and forming of payment may be a 
subject of dispute, if the provider seems to abuse the buyer-side. 

The IT-vendor – e-marketer business environment
the study: Cooperat

usiness partners mb
would be possible, and result also in enhanced performance. There is a 
possibility for co-operational benefits in cooperating through co-development 
(Engeström et al. 2004), and sourcing in information system development 
projects, but also a loss of potential performance enhancement is possible, due to 
a decrease of control in outsourced development (Choudhury & Sabherval 
2003), or due to unbalanced distribution or dissipation of profits while some 
partners level out productivity growth already at an aggregate level (Heikkilä & 
Heikkilä 2003). Also, creation or consequences of trust may be problematic in 
outsourced IS development projects (Weinstein 2004), thus seve

anisms are used by managers to overcome these, as noted by Lander and 
colleagues (2004). IT outsourcing which has been almost a trend in the past, also 
can be approached strategically. This has been studied by Lee, Miranda and Kim 
(2004) who suggest universalistic, contingency, and configurational perspectives 
for explaining success of IT outsourcing strategies that the authors distinguish as 
“independent”,” arm’s length”, and “embedded”. A framework for outsourcing 
has been developed by Momme and Hvolby (2002) in their work on heavy 
industry. 
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A supply chain creates a network where dependencies exist both 
downstream and upstream in the chain, significantly due to division of labor 
(Svensson 2002). Dependencies exist especially in IT-managed supply chains, 
due to cross-functional, collaborative process integration (Christopher 2000, 
Lancioni 2000), hence also integration of IT systems applications (Christopher 
2000). In supply chains, long-term win-win situations are sought for, referring to 
the w

perspective in minor parts of their work Competing 
for t

ploring whether 
and how companies cooperate whilst in competition, what is their attitude 
towa
(part

y is a new concept that merges the thinking of 

conn

hole chain benefit, and highlighting that supply chain strategies are 
distinctive from competitive strategies, but yet are affected by these (Chopra 
and Meindl 2001). Conflicts take place in cases where one member seeks short-
term benefits on other members’ cost (Svensson 2002), and creates hence 
competition for profitability over the network (Wang et al. 2003). 

Combining or comparing competition with cooperation has been almost lacking 
in business studies in the 1990s (Sheth & Parvatiyar 1992, Skinner et al. 1992). A 
work of Hamel and Prahalad in 1996, discussing mainly competitive issues 
included also a cooperative 

he Future. The combining or comparing views of competition and 
cooperation have been increasing in the research of the 2000s (Abodor 2002, 
Bengtsson & Kock 2000, Cravens & Cravens 2000, Laine 2002) and in teaching 
(Pento 2000). In the last years these have emerged also in e-business and IT 
studies (Ahlfors 2001, 2004; Barratt 2004, Erickson et al. 2003).  

It may be a subject of dispute whether any effect on the volume of 
cooperative or coopetitive studies derives from the competitive legislation that 
aims at preventing companies from creating alliances for pricing, and creating 
cartels that harm customers through agreed-on pricing and so on, across the 
industry in the market. The commonness of traditional competitive attitude may 
be a significant limiting factor. This study does not, however, try to find reasons 
for the implied scarceness of integrating research on cooperation and 
competition, but limits itself to analyzing the concepts and ex

rd collaboration and other cooperation, and further what kind of contracts 
icularly on pricing) are made in the e-business setting.  
Coopetition strateg

competition and cooperation. It takes into account the complexity of electronic 
markets and their dynamics. It is a candidate critical factor in creating this e-
success, or, e-future for companies. A linking idea to information technology 
here is, that information systems should be fit to align and implement  
(Sabherval & Chan 2001) coopetitive strategies, including inter-firm 

ectivity, and knowledge management processes and policies, as pointed 
out later in Chapter 3. 

Attempts to trace literature on recent research balancing the competitive 
actions and cooperative activities among a group of marketer organizations 
have lead to finding this new term, “coopetition” that Bengtsson and Kock 
(2000) actually introduced as a new, one, entity, instead of two separate. This 
new concept lies on an established phenomenon, but academics are focusing on 
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it from a new, reconsidered perspective and are reinforcing its research by 
forming workshops around it (EIASM 2004).  

Ahlfors (2004) examines the significance of coopetitive strategy in e-
business and finds correlations between different cooperative, competitive and 
networking behavior that forms a coopetitive construct, and e-activities, and 

ogic of virtual 
coop

and coopetitive 
appr

ivity; also by business process. Hence this research, in its empirical 
part, 

ncept 
represents a holistic strategy in Venkatram
itself
seen as focusing on competition , versus customer orientation versus supplier 

perceived success. These are measured through different indicators. The 
tentative results in her paper represent part of the sample studied for this 
dissertation, and may only act and be evaluated as forming the first lines and 
shapes in the picture to be more clarified in this work.  

Mandal (2004) discusses virtual coopetition in the consulting industry, and 
draws that coopetitive practices could be already widespread, even though the 
term “coopetition” is relatively new. He also presents ideas for a l

etition. In this view, the ideas may need further elaboration on their 
presentation. 

To conclude, competitive, cooperative, and coopetitive strategies may all 
be relevant, perhaps even in e-context, but cooperative 

oaches are here suggested to be more fruitful in e-business. Considering 
innovations, systems development, application implementations, channel 
cooperation and competition, an idea of some level or sequence of cooperation 
or coopetition, as beneficial to a firm, rises. These can, all, also be considered as 
simultaneous strategies, distinguishing by business partners or sectors, or by 
business act

aims at clarifying the approaches of firms to these strategies, and the 
potential relatedness of these with success. 

 
2.7.2 Additional, General Strategy Tools for Creating Value Advantage 
 
The validity of competitive strategies of established authors is strong, both in 
physical and in electronic environment. The cost-leadership, differentiation, and 
diversification strategies, among others, are without doubt widely addressed in 
literature, and adopted among marketer companies. Along with these strategies 
for creating competitive advantage, and in some cases substituting these 
strategies, research has identified various strategies that firms may adopt in 
focusing their activities and viewing their environment, for creating value 
advantage, or positional, or relational advantage - these other strategies may 
also bring, or be used to create, competitive advantage. 
 
Strategic Orientation 
 
One strategy dimension for marketers is their orientation. This strategy co

an’s (1989) characterization. It divides 
 into market orientation and corporate orientation. Market orientation can be 

focus (see e.g. Ottesen & Grønhaug 2002). Corporate orientation can be seen as 
resource versus product focus. There has been similar discussion about strategy 
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orientation in the “bricks-and-mortar” business environment, but the electronic 
economy has created additional pressure for companies to consider their 
orientation strategies. These will be discussed further in Chapter 3. 

ater & Narver 2000), its conceptual 
basis

rientation was 
made by Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and delineation of this construct was also 

d Slater (1990).  
Kohli and Jaworski’s initially used the term “market orientation”   

 
differ

arket-orientation, on big enterprises. Kohli, 
Jawo

In information technology -based business, Sharma and Sheth (2004) 
propose that, in order to succeed, companies need to change their orientation 
from a commonly maintained supplier-focus to a customer-orientation. Ottesen 
and Grønhaug (2002) however pointed out two years earlier that market-
orientation is more than focusing on customers and competitors, and that supply 
input market [as it may be substantially uncertain] should not be ignored in 
market-orientation. Earlier, supply-focus had not been conceived as a part of 
market-orientation, which it inevitably is. 

As market-orientation is suggested to be a strategy for success in 
profitability, in much of the literature (e.g. Sl

 is appropriate to disseminate here. As Ottesen and Grønhaug (2002) 
acknowledge, the creation of the abstract construct of market-o

made by Narver an

referring to the implementation of the marketing concept, i.e. the business 
philosophy [or strategy]. NB! “Market orientation” should hence be 
distinguished from “market-orientation”, as having different semantic meaning, 
which idea is here followed using a hyphen between the two words when 
discussing orientation to market needs, and interactivity with market. Without 
the hyphen, the utterance here means distinguishing and choosing between

ent markets, such as consumer markets/business markets, and 
geographical markets, etc.   

In Kohli and Jaworski (1990), a market oriented organization was “one 
whose actions are consistent with the marketing concept” (ibid.). This would be 
in line with the definition above, used in this study. In their work they then 
developed the construct of market orientation comprising 1) one or more 
departments engaging in activities geared toward developing an understanding 
of customers’ current and future needs and the factors affecting them, 2) sharing 
of the developed understanding across departments, and 3) the various 
departments engaging in activities designed to meet select customer needs  
(Kohli & Jaworski 1990). As we can see, the semantic meaning however started 
to be, contradicting to their earlier words, orientation to customer markets, not 
orientation to a, wider, marketing concept. Also, we can see that the perspective 
was, in this early work on m

rski and Kumar (1993) then defined market-orientation as: 
 
“the organizationwide generation of market intelligence pertaining to current and 
future needs of customer, dissemination of intelligence horizontally and vertically 
within the organization, and organization-wide action or responsiveness to market 
intelligence” (1993). 
 

The big-company emphasis was put aside, and the definition was applicable to 
all types of organizations. But still in this definition, as in the earlier, market-
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orientation was considered only to the direction of customer; competitors were 
not considered.  

Also Slater and Narver’s conceptualization has focused on customers; on 
how orientation towards these creates customer value and superior performance 
(1994b, 2000), on it having a positive effect on business profitability (2000) 
Narver, Slater and MacLachlan’s (2004) on responsiveness to expressed 
customer needs and proactive orientation to satisfying their latent needs. Wren 
and colleagues (2000) also take the customer as the object of gaining market 
intelligence on, for new product development. 

In their early work of 1994 (Slater & Narver 1994a), they however consider 
whether competitive environment has a moderating effect on the customer-
orientation – performance relationship, and come to the conclusion that, as the 
benefits of a market-orientation are long term, and the environmental conditions 
“are often transient”, even with possible short-term moderating effects of the 
competitive situation, being market oriented is cost-effective.  

Frambach, Prahbu and Verhallen (2003) take an explicit competitor-
orientation in their construct, added to customer orientation. In their research 
they found that a greater emphasis on focus strategy resulted in decreased 
customer-orientation, and that a competitor-orientation had a positive effect in 
new product activity which also was indirectly positively affected via customer-
orientation. This competitor-orientation, in addition to customer-orientation is 
inherent in Ottesen and  Grønhaug (2002), and as earlier noted, they enriched 
the market-orientation construct further, with supply-orientation. 

The relationship between company orientation and new product activity, 
or orientation and focus strategy, is discussed by Frambach and colleagues 
(2003), Im and Workman (2004), Liu, Luo and Shi (2003), and by Ottesen and 
Grønhaug (2002), and by Wren, Souder and Berkowitz (2000).  

Orientation strategy in e-business context is discussed e.g. by McCullough 
Johnston (2001) who suggests evolving beyond market-orientation in e-business; 
to applying human interaction models to computer-mediated corporate 
communications, as discussed elsewhere in this reading, and by Berthon, with 

essing perspective on market 
volution.  

Market orientation, with its differing variations, has been found to have 

her level of innovation, and that highly 
mark

colleagues (2000) who take an information-proc
e

impact on new-product innovativeness and new-product performance (Im & 
Workman 2004, Liu et al. 2003), on and business strategy (Chang et al. 2003), or 
strategic behavior (Ottesen & Grønhaug 2002). Liu and colleagues (ibid.) report 
that market-orientation leads to hig

et-oriented companies perform better than others, in terms of marketing 
program dynamism. Market-orientation implies close and interactive 
relationships with the focal company’s environment, which indicate that the 
intelligence on markets’ characteristics, behavior, preferences, and so on, will act 
as a basis for their decisions, either as guidelines or for considering possible 
alternatives. 
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Another perspective, although also with an interactive, relational view 
(Skaates & Seppänen 2002) emphasizes corporate-orientation, of which e.g. Lehner 

ses a term internal orientation; focusing on  resources and processes, and on their 

 A software development project is the context in Seppänen’s (2002) work 

Interactive Strategy  
 
One view of strategy, actually already implicitly approached to, a strategy that 
Lorange (1996b) has brought into discussion, and that does not fall into the 
three-fold strategy model of Chaffee (1985), is called interactive strategy. 
Interactive strategy that has its foundation on alliances and partnerships – on 
cooperation. Earlier already strategic initiative was discussed on the basis of 
reactive, proactive, and interactive behavior, added with an idea of integrative   

Thus, as earlier mentioned, competitive edge can be gained not only by 
competition but also through a cooperative strategy approach and furthermore, 
through their combination, “coopetition” strategy (Ericksson et al. 2003). With 

e strategy approach, and with a win-win based supply chain 
n networking may 

producing activities that ultimately deliver benefit to meet a customer’s 

u
management. 

that looks at competence evolution, which he says to be crucial for asset 
building, and which is defined in the software subcontracting context as:  

 
“activities taken to create and make use of resources by individuals and organisations 
in project-based relationships” (Seppänen 2002), 
 

which reflects a resource-based view, also according to the author. But against 
common understanding (ibid.), the resource-based view can be taken also for 
interorganizational relations, as the definition indicates, which also becomes 
explicit in Blomqvist (2002) who studies collaboration in resource- and 
capability-perspective. 

Competence dynamics and relationship management is under discussion 
in Skaates and Seppänen’s (2002) work, the framework of which is professional 
service organizations, representing the b-to-b sector. The view is on the 
organization, and organizational learning, creating competencies. Core 
competence in the focal business must according to the authors be characterized, 
using their terms, by ex ante limits, i.e. pre-conditional limits, to competition. 
The relationships are viewed in a framework of three levels; internal level of 
organization, service provider – client level, and the level of a network of 
relationships, which broadens the corporate focus on some parts of the resource 
view into market focus through interaction.  

Hence, as also Seppänen (2002) points out, the competence creation does 
take place also outside the focal organization, not only within it.  

 

cooperativ
management approach, a business model that is based o
become attractive to an organization. The supply chain, or value chain, as e.g. 
Tapscott and colleagues (2000) put it, is formed by a network of organizations 
(Chopra & Meindl 2001, Svensson 2002) that are involved in the value 
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demands. This supply network aims at creating income and benefit to all its 
members, and through added value and synergy, to the whole entity. According 

 some research (Möller & Svahn 2004, Finnish Academy 2004), these business 
s and co-working, and 

 

to
models build on process thinking, human capabilitie

emand high managerial skills.  d
This networking can also be viewed from an approach of systems thinking, 

or, set thinking according to set theory, and hence from an approach of 
interacting on all aspects of marketing through information sharing,  
acquisition, protection, and through resource sharing, and through IT/IS 
networks and applications.  

When trying to focus on new business models, in the implementation 
phase of strategy, the earlier mentioned process thinking in marketing is by 
some researchers seen outdated as benefits for a customer are becoming more 
important than the processes and their internal or inter-organizational 
management. Yet, process thinking is and has been seen by many as a key 
instrument for creating good performance and competitive edge. For instance, 
Hammer (2001) identifies the need to identify the real customer which may be 
quite someone else than the company-client, for which the inter-organizational 
processes are required to be redesigned to produce final customer satisfaction. 
Also Crosby (1979), for instance, created the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) 
which has been adopted and developed further in other scientific fields, e.g. in 
Information Technology (see also Paragraph 2.4.5). 

In IT literature, and especially in software development literature, 
processes and their maturity has been studied rather extensively, (Jiang et al. 
2004, Sage 1995), e.g. developing Crosby’s (1979) CMM model into process 
maturity model, PMM (Humphrey 1989, Sage 1995). Software process evolution, 
i.e. improvements (Markus 1983), including their management and task design 
(Gambill et al. 2000, Wu et al. 2004), have been seen as key instruments in IS and 
software project success, which also can be viewed as core competence in 
software projects (Seppänen 2002). This has relevance in all e-business, as it 
requires successful implementation of IT-based systems. Hence, it might be 
useful to consider the process view, together with systems or set theoretical 
thinking in firms as strategic performance enablers that further can enable e-
business success. This has, in mid-1990s – which period strongly emphasized 
processes – led some research to combine and align the competitive strategy of 
the firm and the role of IT leader (Karimi et al. 1996); as the “prospector”, 
“analyzer” and “defender” strategies (Miles and Snow 1978, 2003; Sabherval & 
Chan 2001) which are broad views, and represent the holistic strategy 
perspective that Venkatraman (1989) discussed in the 1980s. [These role-based 
strategies are acknowledged here but not evaluated in the empirical study.] 
Sabherval and Chan (2001) point out that using any of these business strategies, 
it should be aligned with information systems (IS) strategy, which is discussed 
further in Chapter 4.  
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2.8 

 

us ways. 1) It has been 
appr

 
ur 

e are today able to enhance Chaffee’s model hierarchy, and further the 

erarchy.  

Perspectives for e-Business Strategy 
 

The present paragraph concludes Chapter 2 through looking at different 
approaches taken in prior research for e-business environment. A model for e-
business strategy with proposed themes drawn on the literature reviewed is 
then built in the following Chapter 3. 

Research has viewed e-business strategy in vario
oached as a sub-ordinate to the higher level strategy, in the case of clicks 

and mortar –business, where a strategy is first built for the whole corporation, 
and then for its different business functions, among which the business through 
e-channels is seen distinctively. 2) Also a view has been taken that sees e-
business as the whole business entity, forming a strategy by itself  (Wang et al. 
2002). Even this view can however be seen in differing lights and shapes. The e-
business strategy can be viewed in the light of adaptive, interpretive, interactive, 
and integrative models that were modified from Chaffee’s (1985) models in 
Paragraph 2.4. 

Strategy Models – From Three To Five To Fo
 
W
correspondence of interpretive strategy with the cultural set of Boulding’ s 
system hierarchy, adding an interactive strategy model to it, constituting 
strategic interaction with central and peripheral actors in a network through 
different ICTs and devices, and reflecting this strategy model to the 
transcendental, highest level of the cultural biological set.  

Working on this to even higher sophistication, in which a firm integrates 
its substance and context with its environment, employing the transcendental 
level of Boulding’s cultural set even in further depth, we can add an integrative 
strategy model in this hierarchical model (Figure 13) instead of, or rather 
subsuming the interactive, and furthering the thinking of “transcendental” into 
the cyberspace and into integrated information systems and processes (Hammer 
2001). This integrative strategy would represent the highest sophistication level 
in the strategy model hi

Chaffee’s (1985) three models are not thought to subsume the preceding 
strategy model, as do the levels in Boulding’s system hierarchy, albeit these 
evolved sequentially. Rather, the shift to the next level in Chaffee’s model 
abandoned the previous view. So, the emerging fourth and fifth strategy 
models, the interactive and integrative would differ from the previous three, in 
that the fifth would inherently consist of also its two preceding and developing 
phases; interpretive with the cultural and interactive mode with the 
connectedness and two-way communication and impact. In this case, the model 
hierarchy would look as Figure 13 depicts. 
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FIGURE 13 Evolution of Strategy Models from Three to Five to Four 

has disappeared as non-sustainable 
at lea

2.8.1 

 the proposed strategy is widely seen as such a must, as the chasm 
is however so hard and time-consuming to cross – would the early follower pick 

chnology 
r benefit 

um prizes for innovator customers, and from the potentially 

 
These strategic approaches to corporate environment are all witnessed in 
today’s e-business context. The linear model 

st for present commercial firms that cannot rely on stable circumstances, 
focusing on internal affairs anymore.  
 

First Mover, Early Leader, or Follower Strategy?  
 
Research made by both academics (Carr 2004a) and practitioners 
(Computerworld May 17, 2004) about the relative benefit of being a follower  in 
IT-adoption shows that IT investment growth may be kept on an acceptable and 
affordable level, when a level of IT infrastructure that does not create a cutting-
edge position but followership, is acquired through IT-spending of a slightly or 
not at all rising curve – in contrast to most competitors’ highly increasing IT-
costs. In many cases, this considerate approach to adopting new IT/IS does pay 
in stable, also decreasing IT-costs, and does not cause any loss of competitive 
advantage. Careful consideration seems to pay off: “When it comes to IT, the 
tortoise often beats the hare.” (Carr  2004a14) 

For innovation marketers, however the early follower –strategy is not 
commonly seen appropriate but first mover strategy is suggested (e.g. Heikkilä 
2004) for technology marketers as the only strategy. It makes one wonder 
howe er whyv

the fruits of pioneer-planted apple trees? Having learned from the te
and marketing mistakes of the pioneer? Or would the first move
enough from premi
strong image of the first developer, enabling the chasm-crossing leading to 
exponential sales increase? Substantial sales increase was evidenced for 
innovations by Boulding and Christen (2001), and, for the initial years of the 
new market, also profit advantage, as the revenue benefit outweighed the cost 
                                                 
14  Cited in Computerworld, May 17, 2004 
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“penalty” that was produced by very large cost disadvantages (see 2.5.4). As 
Tellis and Golder note, the pioneer requires vision, substantial resources, 
persi

en launching the product, is 
rucial, at least many see it in this way.  

Evidence to successful early leader-strategy – which is not a synonym to 
ioneer, but, in other words, means early follower - has however been gained 

the pioneer for 
home computers, although the actual pioneer was MITS (Micro Instrumentation 
and Telemetry Systems) according to several studies.  

Yet, NOKIA has gained a strong and long-term advantage from being a 
pioneer in telecommunications applications (e.g. Heikkilä 2004). 

Moore (1999, 2000) who has written books popularizing science, e.g.  
Rogers’s work  (1962, 1995) on the diffusion of innovations, and on strategies to 
overcome chasm, suggests that through product leadership, implying latest 
technology, the high-tech marketer and the product achieve the credibility in the 
first adopters,  who are the technology enthusiasts, and who are willing to pay a 
premium price for a premium product and technology. 

A note on balancing between these strategies and this study: In this 
theoretical part, it is important to identify and consider these alternative 
strategies. In the empirical part, however, it is difficult to gain reliable evidence 
for applied strategies in this concern, as the research design does not enable full 
information on these issues. Interpretations can be made through documentary 
analysis, but these strategy considerations would require different studies, such 
as time series studies, case studies, or interviews. This is why, in this 
accordance, the study rests on empirical information reached in above referred 
studies, for empirical testing of the strategies. 

 
2.8.2 Tailoring Competitive Strategies  
 
A strategy claim by Moore (1999), and shared by many, is that differentiation in 
technology markets is the only applicable strategy. When moving ahead in the 
technology adoption life cycle, featuring the diffusion, or penetration, curve, 
crossing the chasm and targeting early adopters, who are visionaries15, a 
strategy of product leadership still is appropriate, but Moore (1999) suggests a 
complementary strategy that I would call a tactical issue in implementing 
strategy, namely customer intimacy. This is to win the trust and the subsequent, 

                                                

stence and commitment (Tellis & Golder 1996). 
These are interesting questions that research has tried and is trying to find 

answers to. Tellis and Golder (ibid.) pose the question of what the real causes of 
enduring market leadership are, if not order of entry. The results remain 
multifold. If considering a high-tech marketer, a focus strategy, being a leader in 
the technology to produce a product, and/or, using Moore’s term, gaining a 
product leadership from the very beginning wh
c

p
from Apple gaining a long advantage and being even called 

 
15  see also the characterization of Miles and Snow (Sabherval & Chan 2001) that can be 

applied to corporations adopting new technology 
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possible loyalty (Harris & Goode 2004) of the customers [which are discussed 
rther in Chapter 3], and to compete rivals off the market, which features 
oore’s bowling alley. The term customer intimacy, even if strategy-thematic 
ctics, or at most, sub-strategy rather than strategy, may well depict a market-

riented strategic approach to business (Kohli & Jaworski 1990, Kohli et al. 1993, 
arver & Slater 1990).  

After this phase, in the high growth turbulence, product leadership, added 
ith operational excellence is recommended. The idea of Moore is that 

ustomers are becoming enthusiastic and do not need to be pampered. Markets 
re growing anyway. This thinking, however, in today’s interactive business 
ontext, and its demands to relationship-building and maintenance, for 

t customers 
ng them to 

form a repetitively-buying, thus profitable relation to the marketer, is costly. The 
conomic results however in the short-term, transactional view of Moore, are 
ained with less effort. In the height of market maturation with mass market 

 life cycle. A note on the above-
ment

 & 
ilde rand 2004), and firm size. (Chang et al. 2003) 

as factors for success. 
 (2003) are the only 

fu
M
ta
o
N

w
c
a
c
customer retention, is rather controversial and confused, as presen
are seen important. Also, getting new customers as well as bringi

e
g
volumes and lower margins, marketers should again focus on customers (Moore 
1999) – not to loose them to rivals or to newer technology. Operational 
excellence is then the strategy to be followed.  

A change of focus from market-orientation to corporate orientation, and 
back is witnessed in the changing phases of

ioned changes of orientation: This study does not aim to explore temporal 
changes in corporate orientation, meanwhile it identifies research findings on 
these and considers their applicability in e-business. The study aims at 
identifying strategic orientations at present. 
 
2.8.3 Potential Success Factors irrelative to Strategy  
 
There may be, and have suggested to be  (Chang et al. 2003),  factors  that are 
not straightforwardly connected to business strategy, but that  have impact on 
business success in the interactive business.  

These factors may be for instance management perception of the 
importance of e-based business to the company, industry type (Grünert
H b

Industry and firm size have not much been studied 
and colleaguesEspecially in e-business context, Chang 

cholars found to explicitly notice the possible connection of, in addition to s
strategic orientation,  other issues like industry and firm size, and performance 
in e-business.  

No literature has been found to study the relatedness of firm development 
phase and success in e-business or other business context, either. As research on 
these potential success factors is almost non-existent, the impact of perceived 
importance of e-commerce to business, industry type and firm size, as well as 
firm development phase are included in this study to explore whether they are 
success factors in interactive business.  
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Organizational architecture has been mentioned along with strategy 
formulation, as a distinct but successive issue in implementing interactive 
business strategy (Brache & Webb 2000, Faber et al. 2003, Hammer 2001, Lehner 
2004, Miles & Snow 1986). Hence, organization type is also included in this 
exploration. 

 
 

2.9 

 
the e

Corporate Strategic Orientations and e-Success Model 
 

 
On the basis of literature on strategy and e-business strategy, the orientation of 
company, and its relationship with e-success is modeled (Figure 14). Strategic 
thinking affects the company’s competitive orientation, and also to its temporal 
orientation. These both have an impact in the company’s strategic orientation in 
the markets, which then again will have impact in various dimensions of 
success. The capital letters in parentheses in the three performance boxes refer to 
the performance domains of Venkatraman & Ramanujam (1986).  

The impact of management perception of e-channel importance is 
considered to affect success (Chang et al. 2003). Company size [ibid.] and 
industry type (Grünert & Hildebrand 2004) affecting success follow the views of

xisting literature, as does organization type (Hammer 2001, Brache & Webb 
2000). Development phase is included as a new element to consider as a success 
factor, on the basis of age and life situation in consumer studies, transformed to 
company age and life cycle in this business study. 
 

 
 
FIGURE 14 Strategic Orientation and e-Success Associations Framework 
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3 MANAGING THE GLOBAL INTERACTIVE 
MARKETING 

 
 

siness phenomenon and strategy were explored and discussed in the 
previous chapter. In this chapter, strategy dynamics in interactive business are 
reviewed, taking a closer perspective of an organization to strategic issues. 
Themes that literature on previous research reveals for strategic marketing 
management in the e-domain, are discussed.  

The review is made here looking at the strategic opportunities and 
demands that the globally accessible interactive business environment poses. 
These themes are market orientation (Holzmüller and Stöttinger 2001) and 
market segmentation in e-business, based on geographical markets, national and 
cultural characteristics (de Mooij 1998, de Mooij & Hofstede 2002, Usunier 1996), 
converging and diverging segments (de Mooij 2000, de Mooij & Hofstede 2002), 
and language. Further, strategy themes such as downstream, upstream and 
horizontal interactive marketing, and factors in these, are reviewed, with a 
strategy theme relevant in a

This discussion is further developed into a model; it is presented in the end 
of Chapter 4 as it is most naturally presented combined with IT as an enabler of 
interactivity and as a strategic factor in interactive business.  

 
 
3.1 New Market Orientation with e-Channels?  

 
 
In Chapter 2, the construct “market-orientation” was addressed as a strategy. 
Here, let us take a different perspective, and think of the different orientations in 
marketing that the e-business may encourage a company to consider or 
reconsider for this converging, and diverging, e-channel.  

An organization may find it useful to reconsider its marketing decisions 
based on which types of markets it should, or would be able to, beneficially 
serve when conducting online, interactive business. Holzmüller and Stöttinger 
(2001) point out problematic issues, and, citing de Mooij of 1998 and 
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Usunier of 1996, state that communicating for foreign markets requires not 
only knowledge, but also emotional sensitivity to assess the appropriate-
ness of given activities in a different cultural environment. They state that 
for e

, and “e-tailing”, 
companies however are dealing with a very wide variety of people and nations 

ssibility requires also 

 
As st
regions. 
but char
whichev

Res
also g
strateg
shortcom
have been taken by practitioners, as they are dealing with these concerns.  

xample advertising depends on culture-specific influences, such as 
differences in communication styles, communication objectives, inform-
ation processing, cultural attitudes or linguistic characteristics (Holzmüller 
& Stöttinger 2001).  

About cultural adaptability and appropriateness issues on websites, 
the reader is advised to a very recent paper of Singh and Matsuo (2004), 
who conducted a content-analytic study on U.S. and Japan websites, 
working on Hofstede’s cultural dimensions and Hall’s low-context and 
high-context cultural dimensions. Hofstede’s cultural dimensions, enriched 
with his add-up, the fifth dimension that Singh and Matsuo do not quote, 
are presented in this reading in Paragraph 3.3.1. It has been shown (de Mooij 
& Hofstede 2002) that especially American and British retailers tend to ignore 
the need for cultural sensitivity when going offshore. Retailing

in the e-domain. The internationally spread acce
ferent languages. Market orientation responsiveness to different cultures and dif

may become a challenge for an e-firm unless it considers its strategies carefully. 
Orientation towards different markets may become available to companies 

in e-business channels. These include: B-to-C/B-to-B/B-to-G/B-to-B&C etc. 
Other issues in orienting the business activity that emerge with deploying 
electronic marketing channels, and which may require or deserve 
reconsideration are several: the geographic, or lingual areas to cover through 
online business; the strategic orientation focus – being corporate orientation, 
emphasizing resource management, workflows and systems; market orientation 
emphasizing either competitors, customers or suppliers, or all of them, balanced 
or biased;  target customer types, new customer types, and new cooperation or 
competition sources; new orientation in sourcing vs. doing-it-self, and so on. 
The discussion will be based on marketing management literature, international 
business literature, linguistics, and IT/e-business literature. 
 
 
3.2 Geographical Market View 
 

ated in Chapter 2, e-business does not honor borders between geographic 
To some extent, it needs to take administrative borders into account, 

acteristic to e-business and e-commerce, to interactive business activity - 
er term is used to specify it – is being world wide.  
earch has until now largely ignored the fact that on-line marketing can 

et a form of being pan-regional, national, even very locally focused, due to 
ic choices of organizations - or due to their genuine mistakes and 

ings when pursuing the on-line activity. Approaches to these issues 
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 a marketer, remarkable is also that market behavior habits differ 
ficantly across the world. It may have a considerable impact on the 

lity of net-based marketing. Hence, choosing the target markets, while 
cessible on a worldly manner, is seen in this research a significant issue. 

defining Target Markets and their Requirements   

   
 adopts interactive marketing models, it may define its markets in a 

rn that was beyond its reach in purely physical marketing setting. Research 
ely ignored the new possibilities that the Internet has brought to 
ve marketers. As the accessibility of companies through the Internet – 
d-line or mobile – is changing or removing the earlier boundaries, also 
ndaries between the business markets should be reconsidered by 
rs pursuing, or going into, interactive marketing.  
nsumer marketing may become less attractive for the firm to be pursued 

approaching new markets through the Web. 
rketer may wan to exploit the possibilities that business marketing seems 

nter in electronic context; most of the revenues in the Internet are 
in business markets. However, for a marketer who aims at reaching 
diences through specific produla

may be the most applicable and attractive. A firm conducting business 
marketing may find it beneficial to create their own direct e-channel to reach 
end customers, in addition to the contemporary business market. Hence, 
disintermediation, through a new business design (Archer 2002, Wang et al. 
2002) can take place, or, a firm may employ an additional strategy integrated to 
the contemporary. Thus, choices for the e-markets will effect firm strategies and 
their implementation, for traditionally conducted established business, and for 
start-up companies (ibid.). 

A firm may also find its products to reach and serve new types of 
customers and new types of use. This new opportunity may be encountered 
acting together with other marketers on the Web, or on the basis of encountered 
possibilities, through being exposed to new product or service innovations. 
Marketers may find new business models and new income sources when they 
explore the true possibilities and opportunities that the Internet offers. 

The marketer can also define its target market through different channels 
and their user groups. Through acquisition of information on typical users of 
different channels in e-business and in the physical channels, the marketer can 
define the most applicable channel[s] for the firm. Let us look at e-banking, for 
instance, as using electronic channels for banking services has spread in the last 
ten years in Finland so that nowadays, as Mattila and Pento (2002) report,  over 
70 percent of bank customers visit branch offices less than twice a year. For e-
banking a marketer may use a set of alternatives: PC interface, interactive TV, 
fixed-line telephone, or a mobile phone that further can exploit the same 
telephone service as through fixed line, and additionally SMS-messages, as well 
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as through WAP (Mattila & Pento 2002), and GPRS. Different users prefer 
diverse (sets of) channels, and the same users may value the channels differently 
in differing situations.  

Also here, cultures shape the need for marketers to consider the wealth 
. As de Mooij and Hofstede (2002) point 

ut, long-term cultures are characterized to use multiple financial products and 

tion and high uncertainty 
avoid

Markets can be segmented and hence targeted according to cultural 
e ension 

eeds to be considered thoroughly, in order to avoid losses that could emerge 

In cultures with small power distance, people with 

uncertainty and ambiguity - and hence need strong or more liberal governance or 

and types of payment methods to offer
o
services. These cultures also approach cash, debit card, and credit card payment 
differently from short-term cultures. The impact on e-commerce from this comes 
from the fact that in long-term cultures cash and debit cards are dominating; 
even when/if credit cards are used, they are most often used as debit cards. It 
may shape the characteristics of e-commerce in these countries, and impact on it 
may also come from that savings are highlighted, and willingness to pay for 
convenience (e.g. for home-based product comparisons, ordering, and banking) 
is rather low. A country with long-term orienta

ance (e.g. France) places challenges to a marketer, and e-commerce may 
not be as widely, effectively, or fast adopted in such a country. 

 
3.3.1 Segmenting Markets based on National Cultures 
 

fragm ntation. For online markets, or virtual markets, the cultural dim
n
from uncontrolled communication and expression of information.  Companies 
are thus widely facing challenges in the increasing complexity of marketing in 
foreign markets that are heterogeneous and complex as government policies, 
economic development, socio-cultural environment, and consumer behavior 
and attitudes may differ remarkably from the home market, and also as the 
consumer segments are getting more heterogeneous, as is stated by De Mooij 
and Hofstede (2002).  

Hofstede (1985) created already in 1980 a model of dimensions of national 
cultures, which has been cited extensively worldwide, and which he also 
applied to organizational cultures. The cultural model was in the 1980s four-
faceted, but in 1990, he added a fifth dimension into his model (Sage 1995). The 
five dominant dimensions which are simultaneously rather independent,  are 
associated with cultural values:   

 
1) Power distance, PDI, which means the degree of accepting unequal distribution of 

power among people, in organizations and institutions as “normal” in the focal 
population (Hofstede 1985) . In cultures with large power distance, everybody has 
his/her “rightful place” in society, there is respect for old age, and status is 
important to show power. 
power try to look less powerful, and people in general try to look younger than 
they are. Malaysia scores highest on PDI (81), USA in the middle (40), and 
Sweden rather low (31) (de Mooij & Hofstede 2002);   

2) Uncertainty avoidance, UAI, which measures the extent to which people prefer 
structured situations over unstructured – to which they feel uncomfortable with 
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management. High index is found for Greece (118) and Mexico (82), low for 
Denmark (23), UK (35), USA (46).  (Hofstede 1985, de Mooij & Hofstede 2002) ;  

3) Individualism, vs. Collectivism , IDV, meaning the extent to which people prefer to 
act as individuals rather than as members of a group - and furthermore, the extent 

llectivist, it is more implicit. USA is the most individualist country (91) , 

to which the society expects individuals to take care of themselves and their 
immediate families only, in contrast with collectivism which supports “a tightly 
knit social framework in which individuals can expect their relatives, clan, or 
other in-group to look after them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty” 
(Hofstede 1985). In individualist cultures, the identity is in the person, in 
collectivist, it is based in the social network to which the person belongs. In 
individual cultures there is more explicit, verbal communication whereas in 
co
Germany scores in the middle (67) Portugal lower (27), Indonesia even lower (14), 
and Venezuela lowest (12) (de Mooij & Hofstede 2002);  

4) Masculinity, MAS, which can be described, e.g., as the balancing between 
opposing values “performance, competition, heroism, assertiveness, material 
success” and characteristics of femininity like “quality of life, warm relationships, 
tenderness, modesty, and concern for the weak”.  “In a masculine society even the 
women prefer assertiveness (at least in men); in a feminine society, even the men 
prefer modesty” (Hofstede 1985). Feminine cultures have people orientation, 
“small is Beautiful, and status is not very important. In masculine culture there is 
substantial role difference between males and females; in feminine cultures there 
is less. Japan scores high in masculinity (95), USA scores in the middle (62), and 
Sweden very low (5). 

5) Long-term orientation, LTO, which is seen as contrasted with short-term 
orientation, or, analytical vs. truth orientation. It is the extent to which a society 
exhibits a pragmatic, future-oriented perspective rather than a conventional 
historic or short-term perspective. East Asia scores high, and UK 29, USA 29. (de 
Mooij & Hofstede 2002, Sage 1995).  

 
There is a need for sensitivity for market characteristics in electronic marketing. 
Challenges for on-line marketers are even bigger than for conventional 
international marketers, as the customer is not telling them face-to-face, what 
s/he wants, what s/he dislikes, and what the shortcomings in the company’s 
performance are. Even with the widely known fact that only a minor share of 
unsatisfied customers report their discontent in the physical setting, the share of 
dissatisfied site visitors online is assumed to be lower, as the commitment level 
is lower. The marketers may never notice loosing the unsatisfied or disinterested 
customer. Transforming the singular term ‘customer’ into plural form, across 
the global markets may be a reason for worry for marketers. Holzmüller and 
Stöttinger (2001) raise this issue into discussion and say that pragmatic [which 
term here has a different meaning from the term used in a linguistic context in a 
later section] “concepts of how to achieve cultural sensitivity are lacking.” The 
authors have developed a concept of culture and are assessing it in their work. 

Cultural signposts have been suggested by Raybourn et al. (2002) for 
virtual environments. The authors have found that environments that do not 
offer cues for cultural context interpretation may be dysfunctional according to 
their real usability and attractiveness – even their acceptability to some cultures. 
If the factors that formulate the actual on-line markets for a company are not 
known and carefully considered, the company fails to fully benefit from the 
scale of markets that are reachable and potential to it. Thus, its strategic goals 
may or may not be achieved. This holds truth in several ways - in the 
geographical aspect but also in the aspect of reaching different market segments, 
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different customer groups who form a same kind of cultural framework; they 
may be globally dispersed and very attractive to marketers in their size. A 
quest

o focus on, and how to facilitate and 
imple

tical in building customer relationships or even achieving ad hoc 
sales in the electronic environment. 

.3.2 Lingual Issues in Addressing Redefined Market Requirements 

as ignored, as well as the varying degrees of “globality” in e- 
business, also lingual issues in it, albeit hly 

ord o 
cad ce 

lfors 200 . For different marketing types in 
fied b 2, 

Bradley 2002, Hollensen 2001, Ihator 2001, Jeannet and Hennessey 2001, Keegan 
nd Schlegelmilch 2001, Rowley 2001, etc.), discussed in Chapter 216, language 

or that tackles linguistic issues in accordance with 
infor

ion is how to address successfully these culturally framed groups. 
 

Convergence and Divergence of Segments  
 
Another way to view market segments in the interactive business, is seeing the 
unification of segments into enormous groups of people with similar, or similar 
enough characteristics, consumption habits, and/or, interests (de Mooij and 
Hofstede 2002). On-line marketers have the advantage of having immense 
global potential customer or lead segments. This global accessibility to 
marketer’s web site however may cause a challenge for them in the form of how 
to choose the geographical markets t

ment this geographical market segmentation.  
However, along with this cultural convergence, the audiences accessible to 

the marketers have become very fragmented, as de Mooij and Hofstede point 
out (ibid.). In this cultural fragmentation, language is one aspect, and in many 
cases it is cri

 
3
 
Research h

 the concept and context herein is hig
s. Very little attention has been given t
emia, in conjunction with web-presen

international – worldly, in other w
language and lingual issues in the a
and electronic media (Ah 2)
globalization development identi y several authors (Albaum et al. 200

a
and other cultural aspects almost always come into picture when marketers are 
designing their marketing strategies for their international presence. The need 
for tailoring marketing communication and product/service offerings according 
to cultural environments, very much applies in the web-enhanced business. 
Lack of clear understanding of the target audience and its needs makes 
information design, its packaging and diffusion difficult (Ihator 2001).  As these 
are strategic information management tools to e-business (ibid.), as well as 
marketing management tools, respectively, successful implementation of those 
in the content-emphasizing e-business is crucial.  Hence, lingual issues are 
discussed further in this section. 

One big research endeav
mation technology and information systems, is the extensive FRISCO 

Report made at University of Leiden, and on which there is a revision process 

                                                 
16  2.2.2 
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going on (Verrijn-Stuart, 2001). However, the paper is not connected to 
electronic business explicitly but on interacting and information systems which 
are in

s to be lineated with the choice 
for language use in the electronic marketing, and, the choice for language use 

rgely defines the market in the widely accessible electronic environment.  
in the communication 

uccess are the linguistic pragmatics, semantics, syntax, and semiotics issues, as 
ell as a kind of “meta-cognitive language”, in online interaction and the 

ommunication (Ihator 2001). The majority of www-users are 
nowa

respect to language use. Literature findings on this area in prior research are 
scarce, even though it is commonly known that a there is a clear shift in business 
activities from local or national, toward international or global. This shift is 

herent in this context.  
There is a need to identify, and understand, different issues that have an 

impact on success or failure in communicating with the target audiences in an 
online environment.  Among those is, naturally, language which plays a role in 
how internet users in different language areas and communication cultures 
perceive and interpret information that is communicated over the electronic 
network.  

If a marketer uses merely its home market language, and the language is 
other than one of the major global languages, like e.g. Finnish, this market 
evidently stays its entire market, with possible minor exceptions of some 
immigration countries. The choice of market ha

la
Other language-related issues that have an impact 

s
w
perception and interpretation of what has been communicated. A marketer 
company’s ROI is affected by the interpretation, if one is to think that customer 
satisfaction and customer value, creating customer loyalty are antecedents and 
significant factors in e-business competitive/value advantage, revenue creation 
and profitability, as in the physical setting. Customer loyalty has been found in 
a recent study of Harris and Goode (2004) to be important in e-retailing, as a 
very small minority of site visitors return, and those loyal customers who 
return, are very profitable – they buy more, are willing to spend more, are easier 
to reach, and act as advocates for firms. In e-retailing, generating loyal 
customers is even more challenging than in the physical setting (Harris & Goode 
2004) – hence, language and other linguistic issues, such as semantics and 
semiotics are important factors to consider as for web-based market 
requirements. 

Language, in correlation with the globalization, has been tackled by some 
practitioner firms with online articles (Idiom Technologies 2002) and white 
papers, but only few academic articles have been found so far to tackle lingual 
issues in e-business. The need for multilingual website design has been 
identified (Dou et al. 2002), and also the need to consider language policies and 
rules for c

days  non-US based (Jeannet & Hennessey 2001, Computerworld 2001). 
More and more users, who should be seen as potential customers and business 
partners, prefer using online services in their own language. US-based 
marketers have in the previous section been criticized for their negligence of the 
globalization trend of e-commerce and e-business. The same goes on with 
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identified in Holzmüller and Stöttinger’s (2001) work in International Business 
Review (Vol. 10, 598).  

One research report found in literature is a very recent paper of Wilkinson 
(2004) who also argues that language difference in the information age is an 
important but often neglected element “in contemporary flows of audiovisual 
medi

n language media (ibid.). 

a and organization’s efforts to influence them through policy”, following 
the idea of Ahlfors (2002).  Wilkinson points out that language is an important 
factor with cultural identity, as well as sovereignty (2004). He hence also points 
out that the European Union and North American Free Trade Agreement have 
treated language distinctly, and that as both trade regimes are likely to expand, 
the salience of linguistic diversity among their participant societies will increase 
in the future, especially with deregulation and the more permeable barriers to 
import foreig

Sargent (2001) identifies the challenge of having no common language in a 
multilingual environment for knowledge workers – colleagues, customers, 
suppliers or partners – in communicating ideas and sharing information 
effectively, and he also combines this challenge with globalization initiatives of 
a company.  

 
TABLE 4  Definitions for Localization in Established International Marketing and in 

On-line Environment  
 
Localization in established Marketing 
Discipline: 

Localization in E-business: 

Local or domestic marketing. Target 
market is limited regionally and 
culturally, and products and activities 
designed to match the needs.  
Can be multi-domestic marketing. 

All aspects of a Web site adapted to the 
specific needs and cultural preferences of 
a target market, including language but 
also content and design.  
 
(Source for e-business localization: Idiom 
Technologies 2002) 

 
Developing first the right attitude, awareness and motivation, and after this, 
developing the needed language skills, take some time. Hence, once the first few 
have been acquired in companies, translation industry may face good times in 
the near future. Already now, translation software and machine translation are 
developed and also marketed in a rapid pace. There is a call for cross-discipline 
co-operation in research. Localization is a term often used in translation 
technology, in high-technology marketing, and in computer/IS sciences, 
among other fields. Localization is also used in marketing and in 
management, and it seems that there is a semantic variation in the concepts. 
The term “localization” in the physical and virtual settings is 
conceptualized in Table 4.  

As an example of localization for e-business, an article by a practitioner is 
referred to, while research on the subject is scarce. Idiom Technologies Inc. 
(2002) presents the French localization of a UK site’s customer service web-page 
which they say would contain contact names, phone numbers, and business 
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hours in France. It might also feature text, layout, and navigation created and 
designed for French customers.  

This example however seems to explain the evident and lack the deeper 
understanding of market differences that is needed to really tailor the web-page 
for foreign cultures. First, where is the translation into French? French market is 

e French 
users, if differences in perception and thinking between these two countries 
have been identified? Third, where is the deeper understanding of meeting local 

 

2000) however found a limited number of research, and 
none

erstanding of the term, and explore the 
funct

ons CRM and SCM, meaning Customer 
Relat

very sensitive to language. Second, where is the tailored content for th

needs? One could argue that Idiom Technologies have understood some of the 
issues concerning localization for e-business, but that they have not fully 
understood the things that make the prospect customer warm up and feel the 
site ‘his or her own’, a place that he or she wants to return to, and create a 
trusting business or other relation(ship)17 with. 

 

3.4 Interactive Marketing in the Network Set    
 
 
As the term ‘interactive’ was defined in the first paragraphs of Chapter 2, 
Downes and McMillan (2000) were referred to, and so were Gronover and 
colleagues (2002), who pointed to communication. Interactive marketing hence 
is marketing that maintains two-directional communication between the firm 
and its stakeholders. Downes and McMillan (2000) distinguish six dimensions of 
computer-mediated interactivity, based on a qualitative in-depth interview 
study. The six dimensions model includes: direction of communication, time 
flexibility, sense of space, level of control, responsiveness, and perceived 
purpose of communication. The authors suggested further research to 
empirically test the existence and application of this conceptual definition of six 
dimensions, but further literature study focusing on the time after the work of 
Downes and McMillan (

 testing the model. 
While a cross-disciplinarily exhaustive definition of interactivity or 

interaction seems a task unmanageable, it may be beneficial to grab the 
commonly maintained general und

ioning behind it. Let us focus on managing electronic marketing between a 
corporation and a set of its different stakeholders, which is affected by online 
interaction. 

Relationships are often distinguished between marketer and customers 
and marketer and suppliers/vendors. Both in information systems research, and 
in marketing research, management of these relationships is commonly 
approached using abbreviati

ionship Management and Supply Chain Management, respectively. 

                                                 
17  A distinction is made here between ‘relation’ and ‘relationship’, in the sense that a 

relation can be seen as more loose and less established than a relationship is, for 
which term commitment of partners is deeper (Gummesson 2004, KATAJA 2000)  
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Relationships are sought and maintained in both (e.g. Brereton 2004) . Leaving 
out the possible connotation of too much data-oriented (Evans 2003) thinking 
incorporated espe y in their abbreviations that have been 
used in many, also failed, IT-pr us next examine the e-marketer 
interacting w s of the e- value chain. 

tworks in literature are often considered as either social 
or te

 a procurement 
mana

: change management (see 2.4.4) is an important factor 
withi

onment takes place. 
Whil

 in these terms and ciall
ojects, let 

ith these different dimension
The network for these different types of interactions can be viewed as both 

a social setting, and a technology-based setting in which the networked 
infrastructure enables all electronic transactions. The set of different networks is 
approached here as a “network set” where parties are both objects of systems, or 
sets, and also active members in these systems, possibly in several systems or 
sets at a time. These objects, or members, of systems must also exist 
independently of the set, but then again, the set is dependent of its members (Da 
Silva 2002).  

This holistic set is thus a combination of social and technological networks 
which, integrated, create value through intelligence and knowledge 
management, and value adding processes (Fuglseth & Grønhaug 1997, Swahney 
& Parikh 2001). While ne

chnological, it may be relevant to distinguish business or company 
networks as well. They include, not only communication and information (or 
intelligence) sharing, but also shared tasks and networked organizational 
structures. Swahney and Parikh (2001) take a view that seems to add this third 
view into the network construct. 

The network set can be viewed as the whole entity of the supply chain, 
including both upstream and downstream phases of the distribution channel 
(Svensson 2002) that is managed or dealt with through electronic, networked 
media. This view of SCM in mainly ignored by many researchers and IT 
practitioners that see the SCM and the construct of SC as

gement issue with an upstream focus in the distribution channel, as 
pointed out in Chapter 1, Paragraph 1.6.  Even though the next paragraphs will 
follow the division of customer oriented and supplier oriented e-marketing, it is 
pointed out here that the Supply Chain Management concept indeed forms one 
whole entity that is designed, maintained, managed, and served in the e-
business environment through information systems and applications. 

When marketing in an interactive, networked environment, one core issue 
will emerge as crucial

n each organization and within the set of organizations involved in the 
business, as the context of the whole distribution network has become more and 
more dynamic. Strategic processes (Means and Faulkner 2000) and behavior 
must be designed to recognize continuous change and very rapidly adjust to 
these (King 2003), which specifically in the electronic b-to-b marketing 
(McCrohan 2003) may be a remarkable challenge, creating a challenge also in the 
b-to-c, and b-to-e (business-to-employee) market. Means and Faulkner (ibid.) 
underscore that rapid actions are needed, hence the value of earlier made plans 
may drop with dramatic pace when a change in the envir

e recognizing the vagueness and potential carelessness of their 
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communication to companies, “go innovate” and “just do it”, Means and 
Faulkner offer these advice even though “mistakes will be made” – they 
highlight that continuous adjustments will be needed along the way. 

 
 

3.5 Downstream Interactive Marketing with e-Customers 
 
 

Customer loyalty is a very fragile and easily destroyed thing in consumer 
markets. It may be less fragile in business and industrial marketing, because of 

ation costs 
 

is a function of beliefs about an object and the implicit evaluative responses that 

transfer costs and switching costs, also approached as relation termin
(Friman et al. 2002). For consumers, as Naudé and Buttle (2000, 353) put it, the
“desire for variety in buying” sometimes “overrides any considerations 
concerning customer loyalty”.  

The desire for variety can however also be looked at as a possibility, not 
merely as a threat: New potential customers may pay a visit to the company’s 
site just because of this fact, and the company may be able to attract customers 
from its rivals. The rest lies in various details in the business interface creating 
service and value for the customer to enter or maintain a business relation, one 
of which is search efficiency with factors such as price dispersion and search cost, 
etc. (Biswas 2002). These different factors this research aims to reveal and 
discuss. E-CRM is seen as an important determinant of customer satisfaction 
with retail Web sites (Feinberg & Kadam 2002). eCRM, referring to technology, 
has been combined with hCRM, referring to high-touch, by Gummesson (2001, 
2004), who created the model of eCRM and hCRM to demonstrate the symbiosis 
of high-tech and high-touch that he sees as the total CRM in relationships 
marketing. As Gummesson points out in a very recent commentary (2004), 
service providers of a customer relationship management software [eCRM] have 
not fully been able to integrate human aspects [hCRM] in their conception of 
customer relationships. 

Quoting Naudé and Buttle (2000, 359), relationship quality is a 
multidimensional construct, and there is not one measure of it. This holds truth 
in all sectors of marketing, and in electronic marketing, the complex factors 
seem to become crucially important. 

Trying to understand the core attributes for a good or a no-good 
relationship in the digital context or the core attributes to what counts for a good 
or a no-good strategy for pursuing, maintaining, and, enhancing customer - 
seller relationships, will give researchers and e-marketers more insight into 
successful ways of doing things in the electronic era. The factors for consumer 
preferences for e-tailing versus retailing have been studied lately, for instance, 
by Keen and colleagues (2004).  

Also, recent studies have approached consumer attitudes towards retailers 
and other marketers, such as electronic bankers (Karjaluoto 2002). A framework 
of Fishbein model has been used to depict a person’s attitude toward an object. 
As Karjaluoto (2002) quotes Fishbein and his attitude model, a person’s attitude 
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are associated with those beliefs. Fishbein’s multiattribute attitude model that 
Karjaluoto uses, is formulated as follows:  

                                       n 

Ao = ∑ bi ei 
                                                                        i=1 

in which formula, Ao = attitude toward an object, bi  = strength of the belief that 
the object has attribute i, ei  = evaluation of attribute i, n = number of beliefs 

rmula to study and 
ttitude studies 

for instance, 
for deployment for e-business, are related to management attitude and to 

nic channels and IT. 
Not only perception, attitude, and quality/loyalty aspects are important to 

 a 
corre

higher than satisfaction levels on mobile Internet services [that this study is 
interested in, on a general level], and hence the mobile Internet services are not 
able to adequately meet the quality demands of their users. 

Different factors can be identified in the literature to have impact in the 
success of electronic marketing – a number of core-attributes of strategies for 

about the given object. Karjaluoto (2002) has used this fo
ard Internet banking. Adescribe Finnish consumers’ attitudes tow

may be very relevant in considering marketer relationships with their 
customers, be they consumers or individuals in a business buying-center. 
Especially in business purchasing and procurement, also other things have a 
major impact, but individual attitudes always play a role there and attitudes 
may be strong in companies, e.g. toward IT-adoption, or cooperation in 
networks. This model is not practiced in the study reported here, but is however 
acknowledged as a viable modeling tool also for issues that are related to, and 
included in  this study. 

Individual perceptions have an impact in attitudes (see e.g. Shih 2004), 
which in turn will affect the customer loyalty function in a relationship. 
However, also attitudes may affect the perception of quality, but this effect may 
decrease, or the attitude may change by time, within a continued consuming 
process in a customer relation, if this can first be initiated.  

With reference to the paragraph preceding the latter, attitude formation 
and its consequences are not only applicable to customer-relationships – also the 
perception of importance or feasibility of information technology, 

personnel attitude toward applying electro

recognize but also the correlations between these and firm profitability in the 
electronic domain.  Most research in the physical business setting witness

lation, and a causal relationship between customer satisfaction, perceived 
quality, and price perception. This is referred to also by Munnukka (2004), who 
himself, contradictorily, found that in mobile marketing, service satisfaction had 
no significance in customers’ price perception in any of the three customer 
segments he studied.  

Also in other research pursuits in e-context, the correlation between 
customer satisfaction and company profitability has been vague. This will 
reinforce the doubt that has been expressed by some researchers and the present 
author (2004) about the resulting profitability increase in the electronic 
environment An interesting result according to service satisfaction in 
Munnukka’s (2004) research is that satisfaction levels on personal services were 
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pursuing, maintaining, and, enhancing customer–seller relationships are 
discussed in this chapter.  The first factor to discuss is user involvement (e.g. 
Mittelstaedt 2000, Melymuka 2003), and the next are effective business support 
systems (Basu & Kumar 2002, King 2003, Negash et al. 2003, Sabherval & Chan 
2001), service quality (Swinder et al. 2002) and customer value (Eggert & Ulaga 
2002, Woodruff 1997), and security (Gurau et al. 2003, Milne & Boza 1999, 
Phelps et al. 2001). In this setting, and also after this discussion, findings on their 
relatedness with success – e.g. market share, revenues and profitability - is 
discussed. 

 
3.5.1 Business Process Transformation through User Involvement  
 
A strategy of integrating IT principles and customer access for different tasks 
increases the involvement of customers in the service production process, and is 
hence getting the customer do part of the work that traditionally is done by the 
firm. US Airways is an example of this in Mittelstaedt (2000). The company 
provided their customers the ability to print their boarding passes before 
leaving home, and through this, the technology integrated the work in a 
different way in diffusing the work, as Melymuka (2003) quotes Mittelstaedt.  
With respect to this service process integration, competitive value creation has 
practically not been reported in previous research, until very recently (Buhalis 
2004).  

 However, the practitioner domain shows the same line gone further by a 
Finnish air carrier, Finnair, by providing their customers with e-Check-In 
services with also seat change possibilities through Internet and through WAP 
[Wireless Application Protocol] for mobile devices, and additionally, by 
enabling e-tickets for a number of international flights. For specific flights 
Finnair provides certain customer groups with eGate –services that makes the 
customer’s boarding time shorter and more convenient (http://www.finnair.fi). 

Buhalis (2004) discusses ICT-enabled airlines and proposes a model of “the 
networked airline of the future”, with Internet, Intranet and Extranet facilities, 
connecting stakeholders and the firm, and integrating partner systems and 
processes. Horizontal alliances for partner process integration are suggested to 
increase in number. Buhalis found only few alliances and airlines at the moment 
deploying Extranets to coordinate the collaboration with partners, which was 
seen as a potential reason to the low level of integration between carriers and 
the limited success of alliances. A note on the author’s term use: ICT-enabled 
business and the term use is discussed further in Sørnes (2004).   

Thus, the Internet and e-business can be used for integrating business 
processes as enablers for practitioner companies to not only get their customers 
do part of their job and hence reduce firm costs, but also to add value to the 
service, and moreover, to add value to the consumption procedure of this 
service (Melymuka 2003). According to King (2003), the processes that the 
customers go through to buy goods and services have been found to be even 
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more important than the quality of the goods or services.  This process 
integration can act as tactics for differentiation strategies for competitive edge. 

Moreover, the Internet can be used to coordinate the collaboration between 
partners. Hence the process integration can facilitate enhanced ICT use to 
becom

bility, and its 
perfo
(Palm

3.5.3 

                                                

e a cooperative or coopetitive strategy itself, to create cooperative 
advantage. 

 
3.5.2 User Involvement in Enhancing Strategic Marketing 
 
The degree of user involvement has been said to be a key factor that decides the 
success of Internet marketing (Wu 2002) as it determines the acceptance of a 
system or innovation (Shih 2004). User involvement has been found to 
determine consumer behavior in the interactive business, and also to be highly 
situation-specific (Wu 2002).  
A high use-involvement degree has a strong correlation with more online 
locations visited, more frequent use, and a higher degree of usage of a specific 
Web site. Also, as influencers to the involvement of users act 1) personal 
characteristics, 2) lifestyle factors, 3) perception-needs factors, and 4) situational 
issues. Wu suggests that Internet marketers should first focus their online 
strategies to attracting segments with a high degree of Internet marketing 
involvement, and only after that proceed to other segments, if any. (Wu 2002) 

ser involvement is largely associated with Web site usaU
rmance, as perception is a predictor and antecedent for involvement  
er 2002). This will be discussed further in the next paragraph. 
 
Operational Systems and Processes 

 
Here, a view is cast on factors in implementing electronic business exchange that 
affect the implemented strategy; rather, its true realization success or failure.  

A recent research by S Negash et al. (2003) examines successfulness in 
customer support18 as the impact of quality on the customer support system 
effectiveness. This System Effectiveness Model that lies upon DeLone and 
McLean’s model (1992), later advanced by Pitt (1995), includes three dimensions 
of quality affecting the effectiveness, which term the authors explain as user 
satisfaction. Hence, they refer to user satisfaction with the term effectiveness, 
which we can conclude to refer to consequential success through satisfaction 
and its positive effect on perceived quality, thus also on attitude (Shih 2004). 
According to Shih (2004), information, system, and service have been shown to 
affect user acceptance significantly. The model of system effectiveness in 
Negash’s (2003) work on customer support systems suggests that 1) information 

 
The authors call this interaction with customers “a web-based customer support 
system” which represents a rather limited, almost patronizing view on customer 
interaction. 

18
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quality, 2) system quality, and 3) service quality are positively associated with 
web-based customer support system effectiveness.  

Literature has focused on general views of customer support creating user 
satisfaction on websites and their owners. Customer support systems, 
understood as true support-activity reducing a need for customers to contact 
help-desk, or other sources for information, are understandably not the only 
systems involved in a customer – web-firm interaction (King 2003) and 
exchange. Other transaction-processing systems in the organization, and 
betw

systems into the web-
based

(Kavassalis et al. 2003).   
Not too many reports have been found tackling this issue, but some are 

Integration and interoperability of systems is needed to enable responding 

een organizations, including also manual systems to coordinate the 
processes (Basu & Kumar 2002) are needed (Sabherval & Chan 2001).  

Literature seems to have largely ignored the importance of including 
integration of processes and interoperability of separate 

 “customer support” system. The term is used here as deriving from 
“business support“ (Sabherval & Chan 2001) system, transformed into a 
customer-oriented form, including not only automated answers to self-service 
questions, and other such features supporting customer decision-making, but 
also the systems supporting the whole transaction or service consumption 
process for it to be satisfactory to the buyer. “Understanding information flows 
and connection networks surrounding each Web site in cyberspace” is a 
requirement for ensuring “a constant increase in user interest, clicks, 
recommendations, loyalty, and market share” 

discussed here. 

to a customer’s initiative, fully offering service quality and efficient procedures 
that satisfy the customer. The front-office system and its service quality in 
responding etc., needs also back-office activities to support a successful and 
high-perceived-quality interaction and transactions between the company and 
the customer.  

Sabherval and Chan (2001) implicitly integrate the customer support 
system into the other operational business support systems in their distinction 
of four IS strategy attributes, discussed further in Chapter 4. Basu and Kumar 
identify the challenge for IS research in the “hybrid (combination of automated 
and manual) nature of business process workflows”, especially in the case of 
“multiple locations, resources, and organizational entities” (Basu & Kumar 
2002). 

It is here suggested that user acceptance for a web site and its functionality 
per se, is not enough to create customer satisfaction, but may require integrated 
procedures and systems to meet the demands for a perceived satisfactory 
transaction that according to Palmer (2002) enhances the involvement of the 
user/customer in the relationship, and according to Kavassalis an colleagues 
(2003), the loyalty of a customer, hence the performance of an e-firm. An 
experience of a smooth, fast and successful website transaction and high-quality 
web pages create satisfaction in the user and acts as a promise for further quality 
in the business activity. If the user is also a customer placing an order for 
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tangible products, this online user satisfaction19 needs to be transformed into 
total customer satisfaction20 with the firm’s total quality including the 
production processes, according to the earlier promises and expectations created 
(Bhatnakar et al. 2002, de Abreu & Conrath 1993).  

Information system success, in this concern, has been studied from a 
gene

s (2002) put it in a clarifying way:  

ral perspective of stakeholder, however mostly of user as staff member, by 
de Abreu and Conrath, already in 1993, when website transactions were modest 
in number. Yet, the problems have but multiplied with the interactive online 
setting where not only company personnel use the systems but customer 
initiatives create a major set of transactions and interaction within and among 
systems. 

The production processes are both online and offline processes (Basu & 
Kumar 2002) which may create delay in order-processing and order-fulfillment. 
In a case of time-gap in fulfillment, the processes of communicating with a 
customer are crucial. Especially in customer-initiated communication about 
urgency or some other problem after the company has informed about the 
processing time, the implicit promises (Bitner 1995), and expectations for a good 
deal and satisfaction (Zeithaml 2002), created in the online context, are ruined 
(Bhatnakar et al. 2002) if the company does not take responsive measures.   

Not only response but also non-response is communication toward the 
customer; he or she interprets that customers are not important to the odd firm. 
Sandra Gronover and colleague

 
„Man kann nicht nicht kommunizieren. Menschen interagieren ständig miteinander, 
auch dann, wenn keine verbale Kommunikation stattfindet. Keine Antwort is 
demzufolge auch eine Antwort, deren breiter Auslegungsspielraum (z.B. kein Intresse 
am Kunden, die Angelegenheit wurde vergessen etc.) Raum für Fehlinterpretationen 
lässt und eine Kundenbeziehung empfindlich stören kann...“ (2002). 

 
One cannot not communicate. The odd-looking utterance is much more true 
than the first sight leads to think. The non-response leaves room for a variety of 
interpretations, which may or may not be accurate. The common 
[mis]interpretation[?] is that the firm has no interest in the customer. The firm 
cannot, then, expect high value perception or commitment to a relation. 

In such a case, both the offline and the online processes have failed, even if 
the Web page is functional and automated information is sent accordingly. The 
failure comes from inefficiency in processing systems, or ignorance of the 
personnel, which transforms all preceding satisfaction into dissatisfaction. If the 
integration of human and computer systems is vulnerable for quality gaps, 
semantic web might be of use, and its learning, human-like, and self-organizing 
characteristics (Berners-Lee et al. 2001) should provide a number of use 
applications in customer support and interaction.  

Bhatnakar and colleagues (2002) have studied impacts of experiences in 
different contexts; whether experience in a given context will impact experience  
                                                 
19  that addresses the use of the customer interface and its perceivable processes 
20  that addresses the whole business transaction;  also the production workflow 

processes (Basu & Kumar 2002)  
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expectations in other contexts, and also, how much impact a specific experience 
in one of the domains has on future experiences and intentions. Online 
exper

cessful e-business, effective support systems require effective 
proce

he same spirit. 
nline process experience, in my opinion, forms one, although critical 

itiative part in the successful processing of e-business exchange, including the 
 creating value 

business transaction and creating 
marketing [see, and especially in case 

tomer Value 

r, service quality, and online customer  satisfaction were 
oth already brought up in the discussion of processing and systems creating 

, customer 
satisf

mer satisfaction is often 
refer

ience is, according to the authors, likely to affect less strongly to the whole 
experience than the offline experience does, which is reasoned through longer 
and stronger experience in offline domain. Good past experiences in offline 
domain may thus save the business relation even if online experience poses 
threats to. However with the experience time online increasing, online 
experience impact will increase.  

For suc
ssing systems  (automated and manual) in the company, or between 

companies (Basu & Kumar 2002) fulfilling the order or request. I would say that 
mobile experience can be viewed quite in t

O
in
transaction. Back-office processes form another critical part in
and, more tangibly, in completing the 
exchange, in both consumer and business 
of industrial marketing. As Bitner (1995) stated, for delivering a promise, 
systems and employees must be enabled through appropriate skills, training, 
and the right equipment, which then constitutes the service quality, included in 
the System Effectiveness Model of Pitt (1995). 
 
3.5.4 Service Quality, Customer Satisfaction and Cus
 
In the preceding secto
b
user/customer experience and [dis]satisfaction, in accordance with process 
quality as service quality, or in implementing strategic exchange in the context 
of online firm. In this sector, the concepts of service quality

action and customer value in enhancing business success, and their role in 
differing contexts and situations are considered. 

Zeithaml (2002) speaks of electronic service quality, e-SQ, as the extent to 
which an online site facilitates efficient (Biswas 2002) and effective shopping, 
purchasing and delivery. This e-quality can be viewed from various angles, and 
its roots can be found in the literature of service quality and customer value in 
the physical marketing domain. Whether same laws apply in e-domain as in the 
physical domain, has been a question for researchers, and which is to be 
reviewed later on.  

In analyzing success criteria for interacting with the distribution chain 
downwards, that is, a company’s customers, custo

red to and surveyed (e.g. Anderson et al. 1997). It is an important, however 
not always the most proper, measure. Customer satisfaction is more applicable 
in consumer markets than in business markets. Yet, it is not always a predictor 
of strong or growing market share but also contradictory cases have been found 
in the literature. For business markets, especially, replacing the concept of 
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customer satisfaction with customer value construct as a critical dimension has 
been suggested by Eggert and Ulaga in 2002, and already in 1997 by Woodruff 
who proposed that through superior customer value delivery, an organization  
may secure competitive advantage (ibid. 1997), and by Gross (Eggert & Ulaga 

as a more tactical-level dimension of 

nnukka also refers to Kollmann (2000), 
and to Monroe (1990) who uses an enlightening expression “perceived value of 

2002). 
Customer satisfaction is mostly seen 

strategy, including a customer’s perception of e.g. price (Munnukka 2004) or 
costs, or, when looked at as user satisfaction in the interactive environment, 
including information quality, system quality and service quality (Negash et al. 
2003) and being actually applicable for existing customers and users only, thus 
leaving potential customers, non-customers, and competitors out of the analysis.  

Customer perceived value has earlier in the literature focused more on 
physical products, as Zeithaml’s (1988) definition with a straight product 
orientation implies, and has in business-to-business marketing received little 
attention (Eggert & Ulaga 2002). This value-construct has however been gaining 
interest as a companion of customer satisfaction (Råvald & Grönroos 1996). In e-
business research and in IT/IS research, customer value, or relationship value 
has been even more ignored than in the established marketing domain. One 
reason to this has been the difficulty of measuring (e.g. Sawyer 2004) the value 
construct. Customer perceived value (Hamel & Prahalad 1996) is a function of 
benefits and sacrifice; their ratio, first identified by Monroe 1991, and quoted e.g. 
by Råvald & Grönroos (1996).  

The approach of different researchers to customer perceived value is 
relatively contradictory. Zeithaml (1988) sees perceived quality as a result of 
product or service use. Råvald and Grönroos (1996) suggest that in addition to 
being connected to a customer seeking value in a particular time and place, 
quoting Christopher and others (1991), the customer-perceived value of an 
offering is also highly situation specific. These statements hence also refer to user 
experience. Some researchers, such as Bigné et al. (2003) view the quality, as 
opposed to multiple single quality perceptions, as overall perceived quality and try 
to distinguish it from overall satisfaction, which according to them derives from 
perceived quality, which again refers to user experience, which can also be 
concluded from their data collection. This overall quality view is close to 
Zeithaml’s (2002) view of e-SQ. 

Contradicting with the earlier literature, Eggert and Ulaga (2002) view 
customer perceived value as a perception of potential customers, non-customers 
and competitors, as well as of existing customers. The authors see the value as 
something that can be perceived from ‘outside’, not merely after use. 

Also a very recent study of Munnukka (2004) that focuses on mobile 
(Internet) services and their pricing, approaches customer perceived value, and 
takes a perspective of potential users of mobile services, hence adding up with 
literature that sees value perception, not only as a result of use experience but 
also as an a priori evaluated construct. Mu
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adopting” a product, which again refers to potential users and customers, and a 
riori evaluation of value. 

of a business buyer’s intentions, and 
henc

 itself in the relational 
mark

n & Törnroos 1995, 496). In conclusion on the chapter, the authors 
sugg

, in relation to other temporal modes, like the past and the future, 
and 

the time of interactive business. In their article, Halinen and Törnroos go further 

p
While there are differing views of customer perceived value, literature also 

uses the concepts of value and satisfaction as complementary to each other, even 
though a theoretical distinction can and has been made between these (Bigné  et 
al. 2003, Eggert & Ulaga 2002).  The customer perceived value -construct has 
been suggested to be a better predictor 

e more suited to b-to-b marketing, than customer satisfaction (Eggert & 
Ulaga 2002). 

Customer perceived value in b-to-b marketing is closely connected to 
relationship value (Baxter & Matear 2004) that has been studied largely from the 
perspective of the buyer in an exchange.   

 
 
3.6 Factors affecting Strategic Customer Orientation 
     
 

Issues that have been on research focus for the established marketing discipline 
are taken into further consideration for e-business, taking a fresh look at them 
on the basis of perceptions, preferences and demands of online audiences, be 
they organizational or individual. We need to identify crucial issues and acquire 
new perspective on these issues, in order to enable sustainable online business. 
Literature reveals research on such issues as follows: 
 
3.6.1 Time Construct 
 
Aino Halinen and Jan-Åke Törnroos (1995) elaborate the meaning of time in a 
study of industrial buyer-seller relationships that anchors

eting, and hence in the network paradigm (Friman et al. 2002).  
Halinen and Törnroos write about time as an ontological dimension, 

dividing it into natural time, cultural time, organizational time, and individual 
time. Organizational time is connected to different activities in firms and in 
economic life in all. It influences marketers’ and buyers’ behavior in many ways 
(Haline

est a new concept of time, that is the relational notion of time. They state 
that time should not be regarded only from one single point of view, but 
horizontally

also vertically, in relation to the specific cultural and contextual setting. 
Also, they say that time can be seen as having different levels simultaneously, 
where the pace of change may differ (ibid. 1995, 497).  

These statements are in accordance with my understanding of time in 
electronic trading and non-commercial business in an electronic, interactive 
environment, where also the physical part of business activities is reality. Time 
perception and demands for pace have changed remarkably within and during 
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in meeting my needs and reflecting my thoughts; they combine the interaction 
approach and time. The authors discuss the concept of time in detail and also 
depic

time, the actual processes often take an 

 the e-
arketplace [e.g. applying this in the fast and efficient electronic website 

ystems, but when a 
uman information processing is needed to proceed in the matter, especially in 

 the process flows 
asu & Kumar 2002), the actual response time easily gets long (Shankar et al. 

t time-related terms in research vocabulary. 
 

3.6.2 Response Time 
 
In a study on firms online, it has been found that 70 percent of them fail in 
responding to their customers’ initiatives within a time span of 24 hours. 
Reviewing literature on the basis of response time to customer initiatives 
brought up that a remarkable number of interactive companies fail to respond 
within in 48 hours, let alone 24 hours. Even if the first [automatic] response to a 
ustomer’s order may be sent in a short c

intolerable time (Biswas 2002). Intolerance for the slow process flow derives 
from the service gap between the promises and expectations created by
m
transaction placing an order], and the poorly perceived keeping of a promise in 
order-fulfillment [with an application on e.g. a traditional-type, slow processing 
of a magazine order, reflected to e-context time perception and demand for 
pace].  

Regarding time in the specific contextual setting is suggested in Halinen 
and Törnroos (1995). Identifying and assessing the different demands for time in 
different contexts would be beneficial for online companies. Online forms are 
often processed to an instant reply through automated s
h
dispersed organizations or networks, adding complexity to
(B
2002); in worst cases, the customer never gets a reply in his/her message or 
feedback. If a customer explaining an urgent situation and the need for faster 
order-fulfillment never gets a reply in an e-mail message sent to two separate 
addresses in the focal magazine marketer. The promise for a good-quality deal 
with the firm (Zeithaml 2002) is ruined. However, the arrival of the delivered 
magazines may decrease the feel of the customer being mishandled and rejected, 
through a positive quality-experience.  

There is a lack of  research on response time, or measures to assess its 
value and effect in a customer-marketer relationship, especially in the e-context, 
which also Basu and Kumar (2002) acknowledge. Shankar and colleagues (2002) 
take an approach that explores online trust, with response time as a factor in it.   

An issue in response time is also the transactional response time gap 
(Dellaert & Kahn 1999, Rosencrane 2003) that requires the interactive customer 
to wait before the online transaction can be completed. This, and other 
functional characteristics of commercial [and other institutional] web sites are 
addresses further in the next paragraph. 
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3.6.3 Functional Characteristics of Website 
 
Functionality has been studied from various perspectives in the literature.  In 
addition to gaps in transactional response functionality that Dellaert and Kahn 
(1999) and Rosencrane (2003) discuss, Yeung and Lu (2004) introduce a 
representative number of studies on functionality, of which, the integrative 
marketing perspective attracts attention.  

In this view, Yeung and Lu (ibid.) present Hoffman, Novak and 
Chatterjee’s classification of commercial web sites into six functional categories, 
whic

or e-business – for this part, through the adoption level of the 
Web.

f sellers being higher than one. 

t, and 

h also are acknowledged in Teo and Pian (2004). These categories are:  1) 
online storefront, 2) Internet presence, 3) content, 4) mall, 5) incentive, and 6) 
search agent. The three first categories are also referred to as destination sites 
which compete for customers’ visits, the other categories as web traffic control 
sites that have the task to direct consumers, or rather, individuals, to various 
destination sites. Other classifications are made by various researchers, which 
also Yeung and colleague (ibid.) acknowledge and quote, but those are omitted 
here, as the discussed classification is considered feasible for measuring the 
diffusion of IT f

  
Online storefront refers to the number of products for ordering being equal 

to or higher than one, and the number of sellers being equal to one.  
Mall refers to a number of products for ordering being higher than one, 

and the number o
Internet presence refers to flat ad, image, and information attributes. Flat ad 

refers to a page count being equal to one, image refers to the number of internal 
links per page count being low and the text volume per page count also being 
low. Information attribute then refers to the number of internal links per page 
count being high, and the text volume, accordingly, high. 

Content refers to fee-based, sponsored, and searchable database attributes. 
Fee-based content is attributed in a high number of downloadable products per 
the number of products for ordering. Sponsored content refers to a high number 
of pages with advertisements relative to page count. Searchable database is 
attributed in a high number of pages of sponsored content, relative to page 
count. 

Incentive site refers to a high number of external links per page coun
Search agent, then, is attributed in a number of external links reaching toward the  
unlimited. 

Yeung and Lu (2004) used stratified systematic sampling for 98 commercial 
web sites in Hong Kong, and measured a set of attributes on three occasions 
within a period of 2,5 years. Their results show that the web sites grew 
significantly larger within one year’s time, but stabilized after that, in terms or 
page count. Their functionality attributes were enhanced only marginally. This 
is contradictory to “the general impression of fast growing e-commerce 
activities” (ibid.) - which expression in turn cannot be straightforwardly used to 
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mean fast growing e-commerce enhancement and functionality, which mistake 
the authors obviously do.  

dies have been made in Finland 
on th

ip is already initiated.  This type of 
trust 

The results of their study suggest that the level of information intensity has 
an impact on the functional enhancement level of web sites. They also suggest that 
the enhancement of e-commerce and e-business activities to employing more 
sophisticated forms of activity, is slow, in Hong Kong at least, and that the 
direction of development is two-fold. The authors draw comparisons with other 
samples and studies. To my knowledge, no stu

is subject,  hence these should be explored for Finnish markets, in some 
extent, as well. The qualitative empirical study on web sites thus aims at finding 
strategies taken and implemented by marketers in Finland for e-business 
functions. 
 
3.6.4 Different Needs for Web-based Communication and Interaction  
 
Communicating with a customer through a virtual interface creates a pressure 
to add human-like interaction to the process of creating and consuming a service 
online. This discussion was started in the preceding paragraph 3.6.2 where the 
human activity behind the computer-mediated information systems was sought 
for. In this paragraph, a need for a human-like interaction in e-commerce web 
shops is discussed. This type of interaction is e.g. in the form of automated 
shopping agents, to strengthen the bond between the customer and the 
marketer, and to assist and confirm user decision-making.  
 
3.6.5 Security and Trust with Online Company – A Model 
 
Reliability, confidentiality and trust are key concepts in Osterwalder (2001) who 
represents IT research, moreover IS security research, leaning also on social 
sciences in his paper. He first conceptualizes the term trust and its formation, 
and then the term security in IS/IT, dividing it into reliability, referring to access, 
and confidentiality, referring to data (see also  Tran & Atkinson 2002, FTC 2000).  

Security creates trust, and trust can be seen as an enabler of an individual 
feeling secure. Security perceived by customers – be they consumers (Belanger 
et al. 2002, Janda et al. 2002)  or business customers (Eggert & Ulaga 2002) – can 
be explored and explained through trust that these have, and integrity that they 
perceive when an online marketer is under consideration for a business 
transaction or when an exchange relationsh

may be called institutional trust.  
Institutional trust is approached in a work of Pavlou (2002) who addresses 

institution-based trust in e-context by suggesting creation of such institutional 
structures that assure online inter-organizational exchange relationships, and 
hence decrease the perceived uncertainty of online transactions. 
Interorganizational trust has been found, according to research identified by 
Pavlou, to have fundamental positive outcomes, such  as competitive advantage, 
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firm performance, conflict and opportunism reduction, satisfaction, and other 
favorable economic outcomes. It has also been found to promote cooperation 
(Pavl

older perspective. Online trust can be seen as a 
comb

der 2001). Service experiences in 
online and offline contexts are found to have impact on the expectations for the 
other context, and for future transactions with the firm (Bhatnakar et al. 2002). 
Experiences on a specific firm affect expectations for  its future behavior 
(Kollock 1999).  

The environment in which the individual has more experience on is found 
to have more impact on trust in the “new” environment than experiences in this 
(Bhatnakar et al. 2002), which is in line with Osterwalder (2001) acknowledging 
social research results of social environment and early experiences enabling or 
hindering trust.  

Trust has also been studied by Droege et al. (2003) who addresses 
development of trust in an online company combining it with organizational 
information flows, and their efficiency, and by Milne and Boza (1999) who 
emphasize improving trust through management of consumer information, 
rather than reducing concern (Phelps et al. 2001) through self-regulatory efforts. 
Privacy of data in electronic marketing (Tran & Atkinson 2002) is so crucial for 
sustainable business that privacy concerns (Gurau et al. 2003, Milne & Boza 
1999, Phelps et al.2001, Tran & Atkinson 2002) are to be taken seriously in the 
environment that has become to deal with information stealth from corporate 
databases. Hence, the concern for information privacy can be divided into two: 
concern of 1) information management and integrity in the focal firm, and 2) 
information privacy against third party interference (Milne & Boza 1999). 

Reciprocity is a term that often is associated with non-profit organizations. 
It implies that an organization not only takes but also gives in return.  Kollock’s 

city 

offered in the article to decrease risk through payment methods are so outdated 

ou 2002). 
Osterwalder (ibid.) discusses evolution of trust, and suggests that creating 

of trust for IT systems is acquired through evaluation, certification and 
standardization of IT products and systems, which may reduce complexity, and 
thus may enable the user to understand and verify the products and systems 
(Osterwalder 2001). We can define this type of trust under the term technology 
trust (Ratnasingam & Pavlou 2002). 

Venkatesh Shankar and colleagues (2002) take an approach that explores 
online trust from a stakeh

ination of institutional trust (Pavlou 2002) and technology trust 
(Ratnasingam 2002). A prerequisite for these is a social environment that enables 
creation of trustfulness in a person (Osterwal

work of 1999 on trust production in online markets addresses recipro
through risk and reputation. It must however be mentioned here that the tools 

[at least in Finnish economy] that the reader, especially one living in 
Scandinavia where payment methods are most developed, is recommended to 
skip this part of discussion. The work of Kollock has, however, strengths that 
attract a reader, in example, in the discussion on informal marketplaces, and on 
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positive and negative reputation systems among which the Internet is seen 
effective (ibid.).   

Arnett and colleagues (2003) view reciprocity through a third sector 
activity. Volunteers and donors for an organization, who see the focal 
organization as reciprocal, are likely to be more willing to create the 
psychological bond, or “psychological contract” with it, which has been found 
to increase volunteerism. Lower perception of reciprocity is claimed to result in 
lower donor turnover rates. (Arnett et al. 2003) 

olence is also a concept linked with the concept of trust. Koufaris 

their discussion on perceived risks by a trusting party (see also Kollock 1997). 
hey use the definition of integrity that looks at the trustee’s moral and ethical 
odes, thus they see benevolence, the degree to which a trustee has good will 

until most recent journal 
issue

Benev
and Hampton-Sosa (2004) approach benevolence in distinction from integrity in 

T
c
towards the trusting party, as separated from integrity when building a model 
of perceived risks in an initial trust for online companies (Koufaris & Hampton-
Sosa 2004). We conceptualize integrity in this study, as a broader concept of 
morale and intactness that includes the moral and ethical codes as well as the 
incorruptibility, posture, and the approach to opportunistic/non-opportunistic 
behavior.  

Hence we conceptualize benevolence as a component in integrity that is 
included in the concept of reciprocity that implies the party not only taking but 
giving as well, in which good will toward the trusting party is inherent.   These 
components enact building trust and a feel of security in an exchange 
relationship. 

Fraud is a concept that can be associated with both benevolence and 
reciprocity, as well as policy, thus it is a significant component of security. 
Fraud in the electronic business context has not been a widely addressed issue 
in research literature, even if security breaches and information stealth (are 
discussed. In marketing and management literature, and also in information 
technology literature, online fraud seems to be lacking 

s having been printed, or being in print; on information systems 
vulnerability to information stealth in Nigerian banks (Neese et al. 2004).; on UK 
banks issuing digital certificates to combat payment fraud (Arnfield 2004), on 
fraudsters attacking UK banks through Internet and internal computer systems 
(Everett 2004, Parker 2004), on attacks against international institutions 
(Henderson 2004), and on false-name bids in Internet auctions (Yokoo et al. 
2004). Most of these are authentication/authorization (Liu et al. 2003) -related 
frauds against corporations or institutions.  

In their editorial in a special issue of Journal of Strategic Information 
Systems, discussing trust, Sambamurthy and Järvenpää (2002) address financial 
fraud as one reason to the challenges concerning trust. In the Journal of Criminal 
Justice, Internet fraud is addressed in an article in press, by Burns, Whitworth, 
and Thompson (2004). The authors identify a lack of research on fraud on the 
Internet, albeit computer crime, in general, has widely been addressed in 
literature [e.g. Montana (2000) with law and computer viruses]. They focus on 
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law enforcement preparedness to address Internet fraud, and report a survey 
study among 700 US police- and sheriff’s departments.  

above-
entioned approaches to security (Figure 15). 

Scam business is more related to attacking individuals than businesses; 
these often lack the resources to explore the case, and to report, even to sue 
fraudulent organizations. Consumers as individuals are increasingly being 
misled in and into various businesses, which has been witnessed through 
website document analyses and e-mail postings, as research on this is non-
existent. Academic research has until now shied away from this factor that 
however diminishes the actions of companies that pursue lawful business in 
creating trust among customers, so that they can feel secure in circumstances 
that create vulnerability.    

A model of security is formulated as a concluding construct to this section, 
based on literature search. The model is hence built on the basis of the 
m

 

 
FIGURE 15  Relational Model of Security Dimensions and Enablers for Perception, in e-

ethical principles, as well as its willingness to pursue actions that do not harm 
their position in the business interaction, the view of information security needs 

Business Environment 

 
In this perspective, the model could not be built taking merely the approach of 
information security, but, as consumers and business customers also need to 
have trust toward the company itself and its willingness to employ lawful and 
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to be enhanced to a view of perception of trust and security in a customer 
relationship, with an exchange partner.  

Thus, the security is advanced through [technological and institutional] 

ive Marketing with Network 

 
 
Resea s been intensive last years, 
and different aspects have been brought up, such as inter-firm competition and 
collab coordination by traditional 
mean on stems and applications, 
market orientation (Dreyer & Grønhaug 2004, Ottesen & Grønhaug (2002), 

ry from the supplier to the ultimate consumer.  

ole and harming others, will turn against the 
good

trust that is created through reliability, confidentiality, and integrity. Reliability 
is seen to build upon the factors access and technology, confidentiality upon 
confidentiality of data and information, and integrity upon policy and 
reciprocity. 

 
  
3.7 Upstream and Horizontal Interact

Partners  

rch on upstream and horizontal marketing ha

oration (Bengtsson & Kock 2000), inter-firm 
s, and through integration of inform ti sya

volatile supply, conflicts in the supply net, and so on.  
Supply chain – the marketing activities and the logistics activities - can be 

seen, as Svensson (2002) does, as a chain of interdependent activities that 
complement each other in order to facilitate exchange processes. These exchange 
processes take place between buyers and sellers involved in the upstream and 
downstream activities in a marketing channel. A development of the thought of 
SCM is reported in an article by Carr and Smeltzer in 1999, who identify 
Houlihan’s idea of the supply chain being one entity, which is also Svensson’s 
(2002) point of view.  As the next step after the chain one-entity-construct 
development and discussion, Carr and Smeltzer mention the partnership-
thinking, and extend it to a multi-firm effort to manage the total flow of goods 
invento

In supply chains, the long-term good of the whole network is and/or at 
least should be sought for (Lancioni 2000). A supply chain, or supply network, it 
being run and managed through networked systems, benefits from the synergy 
of productivity, cost reduction, and knowledge and resource sharing. Thus, 
actions of one member in the supply chain seeking short term benefits for itself, 
conflicting to the benefits of the wh

 of the whole (Lancioni 2000). This is a kind of activity that should actively 
be avoided, as it is destructive to trust between parties, which is actually a 
prerequisite for a fruitful collaboration in a simultaneously competitive 
environment. As for instance Abodor (2002) points out, trust in that the parties 
in a cooperative organization do not attempt to harm the other when the other is 
vulnerable, should be created, as it facilitates investment in relations-specific 
assets, promotes cooperation, reduces transaction cost associated with the 
exchange, speeds negotiations, and serves as an efficient governance mechanism 
(Abodor 2002). Yet, conflicts are bound to emerge and exist in a cooperative, yet 
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simultaneously competitive chain. Resolving conflicts has become a stream of 
research, but here, it is omitted. 

Clemons, with colleagues, presented a case in 1993 about a network of 
dependent firms conducting extreme partnership with the use of integrated IT 

ourcing the services 
r all their non-US-based clients to their partners with whom the company 

een as a solution for system 
prod

ocesses, but strategy planning is a different phase, and should be 
done

in
systems. The authors report a US-based travel business outs
fo
went through a massive system transformation, and partner training, to 
integrate activities and create and ensure smooth information sharing, and flow 
of changes in other services as well, if a change for flight schedule was taking 
place. The transformation included a risk, as the international business clients 
represented big accounts; the risk was worth taking. This “electronic global 
virtual corporation” in their example conducted e-business already before the 
commercialization of the Internet, and also carried a very modern name.  
 
3.7.1 Strategic Supply Chain Management in e-Context 
 
Let us repeat the idea of supply chain introduced above. Research literature 
widely defines supply chain as the whole value-adding distribution chain that 
enables a product or service to finally reach the customer and end user. Hence, 
supply chain management must focus on the holistic network of suppliers, and 
suppliers’ suppliers, as well as the supplier of the channel that the marketing is 
implemented through, and further, the downstream members of the value 
chain.   

Supply chain contains the whole vertical chain, not only the upstream and 
horizontal chain of distribution (Svensson 2002). This is not implied in product 
introductions and technical papers that IT vendors publish – they focus on 
upstream facilities and activities, and aim at creating control over these. 
Research investigating Supply Chain Management, SCM, in the Internet 
environment includes a recent study of Kobayashi, Tamaki and Komoda (2003) 
who look at managing the SC through different systems applications. In their 
work they discuss various policies and suggest that business process 
integration, BPI, which fuses workflow and enterprise application integration, 
EAI, technology21, is beneficial for system productivity in planning business 
strategies. Business process integration is s

uctivity in supply chain management. This quite probably is the case, but 
the term use in this discussion seems ambiguous, as seen also in other IS 
literature. The authors seem to mix business strategy planning and business 
process planning in their article.  

These terms should not be used as synonyms, as they inherently are not 
those. Various software packages can be exploited for planning and integrating 
business pr

 separately, without mixing SCM packages into it. The outcome of business, 
or, marketing strategy planning can and should then be used as basis for 
                                                 
21  This is also discussed in other terms, business process redesign through IT, by 

Fuglseth and Grønhaug (1997). 
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business process planning and integration. Often, too, software packages are 
results of process plans and their function is enabling the integration of 
processes and SCM.  
         A comprehensive view of strategic supply chain management in e-marketplaces, 
with 

ed profitability     30,6  

utside 

her (ibid.), 
attributes of an agile supply chain. 

A definition of agility by Naylor (1999) acknowledged by Christopher and 
Towill (2001), is the following: “Agility means using market knowledge and a virtual 
corporation to exploit profitable opportunities in a volatile marketplace.” Agility is 
beneficial in an environment characterized by uncertain demand, and also 
uncertain supply, as Ottesen and Grønhaug (2002) point out, with low 
predictability; also with low predictability of customer demand for variety 
(Christopher 2000). A lean supply chain is beneficial in a more stable 
environment where demand is rather predictable and supply volatility is low 
(Christopher 2000, Christopher & Towill 2001). 

a schematic representation of e-marketplace services for benefits such as 
cost savings, collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment (CPFR), 
efficient consumer response (ECR), and customer satisfaction (Eng 2004). The 
benefits of e-activities on e-marketplaces (for businesses) are evidenced as 
mostly communicative (56,7 % times selected), and for product introduction 
(53,9 %). The other perceived benefits were:  
 

Streamlined electronic processes   43,5 percent times selected 
increased customer satisfaction   38,4  
forecast accuracy      32,9   
increas
improved store assortment     23,8 
improved replenishment   20,8  
Efficient promotion     16,9  
Improved relationship with trading partners   

16,2. 
    

Although there are clear benefits of electronic supply chain activities, also the 
costs are also reality: E-marketers face time-consuming processes in relationship 
development. Eng [ibid.] states that it takes time to create trust for sharing 
strategic information, which is said to be more likely to occur through face-to-
face contact. Also, there are costs in developing and implementing an e-
marketplace system. Integrating different supply chain processes within o
firm has strategic implications. For example, efficient consumer response relies 
on seamless coordination and integration of supply chain activities. As Eng 
states, this can be particularly crucial for large firms as the obstacles of 
implementation are not only related to the need to invest in technology but also 
to train people and acquire the know-how of online collaboration with multiple 
firms. 

Integration, virtually managed network interaction, with market 
orientation, or market sensitivity according to Christopher (2000) creates the 
potential for a supply chain to be agile, i.e. flexible, responsive, and adept, 
which for instance Christopher (2000), Dreyer and Grønhaug (2004) and 
Grønhaug (1999) call for. Figure 16 depicts, following Christop
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The authors suggest that the benefits of lean thinking may become a 
restriction to e.g. a manufacturing factory, how ever attractively and efficiently 
they market their products through the web; functionality does not at all 
guarantee short time-to-market. A case in car industry in their paper (ibid.) 
shows that customers of Toyota still had to wait for their customized cars for 
weeks and months, how ever efficient the Toyota Production System was in its 
functionality.  Christopher and Towill hence suggest a “leagile” operation for a 
supply chain, by different means; as a circle (2000), or by hybrid strategies 
(2001

naging the supply chain, information technology is 
becom

low with a number of 
20 pe

rms to embrace information technology in their business activity 
nd to strengthen the ties and relationships of these firms with their 

rough computerized, collaborative 

), for a supply chain, to benefit from lean and efficient upstream supply, 
and from agile and effective downstream supply. This is enabled by proper 
location of material flow and information flow. 

As already noted, in ma
ing crucial, and has become a source of benefit for many firms. Logistics 

issues can be managed through sophisticated applications (Basu & Kumar 2002), 
in order to reduce time and costs used for producing, transporting, selling, 
ordering and paying for traded material, artifacts, or services. These benefits 
may become crucial for whole societies, not only for individual firms or 
networks.  

The Taiwanese government, for instance, saw e-SCM to be a way to 
prevent Taiwanese supplier firms’ flee out of the country or, if as subcontractors 
relocating most manufacturing activities to China for cost benefits, from losing 
their international buyers, thus creating a downsizing of Taiwanese industry 
(Chen 2003). Even though production of IT-hardware in Taiwan, for export, was 
high, the penetration of IT in Taiwanese firms was and is 

rcent PC-ownership in the society, and the number of IT-spending of 1,47 
percent of GDP.  

The government in Taiwan promoted an Internet-based procurement 
program, the “industrial Automation and Electronic Business”, iAeB program, 
as for these product-supplying firms, low-cost manufacturing was gradually 
threatened by rising wage-costs in Taiwan. The firms often were suppliers for 
multinational information technology companies, such as IBM, Compaq, and 
Hewlett Packard as biggest. The iAeB program was initiated to encourage 
Taiwanese fi
a
multinational supply network partners th
activities.  

As Lancioni and colleagues (2000) point out, numerous companies have 
already experienced benefits from the Internet in the supply chain management. 
The Internet-based SCM is seen secure, and supply chain building and 
reconfiguration is seen flexible and faster than the more traditional ways (Basu 
& Kumar 2002). However, on the other hand, Lancioni (2000) points out that IT 
usage in SCM is not, by far, developed to its optimum. Extranets are not very 
widely used in US companies for SCM. Intranet usage is somewhat higher, and 
Internet higher than that, but the systems and applications are not used in an 
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efficient way, or in an optimal way. It seems that mostly, Internet is used for e-
mails, like procurement negotiations, delivery time inquiries, and so on.  

Extranets are not very widely used in US companies for SCM. Intranet 
usag

-procurement chain may look like one described in Figure 
17, ad

e is somewhat higher, and Internet higher than that, but the systems and 
applications are not used in an efficient way, or in an optimal way. It seems that 
mostly, Internet is used for e-mails, like procurement negotiations, delivery time 
inquiries, and so on.  

Different applications for enterprise resource planning are not so widely 
used as a researcher in the field would easily assume because of the benefits that 
they could bring. An e

apted from Christopher (2000). For shipping the product, alternative ways 
naturally exist, depending on product characteristics (software, tangible etc.). 
Requisition creation in a pure e-chain is made using IT software, etc. 

 

 
 
FIGURE 17 E-Procurement Chain – an Example (adapted from Christopher 2000) 

 

ume a slightly different result for Finnish, and other 
Scand

 
 

On the other hand, literature also emphasizes that IT is not solely benefited from 
through the commercial, transactional activities, but benefits from e-SCM come 
also from the networking, the connectedness and alliance; through trust creation 
by becoming more familiar with the partners in the supply net. Hence, the 
somewhat light applications of IT in the e-SCM perhaps should not be 
undermined either. The study that Lancioni (2000) reports was made in USA, 
and we might ass

inavian firms in their IT use, which we investigate in the survey, for the 
part of Finnish firms. 
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3.8 Factors in Upstream and Horizontal Orientation 
 
 

 as balancing between customer-orientation and competitor-
orien

 in 
e previous paragraph in this work: supply orientation – an orientation through 

supply, and to balance or stabilize 

ement between 
rms is needed for better productivity and time-to-market, as well as 

                                              

Market orientation that was discussed in preceding Chapter 2, paragraph 2.7.2, 
has received growing attention among researchers in the last years, and the 
construct has been developed further. It is explained by Chang, Jackson and 
Grover (2003)

tation. The authors introduce balanced and skewed market orientations, 
the skewed emphasizing either customers in their orientation, or competitors. 
Ottesen and Grønhaug (2002) and Dreyer and Grønhaug (2004) have taken a 
third dimension22 into market orientation which is closely linked to the issues
th
which the firm aims to secure uncertain 

w material [or other input] supply, for best possible output volatile ra
performance and target market satisfaction (Ottesen & Grønhaug 2002). This has 
been largely ignored in the market orientation literature, as they point out. The 
authors conduct an insightful discussion on market orientation construct, and 
enlighten the evolution of this construct through presenting Kohl and Jaworski’s 
creation of this construct and Narver and Slater’s conceptual definition and its 
operationalization.   

Market orientation, with its differing variations, has been found to have 
impact on new-product innovativeness (Lu, new-product performance (Im & 
Workman 2004) and business strategy (Chang et al. 2003), or strategic behavior 
Ottesen & Grønhaug 2002).  

McCullough Johnston (2001) points out that in the new paradigm of 
dynamically configured network organizations, with a multiplicity of partners, 
e-business should, or must, evolve beyond market orientation [which by itself is a 
necessity for sustained success, as Ottesen and Grønhaug (2002) note], to 
allowing dialogue to permeate and coordinate the network. This is reflected in 
Chen’s (2003) work identifying e-commerce [and e-business with its developed 
IT-applications use] as a tool to strengthen the network relationships and ties of 
domestic industrial firms with their multinational partners, embracing new 
information technologies to develop and benefit from concerted actions, thus 
preventing the flee of domestic companies out of the country [in this case 
Taiwan, and its rising wages, undermining low-cost manufacturing capabilities] 
or, if relocating, from losing their international partners.   

This evolvement and development calls for applying human interaction 
and computer-mediated corporate communications (McCullough Johnston 
2001). The e-business tactical and operational activity, implementing the 
strategic orientation, should bring the dialogue and interactivity into the 
routines of every-day life of firms. This challenging task however sounds easier 
han it truly is for many firms.  For instance, knowledge managt

fi

   
22  which was addressed in Chapter 2, paragraph 2.7.2. 
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knowledge management within firms, for them to fully benefit from IT-
enablement. 
 
3.8.1 Inter-Firm Knowledge-Management 
 
Organizations in a horizontal or vertical co-operative network or cluster, 
especially in a technology-intensive market, seek to look beyond their 
boundaries to gain access to knowledge that is required (Wuyts et al. 2004) for 
new product development. Knowledge is naturally also sought for in issues of 
supply, procurement and resources, as these affect highly each firm’s own 
resource allocation and marketing activity.  Information systems integration 
beyond organizational boundaries (Chen 2003, Wuyts et al. 2004) is becoming an 
issue for creating productive knowledge resources, which the network [referring 
to supply and outsourcing issues23] or cluster [referring more to looser sets of 
multiplicities], R & D, and new product development (NPD) can exploit for 
cooperation.  

The case of Taiwanese iAeB program introduced in preceding paragraphs 
(Chen 2003) shows that information sharing is essential to the whole working of 
the network, and that it requires investments. Network nonmembers must first 
invest in building up trust in order to gain access to the network, and then, they 
have to invest in hardware to become part of the Information Web. After this, 
they have to invest in software and in internal work routines, in order to fully 
adjust to the system.  

With the networking and alliances between organizations, a concern rises 
for the dissemination of information that may be crucial for keeping the 
competitive advantage. In spite of alliances and cooperation, the companies are, 
after all, separate companies that want to secure their position in the market. 
Disseminating important information may pose a risk to this.  

However, too little information given, the cooperation may fail or be less 
successful. Also, as according to the ideas game theory, what you give is what 
you get. If you do not give much, you don’t get much in return. 

Also in this concern, information security becomes relevant. Knowledge 
resources need to be secured, information encrypted or concealed, etc., in order 
to avoid its spreading and dissemination to users that are not entitled to it, and 
to build trust on commercial transactions (Gritzalis & Gritzalis 2001). 
Information security across national boundaries is a focus in some research 
(Tran & Atkinson 2002), although this issue is not explored in great extent. 

Logistics theory is seen by Svensson (2002) to reintegrate marketing issues 
and material flow management, which reintegration he sees crucial for 
successful supply chain management. The relevance of knowledge management 
and IT implementations that enable information flows between firms in the 
chain, or network, in e-SCM is particularly high, as witnessed in the case of 
Taiwanese iAeB program introduced earlier. A conclusion by Chen (2003) was 

                                                 
23  See Lee, Miranda and Kim (2004). 
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that this new trading practice reduces inventory levels and time-to-market, and 
that since the flow of information has become faster and more widespread through the 
diffusion of the Internet, the ability to react to new information quickly and effectively 
has be

operable with other tools and with other development 
environments. This creates problems, as those developers cannot conceive of, 
nd anticipate all other tools they can integrate with, a great amount of tool 

Wuyts and Ducasse (ibid.) hence introduce a classification model, “a 
ghtweight integration medium that enables unrelated tools that were not 

izing the input of crucial material, or other resource, 
flows, but it also enables the fir  

ans   

rmation 
syste

orks and networking are both, in this sense, key issues, not only 
between firms but also between individuals, departments and operational units. 

come the key to competition. (Chen 2003) 
Wuyts and Ducasse (2004) point out that for the required knowledge 

management, a lot of specialized tools are being developed for coding, 
employing UML schemes, integrating documentation, and so on, as software 
development complexity increases. This variety of tools that the developers 
build, should be inter

a
cannot co-operate.  

li
meant to be integrated to cooperate easily”. They point out that the tool 
integration is done by a tool integrator, and not by the tool builder.  

The authors present how this integration is made on several third-party 
tools using their classification model, and how it forms the foundation for a 
Smalltalk -browser that integrates different tools. This is a solution suggested to 
overcome the co-operation problem of different tools in knowledge 
management. 

Inter-firm knowledge management allows the companies to operate their 
logistic activities, optim

ms to organize their other business-to-business
actions, like financing, billing, and payments through electronic media.tr

 
3.8.2 Intra-Firm Knowledge Management 
 
Knowledge management within companies in today’s knowledge-intensive 
business environment has become challenging. Storage of knowledge – data, 
information – is challenged on a variety of areas. Knowledge management faces 
challenges in reliability of an information system to store the knowledge safely 
(Zhang & Yang 2002), meaning both safe from unauthorized access (Damiani et 
al. 2001, Gupta et al. 2003) and safe from misuse (Gupta et al. 2003, Zhang & 
Yang 2002), also when crossing national borders (Tran & Atkinson), and secure 
against  disasters (Verton 2003), or at least recoverable from them (Nyanchama 
& Stefaniu 2003,). Also, the challenges come for scalability of info

ms to meet the growing demand for storage area, and to be robust and also 
interoperable for today’s and future use. The types of knowledge stores of last 
decades, with proprietary information, do not meet today’s demand for 
transparency in processes and resources. To be competitive, companies are 
facing the demand for forming productive, sharable knowledge resources rather 
than less productive stocks of knowledge.  

Netw
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Sugg

and trustworthy (McCrohan 2003, Parker 2004). 
 

ommercial companies are also expected to show 
chara

ghly 
depe

ested role-based rights labeled to individual users according to their roles 
in processes and entities (Zhang & Yang 2002) are aimed to more effectively 
protect the information in the network from unauthorized use than purely 
relying on digital signatures and other access control approach, as the labels are 
capable of determining what kind of rights the individual has for the use of 
information that has been accessed. Zhang and Yang claim that even if each 
access is controlled by authorizations, information leakage is still possible, and a 
whole network of hardware and software can be terrorized through devices etc. 
that have been “legally” accessed. They also point out that trusted users are not 
always reliable 

3.8.3 Security and Trust in Parties  
 
In business marketing context, just as in consumer marketing context, security 
issues have become more and more significant in two - three decades. In the 
latest times, information security and information vulnerability for attacks in the 
networked business environment have been witnessed around the world (see 
e.g. McCrohan 2003). Researchers have tackled this issue for as long as 
computers have been around, but as systems have grown larger and larger, and 
the dependence of firms on information and communication technology-
enhanced business has increased, the issue has gained ever more attraction.  

Firms have much at stake if any of the business parties are untrustworthy. 
Reciprocity (Arnett et al. 2003) which was discussed in 3.6.5 can also be, and is, 
used as a concept in conjunction with other organizational activity than 
volunteering or fund-raising. C

cteristics of this kind, when [business] exchange relationships are initiated 
and maintained. The business partner, client, is more likely to feel secure and to 
trust its partner when the other party shows reciprocity. Also, experiences on a 
particular business partner have an impact in expectations for future behavior of 
this partner, as e.g. Kollock (1999) states. 

Trust in the focal firm or business unit is crucially important in exchange 
relationships with channel members and stakeholders. Trust in the affiliate’s 
integrity and aims in the business relation, and trust in the affiliate’s ability to 
meet expectations and fulfill contracts, as well as trust in the affiliate’s resources, 
such as information technology and information systems, are requirements for a 
sustainable collaboration and business relationship (Morgan 2000). The 
relationship value that was referred to earlier (Baxter and Matear 2004) is hi

ndent on trust between parties (Blomqvist 2002). 
Gritzalis and Gritzalis (2001) discuss the Trusted Third Party model in 

deploying trust on commercial transactions, which is a highly security-related 
issue as well (Belanger et al. 2002). The role of a TTP organization is to deliver 
confidence and inspire trust in these transactions. As the TTP is an 
intermediary-type impartial organization between the transaction-parties, and 
usually is an established bank or chamber of commerce, the parties typically 
have trust on it, as they have the securing of the transaction performed, as their 
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profession. The customer may trust that the transaction-party he or she was 
dealing with, is originally the provider who it claims to be.  

A type of trust that the TTPs cannot deliver is trust on the quality of service 
f product the customer orders through the web. The TTPs provide technically 

ing objective evidence concerning an 

s consisting of people, shared purpose, policies ad computer systems”.  

h a sense of social connectedness, which 
ams. However, not in all communities – 

 
through looking at two constructs, user involvement and community-commerce 

o
and legally reliable means for produc
electronic transaction (McCrohan 2003). 

Authentication and authorization issues are strongly related with IT 
security and trust. Damiani, with colleagues, (2001) tackle the digital signature, 
and authentication and authorization, looking at security through addressing 
access to XML documents.  

Security and enforcement have been an issue to consider already by Spar 
and Busgang (1996) who in the early commercial Internet phase suggested that 
rules, walls, gates, and guarding activities – in opposition to the open market 
and universal access visioned by many Internet proponents in those days and  
today, may help the Internet to achieve the order that only can enforce business 
conduct.  

The legal and regulatory issues still are in development process (Gurau et 
al. 2003), and the established ones need to be updated according to the 
dynamism of activities online. The maturity of the Internet and its regulations 
for the commercial sustainability (Gurau et al. 2003) seems to be far to reach. 
However the strategic approach of hope that Gary Hamel (1996) maintains may 
be in place also here.   

 
 
3.9 Virtual Communities 
 
 
Research on communities has been going on since decades, and studies on 
virtual communities, referring to online Internet communities, have evolved in 
1990s with Armstrong and Hagel (1996) offering a famous contribution to the 
research. For a very recent review on research from 1996 to 2004, on virtual 
communities, see the paper of Li (2004) who takes a somewhat different aspects 
on these than this review, e.g. leaving virtual teams and groups out of 
discussion, which yet are incorporated in the term. For a definition of virtual 
community, let us take Gupta and Kim’s (2004) citing of Preece’s (2000) 
economical definition: 

  
“…VC a

 
Communities are highly associated wit
is inherent also in business-led virtual te
be they virtual of physical – the social dimension is emphasized. Rather, they 
may in some contexts serve as professional, or commercial platforms, enhanced 
by [social] interaction. There has been wide attention to communities in 
connection with e-business related literature. A reason to this may be found
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relation. User involvement was discussed in Paragraphs 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, and is 
aid to be a key factor that decides the success of Internet marketing (Wu 2002), 

d to discuss matters under consideration with someone. 
he whole society relies on collective decision-making (Singh-Matsuo 2004). 

 creates a natural demand for communities for entertainment, 

his is the fundamental 
lassification system of them. 

plistic view on e-commerce entrepreneurs’ interpretation and 
otivation to build up and maintain online communities is cast by Gupta and 

lds them 
in a 

of simplification seems justified. To comment on web-club or chatroom; they 

s
determining the acceptance of a system or innovation (Shih 2004). As also noted 
earlier, user involvement has been found to determine consumer behavior in 
interactive business, and also to be highly situation-specific (Wu 2002).  

The interesting relation of community and commerce has been addressed 
by Sisodia and Wolfe (2000) who emphasize the two-directional impact of these 
phenomena, and quote Hagel’s words – widely cited, established researcher of 
communities – in emphasizing that communities are not necessarily 
undermined when commerce is introduced [as generally stated] but they can 
also be reinforced by commerce which may extend community value to 
members. 

Virtual communities have been mentioned in strong correlation with 
Japanese culture, as the community-oriented people are claimed to require 
virtual chat interfaces and other applications for being able to do electronic 
transactions, as they nee
T
Also, collectivism
games, and such. One could almost think that the low-context, mostly western 
cultures are in this sense transforming into virtual collectivist societies, even 
though, or with the help of the fact that, the physical setting emphasizes 
individualism. 

 
3.9.1 Consumer/Individual based Communities 
 
Electronic communities meet four types of consumer needs: 1) communities of 
transaction primarily serve in facilitating buying and selling of products and 
services, and deliver information – hence, they are not communities in the 
traditional, social sense; 2) communities of interest – theme communities -  bring 
participants to interact around a specific topic; 3) communities of fantasy are 
formed around activities where new environments, personalities, and/or stories 
are created through member  activity; 4) communities of relationship, as 
Armstrong and Hagel (1996) call them, gather around certain life experiences 
that may be intense, and that may lead to deep personal connections - in these, 
participants often are aware of the other’s real identity. Different classifications 
on consumer-based communities have been made; t
c

A rather sim
m
Kim (2004) who claim them to take a very broad view of community, following 
Preece (2000), and regard any bulletin board or chat room as a basis for a virtual 
community – and to only be interested in what draws people to and ho

Web site, so that they will buy goods or services. Looking back at Sisodia 
and Wolfe (2000), also in the preceding paragraph, and Hagel (1999), the claim 
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certainly meet the determinant characteristics of virtual communities. They have 
been found to be crucial in some cultural environments, e.g. high-context, 
collec

ity as a group of people drawn together by an 
oppo

pport information-intensive processes, as the task of a B-to-B 
r-company coordination, including 

Industrial communities may have a significant role in disseminating 

y increasing global outsourcing between different firms, due to 
incre

ities (Mainelli 2003). There is very little research on industrial 
communities to be found, other than those discussed  here, and in chapters and 

tivist countries (Singh & Matsuo 2004). Further discussion proposing the 
use of these types of communities can be found in the literature referred to. 

Simplicity is suggested by Jensen (1999) as a positive issue and way to cope 
with the more and more complex environment, and gain competitive advantage 
with, but this kind of simplicity is appropriate to be kept apart from 
oversimplifying, diminishing comments, which are surprising, thinking of the 
scope and substance of Gupta and Kim’s paper in general (2004). Yet, the paper 
also comments on Hagel and Armstrong (1997) to take a business perspective in 
defining virtual commun

rtunity to share a sense of community with like-minded strangers having 
common interest. Their definition, to me, seems to take a rather social, or 
societal perspective, albeit the authors have a business science background and 
context. 
 
3.9.2 Corporate-oriented Communities 
 
Corporate communities and industry-wide communities, as well as activity-
based communities, among others, have emerged, with characteristics of 
infomediary member in a supply chain, or, of enabler of business network or 
cluster creation. Holzmüller and Schlüchter (2002) discuss German electronic b-
to-b markets and marketplaces, and suggest that b-to-b marketplaces – which by 
themselves form, usually, an industry-based, or activity-based business community 

will have to su- 
marketplace is to support, or take on, inte
transaction and interaction.  

general policies, e.g. self-regulation in information management among the 
specific industry, as well as in sharing of information. Information is seen an 
important competitive asset (ibid.), thus a comment on this from the present 
author is that it is a strategic task to balance on what is shared, where, and to 
whom, in which a virtual business community with registered users and 
accounts can become of value. Inter-firm coordination is said (ibid.) to be 
challenged b

ased costs and complexity. The authors, relying on secondary data, note 
that coordinating costs may represent as high as 35 percent of total costs. The 
virtual corporate community may reduce those costs offering a platform for 
coordination via Internet. In Ritter and Gemünden (2004), industrial 
communities are referred to, through innovation networks of cooperating 
partners that interact [via electronic interface]. Enterprise information portals 
are an example of business communities, as well as industry-specific 
professional websites such as international transport-business website, or 
finance commun
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paragraphs dealing with collaborative networks and supply chains. Olsson, 
ergquist and Ljungberg (2000) discuss another type of business-oriented 

hers in organizational literature, e.g. by Senge (1991). The type of 
organ

at could decrease efficiency and profitability, harming the 
organ

 

ject, forms an intra-organizational community, 
havin

tion, but is 
here 

B
corporate community, the intra-firm community that is a focus in the next 
paragraph. 
 
3.9.3 Virtual Teams in Organizations  
 
Intra-company communities can be identified as three types in the literature, 
distinguishing by their distinct functions and range of operations: virtual 
organizations, intra-firm teams, and, as an extension of firm, virtual enterprises. 

 
Virtual Organization 
 
First, the so-called virtual organization, present in the literature already before 
the IT-networked operational mode, is an informal organizational entity that 
may be shaped for instance through power-relations that are not seen in the 
hierarchical order but emerge on the basis of knowledge, skill, expertise, social 
activity, and so on. This virtual organization has also been called a “shadow 
organization” or an “unofficial organization”, and has been addressed widely 
by researc

ization has not always, or, not only been regarded as useful to the firm by 
practitioners; the discussion groups or activities have also been seen as a threat 
and a side-activity th

ization also through weakening cohesion, sense of belonging, and “we-
spirit”, as sub-groups form. The sub-group formation may however last for such 
short times in a row that the virtual organizational community is hard to be 
identified. (Senge 1991) 

Intra-Firm Team 
 
The second type of virtual intra-firm community is identified: a team assigned 
to work on a subject, or a pro

g explicitly the community-characteristics of information sharing, common 
objective, and time and space -dimensions. Hence, and not only for this reason, 
a positive impact has been acknowledged from these, often rather informal or 
short-time entities. This type of team-working community, today, very often 
works with the help of information systems and electronic communication 
media, and actually forms a third type of corporate community, a virtual team, 
belonging to both virtual organization category, and, team organiza

categorized belonging into intra-firm teams. Research on this type of teams 
is reported e.g. by Yang and Tang (2003) who discuss team structures, cohesion 
and conflicts, by Nahar and her colleagues (2003) and Paul and colleagues 
(2003),  who discuss dispersed virtual teams. The teams may or may not be 
dispersed globally; some dispersion in space and location takes place. Examples 
of those are in-house information systems development projects, teams in 
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virtually co-designed product development [like at Ford’s], using CAD systems, 
teams of consultants communicating and disseminating ideas and knowledge 
through portal websites (Olsson et al. 2000), and so on. 
 
Virtual Enterprise 
 
Let us next review the widest-ranging of these communities. Whole enterprises 
[using the term as Faber et al. (2003)] may be formed of closely linked, separate, 
virtually formed organizations, with loose or non-existing boundaries.  

ese teams becomes important, as these communities are 
crucial for the success of the  information system or software development 
(Yan ce is 
very challenging, due to difference in time, location, and culture, and 
furth  
may  
confl

e-
time can be utilized in an efficient and effective way, 2) work-force in different 
locat ork 

s of coopetition, or separated 
ompetition and cooperation, become relevant which have been discussed in 
hapter 2. 

Concluding this section, a remark is given that this study, though identifies 
ese different types of virtual teams, and also the challenging management of 
ese, limits itself to the virtual enterprise on the part that empirically examines 
e use of these. 

.9.4 Blogger Communities in Blogosphere 

eblog communities are a relatively new way of interacting in the electronic 
edia, and which informed marketers have adopted. The term Weblog has been 
ansferred to a nickname “blog” which has spread to common use. Research on 
logs and blogging is almost non-existing, but some reports have emerged on 

this type of virtual community. Lillkvist (2004) talks about blogger communities, 

Information technology products – hardware, Dell as a renown example, 
and software – are often today produced within these loose virtual teams that 
often are officially inter-firm, through the outsourcing of development work, but 
practically intra-enterprise teams. 

Specifically in system development projects, the development teams form 
virtual communities that often are dispersed widely, geographically. 
Management of th

g & Tang 2003). Also, management of these for successful performan

ermore due to decreased facial interaction and physical presence, which
result in attitude and cohesion (Yang & Tang 2003) problems, creating
icts (Paul et al. 2003). 
Globally dispersed virtual teams offer advantages to firms: 1) employe

ions are acting “round-the-clock” due to temporal difference, and w
processes can hence be synchronized (e.g. Nahar et al. 2003), and 3) knowledge 
and expertise can be leveraged around the globe (Paul et al. 2003). This type of 
teams also offer challenges, as already noted, which include, in addition to the 
a.m., also a need for a high degree of proactivity, flexibility, and structural 
agility (ibid.). In inter-firm alliances, the issue
c
C

th
th
th
 
3
 
W
m
tr
b
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and also Nucifora (2003), i.e. by  presenting values of blog
ma eters.  

The blogosphere may have similar type of fea

ger communities to 
rk

tures as chat rooms, as they 
an also include threading of communications in the way chat operation most 
ften does. Hence it has been said that the communicational relations between 

 in e-Business  
 

d Armstrong (1997) on this. 
ribal Marketing (Cova & Cova 2002) is marketing to communities, and 

rough communities (Eerola 2003). Eerola speaks of companies as communities 
tomer – be it a consumer or a 

usiness, and to create interaction between communities, and between a 
ommunity and individuals. His area of expertise is marketing communications 

in virtual communities, 
throu

c
o
the marketer company and the customer have a potential of developing into real 
relationships. Some technology and maintenance-related issues about blogging 
are described on a high level in Chapter 4. Bloggers vary by type from a 
“marketing author” to advertising agency, and to companies that 
sophisticatedly employ relationship marketing and one-to-one communication 
(Nucifora 2003). 

 
3.9.5 Role of Virtual Communities

As Armstrong and Hagel already in 1996 wrote, and as Hagel and Armstrong 
highlighted with a whole book in 1997, and Hagel still pointed out in 1999, a 
net-marketer may expand its markets through virtual communities. Electronic 
networks can be seen and used as communities that enhance the value the 
marketer can deliver to customers, and that enhance the relationship between 
marketer and customer, and also between customer and customer (ibid). Sisodia 
and Wolfe (2000) also cite Hagel an

T
th
that try to gain attractiveness afore the cus
b
c
and newspaper industry (Eerola 1995, 1999), today strongly e-business-toned. 
Newspapers are one group that have tried to create communities, and some 
very successfully in terms of activity in number of discussion groups, frequency 
of activity, and discussion threads. Newspapers are clustered communities 
themselves, creating communities of users, thus the term well suits to this 
business.  

Communities have been found to have a social impact in business success 
in the physical setting, but results have been contradictory, or weaker, in earlier 
e-business research.  

In the non-facial, thus demanding domain, customer and user perception 
and the increased satisfaction through community-sense and participation is not 
evidenced – at least not in the way that the social impact would raise company 
profits, turning into economic, in a study …... 

 Contradictory to this, virtual communities have been found to create 
knowledge capital and social capital to the members 

gh virtual communication which increases trust (Hurme 2003) in the 
community members. This trust may be a factor in creating e-business 
transactions and relationships. 
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4 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR 
IMPLEMENTING E-BUSINESS   

 
 
For the interactive business to have potential to be sustainable, adequate and 
repeated traffic flow (Yeung & Lu 2004) into the focal web site, needs to be 
secured, according to strategic decisions made in the company,  as discussed in 
Chapter 3.  

This has certain antecedent requirements, like IT diffusion in the market 
and assimilation within organizations, and modifications in business models 
and processes (Sisodia & Wolfe 2000), as well as appropriate applications (e.g. 
Riggins & Mukhopadhyay 1994).  

It has also successive requirements and measures. Measuring success in 
the interactive business calls for a review on literature on performance 
measurement. The interpretation of performance will often vary, and hence it is 
important to clarify which performance perspective is followed. Chang et al. 
(2003) discusses performance as multidimensional, which will be reflected in the 
following paragraphs in accordance with how information technology can 
enable performance improvements, and with how strategic choices affect the 
need for IT use and IT strategies.  

 
 
4.1 Strategic Role of IT in e-Business 
 
 
The strategy chosen to guide company activity is, as many researchers 
acknowledge (e.g. Lehner 2004, Faber et al. 2003, and Heikkilä 2004), the basis 
for developing the business model for the company, which again with the 
strategy acts as the basis for business process integration. The business process 
in
and corporate applic

tegration is seen by Kobayashi, with colleagues, (2003) to fuse the workflows 
ations (Davenport 2000); hence IT architecture and IS 

design are a accompanied with the process integration. Applications and 
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impl mentation of IS are decided on, oe n the basis of business process integration 
 strategy. Choices made on information technology 

T), and information systems (IS) to acquire or design, and to expand or replace, 

in it (Clemons et al. 1993). 
Furth

ms to lack cohesion with today’s interpretative context. Or, it lacks 
the v

 “electronic global virtual corporation”.  
e authors wrong, in global context at 

ast, is their prediction of the importance of EDI for doing business:  
 

and are affected by the IT
(I
have a strategic role in the whole company activity and performance. Major cost 
reduction is possible through deployment of new information technology (e.g. 
Sumner 2000). Information technology enables disintermediation of distribution 
channels, although also new types of electronic intermediaries have been 
witnessed, as Anckar and Walden (2000) quoted Bakos. 

IT also has been found to have the ability to lower coordination costs 
without increasing the transactions risk associated 

ermore, it has an impact on the level of outsourcing (Lee et al. 2004) and 
vertical integration in the companies. Clemons and colleagues (ibid.) suggested 
already in 1993 that the use of IT would lead to more outsourcing, which has 
been witnessed especially in the new millennium, and also to less vertically 
integrated firms. Depending on the interpretation of the latter suggestion, we 
may come to counter-argue, or acknowledge it. If their statement is to support 
the spread of outsourcing, as in their example of extreme outsourcing in the 
supply network, through a “network of cooperating independent offices” (1993, 
30) with a claim that vertical integration between firms will decrease, the 
statement see

iew that, in some industries, in addition to vertical integration [through 
IS24], the form of integration may become horizontal, and that IT will lead to 
more horizontal integration. In their example of international travel services, 
both integration types can be found. Integration is not decreased in this type of 
partnerships, but has and is further increasing, through information systems 
applications. The nature of integration however is different, it is virtual in this e-
business setting (see Berthon et al. 2000), and given that the authors may 
understand vertical integration as a more traditional, explicit integration 
through ownership or common administrative activities, their idea gets some 
support in this review. Clemons and colleagues (1993) actually gave a very 
modern name to the extreme form of outsourcing the entire non-domestic 
service of key client accounts to network members, as they called this 
partnership the

Where these days have proved th
le

“There is also strong evidence that EDI is fast becoming almost a prerequisite for 
 doing business in some industries” (Clemons et al. 1993, 27).  

 
The three last words somewhat moderate the claim, and including “USA” to the 
phrase25, would moderate it further in a way that would raise minor 

                                                 
24  of which Moore (2000) uses the term “virtual integration”, but which however 

integrates the parties in vertical organizational architecture. 
25  because in USA, EDI penetrated widely and is not easily replaced by new technology, 

 and other factors. Note however that Internet EDI did get some 
footstep, e.g. in Finland. 
due to heavy costs
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coun

ct. These information 
ystems projects create a new type of managerial challenge, as the management 

ges and risks of traditional management 
e of enterprise-wide IS projects, and 

f strategy making, as tools for strategy creation. This 
shou

in Oliver and Romm (2002), and would not be able to act consistently without it. 

terarguments. However, in global context, other IT applications, such as 
Internet, Intranet, and Extranet, as well as ERP systems (see e.g. Oliver & Romm 
2002) and ASP applications have gained major ground for doing [e]business in 
the markets, especially in international markets which the case in their paper is 
about. 

When looking back to the statements uttered earlier about cost reduction 
through IT investments, a closer look at IT bringing profitability is in place. 
Investment in IT, for instance in ERP, does not automatically bring profitability 
for the company, even if performance in other aspect is increased (Heikkilä & 
Heikkilä 2003, Sumner 2000). The potential profitability usually comes after a 
time lag, as IT projects require substantial monetary resources. As Sumner 
(ibid.) points out, large enterprise-wide information management systems 
projects, using massive ERP packages, often represent the largest single 
investment in an IS project in the whole history on these companies, or even the 
largest single investment in any corporate-wide proje
s
needs to consider the challen
information systems (MIS) projects, and thos
the relative costs, including often surprisingly high costs. The total costs of a 
client-server system implementation may be three to six time greater for ERP 
than for a mainframe-based system.  Moving off the mainframe may create 
substantial cost reductions by time, yet the costs of learning the new technology 
and of acquiring technical support are substantial, as Sumner (2002) states. 
Oliver and Romm (2002) call this financial justification of ERP adoption formal, 
also quantitative, and the non-financial, informal, and qualitative. Quantifying 
the costs and benefits is thus a more complicated (ibid.) issue than one is 
attempted to think. 

Even in the case that systems design and acquisition would not instantly 
bring profits, systems that support computer-aided business, with its interactive 
characteristics and demands, and that are functional, secure (Milne & Boza 1999, 
Tran & Atkinson 2002), scalable and accepted by their internal users and 
customers, are strategically of high significance. As Brache and Webb (2000) put 
it, technology is not the answer to e-business success, but it can be part of the 
answer – depending on the question. 

IT and IS have a significant role (Riggins & Mukhopadhyay 1994) 
particularly in fully IT-based e-business.  As Sisodia and Wolfe (2000) point out, 
the parallel changes in technology and in marketing discipline have enabled 
marketers to implement essential modifications into their business. “More 
affordable” technologies have been deployed more widely than before, “across a 
broader spectrum of customers” (Sisodia & Wolfe 2000). 

According to general discussions in business context, vendors tend to call 
their products as enablers o

ld be approached with cautiousness. It reflects, probably undeliberately, 
the though that people act like subordinates to technology, an issue addressed 
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However, a view of software, systems, and technology as enablers of strategy 
implementation, as tactical part of the strategy is well grounded26 (Kotler & 
Murp

 

 2002). ERP projects, as well as other IT 
proje

nton and Zmud, 
Hend

orientations imply very different approaches to IT investment and IS 
development. 

                                                

hy 1981, Faber et al. 2002, Lehner 2004). Strategic decisions also can be 
made based on the information acquired via IT and IS, and based on the 
technology to use. These are more likely to refer to strategy implementation, 
rather than to formulating a strategy. Furthermore, information systems, 
especially interorganizational systems, IOS, act as enablers for networked 
business models, virtual organizations, and partnering (Hoogeweegen 2000, 
Hoogeweegen et al. 1999, Riggins & Mukhopadhyay 1994). 

 
 
4.2 Strategy and Enterprise IT 
     

Which follows which? Integration of a whole marketing strategy –  or corporate 
strategy according to management literature, or business strategy, following 
terminology of other literature, e.g. information systems (IS) literature 
(Sabherval & Chan 2001) – into ERP or other application acquisition, forms a 
challenging task (Oliver & Romm

cts have a high tendency of failing, the numbers varying between 50 – 80 
percent, depending on the interpretation of failure.  

Integrating business strategy and IS strategy, is a focus in the work of 
Sabherval and Chan (2001), who, working on strategic research of 1970s – 1990s, 
identify the need to link business strategy and planning with IS planning, and 
also acknowledge research by e.g. King, King and Zmud, Boy

erson and Venkatraman, and Venkatraman, from those decades. The 
authors suggest that corporate strategic orientation, or, business strategy 
orientation, often has implications on how much and in which manner IT 
technology and its development through R & D is invested in, and on the type 
of approach through which the focal corporation adopts new information 
technology.  

The business strategy is according to Sabherval and Chan (ibid.) best 
examined through mapped attributes identified by Venkatraman (1989), 
referring to his STROBE attributes of business strategy. Furthermore, they see 
that information systems (IS) strategy should be treated the same way and 
aligned in its dimensions with the chosen business strategy type. This idea of 
aligning IT strategy and IS strategy with business-based strategy has been 
talked about extensively at least since early 1990s by several authors – yet there 
is substantial gap in the understanding or implementation of the idea today. 
Sabherval and Chan (2001) who have taken a fundamental approach, looking 
thoroughly at earlier research, distinguish the firm’s strategic orientation by  
three of Venkatraman’s dimensions: defenders, analyzers, and prospectors. These 

 
26  see 2.6, Fig. 9. 
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4.3 Strategy for Assimilating IT 
 
 
As Agarwal and Tanniru already in 1992 pointed out, in the context of IT in 
business, increasing competition in the market place is pushing organizations to  

tinuous search for new and better methods for reducing cost  (Clemons et 
al. 1993, Holzmüller & Schlüchter 2002, Lancioni 2000, Sultan & Rohm 2004, 
Sumner 20000, Watson & Zinkhan 1997) and increasing productivity (e.g. 
Heikkilä & Heikkilä 2003, Reijonen & Heikkilä). Agarwal and Tanniru 
continued that information technology [IT] had become one accepted vehicle for 
enabling key business process changes that can give an organization a

a con

n edge 
over its competition. 

ssimilation of information technology applications within the focal 
raph. Agarwal and Tanniru 

992) emphasize that new information technologies constitute an innovation for 
oth technology providers and technology users.  The difference between terms 

 
The 

A
organization is referred to in the title of the parag
(1
b
“assimilation” and “diffusion” they explain [shortened] as follows: assimilation 
refers to [intraorganisational] adoption of an innovation, making it an inherent 
and utilized part of activity, and [internal (Fichman 1999)]diffusion refers to the 
spreading of an adopted innovation to other parts of the organization, and using 
also other relevant applications of an adopted innovation. Further, Agarwal & 
Tanniru (1992) take an approach that assimilation covers all three phases of 
initiation, adoption, and implementation, meaning that the technology etc. use is 
institutionalized in the organization (Fichman 1999). The term diffusion is 
generally used to describe the spreading or penetration of an innovation in the 
markets [some disciplines use the term society]. Diffusion of IT is further 
discussed in the perspective of markets in Paragraph 4.4. 
 
4.3.1 Adoption of Corporate IT  

adoption of an IT solution depends often on the decisions of other 
companies; companies may adopt the “going-with-the-flow” approach 
(Davenport 2000).   

Also, if a marketer is in IS or software (SW) business (Kuivalainen 2003, 
Sallinen 2002), the adoption willingness of markets of their software products, 
or the willingness and innovativeness of business markets to develop the IS in 
the company through sourcing, or acquire IS design for their use from the 
marketer, becomes an important issue. 

A study of Holzmüller and Schlüchter (2002) looked at German electronic 
B-to-B markets and marketplaces, and indicates that, as the task of a B-to-B 
marketplace is to support, or take on, inter-company coordination, including the 
two facets transaction and interaction, future B-to-B marketplaces will have to 
support information-intensive processes. As companies benefit so much of 
improving their business processes and streamlining them across the b-to-b 
marketplace through information coordination, “they will not be able to afford 
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not having this institution”. The authors note that the costs of coordination 
between different firms (Chiu et al. 2004) represent 35 percent of total corporate 
costs, which makes reducing these costs attractive, and should help in 
assimilating new technology. Yet, in some industries, prior heavy investment in 
older technologies, like EDI, will continue their commitment to these and act as 
a barrier for switching to new technologies. (Holzmüller & Schlüchter 2002) 
   Also here, complexity avoidance of individuals ( ), and hence also 
uncertainty avoidance (Hofstede 1985, Sage 1995) is an issue of interest that 
creates change resistance.  

As earlier mentioned, different cultures approach uncertainty avoidance 
distinctively, and skilful marketers remember these value-issues in their internal 
and external marketing communications and in their development projects as 
cross-cultural project managers (Hofstede 1985).  

Change resistance is almost inevitable (see e.g. Strebel 1996) in adopting 
new technology. Adoption of information systems in the organization meets this 
challenge hence as well, but the resistance can be turned into better 
performance, through thorough consideration on the IT and/or IS or software 
product, as well as through skilful management of adoption process (Markus 
1983, Sage 1995), in which users of IT are involved in the process early on 
(Markus 1983), the staff members are trained and motivated, and in which they 
may express their opinions, concerns and fears – which are not to be 
dimin

n management to directly link up customers and suppliers, and their 
infor

nce differently; very generally speaking, the “western” 
         

ished, as personnel may quite reasonably fear  e.g. becoming deskilled [for 
another use-environment, possibly other employer] when adopting the specific 
software product or system.  

Peters acknowledged, in late 80s, a need for future leaders to become 
lovers of change who preach of vision, who keep it simple (see also Jensen 1999), 
empower personnel, and manage by example. He also identified a need for 
informatio

mation use, as well as a need for decentralization of management 
information systems (Peters 1988). 

Moore (2000), takes an insightful view on attitudes toward changes in 
companies, in addressing the overly emphasis in many, especially IT, or 
Internet-enabled, organizations in context, instead of core functions. His 
message is that differentiation27 requires a lot of time, talent, and attention – not 
of one person but of a number of persons involved, as it requires “widespread 
interaction to make sure the desired novel effect is achieved”.  

With often regionally and culturally dispersed e-business enterprises, and 
especially software enterprises, the management should not forget the 
uncertainty avoidance which makes a person to prefer already known issues 
and artefacts, even if on a long term, better value would be gained through new, 
innovative solutions (Sterman 2001). Cultural characteristics emphasize 
uncertainty avoida

                                        
27  that he says, is a core function in reaching the main goa

he argues, in the Internet age, would be maximizing shareholde
l in Internet business, which, 

r value (Moore 2000). 
The main objective could be discussed further, but is however abandoned, being 
beyond this discussion. 
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cultu

en high Uncertainty Avoidance and a large Power 
istance, two of his value dimensions, was found for all Latin European, other 

man Empire, and Latin 
me ican countries, and not for other countries, except Japan and Korea. 

 
preading as well (Collins English Dictionary 2002). In IS discipline, diffusion is 

used to refer to a dispersion of a technology, or technology innovation [in a 
ociety] (Gibbs et al 2003). The marketing discipline uses the term “penetration” 

prises 

novation marketing literature (a dissertation of Suoranta [2003] being an 
xample). The same penetration/diffusion curve is used by researchers in both 
isciplines, and the need to overcome the chasm (Rogers 1962, 1983, 1995; 

Moore, 1999, 2000, 2004) in order to reach the critical mass for an innovation 
(e.g. Heikkilä 2004).  

Science editor Paavo Ahonen (2003) in CSC (Centre for Scientific 
Computing) in Finland has studied the diffusion of information technology in 
Finnish households and corporations. He states that Finland has until quite 

re is more adept to new innovations than the “eastern”, and the eastern 
populations resist and are suspicious about changes even more, when change 
comes from foreign initiative [which has been evidenced in research on Japanese 
culture].  Hofstede (1985) has elaborated national characteristics on the basis of a 
factor analysis on responses from 50 countries and three multi-country regions, 
and a strong correlation betwe
D
Mediterranean, the two areas representing the former Ro

rA
Central authority and a legal system imposing conformity are the core 
characteristics of the spoken values, and they can still be evidenced in the areas 
of Roman cultural heritage. The Latin American cultural pattern, according to 
Hofstede (ibid.) was set in the early 16th century, through a merger of colonists’ 
values and those already established in the local civilizations. In this way, 
through the immense work of Hofstede, we can track and understand 
differences in approaching change.  

Managing change is not a thing to explore in the empirical study for this 
dissertation, but the quantitative study is expected to reveal change willingness 
and operationalization of change in the firms for conducting interactive 
business. Change management is an inherent issue in change and thus 
understanding it in this cross-cultural business context  is a requirement. This is 
why some discussion on it in the assimilation of IT is seen necessary. 

 
 

4.4 Diffusion of IT in e-Business Markets 
 
 
First, a distinction between two terms describing about the same phenomenon 
may be appropriate: the terms “diffusion” and “penetration”. “Diffusion” is 
widely used in natural and mathematical sciences, to refer to a process of 
spreading, dispersion, and by anthropologists, to refer to a transmission of 
ocial institutions, skills, and myths from one culture to another – a type ofs

s

s
to refer to spreading of an idea, a product etc. in the market [which com
society], but also the term “diffusion” has recently been used specifically in 
in
e
d
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recently been the most advanced information society in the world. Even though 
some countries have surpassed the Finnish numbers in certain areas, the overall 
standing of Finland is, according to Ahonen, impressive. Mobile 
telecommunications diffusion had reached a number of 87,6 percent by summer 
2003. The mobile phone penetration exceeded 50 percent of the population as far 
back as August 1998 - first in the world - and by December 1998, the number of 
cell phone subscriptions outnumbered fixed-line phone connections (Ahonen 
2003), which is a trend in developed countries with high mobile device 
penetration (Statistics Finland 2004).  

Internet penetration was already in 2000 the second highest in the world, 
102,2 per 1000 inhabitants, Island leading with 142 per 1000 inhabitants, and The 
Netherlands following with 101,7.  In January 2003, Finland ranked at the top 

Internet 
nnections, i.e. about 230 per 1000 inhabitants., which also means 79 percent of 

ouseholds being connected in 2003. Statistics Finland report a number of 220 
 in the 

world, excluding some “Lilliputian” countries and the United States with 280 
onnected computers per 1000 inhabitants, and the number of connected 
omputers has only been increasing within the year 2004, during which 

broadband installations, leading to 
ngthened delivery times. The statistics show a high ranking for Finland on 

2003. 
This ranks as fourth in the world, with Sweden (573 users, however with only 
35 connected computers per 1000), South Korea (552 users / 8 connected 

titioner survey figures published by Suomen 
Gallu

public libraries have for years been connected to the 
Inter

according to Network Wizards statistics, with more than 1,1 million 
co
h
connected computers for 2003. Either of the figures, too, is the highest

c
c
operators have experienced a boost in 
le
Internet user volume per 1000 inhabitants, with 509 users/1000 persons, in 

1
computers per 1000) and USA (551 users / 281 connected computers per 1000) 
ahead. In Appendix 1, Table A1, mobile connections, their share of all 
connections, personal computer penetration, connectedness to the Internet, and 
amount of Internet users is reported using data collected by Statistics Finland 
(2004). The trend toward mobility is strong in some countries, albeit the same 
trend, visible in longer time series, yet not so strongly in two-year comparisons, 
can be noticed in further more countries. A major difference in Internet 
connectedness is evidenced. 

According to Ahonen, the Finns are not only connected but also heavy 
users of Internet services. Prac

p in August 2003, show that more than 1,5 million Finnish people between 
the ages of 15 and 79 used the Internet on at least five days a week. More than 
half a million Finns used the Internet from home through a broadband 
connection. All schools and 

net.   
In winter 2004, well over 500 000 broadband connections had been 

installed in Finnish households, according to Ministry of Transport and 
Communications Finland (www.mintc.fi 2004). With a population of 5,2 million  
people, and 1,4 million households according to Statistics Finland (www.stat.fi 
2004), this broadband penetration to more than one third (over 35,4 percent) of 
Finni nections, refers to sh households, in addition to lower-breadth con
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techn are also used 
incre dardization of power-line 
comm it in , which is an inhibiting factor in 
the d nic  Some cities in Finland have had 
ambi frastructure, but the plans 
have ist Transport and Communications 

hnology will gain relevance 
nly in large cities. 

A study of Hoffman and colleagues (2004) on US Internet usage shows, 

 

and.  
econdary information is available also on the distribution of companies 

dustry (Figure 20). This is interesting, as it 
offers a comparison point to the results of this research endeavor’s field survey, 

ology-innovativeness. Internet broadband connections 
asingly for telephone calls -IP].  [,Voice Stan

unications technology is still in fancy
evelopment of power-line co u ation.mm
tious plans for this type of communications in
 been postponed. A report of Min ry of 

Finland, of September 2004, foresees that this tec
o

accordingly, a 31 percent share of broadband in USA.  
Technology-innovativeness in Finland is also seen in the figures of digital 

TV converters sold into households, amounting 250 000, which means 11 
percent of households, in this early phase of Finnish digi-TV (Ahonen 2003). The 
widespread connectedness and innovativeness of households in Finland is 
assumed to have impact on how companies relate with information and 
communications technology. 

4.4.1 Diffusion of IT on Corporate Level; Assimilation 
 
Secondary data about the diffusion of IT among corporations in Finland is used 
here, to grab a picture of the situation in the country (acknowledging Fuglseth & 
Grønhaug 1994)28. This has been studied in 2001, by Statistics Finland that forms 
an exploratory literature source. The survey was extensive; questionnaires were 
sent to over 4600 enterprises.  

The numbers and bars in Figure 18, reflect the situation in year 2000. 
According to this secondary data, in 2000, of companies with at least 10 
employees, 98 percent used computers in their activity. Internet was used in 
2000 in 91 percent of companies; more than 60 percent had their own homepage. 
Figure 18 shows the figures for both 1999 and 2000. 

In Figure 19, the penetration of broadband connections and the connection 
technology used by companies in Finland, is shown. The situation in network 
connections shows that a move into using broadband was taking place in 2000, 
even though almost 40 percent of respondent companies used modem 
connections. A majority of the respondents of Statistics Finland survey (2001) 
had adopted broadb

S
running Internet homepages by in

in addition to the information basis offered by the earlier discussed data. The 

                                                 
28  Fuglseth and Grønhaug (1994) suggested that IS can be used as a secondary strategic 

resource by obtaining, among others, improved consistency, improved learning, and 
decision-making processes. Their idea can be adapted to strategic planning for 
research implementation, in which information systems may be a strategic secondary 
source, and a resource. 
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results of Statistics Finland show that the highest level of adoption of homepage 
management was in business services, the second being manufacturing.  
 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 18 Computers and Connectedness in Finnish Firms, 1999 and 2000 (Source: 

Statistics Finland 2001) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
FIGURE 19 Technology used by enterprises for network connections, 2000 (Source: 

Statistics Finland 2001) 
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FIGURE 20 Enterprises with Internet Homepages by Industry and Size, 2000 (Source 

Statistics Finland 2001) 

 
Transport industry held the third position in the adoption rating, and trade was 
placed on the fourth position, with construction industry having least adopted 
Internet marketing. Analysis of the reasons is beyond the scope of this review. 
The sizes of companies pursuing Internet marketing through their own 
homepages are also reported in Statistics Finland report. Companies employing 
more than 100 people formed a majority in this perspective, and the next two 
groups, with steadily decreasing amounts are companies with staff on 50-99, 
and 20-49 people. However, already in 2000, almost half of the companies with 
10-19 people reported having homepages, and even 35 percent of small 

re 
d, and will indicate certain expectations of further 

7,3  

terfirm relationship management   14,1  
 
 

companies with 5-9 employees. 
This secondary information gathered from statistics gives a starting pictu

ituation in Finlanabout the s
growth in numbers, for results of the field research, even though explicit 
hypotheses are not created. 

A study of Eng (2004) reports supply chain management activities on 
electronic marketplaces, operating in the retail sector in UK. For Finland, no 
research has been identified by now to have measured issues like this. The 
activities in the UK context are based on a field study conducted in or just before 
2002. The activities are listed and ranked as follows: 

 
Auctions/reverse auctions   51,6 percent using 
Processing      4
Catalogues      35 ,0 percent using  
Buyers/sellers search     32,5 
Communication and exchanges  24,8  
Demand and inventory management 21,7  

orecasting and replenishment  17,2  F
In
Collaborative project     13,9 
Technical exchange and development  11,3.
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4.5 IT Investment and Firm Performance 
 
 
In the physical business setting, already in 1996, Tellis and Golder pointed out 
the leader – follower -issues that Amazon.com and Barnes & Noble have faced 
and t

g up an e-business, and it often 
has such a significant cost volume that it will need an insightful manager to 

vestment, and to negotiate its funding. It also 
eeds an insightful sponsor or venture capitalist, as the income - expenditure 

t due to 
terro

ackled in the exchange of 1990s and 2000, with consequences of decisions 
made. Tellis and Golder (1996) notified that most of the day’s leaders were not 
pioneers but those who observed the pioneers and learned from their mistakes. 
They however warned managers of making hasty strategic conclusions; being a 
pioneer does not automatically bring advantage; it provides an opportunity. 

IT investment is a crucial factor in startin

consider the appropriate size of in
n
curve cannot often, if ever, in high-tech markets be turned above the zero point 
in a short time – how ever much it is hoped for and needed. Balancing between 
input money - a rapid growth of income or consistent funding - and/or 
downsizing the initial costs, are what is needed for having a future.  

IT investment is significant in 1) securing an efficient and sustainable 
business, 2) keeping the company competitive, and 3) raising its performance, 
especially in a processual and perhaps rather qualitative manner before the 
positive quantitative outcomes can be realized. This has been discussed lately 
by, e.g., Brynjolfsson, and acknowledged by Sanford (2004), and by Maliranta & 
Rouvinen (2003). The difficulty of measuring these is discussed in Brynjolfsson 
(1993) whose work is presented further in the next paragraph discussing the 
performance impact of information technology. Timing has been identified as 
crucial in adopting new technologies and innovations (Carr 2004a, Boulding & 
Christen 2001, Heikkilä 2004, Rogers 1995, Tellis & Golder 1995), in accordance 
with performance. 

 
4.5.1 Variations in Performance? 

 
IT investment cannot alone secure the performance of a firm, but it may help in 
raising the performance (Heikkilä & Heikkilä 2003, Reijonen & Heikkilä 2000) or 
in attacking the slowdown of productivity (Sanford 2004) witnessed in the late 
decades of 2000th century (Brynjolfsson 1993). However the result of investing 
may be neutral, or even negative, for some time (Reijonen & Heikkilä 2000), in 
terms of performance and profitability (Heikkilä & Heikkilä 2003). Sanford 
(2004) reports a productivity growth rate of 4,5 percent in USA for some three 
years now, after slow productivity growth until mid-90s, and finds many voices 
stating that the new economy that is not that much talked abou

rism, fundamentalism and war, has eventually come to effect the U.S. 
productivity. Sanford cites Brynjolfsson’s recent study that found significant 
correlation between the IT used by a company - measured as IT capital per 
worker - and its productivity, creating valuable organizational capital. 
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However, it has taken a while to bring the “tech-induced” effect new systems to 
the bottom line of firms. Maliranta and Rouvinen (2003) found similar effects on 
manufacturing firms and services firms, but the statistical significance, 
especially on manufacturing firms was found low, and also contradictory results 
among industries were gained in this, in itself, skillfully calculated report. 
Prod

ht comparison to productivity in e-business through IT [or ICT as the 
uthors name it], which is the focus in the present study.  

king place 
in Ca n jobs since 2001, but 

e add-up has not traded up in the sophistication of work. Capital spending of 

 may be gained in a shorter time span, 
ith ss negative, or greater directly positive effects (Reijonen & Heikkilä 2000). 

een 
nly 

ndomly. Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986) made however already in the 
business performance, which is slightly 

uctivity was partly discussed, in it, in vague manner, referring to employee 
productivity, and yet also to market share effect. The report does not offer 
corroboration to the suggestion that IT would bring direct productivity increase, 
even though this was the authors’ message. The report studied secondary data 
using  information about computer use at work. Hence it is not considered to 
give straig
a

Sanford (ibid.) finds the opposite from U.S. productivity effect ta
nada. Companies in Canada have added one millio

th
firms has lagged, and the productivity rate has not grown but halted at 0,1 
percent. Sanford suggests that an innovation gap is haunting Canada badly. 

As performance is a term with several semantic meanings, process 
performance, value performance, and economic performance should be 
distinguished when approaching the different aspects of performance, as has 
been done, with slightly different operationalization, in Venkatraman and 
Ramanujam already in 1986. Economic performance can further be classified e.g. 
as revenue performance, market share, and profit performance. Stock 
performance is an example of value performance. Process performance was 
addressed in e.g. Brynjolfsson already in 1993, but he named the productivity 
paradox as a fundamentally economic measure. Taken that above, the economic 
measures were listed as somewhat different measures, we might be willing to 
handle the productivity paradox of IT (Brynjolfsson 1993, Heikkilä & Heikkilä 
2003) as a process measure that will have impact on the economic performance. 

As also Reijonen and Heikkilä (2000) acknowledge and highlight, 
performance improvements from IT often first have to be awaited, due to the 
time lag that results from the assembling, and due to the learning period before 
the full benefits (Sanford 2004) from the IT investment can be exploited. 
Reijonen and Heikkilä (ibid.) found in their investigation that negative 
organizational effects through IT investment undermined the benefits it brought 
to the time-to-market, resulting in no direct profit through IT investment. 
However, the authors point out that the investment however acts as an enabler of 
potential benefits, and with careful measuring of other organizational elements 
related to the IT investment, and with allocating resources into developing these 
elements in parallel with the IT, benefits
w le

In many of the articles reviewed in literature search, performance has b
pproached in a very general way, clarifying the ultimate meaning oa

ra
1980s an insightful operationalization of 
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Information system, and software performance is at stake, if the growth 
rate of the firm has not been foreseen, or it the growth plans have not been 
transformed to information systems and software design and acquisition. The 
technical infrastructure, the supporting systems and scalability of information 
systems should be aligned with growth plans and with realized growth in 
securing the optimal performance (Chan 2001). 

 
4.5.3 Sourcing and Outsourcing 
 
Application performance and their management can also be strategically 
sourced from other parties in the value creation process (Anckar 2002) or net, as 
for instance Kern, Kreijger and Willcocks (2002) describe.  

ASPs are widely used as an alternative to developing or acquiring in-house 
or enterprise-wide information systems and massive applications. Using 
application service providers [ASPs], is not often, though, considered explicitly 
as a sourcing strategy, which it quite undoubtedly is. Kern and colleagues (2002) 
explore ASPs as such strategy. Sourcing means acquiring services and resources 
of actors outside the firm boundaries, in contrast with outsourcing which means 

ownsizing firm functionsd
m

 and/or business units through buying out 
anagement and handling of chosen activities and processes.  

ions at BP 
ploration. The company contracted out their major business activity - IT 

duct their relationships with 
the c

Kern and Blois (2002) have studied outsourcing IT-funct
Ex
assets, people, and activities were contracted to outside suppliers, which 
contract then led to an attempt of building a consortium. The attempt was a 
failure, and the authors identify one crucial issue in this failure; a lack of norms 
of behavior. The contracts made between parties in consortiums rarely comprise 
every conceivable alternative situation, which requires flexibility and tolerance 
for uncertainty in events where contracts should not be straightforwardly 
interpreted for the sake of smooth operation flow. In these cases, as the authors 
say, “norms are in a sense the lubricant that keep relationships from being 
stymied by their contractual terms” (ibid.).  The contracts, with their [seemingly 
unrealistic] demands created situations where the members, although also 
competitors, were expected to work closely together, but behaved through 
norms that were appropriate for competitive situations (see also Bengtsson & 
Kock 2000). Also, managers were reported to con

onsortium members as if they were buying a commodity service.  
The main idea was forgotten – outsourcing was made through a desire to 

obtain a state-of-the-art IT service. A need to comprehensively spell out 
objectives, strategies, tactics and codes of conduct was ignored in the beginning, 
and such norms were applied that were not aligned with objectives. BP 
Exploration implemented another type of outsourcing their IT, which was much 
more traditional. The authors note that the development and internalization of 
new norms in outsourcing takes time. They also suggest that the need for 
adaptation in outsourcing is targeted to intangible features, rather than tangible 
(Kern & Blois 2002). 
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A view not always considered in outsourcing IT, is disaster recovery. 
When IT-assets and functions are outsourced, the firm may become vulnerable 
to dy

4.5.4 

The easiness of editing, updating and maintaining content, 
without a need for knowing even HTML code, not to mention XML or  ebXML, 
seems to be one of the strengths of blogging.  This IT-application is seen as 

ss and also its volume, which may have 
pact on firm performance and network performance as well. (Nucifora 2003) 

merican consumers “love” using it as an information source.  
A fea

 

2003) to quality and security in the context of information systems and their 
development, have been explored and presented. Significant factors in security 

sfunctionalities.  Disaster recovery is a crucial issue in IT security and thus 
also in trust creation and retention. Backup systems and applications, as well as 
files are needed for unanticipated crashes or attacks, etc. In outsourcing, 
contracts  
 

Blogosphere - Dynamic Communication Tool  – for Success in 
Relationship Management and Firm Performance? 

 
A new tool for delivering immediate information is Internet-based Web log, of 
which, an abbreviation “blog” is commonly used. A major difference between  a 
Web site and a blog, is that a web site is “basically a static communication 
vehicle”, a blog being “dynamic in nature, constantly changing and evolving” 
(Nucifora 2003). 

enforcing communication accuratene
im

Blogging has been perceived positively by customers, and companies 
employing blogging are satisfied with its results. Yet a limited number of 
advertisers have found it appealing in USA (Lillkvist 2004), albeit according to 
Nucifora (2003) A

ture of blogs is that users can always continue where they left on their past 
visit, as freshest information is always at the top of the page. The most popular 
blogs are updated several times a day.  

Those who use blogging, seem confident about the blogging as a success 
creator for interactive companies that truly want to be interactive (Nucifora 
2003) – here, the middle circle of the performance model of Venkatraman & 
Ramanujam (1986) is the appropriate dimension.  

The innovation’s early position on the diffusion curve (Rogers 1962, 1983, 
1995, Moore 1999) may still require some time for it to become actively and 
widely used – here, the core circle of the performance model is addressed  
(Venkatraman & Ramanujam 1986). 

 
 
4.6 Application Security and Systems (Development) Security 
 

Various perspectives (e.g. Baskerville 1993, Iivari et al.2001, Inmor, Esichaikul & 
Batanov 2003, Longstaff et al. 2000, Nyanchama & Stefaniu 2003, Osterwalder 
2001, Pernul 1994, 2002; Siponen 2000, Tran & Atkinson 2002, and Xenitellis  
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are also the measures taken and regulations designed to secure the security of 
applications and business.  

Why security issues are important to focus on, derives from the fact that 
corporations and entire societies are frequently attacked by malicious forces, 
and 
coun
and banking, and telecommunications as the pillars of commerce and e-

sign.  

emphasizes tackling the vulnerabilities of software for attacks (see e.g. Montana 
2000) from the environment through interaction, instead of tackling the local 
context in IS/IT. Both testing approaches are challenging, and difficult to be 

their critical infrastructures for “defense or economic security of the 
try” should and must be secured (McCrohan 2003). McCrohan lists finance 

commerce. The author suggests that in spite of the attacks on root servers, 
market forces “continue to fuel the interest in e-commerce regardless of 
concerns over security”, and suggests strategies to limit the potential impact of 
threats facing the critical infrastructures and e-commerce, and also policies to 
protect e-commerce operations. His paper also presents governmental or other 
public measures taken to protect these; they are shortly introduced in paragraph 
4.7.2.  

The importance of security issues in e-business is well depicted through 
the, in 2003, anticipated size of B-to-B e-commerce in Europe in 2004 being 
approximately 1,3 trillion US dollars, which accounts for nearly 13 percent of 
European gross domestic product (McCrohan 2003). The growth, accelerated by 
free e-mail accounts, access to terminals, and digital, interactive TV, is expected 
to continue, which will further put pressure on securing security of data and 
information.     
 
4.6.1 Emphasis on Design Methods 
 
Baskerville (1993) has studied information systems security design methods and 
their evolution, and compared them with more general information systems 
development methods.  One motive was that computer abuse, and company 
losses, as well as slowered e-activity adoption due to security breaches, were 
already in the 1980s substantial, and had only increased by 1993. In the 21st 
century, internet worms and viruses, illegitimate computer hacking and 
cracking have but continued their attacks, with significant consequences 
(Nyanchama & Stefaniu 2003).  Hence the concern of Stoltenberg (2003) of 
leaving the crucial holes, “doors”, open while employing security measures in 
other, perhaps smaller or less crucial areas, “windows” in security perspective, 
seems very relevant in systems de

Iivari, Hirschheim and Klein (2001) conceptualize IS development methods 
and methodologies which aim to increase the quality of IS and their security - 
they do not explicitly discuss the security issue in their classification but security 
is inherently present there. 

Xenitellis (2003) takes an approach of increasing software security through 
input-flow tracing and analysis, introducing both “black-box” and “white-box” 
testing approaches to software under inspection. This input flow testing 
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done efficiently in their general form, but according to Xenitellis, following the 
white-box testing methodology, input tracing helps identify security 
vulnerabilities, and assure to some level that an attacker cannot compromise 
security by exploiting specific types of vulnerabilities, for given software. 

s, has been growing 
as the networked economy has become more and more dependent on 
functioning data processing. 

4.6.2 on Regulations and Actions for Securing Security  

ate protection of consumer privacy online”, which would be 
rgeted to commercial Web-companies. The [White House] National Plan for 

Information Systems Protection was published in USA in 2000. It merely 
focused on protecting federal assets, and stated, according to McCrohan (2003) 
that “to be a true national plan, its later versions should include what the 
private sector, and also the state and local governments, can do for information 
protection”, and called for partnerships between governments and private 
sector, to include a sharing of information to improve federal efforts. The great 
plan seemed to be toothless [already] in its birth, one might say. 

Information security within virtual organizations was recently studied by 
Fitzpatrick and Burke (2003) from the perspectives of competitive intelligence and 
its impact on firm vulnerability and losses in strategic advantage. Competitive 

Inmor, Esichaikul and Batanov (2003) focus on a security-extension to 
object oriented systems development. For information storage security, various 
perspectives can be taken, e.g. storage area network/s [SANs] vulnerabilities, 
enterprise networks and enterprise applications vulnerabilities, as well as 
disaster recovery, perspective. 

In accordance with information storage areas, Pernul (1994, 2002) discusses 
database security. Literature on storage area networks, SAN

 
Emphasis 

  
Security of personal data, even across national borders, is examined by Tran and 
Atkinson (2002) who address both privacy and security issues, highlighting 
security regulations and actions taken by and between international entities and 
corporations. International regulations, i.e. BITS, Safe Harbor agreement 
encryption methodologies etc. are seeking to fight the security risks and 
information stealth. Company self-regulation in company usage (Gurau et al. 
2003), and dissemination of information (Milne & Boza 1999) that it collects from 
its customers and site users has been surveyed in USA, in 2000 (FTC 2000). 
Private sector, and industry leaders on frontline, have significantly taken 
initiative, and reports on the subject have been published especially in 1999, but 
the first public workshop on privacy was held by the US Federal Trade 
Commission, FTC, in 1995 (FTC 2000). These acts have not been adequate, 
according to FTC prepared statement (FTC 2000).  

Legislation proposed to US Congress, by a majority of FTC in 2000 - the 
implementation of which is beyond the scope of this study - would “enforce 
legislation that, in conjunction with continuing self-regulatory programs, will 
nsure adeque

ta
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intelligence may be a significant factor in the gap of trust and concern for 
information security, among consumers and business users. 

The authors suggest counter intelligence programs for reducing these 
vulnerabilities (Figure 22). This is suggested to be made through a series of 
actions: 1) heightened personnel security, 2) restrictions in access to and use of 
information technologies, 3) construction of contracts which restrict the manner 
in which subcontractors or business partners utilize proprietary information and 
intellectual properties derived from their association with virtual firms, and 4) 
hardening computer or telecommunications systems from hostile penetration 
and monitoring.  

 

 
FIGURE 22 Counter Intelligence Program 

 
Also Chan (2001) discusses protective measures for intellectual capital, and 
Siponen (2000), on the other hand, discusses and criticizes the battle between 
opinions whether to punish personnel for failing to follow corporate security 
measures, or not. 

There are however hindering effects caused by these security measures in 
advancing e-commerce and in creating the strategic advantages that virtual 
organizations may utilize in flexibility and in rapid dissemination of 
information, digital products, and ideas. These effects the authors also 
recognize. Balancing the need for openness and creative synergy with the needs 
and principles of corporate security (Chan 2001, Fitzpatrick & Burke 2003, 40) is 
found to be a key issue and a dilemma (Baskerville 1993, Longstaff et al. 2000) 
for interactive companies. Furthermore, McCrohan (2003) suggests that, to 
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protect themselves from the wide variety of threats29, commercial organizations 
eed to address their external and internal environment. Externally, they should 
articipate in security solutions for integrated information structures, and 
articipate and “play a role in the legislative and regulatory process, expressing their 
oncerns to the appropriate elected administrative officials”. Internally, they 
hould “prepare to educate, train, detect, react, repair, restore, and restrict loss of 
ervices”. 

A more practitioner-type author, Gillmor (2004) in Computerworld, 
uggests that IT-staffs should convince CIOs (Chief Information Officers), and 
ey should in turn convince CEOs (Chief Executive Officers), that a far better 

olution to fight privacy losses is to build more protection into databases early, 
than to attempt to bolt it on later. Also, he suggests they should convince the 

ey are at it. Gillmor paints 

 

 to lead to severe consequences, which according to Gillmor (ibid.) 
ill probably turn many eyes to point at security officers and other executives.  

Ashish Garg and colleagues (2003) aim at quantifying the financial impact 
h a 

comment nefits of electronic 
ollaboration, adoption and corporate dependence on the Internet grows, and 

d to be found on e-security incidents on the attacked firms. 
our major incidents were examined: 1) Web site defacement, with a 2 percent 
arket reaction on the odd day, and 1,1 percent over a three-day period; 2) 

 with reported 3,6 percent fall in share price over a three-
ay period; 3) theft of other customer’s [non-financial] information, with a 
action of 0,5 percent the same day, and a decline of 1,5 percent within three 

n
p
p
c
s
s

s
th
s

CEOs to support stronger pro-privacy laws while th
black shades on the walls with a remark:  

“As identity theft soars, personal medical histories escape and cause all kinds of 
trouble, and privacy violations become more horrific, the public will start demanding 
some scalps.” (2004)  
 

The message is clear: identity theft, as also reported by Garg and colleagues 
(2003), is able
w

of security breaches in publicly valued firms. The authors raise the issue wit
that as organizations see the bottom line be

c
that both B-to-B and B-to-C potential for “multibillion dollar” opportunities are 
hindered by security concerns.  

Security has become an area of concern also due to new laws that require 
thorough safeguarding to protect security and confidentiality of non-financial 
data, individual medical records, and the privacy of children on the Internet. 
Garg and colleagues (ibid.) used an event study methodology to analyze the 
financial impact of incidents concerning security, as only self-reported surveys 
by organizations ten
F
m
Denial of Service (DoS),
d
re
days; and 4) remarkably distinctive falls in share prices in reported cases where 
masses of credit card owners were at risk; from 0,8 percent in three-day-time for 
15.000 people endangered, to 24,8 percent for the same time period in a case 
where 300.500 credit cards were endangered, and to a loss of 36 percent in three 
                                                 
29  …which he identifies as national security, cyber terrorist[s], industrial espionage, 

organized crime, for-profit hackers, recreational hackers, technologically 
sophisticated virus developer[s], corporate own employees.     
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days in a case where 3,3 million credit cards were at risk. The key impact of 
events on public companies that were totally Internet-dependent was thus 
reported substantial; tens of billions in just days were lost in stock market 
value30.  

However, if the financial markets perceived that the breached companies 
were investing optimally in security technologies, a neutral response on the 

arket value of security solution providers would have been expected (Garg et 
l. 2003), and if not, an increase in IT security spending would have been 

c in value, with 0,9 to 3,3 percent in general, 
r all events. The losses, in general, for breached companies were greater than 

revious studies had indicated, hence underscoring of losses had been made by 

ss, by organizations and 
overnmental institutions, to battle the spread of crime that mostly roots in a 
umber of “nation-states” (McCrohan 2003) that can be traced, as well as the 

 (Everett 2003). Also, crime in a more narrow 
cale can often be traced to an intra-company source, and tracked to employees 
r other stakeholders of the organization (McCrohan 2003). 

nablers in implementing e-business through 
formation technology, depicted in Chapter 4, are combined into a model that 

s about firm markets. The markets (Figure 23) 
 customers, and competing and complementing 

 markets. Customer market is then 
epicted in the light of strategic decisions about targeting and segmenting the 

m
a
expe ted. Security stocks increased 
fo
p
the self-reporting companies attacked. Reliable quantitative estimates are 
needed for risk managers, IT managers, and finance policy managers, for them 
“to make tough decisions regarding enterprise IT security”, given the tight 
corporate budgets, the authors suggest.   

In light of the reviewed literature, fundamental solutions to computer 
fraud and internet fraud need to be achieved in e-busine
g
n
source URLs can be identified31

s
o

 
 

4.7 Framework Model for Strategy Themes and Implementing 
Factors  

 
 
The strategy themes and factors affecting interactive business strategy, depicted 
in Chapter 3, and factors and e
in
integrates the strategic decision
comprise the markets with both
(cooperative allies) actors in the chosen
d
market according to Chapter 3. These strategies are based on the more compre-
hensive strategies depicted earlier. These decisions have an impact on the way 
the firm best builds its interactive communication toward its customers and 
stakeholders. The communication, together with the enabling factors (Chapters 
3 and 4) depicted in the box “Interactivity” make the interaction domain which 
has several dimensions. Together the communication and the interaction 
                                                 
30  This however cannot, as the authors say, be generalized to non-public, nor to non-

Internet dependent companies.  

  URI – Uniform Resource Identifier, is explained thoroughly in Berners-Lee et al. 
(1998), as well as URL – Uniform Resource Locator, in Berners-Lee et al. (1994). 

 
31
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process create the experience of satisfaction and value, which enable 
ommitment and loyalty of a customer or a partner in an interactive 
lationship. 

c
re
 

 
 
FIGU Framework Model for Market Choice, Communication and Interaction, with 

Interactivity Factors  
RE 23 

 
 
 
 



                                 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

cts as a 
oncluding chapter to the theoretical discussion led in the earlier chapters of this 
issertation, and a basis for the empirical research that is aimed to evaluate the 
amework.  

 

5 DISSERTATION FRAMEWORK  
 
 
The literature review in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 lends itself to drawing a framework 
model to be empirically evaluated. This framework chapter hence a
c
d
fr
 

 
FIGURE 24 Framework for e-Success Creation through Strategies and Their Interactive 

Implementation – with Affecting Non-Strategy Factors  
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In an exploratory study, and especially in a study that employs multiple 
search methods, hypotheses are not used but research questions or ideas are 

osed for examination and for solving. A framework for e-business, strategies in 
  for success, is presented, with factors that affect these (Figure 24). The 
amework is attached to discussion in previous chapters, as is shown in the 
llowing paragraphs. The following paragraphs also verbalize to a certain point 
e model that a focused reader can interpret him/herself, on the basis of the 

revious readings. 

.1 Strategy View 
 

behavior and the business context is 
emonstrated as a strategy model, called here “strategy view”. This model has 

  Chaffee’s earlier models (1985) presented in 
Lorange’s (1996b) discussed in 2.7.2. On the basis 

erature discussed in 2.5, and 2.9, the model has been developed to 

re
p
it
fr
fo
th
p
 
 
5

 
The view of the firm on strategic 
d
been developed working on
Chapter 2, Paragraph 2.4 and 
of other lit
demonstrate today’s interactive business context, which was introduced in 
Paragraph 2.8. Adaptive and interpretive (Chaffee 1985), as well as interactive 
(Day 1999, Day & Montgomery 1999, Lorange 1996b, Rossetto et al. 2002) and 
integrative (e.g. Hammer 2001, Jauch & Kraft 1986, Rossetto et al. 2002) 
strategies are suggested to be used in today’s interactive business. This is based 
on the fact that business has developed into being more interactive and 
dynamic; hence linear strategy is not seen viable and has been abandoned. The 
development of strategy views has been argued for in Paragraph 2.8. 
 
 
5.2 Competitive Orientation 
 
 
The strategy view that an organization has adopted for its strategic behavior 
and for its interaction with business environment, has impact on the firm 
approach to competitive markets. The willingness and ability to either compete, 
cooperate, or coopete, with other actors in the markets derives from firm 
strategic view of themselves and their surrounding environment.  Discussion on 
these was led in Chapter 2, Paragraphs 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7. 
 
 
5.3 Temporal Orientation 
 
 
The strategy view of firm, already pointed out earlier, also affects the temporal 
orientation in firm behavior. For  instance, an adaptive strategy implies a 
follower strategy in e.g. innovation adoption, and an interactive or integrative 
strategy often implies first mover strategies, aiming to create changes in the 
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environment and the firm. First mover, early leader, and follower strategies that 
were discussed, for instance, in Paragraph 2.8.2, can be considered acceptable or 
viable strategies in innovation adoption for most cases; e.g. being a laggard does 
not indicate successful strategies. 
 
 
5.4 Strategic Orientation 

 
 

kets to be involved with in the e-business 
setting is made on a regional market aspect (see 3.1, 3.2). Segmenting or re-
segmenting is made on a customer market aspect (see 3.3. These choices are 

ns on choices on language area/s, on on-site 
u n (e.g. 3.3.2). 
IT-enabled interactivity in the model, leading to interaction, derive from 

t, were 
discu

 

Both competitive and temporal orientations are suggested to affect the strategic 
orientation discussed in Chapter 2, Paragraph 2.7. Literature divides strategic 
orientation into, first, market orientation and corporate orientation, then, these 
two further; market orientation is in the literature divided into customer, 
competitor, and supply orientation, and corporate orientation into product and 
process orientation. These again, with the earlier components affecting, 
influence the implementation of interactive business, which is depicted in the 
next part of the model. 
 
 
5.5 Implementing Strategic Interaction  
 
 
Discussion led in Chapters 3 and 4, on the strategy themes and factors in them, 
and on information technology enabling their implementation in e-business, acts 
as the basis for the “strategic interaction” -part of the model presented above. 
This part relies on the model presented in the concluding paragraph of Chapter 
4 which depicts the themes and factors in more detail.  

Choosing or re-choosing the mar

suggested to affect the consideratio
ng age and  on-site communicatiola

both Chapter 3 and 4: The functional characteristics that are requirements, 
together with the time construct, and inter/intra-firm knowledge management , 
as well as user involvement, virtual community, security and trus

ssed in Chapter 3. Also the business process theme, with strategy as 
initiator, and IT as enabler in implementing it, were discussed in this chapter. IT 
strategy, adoption, system development and regulations, were discussed in 
Chapter 4. These parts, flowing from the left and the right parts of this section in 
the model, have an impact in the communication and interaction with customer 
or partner in the e-business relationship.  
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5.6 ommitment – Loyalty 

he events in the communication and interaction process, with affecting factors 

 

5.7.1 

re looked into as a success factor, 
but t

C
 
 
T
from both strategy and interactivity sides, and the outcomes of these, create a 
perception of quality, satisfaction, and value (3.5.4, 3.7). These perceptions and 
their evaluation affect the creation of commitment and/or loyalty among 
customers or upstream or horizontal partners  in an e-business relationship. 
 
 
5.7 E-Business Success 
 

Success in e-business is seen to derive as a cumulative outcome of all factors in 
the process, starting from the strategic perspective of the firm of itself and its 
environment, its approaches to the described orientation issues, and the 
implementation issues in the communication and interaction, through 
commitment/loyalty. However, strategy-related factors are not seen to alone 
affect the success in e-business.  
 

Potential Non-Strategy Success Factors 
 
Factors that are irrelative to strategy have been identified in Chapter 2, 
particularly 2.8.3, as potential factors in e-business success. First, the perception 
in firm management about the importance of the e-channel to the firm is seen an 
important factor in success creation. Second, industry type (Grünert & 
Hildebrand 2004) has been suggested to affect, as well as firm size. (Chang et al. 
2003)  

These factors have not been studied much in prior literature; they are 
hence interesting issues to find corroboration or rejection to with this study. 

Organizational architecture has been mo
he development phase of an organization has not been identified in any 

prior study as a potential factor.  As age has been a relevant factor in consumer 
research, creating different development and experience histories among the 
research subjects, organizational development phase is here seen an important 
potential e-success factor, and is included as a newcomer in the model. 
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ives a definition for ontology as follows: ontology, n, 
1 Philosophy – the branch of metaphysics that deals with the nature of being, 2 
Logic – the set of entities presupposed by a theory.  

When ontology is spoken of in the context of science, or the science of 
science, its is viewed in a philosophical, metaphysical, setting, possibly also 
including the logical setting. When research methodology is spoken of, it is 
natural to follow this philosophical view. Three ontological concepts have bee

n, existence and identity (see e.g. 
relevant in both business, and 

information systems, sciences. 

 general view of ontology, or truth making (see 
Chru

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6 RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
 
6.1 Ontological Aspects 
 
  
Definition for ontology seems appropriate and very much needed here, as this 
doctoral thesis is an integration of different research traditions, and the term 
ontology is sometimes understood or interpreted differently in various domains, 
e.g. in the literature of science and in the literature of computer science. Collins 
Engli h Dictionary (2002) gs

n 
found in the literature, namely instantiatio
Chrudzimski 2002). These can be seen 

In the context of computer and information systems science, ontology has 
been viewed from the philosophical viewpoint, as Urquhart (2001) quotes 
Orlikowski and Baroudi’s (1991) definition of ontology as beliefs about the 
nature of physical and social reality, and also from the logical viewpoint, 
following a narrowed definition, nr. 2 of Collins (2002). Literature reveals a 
narrowing definition of ontology being a conceptualization of a domain [in terms of 
computer science] into a human-understandable, but machine readable format 
consisting of entities, attributes, relationships, and axioms (Guarino & Giaretta 
1995, in Middleton et al. 2004). The constituent entities, attributes, relationships, 
and axioms refer to the

dzimski 2002). Seen from an IT-view, relationships are described in more 
limited manner than e.g. in business science, but following the axioms of 
Chrudzimski’s referral to. Guarino and Giaretta (1995) state the relationships 
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can represent isolated information such as an employee’s home phone number, 
or they can represent an activity such as authoring a document, or attending a 
conference (Middleton et al. 2004). In the restricted meaning of ontology in 
information systems science, ontology has been utilized e.g. in user profiling, in 
improving content-based search, and in constructing knowledge bases. This is 
discussed by Middleton, Shadbolt, and De Roure (2004), who then limit their 
definition of ontology to refer to the classification structure and instances within a 
knowledge base. 

In this dissertation, ontology is understood as the wider, metaphysic 
philosophy of the nature of being. It therefore incorporates, as Chrudzimski 
(2002), referring to Aristotle, states: objects, their properties, and states of affairs - 
including relationships. The ontological view of this research features in one 
part more the realist-end in the classification of ontology in social science, and 
yet, o

cial philosophy, 
and to other sciences related to social activities, including politics and economics 

2, available online32 at http://socserv. 

n the other hand its counterpart, nominalism. I would hence, also on the 
basis of the triangulation approach, position the view in between. This will 
show also in the epistemological discussion. When considered the social reality 
that also Aristotle discussed, the study approaches the realist-end. One can 
however say that pure realism in not what this research and researcher 
represent but realism is part of it. Social science, and social reality are here 
relevant. According to Aristotle’s view, the history of economics stems from 
household economies which, with their demands and supplies, created the 
social environment, and the state. This has given birth to the so

(see Ellwood 190
mcmaster.ca/econ/ugcm/3ll3/ [online 30.03.2004]). Aristotle is seen by 

                                                

researchers as a realist, and his research methodology as inductive. Social sets, 
households, organizations and their environment however need to be 
considered in a nominal way as well.  

 
 

6.2 Epistemological Aspects 
 
 
By definition, epistemology consists of beliefs about knowledge (Orlikowski & 
Baroudi 1991). Knowledge is an important factor in the study field represented, 
and hence the nature of knowledge is shortly referred to in this context.  

Rationalist-relativist, or, positivist-relativist view can be seen present in 
this study approach.  Critical rationalist Karl Popper’s footsteps are widely 
followed in business studies. Also Wittgenstein’s, who is commonly known to 
be a counterpart of Popper, but who has been found to have agreed with Popper 
in quite some issues, has been another important researcher in social studies that 
focus on the epistemological and ontological issues. These will not be discussed 
in further detail here. 

 
 

32  in the Archive for the History of Economic Thought, maintained by Dr. Rod Hay. 
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and for hypotheses or research questions creation, which is characteristic to 
exploratory study. Also, the data include such multi-variables and their 
relations that are characteristic to exploratory study, not  merely data of 
frequ

h, and descriptive research; however 
with emphasis on its exploratory characteristics. (Churchill 1979; 47-50, 
Churchill & Iacobucci 2002). The processual study consists, thus, of deductive 

 as reasoning and coordination of focal 
oints (Haruvy & Stahl 2004), reflecting logic and analysis (Sørnes 2004), and 
ductive, as empirical interaction (Haruvy & Stahl 2004), observation (Haruvy 

inate the risk of 
not producing anything of value. As the researcher is closely involved with the 

has an inherent or central role in a qualitative study, 
e loss of objectivity is a risk. (Wimmer & Dominick 1997) 

encies of occurrences33, which are usually seen characteristics of a 
descriptive study. Descriptive study, as my colleague Juha Munnukka (2004) 
quotes Cohen and Manion (1980), however looks at “conditions or relationships 
that exist, practices that prevail, beliefs, points of view, or attitudes that are held, 
processes that are going on, effects that are being felt, or trends that are 
developing”. The definition gives space for classifying part of the study at hand 
under the title “descriptive”, which it is, but these parts are either inherent in the 
exploratory study, or further, follow the exploratory phase in the research 
process, hence the exploratory study also serves as a basis for a good study 
(Churchill & Iacobucci 2002).  

To conclude, this research is viewed as a processual study, with an 
interrelation of exploratory research conducted for conceptual and relational 
analysis and for constructing the researc

and inductive processes: deductive,
p
in
& Stahl ibid., Blomqvist 2002) and validation (Blomqvist 2002).  

 
6.3.1 Research Methods 

 
For business studies, both quantitative and qualitative methods are common 
and useful. The usefulness always is dependable on the research subject, 
research question, and researcher’s approach and mind-set.  

Quantitative research aims at broad data collection and generalizability  
This method highlights systematic research design and a structured approach, 
and diminishes individual researcher’s role to an outsider of the research 
setting, leaving little space to flexibility. In this manner the quantitative 
approach aims at replicability.  

Qualitative research aims at deep insight to the research subject. 
Qualitative research also refers to several methods of data collection, and 
represents higher flexibility than quantitative research. This flexibility allows for 
the researcher to pursue new areas of interest. Hence, this method is often used 
when it is not clear, what should be found out, and what should be asked. 
Qualitative researcher often finds new questions to investigate as the study 
proceeds. Qualitative research should be well planned, to elim

respondents, or otherwise 
th

                                                 
33  Frequencies are however presented of specific responses in the study. 
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Through triangulation, the benefits of both methods can be exploited, and 
the risks of using one method can be minimized. In many cases, it is beneficial to 
get a more thorough view of the phenomenon, and to increase the reliability of 
the r

ithout 
going

 that has expertise in the study field (see Ahlfors 2000, Houston 2004). 
Trian

el contexts provides important triangulating 
evide

he firm. The views 
withi

es, differing emphases, and 
intere

nnection with the individual respondent’s position and his 

esearch pursuit, than is possible through solely using either of these 
research methods. Quantitative survey questions can be examined in more in-
depth and detail, taking both quantitative and qualitative approach to certain 
issues. Also, apart from deepening and clarifying the responses of a survey, the 
researcher may collect data of different type using qualitative methods. W

 too deep into the debate about which research methodology is ‘real 
science’, as the views differ across disciplines, the idea is supported here that 
triangulation is a useful method in avoiding both ambiguity and superficiality, 
and in increasing the quality of the research.  

In triangulation, the researcher not only takes both a quantitative and a 
qualitative approach to the study but gains confirmation to her/his analysis 
through reflecting them with literature, secondary data proxies, and/or with a 
person

gulation allows for a researcher to gain deeper understanding in the 
subject, but it also requires more research effort and more research skills, than  
would be needed in pursuing solely either of the methods (Wimmer & 
Dominick 1997).  

Using secondary, quantitative data, and qualitative, prior to conducting a 
quantitative survey, the scholar can benefit from it remarkably (Houston 2004). 
According to Houston, using secondary data as proxies especially for studies in 
marketing strategy and chann

nce. In using the proxies regarding theories that have been tested primarily 
with scale data, a researcher may avoid validity concerns of self-report data and 
key informant samples. This is contradictory to common concerns of marketing 
scholars about secondary data possibly lacking validity, but not to many, 
perhaps not most, researchers in, e.g., financial and economics disciplines. 
Houston (2004) suggests that using carefully selected financial, market position, 
industry concentration, and/or firm-level data from secondary source relate 
directly to top-management and stakeholder information.  

Secondary proxies can avoid biases that could result from using (merely) 
key informant sampling on organizations, where positions in the organization 
may affect the views of respondents on issues related with t

n the organization may differ, and often do, between persons having 
different positions in the organization (ibid).  The difference between views in 
different positions comes from differing perspectiv

sts, as well as attitudes. In this study, however, key informants have been 
used, but before this, secondary data have been studied to increase 
understanding of the phenomena studied, hence decreasing the probability and 
magnitude of possible bias. Individual respondents’ responses can also be 
compared to others’ in the same industry, company size, and/or position level 
in the organization, to help interpretation and hence reduce the possible bias.  
This was done in co
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or he

ation as one option, 
terviews, focus groups, document analysis, and discourse analysis, are 

er and Dominick (1997), and 
hurchill (e.g. 1995). Also, content analysis, constructive and phenomenological 

ve study were chosen as follows: 
actors affecting e-strategies, strategies and their implementation, strategy skills 

ormation, IT budgets and 

Theme interviews are beneficial in deepening views gained from 
uantitative research and in comparing information from different sources to 

r perception of their business success, as well as his or her definition of the 
construct of success, which will be reported further in Paragraph 6.4.5.  
Moreover, an individual respondent’s familiarity level (scaled) with the spoken 
organization was added for exploration, when the views of future plans for IT 
adoption or enhancement, and for eSCM adoption or enhancement, as well as 
for activities in eSCM. 

 
Designing the Research Methods 
 
Different methods for qualitative research can and should be considered before 

eciding on their adoption. Observation, participant observd
in
described as qualitative methods by e.g. Wimm
C
methods are pursued particularly in IS studies. 

This study uses document analyses as meta-analyses and as structured 
analyses, participant observation, and theme interviews as qualitative methods. 
As discussed earlier, these methods allow for flexibility, but require careful 
planning to secure relevancy. This research was carefully planned for its 
methods and their sequential timing.  

Meta-analyses are used to gain deep and wide insight into the research 
subject. A benefit is that the researcher is able to flexibly increase his or her 
knowledge and emphasize issues that need to be strengthened in this 
knowledge. Their drawback is that used alone, this method does not produce 
any detailed information, and even thematic analysis is laborious. A tradeoff can 
be, as in this study, using meta-analysis in the early phase of study; these were 
conducted in years 2002 – 2003, to help creating themes for document analysis 
and questions for quantitative research.  

Thematic document analysis was made in 2003 and 2004, to create 
measures for qualitative research studies. This is the core function of thematic 
document analysis. The themes in qualitati
F
in firms, business process sophistication and transf
outsourcing, and functional characteristics of web-sites. 

Participant observation is useful for finding out how the research subjects 
actually behave in a real-life setting; it can be used to compare the respondent-
reported behavior and actual behavior. This method produces experience-based 
data that is not respondent-biased, and that can give information on a whole 
process, not only on a single experience or event. A risk of researcher-bias is 
evident, which creates a requirement for high objectivity for the researcher. 
Participant observation can be made both revealing or unrevealing the 
researcher’s role in the setting. This study used both unrevealed and revealed 
methods; no effect was found in this study to the results, from revealing the 
esearcher.  r

q
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validate it. Also, information on policies and their reasons can be gained 
through this method. These were the reasons for using theme interviews in this 
tudy, hence the interviews were made in 2004, in a late phase of this project. 

rch, the process k ur d
t efined prior to the study implementation, 
a  ation. an res h an be 
gathered through structured interviews  su an nline 
surveys cannot be characterized as a purely quantitative method, because the 
sample size and its characteristics cannot fin re g the 
survey; it is a hybrid method. This met  les ly a en be 
conducted in a shorter time than a mail survey. Mail survey and its data 
collection, as discussed further in Paragraph 6.4, is however a more structured 
a  sampling, data collection and offers a better 
scientific foundation for a quantitative stud nsid  on e benefits and 
drawbacks of online and mail surveying wa e, w e pur y ative 
mail survey winning the internal polling. 

6.4 plementation 
 
 

s
In quantitative resea

 in qualitative. The s
 of wor  is struct ed an  less flexible 

han ample is d
o the defined populnd is reflected t  For qu titative earc , data c

, mail rveys, d so on. O

 be de ed befo implementin
hod is s cost nd can oft

nd controllable method, in 
y. Co eration  th
s mad ith th el  quantit

 
 
Research Im

Literature search was designed to explore research endeavors on issues that are 
likely to be crucial in the success of e-business, and hence for clarifying concepts 
and ideas, as well as problem formulation. This literature study was conducted 
throughout the research pursuit, emphasizing however the first two years of 
study that was started in the exchange of years 2000 and 2001.  

In connection with literature study, quantitative secondary data was 
gathered from statistics gathered and compiled by Statistics Finland. For 
empirical research, qualitative document analyses were designed and conducted 
for further understanding of the phenomenon studied. These analyses are 
described in Paragraph 6.4.1.  

Quantitative questionnaire survey, the alternatives for implementing it, 
and their evaluation, as well as population research and sampling methods, 
were considered and designed in the year 2003, along with dissertation writing 
and other tasks. Its content, form, and sampling implementation was designed 
and pursued in the time between autumn 2003 and spring 2004. Information on 
population and data collection is given in Paragraphs 6.4.2 and 6.4.3. Prior 
documentary exploration on the sample, and successively formulating the 
questionnaire raised a temporal pressure for the mailing. The first mailing took 
place in mid-June 2004, and follow-ups were sent after 15 days. 

 
6.4.1 Document Analyses 
 
A substantial amount of documentary analysis was planned and made, for 
reviewing issues that are likely to be critical in e-business success, and for 
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creating a picture of the approach that is taken by practitioners in the empiric 
setting, and of public organizations in surveying the environment and 
regulating it.  

Because document analyses are helpful in gaining a picture of the 
pract

econd, over 2000 Web page documents on over 700 sites were examined 
tional 

analysis in website analyses, communications of chosen companies 
nd organizations in Finland and abroad were examined, to evaluate the market 

o n  orientations  o
companies, the strengths and pitfalls of th mu ti  information 
presentation, as well as in their (interactive) business processes, and to ensure 
that right things are addressed in the qu ve s y mprehensive 
stud ade: visual and perceptional meta-analyses were made 
on 715 Web sites. Community-building, and administration is included to be 
analyzed on a meta-analysis, but also throug rview . 

then funneled more u analysis on , 
still, 672 websites, and into a quantifying approach to web-documents on a 
s ic strategic fa  

structured analysis was hen ited 6 ites on the 
sample register, and reported on an Excel-document. All web sites were 
examined and evaluated according to specific criteria: accessibility of 
announced site, functional characteristics of  site ( g  Venkatesh 
2002), implied target market, adopted language strategy (conscious or 
unconscious), and strategic orientation in the frame “corporate-oriented – 
m r

itioner environment, in research design and hypotheses creation, these 
analyses were made especially within the second and third year of this study, and a 
new analysis, of sample company websites, was made in a late phase of the 
research, in the spring of 2004, when the quantitative study was initiated.  

A type of meta-analysis was chosen for documentary analyses, as they 
were examined in order to gain accurate information of the e-business 
phenomenon and different strategic and tactical orientations. The idea was not 
to analyze their exact content, referring to content analysis which would 
indicate a different study, but to enhance understanding of the phenomena to 
study further, and to find focal themes on which to conduct both literature 
search and quantitative study. Meta-analysis requires an extensive amount of 
data. 

First, Finnish professional periodicals and newspaper articles were 
scanned and gathered for meta-analysis. In total, hundreds of articles in 
professional periodicals, issues between 2000 and 2004, have been examined – 
within those years - , and 10 - 20 articles in newspaper issues from the same 
period were gathered and scanned for overview. Their contents were meta-
analyzed according to specific themes, to increase familiarity and understanding 
of the factors that are important in e-business success, and hence to create ideas 
for the other parts of research. 

S
and evaluated. This was made in late 2003 and early 2004, with an addi

 late 2004. In 
a

rie tation and strategic [and their operati nalization] of these 
on andeir com nica

antitati urve . A co
y of Web sites was m

h inte ing  
The meta-analysis was into a  str ctured 

ample of 39 websites, on specif ctors.
A more ce lim to 72 webs

 the A arwal &

a ket-oriented”.   
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The strategic orientation frame was further examined together with 
competitive/cooperative/coopetitive strategy, on 39 sites, based on the findings 
of the content, on the following axis: balanced or skewed between customer-
orientation and competitor-orientation. This orientation framework is common 
in the market-orientation literature. Ottesen and Grønhaug (2002) however take 
an  additional,  supply  orientation,  into  the  framework  of market‐orientation, 
which  is  well  grounded,  as  supply  uncertainty  is  an  important  factor,  and 
should be minimized to optimize firm output (ibid.). The supplier‐orientation is 
however difficult to trace on a firm web site, hence this issue is not addressed in 
the web document analyses but in the quantitative survey. 
 
6.4.2 Participant Observation and Interviewing 
 
Chosen web companies were tested according to total functional criteria, as a 
customer, a mystery-shopper, or visitor, participating in the business process of 
the focal e-marketer firm. Observation was made both on Finnish companies 
and on international companies, to find possible needs for the quantitative 
study

ustomer incidents and under-
cover

 design that examining merely Finnish companies might not reveal. With 
all respect to non-Finnish cultures and societies, for instance the crime levels in  
fraud and corruption are lower in Finland than in most countries. Another 
thing, security issues in technology and in preventing possible online fraudsters 
have been considered with high accuracy by practitioners in e.g. online banking 
which spread very early in Finland, and was launched already before the 
commercial Internet, in the event of 1990s. Notes on perceptions and 
experiences on observation were made in, both, c

-incidents during the four years of research. Three theme-interviews were 
made on corporate representatives and a community moderator who represents 
enthusiasts on a specific subject. One of these interviews was structured, 
according to quantitative survey questions, to fill it in, and two were 
unstructured, relatively unofficial in nature. 
 
6.4.3 Quantitative Study Population and Sampling  
 
For the part of quantitative study, a survey among companies in Finland was 
designed on the basis of the literature review and qualitative document analysis. 
The population of companies in Finland was divided according to industry 
field, and sampling was made through stratified random sampling, to 
accurately reflect the empirical conditions.  

The number of companies in Finland was 226.593 in the year 2002, 
according to Statistics Finland (2004), which population is presented by a 
sample of 1017 companies [initially a thousand], and, chosen through random, 
stratified sampling (Table 5). 
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 All industries, Total 226 593 % 1000  
G Gross- and Retail Trade 46 823 20,66 % 207 Strat. 1 
K Estate-, rental- and research services 44 387 19,59 % 196 Strat. 2 
F Construction  30 131 13,30 % 133 Strat. 3 
D Manufacturing Industry  25 423 11,22 % 112 Strat. 4 

I 
Transport, storage, and 
communications  23 246 10,26 % 103 Strat. 5 

O Other societal and personal services 18 236 8,05 % 80 Strat. 6 
N Health and welfare services  13 682 6,04 % 60 Strat. 7 
H Accommodation and Entertainment  10 113 4,46 % 45 Strat. 8 
A Farming, Hunting and Forestry  7 102 3,13 % 31 Strat. 9 
J Finance 3 045 1,34 % 13 Strat. 10 
M Education 1 668 0,74 % 7 Strat. 11 
C Mining   1 132 0,50 % 5 Strat. 12 
E Electric, Gas, and Water Supply  903 0,40 % 4 Strat. 13 
B Fishery   645 0,28 % 3 Strat.14 

L 
Government and Military services, law -
enforced  38 0,02 % 0  

X Unknown industry 19 0,01 % 0  
  226 593  100,00 %  1000  
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be 5 103, instead of 1 668 in the firm-organization -statistics. Universities alone 
comprise a number of 21, instead of the 6 reported in the statistics. Schools other 

chools/professional education,
f 1 630, and high schoo  

arkable difference in e ed l d st tificat  
te m Sta s in  num ers. The 

and universit  the sample was raised to 23, with one 
chools/p essional, and 19 other schools and 

educational institutions. Also, increases of one respondent were made in 
dustry fields Gross- and Retail Trade – Stratification 1 – and in Transport, 

tion 5 – to balance the overall 
king into account that the 

 All industries, Total Population Sample  

than high s
instead o

 are represented by 4 337 institutions, 
essionls/prof

 f
al, by 745, instead of 38. 

This rem igur s forc  the sam
t

p ing a
l

n ra ion
to be reconsidered and correc d fro  the ti ics F and b
number of schools ies in
university, three high s rof

in
Storage, and Communications – Stratifica

roportion of the stratification of the industry field, tap
two-decimal percentages counted of whole population create some 
inconsistency on proportional shares. With this refining, also the probability of 
sample representation was improved, as some fields are so small in size, or their 
probability of being active in responding may be lower than in general that 
response loss in these may distort their presentation, and their interpretation. 
For instance, in Transport, Storage, and Communications, the major field 
Transport is likely not very active in responding, due to summer time’s high 
season, the moving nature of especially smaller firms, and perhaps a low e-
activity rate in many smaller transport companies, which all reasons likely result 
in lower interest in responding. The final sample became 1017 organizations, as 
the corrected population size grew up to 230 028 firms (Table 6).  This indicates 
a slight increase in the sample share to 4,42 per thousand, from the  earlier 4,41.  

 
TABLE 6  Corrected Population of Firms in Finland, Year 2002, and Final Sampling 

Stratifications 
 

G Gross- and Retail Trade 46 823 208 Strat. 1 
K Estate-, renting- and research services 44 387 196 Strat. 2 
F Construction  30 131 133 Strat. 3 
D Manufacturing Industry  25 423 112 Strat. 4 

I 
Transport, storage, and 
communications  23 246 104 Strat. 5 

O Other societal and personal services 18 236 80 Strat. 6 
N Health and welfare services  13 682 60 Strat. 7 
H Accommodation and Entertainment  10 113 45 Strat. 8 
A Farming, Hunting and Forestry  7 102 31 Strat. 9 
J Finance 3 045 13 Strat. 10 
M Education 5 103 23 Strat. 11 
C Mining   1 132 5 Strat. 12 
E Electric, Gas, and Water Supply  903 4 Strat. 13 
B Fishery   645 3 Strat.14 

L 
Government and Military services, law -
enforced  38 0  

X Unknown industry 19 0  
  230028 1017  
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A register for respondent company addresses was built through probabilistic 
stratified sampling, from up-to-date databases of Webinfo (http:// 
www.webinfo.fi [online Nov. 2003 – June 2004]),  and from database of 
Yritystele 2002 (Eniro 2002).  Webinfo, a widely used Finnish online community 
database that includes companies, associations, public sector, and other 
comm

he sample registry. 
he grouping of firms on this basis is useful in creating clusters within 

d perhaps for a major part of search on the web, this feature will 
ot decrease the quality of hits, not in a significant manner, at least. Often 

e companies is recognized. Eniro’s Yritystele 2002 fulfils 
this 

y have adopted interactive marketing methods by this date.  

unities in its www-index, was used for the first stratification data, but 
after this the process had to be reconsidered. It was used for registering 
organizations in metal industry sector of Machinery Industry, but the 
classification made in the database had to be abandoned due to its different 
conceptualization of industries, with respect to Eniro’s Yritystele and 
Toimialaluokitus, the official industry classification. Webinfo uses semantic 
search from its database, and links all companies that have included a given 
term on their web page or the page advertising it with the industry category of 
the same name. For instance, a gross trading company that provides metal 
industry with supplies is automatically classified as a metal industry company, 
with the implication of being categorized under Machinery Industry, although it 
should be classified under Gross and Retail Trade. This caused corrections on 30 
company contacts and their categorization in t

T
industries, an
n
finding hits on given keywords play a role, helping the searcher find actors in 
the field. For academic, statistical research, the differing categorization however 
easily creates errors in sampling that may become significant, which resulted in 
using two databases on a 50/50 basis for this academic purpose. Yritystele 2002  
(Eniro 2002) was chosen as the other data source.  

Argumentation for the decision of combining two databases lies on the fact 
that the validity of this research is increased through using as valid sources and 
valid information as possible. The validity of Webinfo comes from the accuracy 
of the database, its wide penetration, and the fact that missing responses may be 
reduced through targeting companies that have interest in e-business. As 
companies may have interest in, and employ, electronic marketing even if they 
are not included in Webinfo database, a need for a different database 
comprising even mor

need. A remark confirming the benefits of moving early to use also 
Yritystele database is that the database included information from the same year 
2002 that the Finnish statistics about companies and their industry classification 
were available, and used, for population size determination and sampling. This 
further increases the compatibility of data and hence the reliability of the study. 

Justification to using both general statistics on firms [without 
distinguishing by business model], and statistics on web firms, in a survey 
trying to explore, and describe, issues related to company strategies for e-
business, is given with a remark that part of the statistics are not up to date, and 
companies that were not represented online in Yritystele 2002 [most of which 
however were], ma
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One more thing to justify this is that if statistics on only online businesses 
ere collected [from Yritystele 2002 (ibid.)], they would be outdated and a 

hird.  

tail banking amounted to 57 percent 
of th

le, as 
other

w
remarkable number of today’s online companies would be missing from the 
study; furthermore, industry classifications are made on a business category, not 
based on their e-business, and a researcher would then have to collect data on 
both these, even when combining data from Webinfo, trying then to make 
rightful combinations of these. Unreasonably heavy workload for one researcher 
is wisely avoided, and an accurate picture and representation on all industry 
fields and companies is gained and formed for this research. Also, company 
strategies for their e-business, perhaps future business if not today’s, are sought 
for, which give further justification to the decisions of the researcher. 

The method for choosing respondent firms from database interfaces was 
chosen to be the first-sample unit picked on blind random choice among 
industry representatives on the screen, the next units being picked as every fifth 
after the first choice, until the sample stratification size was met. In small 
population stratifications, depending on their size, the sample was chosen either 
taking the whole stratification on the database as a sample, or by using a more 
frequent choice than every fifth; every t

Another type of decision was also made with one specific sub-sample, in 
order to increase the validity of data and reduce possible bias: In the category of 
Finance, banking and insurance organizations represent a vast majority of the 
sector in the sense of business units, but not in the sense of company number. 
Strategies, and/or their implementation may be, and often are, different in 
branch organizations from those in headquarters or core units. Also, the relative 
differences between the number of banking and insurance corporations and the 
numbers of employees in them, as well as their revenue shares in the finance 
industry category, are so immense that this needed to be recognized.  
Hence, the representation of different types of organizations, by activity, was 
corrected for better validity. The revenue factor was left out of the consideration; 
the decision and weighing was made on the basis of, both the amounts of firms 
in the industry type, and numbers of personnel employed by these firms. 
Judgmental corrections in the stratifications were most needed for retail 
banking, where the representative respondent sample was increased from one to 
five. The relative number of employees in re

e whole Finance industry, which in sampling purely on this basis would 
indicate seven respondents from this group. Other Financial companies, and 
Services for Financing, both lost in this weighting, as their judgmental shares 
were lowered by three from the original, as personnel numbers would indicate 
sampling of just one respondent in both groups. This decision was made to 
acquire a more representative sample, which is depicted in Table 7.  

These decisions but strengthened the quality of population samp
wise the stratified sample would have become biased. The choices enabled 

obtaining optimal, big enough stratifications and an unbiased sample. 
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TABLE 7 Stratification for Sampling in Finance Industry  
 

Indus
Impl. 

try Firms Share Strat.  Staff Share Strat Strat. 
Judged 

Finance 3 045 13 43990  13
Retail Banking 346 11 % 1 25024 57 % 7 5
Other Financial Agent (excl. Insurance) 1 061 35 % 5 3544 8 % 1 2
Services for Financing  1 454 48 % 6 4146 9 % 1 3
Insurance (excl. law-enforced)  184 6 % 1 11276 26 % 3 3

 
 
6.4.4 Data Collection in Quantitative Study 
 
As earlier described, secondary data, to design the quantitative study was first 
searched through literature research. For instance, the population of firms in 
Finland was explored, and information for industry sampling stratification was 
sought. Exploration for secondary data was made also to help the quantitative 
research in clarifying variables to measure. Databases of the public Finnish 
statistics center, Statistics Finland, were used online, which follows the idea of 
Churchill and Iacobucci (2002, 95) on exploratory method: literature search 
including e.g. published statistics.  
The collection of primary data was designed for surveying Finnish companies. In 
the quantitative survey, we are looking for insight into relationships between 
the variables studied among the companies that pursuit interactive business. 
Also, the data collection was made for gaining an accurate picture of current 
situation of e-commerce and e-business, and firm strategies, and the diffusion of 
e-commerce and e-business among Finnish companies, which is reflected in the 
questionnaire design. 
 

ail Survey M
 
Questionnaires sent by mail were seen most appropriate for gathering the data. 
This is because in today’s spam e-mail boom, e-mail messages with online 
questionnaires may be perceived disturbing and annoying before the message is 
even opened. The actual message might be perceived positive, but the risk of the 
message being sent ashtray immediately after their recognition is high. 
Consideration on e-mail informing the respondents of the survey and requesting 
their help, offering them a link to online questionnaire was done as well. Even 
these options were abandoned, due to the Finnish legislation of unsolicited e-
mail, and due to the more formal, hence convincing, image of questionnaire 
forms in envelopes, and also due to the commonly negative connotation of 
receiving too much e-mail.  

Paper envelopes could be opened leaning back on an office chair, possibly 
while resting the eyes and shoulders of perhaps long sessions at the PC, and 
enjoying a refreshing cup of coffee. The positive connotations of opening mail 
[that seem to have decreased in volume in the e-economy] in peace, at a moment 
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of one’s own choice (Larson & Chow 2003), are seen to have a positive effect on 
perceiving the mail worth responding. University research questionnaires tend 
to be

ding to the questionnaire form.  

Form Design 

d
ompany is not much, or at all, involved with electronic marketing, and hence 

stries in Finland. Wording is 
also 

espondents reported not 
understanding some specific terms, in spite of all effort, which was reflected as 
item-

ome ell when processing the 

 in survey questionnaires, the design was 
totally successful. 

 perceived positively. This was evidenced with numerous friendly wishes 
sent by respondents, and also by the interest in the results of the study, shown 
by many respondents. 

Also in mail questionnaires however, especially in a business context, the 
nonresponse rate may be high, which is a risk in mail surveys, also discussed by 
Larson and Chow (2003). A low involvement of a respondent being busy at 
work may affect in nonresponse, or in forgetting the sending, or at least in 
overlooking questions of lower interest or of higher complexity. Low 
involvement may result also from the topic of the survey. As for this study, in 
certain industry fields electronic marketing has not penetrated widely, and the 
business model and work flows/business processes lay upon physical activity 
or other robust technology which does not very extensively exploit information 
technology. It was important to get also those respondents’ answers, and their 
views on future plans, and also their views on questions about networking, 
about competition and success, which resulted into extremely carefully 
designed wor

 

 
or ing, and vocabulary, is important in the case where the respondent W

c
the individual respondent does not know the terminology too well. Yet, the 
terminology should be such that does not alienate those familiar with 
information technology and e-business vocabulary, which creates a major 
challenge to the questionnaire designer. It is also important to avoid industry-
specific terminology in the questionnaire, which was an additional challenge as 
the survey was made in the whole variety of indu

especially important if the questionnaire ends into hands of an employee 
who does not have all the knowledge and skill needed for answering the 
questions. These reasons may often result in nonresponse, but guided, example-
offering text with as simple and universe wordings as possible, may help reduce 
the loss in response.  

Therefore, the text both in the cover letter and in the form was carefully 
considered, and the question formulation and sequence was made with care, 
also self-tested a number of times. A few r

nonresponse (Churchill & Iacobucci 2002, 337-338) with those subjects. 
 spelling mistakes were found in the form as wS

data. The form design was made with remarkable consideration, yet not all 
fallacies could be avoided. However, in its careful pursue to avoid any questions 
having multiple issues embedded – double-barreled questions (ibid,  344) – 
which is a major and common problem
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Sample Size 

ite a 
remarkable loss in the response rate, yet not decreasing the value of the sample.  

his was specifically done considering the time of year for the study; summer  

earch on businesses, 
the s

ting, or going into it in the 
neare

mber [76,427 sites on 
Webinfo central register in May 2004]. 

 in a number of 271; 198 for the first circulation, 
and 73 on the second, restricted round. The first circulation produced returned 
questionnaires in a round 20 percent response rate (19,5 percent), which did 
leave some space for raising it; a higher rate is more convincing for reliability 
assessment. Also, two questionnaires in the first-circulation responses were 
mpt ear call for a second mailing circulation which was made 

at a trade-off is in place between response rate 
and total cost [be it monetary or temporal], and that follow-up mailings and 
monetary incentives should be used as substitutes, instead of using both 
simu

secon
repre
the se f 37 percent units in the responses 

culation for this business study was planned for, avoiding thus 

 
The size of the sample was designed to a volume which could tolerate qu

T
vacation time was about to start soon in companies. With the population (N) of 
230 028 firms, the sample (n) of 1017 organizations represents 4,42 per thousand 
in N. Conducting research on a population of consumers, a sample size of 1000 - 
1500 people of a population of 5,2 million Finns is considered statistically 
adequate (being 0,19 – 0,29 per thousand). Conducting res

ample of this survey is thus considered to well fulfill the requirements for 
representativeness among Finnish companies, even with the known fact that the 
smaller the population, the bigger share of it the sample should represent. This 
representativeness is specifically adequate when considering that the population 
of organizations actively conducting electronic marke

st future, is remarkably smaller than the whole company population in 
Finland, even with ambiguous knowledge about their nu

Responses were received

e y. There was a cl
in two weeks’ time (Larson & Chow 2003), as limited mailing, including 354 
addresses. A survey form was sent with a new covering letter. The decision of 
limiting the number of receivers was made due to time restrictions in 
implementing the circulation, as the researcher did all the work in the research 
project solely by her self. With time restrictions as major limiting factor in the 
follow-up mailing, also budget restrictions needed to be taken into account. 
Larson & Chow (2003) found th

ltaneously, to maximize response rate. 
In general, the addresses for this second circulation were chosen on every 
d –basis; however emphasizing industries lower than others in 
sentation. For industries were the response rate was higher than average, 
cond mailing was more limited. A raise o

was gained through this second round. This raise, with a roughly limited second 
circulation can be seen a true success, as even with non-limited second 
circulations, the raise in responses generally is a maximum of 40 percent.  

The 271 responses result in a final response rate of round 27 percent (26,65 
percent). As 20 - 30 percent response rates have generally been considered quite 
acceptable in business studies, and below 25 percent rates are common 
(Claycomb et al. 2000, Larson & Chow 2003) even among consumer surveys, no 
third cir
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extensive time consumption. In business co
than 
latest

mertime in Finland where Mid-

vestment per respondent, 
as ulty, and produced only lower response rates. Claycomb, Porter and 

rveys and effects of follow-up 
i 20 surveys, only one exceeded 

5 percent, with a score of 25,5 percent. Also Larson and Chow (2002) compare 
inal 

 techniques; original replacement survey, photocopied 
ostcard, and letter. Original replacement survey was used 

lso in the survey reported here.  

Exploring D
 
In co
in su
gathe
the r

 

tability – and exit, which was not explicitly 
asked
matu
occup
and i
as co

ntext, response rates tend to be lower 
in consumer surveys but this study outperforms response rates in some 
 consumer-context studies, and many business-context surveys.  
For a survey made among firms in the sum

Summer closes many corporate activities for 1,5 months, the result can be seen 
as very satisfactory.  

Justification to the conclusion that respondent firms hold this research 
important and interesting is gained from the response rate and the action-rate of 
reminded respondents after their returning from vacation, with a very limited 
set of follow-up mailings. Also, greets accompanying the responses are 
confirmatory evidence for this. 

Sabherval and Chan (2001) report two studies achieving rates of 19 and 7 
percent among corporations, with a manager-respondent approach and a multi-
respondent approach, respectively. They found that their assumption in the 
second study of reaching higher response rates by addressing also others than 
senior executives, hence decreasing the overall time in
w fa
Martin (2000) report a study among 20 mail su

ail ngs in different time intervals. Among the m
2
different types of follow-ups and report a follow-up through orig

placement survey to bring the highest response rate for the second round, in a re
comparison of four
replacement survey, p
a

 This comparison to prior business surveys puts the round 27 percent rate 
in a strongly positive light. 

 
emographic Characteristics  

nsumer surveys, demographic characteristics are collected in excess. Also 
rveys conducted among firms, the same type of information can be 
red, to cross-classify the collected data, to give more meaning and sense to 

esponses. A study of Bhattacharya and Sen (2003) addresses identification 
of company and consumer, and suggests an approach taken also in this study. 
For demographic information on firms, consumer age can be transferred into
firm age, or alternatively into its development phase (Sarason & Tegarden 2003), 
which was asked in the study. The development phase does not refer to 
temporal age, as in some business studies, but to the phase of initialization, 
commercialization, growth, and s

 but interpreted from responses. These refer to company life cycle and 
ration. Consumer occupation was here transferred to respondent 
ation in the firm, and further, his or her perceived familiarity with the firm 

ts policies. Gender, or education, or both, in consumer surveys may be seen 
rresponding to industry field which was carefully mapped in the study. 
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(6) …
(7) … as pub

 as bottom-line profitability,                                                                                                       
lic recognition,                                                                                                        

 “most important”, and “9” equaling 
“ninth important”. 

study
pursu – 
4, wi

 
can be measured and interpreted through combining it to different 

ariables that may have impact on performance, and on the basis of 

s, and are hence not included in this study. However, the 
paper offers an insightful methodological discussion that may well be of use to 
other rce success has not been measured 
throu ove. 

 
6.6 
 
 

 
6.6.1 Demographics  
 
Information on respondent firms was collected through company size, according 
to the h 
alternative

                  
   

                                                                                                                 
) 1001-3000                                                                                                                                       

(8) 3001 -  

(8) … as expressed appreciation by industry, and                                                                   
(9) … as other; what (open-ended follow-up).  
 

These criteria the respondents were to mark according to their importance to 
them in a scale 1 – 9, with “1” equaling

One more variable clearly measuring performance is incorporated in the 
, namely the effect of mobile marketing communication on firms that have 
ed this type of marketing. This was measured through an interval scale 1 

th: 
 
(1) customer contacting increased after mobile [marketing] communication                
(2) customer contacting decreased …                                                                                         
(3) no observable change in customer…                                                                                   
(4) we do not send m-communications messages 

Performance 
v
demographics. Combining a set of variables into constructs makes the 
measurement and analysis, or interpretation easier or more comprehensible.  

About construct creation for measuring factors in Internet commerce 
success, for consumer surveys, there is an exploratory study by Torkzadeh and 
Dhillon (2002). As said, their results, factor measures, are applicable for 
consumers survey

 researchers as well. Internet comme
gh a combination of measures presented ab
 

Variables and Constructs in Survey 

The survey questionnaire was designed according to the following pattern: 

 number of personnel. The question was in a form of multi-item scale, wit
s 1 – 8:  

 
(1) 01-03                                                                                                                                          
2) 04-10                                                                                                                             (

(3) 11-50                                                                                                                                            
(4) 51-100                                                                                                                                            
(5) 101-500                                                                                                                                        
6) 501-1000                           (

(7
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The size-categories are also combined into “Micro-sized” including the smallest 
cale items 1 – 3, “Mid-sized” with 4 and 5, and “Big” with scale items 6 – 8. 

    

                                                            

 
in question reflects the independent, subordinate, and 

ollaborative role of the odd unit. Unit boundaries can also be evaluated based 

(1) CEO or similar 
  

(4) specialist 

ith the 
rm and its functions - i.e. its goals, strategies, and operations - through an 

ordin

iliar  

 
re made to evaluate the 

xternal validity and the generalizability of the response data to the whole firm, 
and hence both its validity and reliability. Some conclusions can be made on the 

s
Firm organizational type was mapped through asking about their 

independence or subordinate position in the organization, and operation in 
groupings. The alternatives were: 

 
(1) individual independent firm                                                                                                   
(2) independent profit unit                                                                                                             
(3) department                                                                     
(4) no clear structure in the organization                                                                                     
(5) independent firm in a consortium                                                                                         
(6) independent firm in solid cooperative network                                                                
(7) independent firm in loose cooperative network/cluster                                                 
(8) firm boundaries vague /non-existing in a network organization 

The type of organization 
c
on this question.  

The firm development phase was used to substitute age-variable, as it is more 
descriptive for a company survey than firm age. The developmental phase was 
measured through a multi-item scale 1 – 4, with adding the development phase 
5 later on, in processing the data. The scale is as follows: 

 
(1) founding and development phase                                                                                  
(2) commercialization …                                                                                                             
(3) growth …                                                                                                                                   
(4) stabilized position                                                                                                                   
(5) exit phase.  
 

Individual respondents were asked about their position in the organization 
through an interval scale 1 – 7: 

 

(2) board chair or member 
(3) other executive 

(5) decision-making clerk or similar 
(6) other staff member 
(7) other (+ specification). 
 

Also a question was made on the individual respondent’s familiarity w
fi

al scale 1 – 7: 
  
(1) very familiar  
(2) familiar  
3) rather fam(

(4) somewhat familiar  
(5) rather superficial knowledge…  
(6) superficial knowledge…  
(7) just familiarizing with the company 

The two questions on individual respondents we
e
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reliability and validity based on position and familiarity with the firm. An 
individual respondent in an executive position, for instance, is likely to have 
either educational or experience-based sophistication in the business. The data 
on individual and firm IT-sophistication can be combined for enhanced insight 
into e-business sophistication. It is a somewhat judgmental consideration, but 
the researcher’s deeper familiarizing with the firm’s characteristics in unclear 
cases helps in making nonbiased judgments.  
 
6.6.2 Classification Data 
 

he divide of respondents in different industrieT
li

s is mapped through a thorough 
sting of all industries in Finnish economy, and their sub-categories. Details of 

 
As classification data, also total unit number in the respondent firms, and 

country                                                                                          

(in 1000 €) 
(1)  < 50                                                                                                                                     

                                                                     

(4)  1 001 – 5 000                                                                                                                                     
 
   

   

revenue produced by the organization in the total 
enter

 
         

categorization are given in the results (see 7.4.1). 

their positioning in home market and abroad is examined through a nine-point 
scale question, with scale measures: 

 
(1)  1 unit                                                                                                                                        
(2)  2  -  5 units, in home country                                                                                               
(3)  2  -  5 units, home & abroad                                                                                                  
(4)  6 – 10 units, in home country                                                                                               
(5)  6 – 10 units, also abroad                                                                                                    
(6) 11-  20 units, in home 
(7) 20– 50 units, in home country                                                                                             
(8) 20– 50 units, home &  abroad                                                                                               
(9) >     50 units, home/abroad 
 

Revenues of the total company were asked on the level of the whole enterprise, in 
the following categorization scheme (in 1000 €): 

 

(2)  50 – 200                                                                    
(3)  201 – 1 000   

(5)  5 001 – 20 000                                                                                                                               
(6)  20 001 – 100 000                                                                                                                           
(7)  100 001 – 500 000                                                                                                                      
(8)  500 001 – 2 000 000                                                                                                                      
(9)  2 000 000 – 10 000 000                                                                                                              
(10) > 10 000 000 (over 10 billion €). 
 

Next, the share of total 
prise is mapped through classification: 
 
 <    5 %   
(2)   5– 20                                                                                                                                         
(3) 21– 40                                                                                                                                    
(4) 41– 60                                                                                                                                              
(5) 61 - 80                                                                                                                                          
(6) 81 - 99                                                                                                                                              
(7)       100  
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These financial questions were placed in the end of the questionnaire, as well as 
the one mapping unit numbers. This was done to secure getting first the most 
important information about firm activity in
class ato , 
in responding. 
 
6.6.3 IT D
 
IT Us
 
The diffus
the firm is
business a
alternative IT use measured is as follows: 

(1) Int
(2) mo
(3) bo
(4) mo
(5) no
 

Survey pa
their busin
other, and
 
IT Use-Typ
 
Next e d  A 9-item 
scale or I
sole ctiv
differ nt k
potential I
were eve

) own site 

(3) ind

(5) ow
(6) ow
(7) ad
(8) ad
(9) lin

For mobile IT use types [M-TYPE], a six-item nominal scale was concerted: 

) SM  in a national customer     
re

) m

 e-context, risking the acquisition of 
ific ry information that may take place due to time restriction, or  fatigue

iffusion  – Sophistication of IT Use in e-Business 

age 

ion of IT in e-Business in general and its further assimilating within 
 examined. Respondents were asked whether they used IT in their 
ctivity [IT-USE], with items and the types of IT they used. The 

 
ernet-based sites or services 
bile services                                                                                                                     

th Internet sites or services, and mobile services                                                          
bile calls or SMS-messages                                                                                          

ne (not counting fixed line phone or fax). 

rticipants were asked to rank each item according to its importance for 
ess, on scale 1-3. One of the four use-categories overlaps with the 

 hence the scale was considered sufficient. 

es 

, th ifferent, used alternatives for IT use are mapped [IT-TYPE].
 f nternet marketing was developed to see whether firms rely on their 
a ities in the web-presence or cooperate with service providers of 
e ind, or with other actors. With the aim to identify and capture all 

nternet-channel use types among firms, the following scale measures 
 d loped: 
 
(1
(2) joint site with industry/regional actors 

ustry/regional portal  
(4) application service, or site space rental (ASP)  

n site, advertising on other Co’s site 
n site, advertising & link on other Co’s site 

vertising on search pages, no own site; e-mail in use 
vertising on search pages, no own site; no e-mail 
k on other Co’s site to e-mail address, no own site. 

 

 
(1 S-messages on individual basis (e.g. to all numbers

gister etc.)  
(2)  SMS-messages on regional basis  (e.g. as a mobile user is in the neighborhood) 
(3)  mobile payment technology  
(4 obile services (own services) 
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(5)  mobile channel for customer-communication  (initiated by firm, in other media) 

he effects of firm mobile communication [MBCEFFCT] is mapped through a 
t th

(1)  customer contacting increased after mobile communication                                           
(2)  …decreased                                                                                                                                       

 

(6)  other significant innovation; which? 
 

T
ques ion with 3- item scale for effects, and 4  for “no mobile messaging”:  

 

(3)  no observable change. 
 

6.6.4 Firm Interactivity  
 
Measuring respondent interactivity, and their readiness for it, is made through 
mapping the usage of Internet-based, and telecommunications methods in 
getting in feedback and other customer-initiated communication [FEEDBCK]. 
The multi-scale measures for customer feedback and other customer-initiated 
communication are: (1) web-forms, (2)  e-mail and (3) telephone, with ranking 1 
– 3 for each on their perceived relative importance.  

For interactivity in mobile marketing activities, the question mapping 
mobile IT [MTYPE], presented in Paragraph 6.6.3, is used on the part of item 5, 
mobile channel for customer-communication (initiated by firm in other media).  
 
6.6.5 Assimilation of IT 
 
In order to see how much different technologies and applications are used in 
corporate activities in their supply chain and internal organizing, a construct [e-
SCM] was created, through  first asking about firm employing IT in their supply 
chain management [ESCMUSE] with a dichotomy “yes” or “no”, then asking 
about applications in use [ESCMAPP], following with a question on which 
activities [ESCMACT] they used the IT-based SCM applications. The activity-
question is a multichotomy, multi-scale, with 12 given alternatives, and an 
additional, open-ended 13th item, and further, ranking the used methods from 1 
– 13. The activities range from simple e-mail conversation, following the method 
of Lancioni (2000), through e-mail shipping negotiations, or through 
teleconferencing, to electronic procurement, to process optimizing through 
information from the network, electronic invoicing, and such.  
 
6.6.6 Investment Willingness 
 
For those who either did not use IT in their business, or their use was minor, a 
multi-item, multi-scale question was administered [ITPLANS] on the time span 
in which they planned to develop their IT-deployment. The same structure was 
used to surveying firms on their plans [ESCMPL] on employing e-SCM: 
 

(1) in < 1 year                                                                                                                          
(2) in 1 – 3 years                                                                                                                       
(3) in 4 – 5 years                                                                                                                              
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(4) in > 5 years                                                                                                                                 
(5) not at all. 
 

The most likely alternative, the participant was asked to mark with “1”, 
continuing accordingly along scale 1 – 5. 
 
6.6.7 Adaptation of Marketing for Internet Markets 
 
Respondents were asked to answer questions about a change in their 
geographical target markets [GEOGRMOD] when implementing e-marketing. 
In the case of international expansion, a question was posed about the number 
of lan

  

 for competitive advantage from their application of electronic business 
[ECO

e to e-
comm

guage areas they included in their markets [LANGAREA]. Further, they 
were asked about changes in the number of languages on-site [LANGMOD]. 
These multi-item questions were to be answered using one pick. About 
modification in web site design [PAGEMOD], and about changes in target 
customers [CUSTMR], for their e-marketing, multiple picks were allowed in 
these multi-item, nominal questions. Changes already implemented, and 
planned for, were mapped. The questionnaire form is not copied completely to 
this report; it can be acquired from the author. 
 
6.6.8 Approach to Competition in the e-Contxt 
 
Respondents’ views on electronic activity bringing opportunities in the wide, 
globalizing markets, were mapped with a dichotomy question whether the 
respondent perceived their market having widened through their electronic 
accessibility [WIDENMKT].  

The question was followed with a multi-item scale question about 
potential

MPADV].  
Literature and data from qualitative survey imply that e-context creates 

more pressure for firms in competition, as the number of actors in the 
company’s working-field increases, and new types of competitors may emerge 
for firms. To explore the situation among firms, Finnish companies were asked 
whether they perceived such increase in competitive pressure du

erce expansion [COMPINCR].  
 
6.6.9 Contracting and Competitive Orientation 
 
Here, first, the contracting intensity, and contracting types concerning website 
use, application services, portal use, as well as contractor behavior [TRESHOLD] 
are dealt with. Then, co-operational contracting of respondent firms with the 
channel owner (channel supplier) is addressed, and collaboration activities with 
other channel members are mapped. Also, respondent attitudes toward 
networking are mapped. 
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Contracting is examined through pricing policy, from buyer perspective 
and provider perspective, contractor behavior in pricing. The behavior reflects 
competitive or cooperative attitudes, which is why it is mapped.  

Coopetitive intensity versus competing alone is a construct that is 
revie

ntal, and so on  
[IT-T

 the firm                                                                                           

       

 
 
      

          
    

(3) yes, collaborative product design/development                                                   

wed through 1) IT-use (Internet sites/services; mobile services; Internet 
and mobile services, mobile calls or SMS-messages), 2) type of IT-use, i.e. own 
Internet site, joint site with industry or regional actors, space re

YPE]; 3) e-SCM applications and activities -[ESCMAPP] and [ESCMACT]; 
4) cooperation with channel provider -  [COOPCH1…7]; 5) collaboration with 
channel members – [COLLWM1…7]; and 6) opinion of benefit creation through 
cooperation in networks [COOPBENF]. 

 
1) IT-type gives a basis for general examination of firm cooperative, competitive, 

or coopetitive behavior. 
 
2) IT-type reflects the different Internet-use types of respondent firm who is asked 

to mark all applicable types, and to rank their relative importance in their 
business. Mob-type will not reveal cooperative/competitive characteristics and 
is hence omitted in this measure. 

  
3a)  e-SCM applications are mapped through respondent marking all application 

used or planned for in
(1) Internet applications                                                                                                     
(2) Intranet applications                                                                                                     
(3) Extranet applications                                                                                                     
(4) EDI technology                                                                                                              
(5) other; what 

 
3b) e-SCM activities are mapped through respondent marking all applicable 

alternatives and their relative importance in their business                                        
(1) e-mail conversation                                                                                                    
(2) e-mail price negotiation                                                                                                 
(3) e-mail shipping negotiation                                                                                           
(4) teleconferencing negotiation                                                                                         
(5) e-procurement                                                                                                             
(6) predicting activities based on information through network                                 
(7) process optimization, in-house                                                                                   
(8) process optimization with distribution chain                                                           
(9) shared product design/development                                                                     
(10) e-invoicing                                                                                                                     
(11) e-payments                                                                                                                  
(12) other; what 

 
4) A respondent is asked to mark all applicable alternatives concerning 
 cooperation with portal or site owner                                                                      
 (1) yes, as different distribution level actors                                                                    
 (2) yes, cooperative distribution to mutual customer                                                     
 (3) yes, collaborative product design/development                                                       
 (4) yes, cross selling                                                                                                            
 (5) yes, cross advertising                                                                                                       
 (6) yes, other; what                                                                                                                 
 (7) no cooperation with channel provider/no response 
 
5) A respondent is asked to mark all applicable alternatives of collaboration with 

other members of portal or site: 
 (1) yes, as different distribution level actors                                                             

(2) yes, collaborative distribution to mutual customer                                                 
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(4) yes, cross selling                                                                                                           
(5) yes, other; what                                                                                                                 
(6) no collaboration with channel members/no response    

 
6) A respondent is asked to mark one of the following alternatives:  
 (1) networking secures increased benefits for all network members 
 (2) networking may bring benefits at times 
 (3) the benefits of networking level out the trouble 
 (4) don’t know/no response 
 (5) cooperation increases risk even if some benefits can be gained                     
 (6) in networks and groupings there are freeriders                                                        
 (7) networking is waste of time and money 

   
The findings will give a picture of firm competitive orientation and beh

       

avior. 
 

ement in their sample sizes and research methods. While 
t  and skillfully depict reliability measures taken, the research 

opulation, yet, is not made clear in all, or most, studies referred to, and the 

 
6.7 Reliability and Validity of Research 
 
 
As research accuracy is crucial for the creation and sustaining of credibility of 
any scientific research, and for acquiring reliable information on the phenomena 
investigated, so must also this study be evaluated on the terms of reliability, and 
on the terms of validity. 

As a learned reader knows, reliability is evaluated in terms of whether the 
study has been conducted and its results acquired in ways that can be measured 
and replicated, and that provide reliable data about a phenomenon. All 
reliability measures made for scales, through Coefficient Alpha, were, at 
minimum, .98, often .99 and more. Reliability  also constitutes external validity. 
In quantitative research, especially in surveys, reliability is closely linked with 
generalizability of data, and hence, with sample size. In this research, the 
sample of the quantitative empirical study represents a sample share of 4,42 per 
thousand, in a population of 230 028 firms [as corrected FinStat-data].  

The share shows a remarkably higher population representation than in 
studies made among consumers, who naturally form a bigger population. The 
sample representing the research population here is about 3,5 – 22 times the 
representation in the widest academic consumer surveys made in recent years in 
business studies, in Finland (e.g. Mattila 2001, Mattila 2003, Karjaluoto 2002, 
Munnukka 2004, Suoranta 2003). The variety in interpretation stems from the 
variety in population definition in the wide sample studies that, otherwise, 

rdese ve acknowledg
he s udies dutifullyt

p
reader is left making conclusions and educated guesses about its size and 
structure. In quantitative studies, as Munnukka (2004) quotes e.g. Churchill 
(1995), the sample of elements is typically selected to be a representative of some 
known universe. The universe-definition is often insufficient, or lacking in 
business studies. With the explicit definition of population (N) and sample (n) 
(e.g. Rice 1987), and with high population representativeness and a very 
reasonable response rate of 27 percent, this study is seen representative, and 
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able to even afford a bigger loss-rate than many others would, without suffering 
in reliability in this regard. 

For measuring reliability of study, when thinking of variable measures, 
coeff

, “reliable measures 
may 

e”, as Kulik (2004) names it, 
corre

ent reliability level, which 
was 

ally between 0.920  and 1.000 in coopetition 
strate

combining the perceptions with firm personnel number, the significance 

icient alpha and latent variable reliability can be considered. According to 
Gerbing and Anderson (1988), cited in Ping Jr. (2004), there is not much 
difference between these two for unidimensional measures. Reliability may 
hence be sufficiently measured using coefficient alpha, because, as Ping Jr. 
(ibid.) says in his evaluation of measures for theoretical models, at worst, it 
provides a conservative estimate of reliability. Coefficient alpha was used in this 
study to measure the reliability of scales and correlations.  Ping Jr. however also 
states that coefficient alpha, the commonly used index of reliability, 
underestimates the reliability of a multidimensional measure. Ping also warns 
that reliability and consistency are distinct notions but have often been used in 
connection with each other, creating confusion. An item “can be consistent with 
other items but unreliable because of measurement error”, and maximization of 
reliability “may not maximize consistency”. Furthermore

not fit the data well using structural equation analysis”, as Ping Jr. 
continues, referring again to Gerbing and Anderson (1988). Structural equation 
analysis in not applicable here as a pure method, because the study combines 
qualitative and quantitative approaches and their results.  

Reliability can also be measured through tests of assumptions, and analysis 
of variance, ANOVA, in which significance of variable measures and their 
differences is evaluated (Mills 1977, Rice 1987). One-way ANOVA is used in 
specific issues in this study as well. Also “brute-forc

lation matrix generation is a commonly used reliability test. For analyses of 
variance, Pearson’s correlation (2-tailed) test was also used, added with 
Kendall’s tau-b, and Spearman’s, where the correlation was not clearly 
significant. Correlation matrices were used, especially an item-total correlation 
matrix on part of the sample, to gain first-hand information on results, but also 
in a later phase. Just as Kulik (2004) mentions, the correlation matrix generation 
requires lower computation times than the various other statistical methods, 
especially if using Monte Carlo simulation of 99 perc

used to measure reliability on a tentative analysis of 120 firms (Ahlfors 
2004). An exact test was used in all later phases of analysis, on the final sample 
computation. Computing power created situations at times that forced the 
asymptotic or approximated results to be used instead of not-achiever exact 
results.  

An extremely strong correlation between items that were [implicitly] 
assumed to have such, was found, both in the tentative analysis and in the later 
phase. Correlations were gener

gy measures and success. The correlations are significant (P < 0.01) in most 
item-tests, and where they are less significant, they provide evidence that those 
specific factors do not have strong influence on the measured variable.  

An example: In measuring success through different criteria and 
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measured on Chi-square tests, on “success as other” (i.e. something else than the 
listed alternatives) was on the .05 level on Pearson’s chi-square (.015). However, 
in all

, the test was in 
some

r subject to 
scientific inquiry. Ping (2004) addresses the process of measurement validation. 
He makes a distinction between the number of scale response categories that 
provide meaningful discrimination, and the number that provides maximum 
discrimination. Meaningful discrimination is preferred by Viswanathan, 
Sudman, and Johnson (2004) in cases where sameness and differences between 
items (e.g. brands, applications) that are meaningful to respondents, is 
measured. Maximum discrimination can be preferred in cases where the 
number of categories and different shades of perceptions that can be 
discriminated, are important. 

According to Ping (ibid.), measures should be shown unidimensional, i.e. 
having one underlying construct. Unidimensional measures are required for the 
effective use of coefficient alpha. Another requirement for measures is 
consistency, i.e. a structural equation model fitting the data, which is analyzed 
through structural equation notions for internal and external consistency. Third, 
measures should be reliable, i.e. comparatively free of measurement error which 
is a necessity for validity, and fourth, they should be valid, i.e. measure what 
they should. The unidimensionality and consistency of variables was checked in 
this study. In one variable pair, unidimensionality was not evidenced, but 
finding this differing scale-dimension in correlations tests, enabled their 
interpretation in a corrected manner. 

Measurement validation is also discussed by Houston (2004), reviewed 
also by Alford and Engelland (2004), who addresses the validity of secondary 
data, proxied for marketing research, especially in business markets, and who 
sees it as an alternative triangulation method, useful for linking financial and 
other measurable data into marketing issues, and for raising the validity of 
research. Alford and Engelland (ibid.) review altogether nine articles published 

 other success criteria, in the ready-given alternatives, Pearson’s chi-square 
was .000 (P< .01).  

Computation for Fisher’s exact test and for different statistical methods 
requires computing power, which is why analyzing survey data requires 
decisions on what is needed, what is applicable, and what is abandoned. 
Fisher’s test was made on part of the data, but could not be made on a portion of 
data, due to its requirements for working memory, and 512 MB was insufficient 
for some of the computation sets concerted, or then, the maximum time set (8-
10-15 min] for the iteration task was exceeded. Furthermore

 cases abandoned due to insufficient data [as the computer identifies cells 
that measure the same subject]. 

Validity can be evaluated through content validity and face validity 
(Hardesty & Bearden 2004), which can also be named through the perhaps more 
used concepts of internal and external validity (Campbell 1986).  

In connection with theoretical model testing, and with validity, Alford and 
Engelland (2004) point out that each discipline adopts standards of research, 
and particularly of research validation, which are then furthe
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in the very journal issue, and in a concise way present different measuring 
roblems for validity.  

Secondary data was used in this study in a combinatory manner, for 
efining the population and the sampling for the study. Also, secondary data 
as used to get a view of IT-diffusion and assimilation in global societies and in 

innish society, and, in particular, among Finnish firms. This was made prior to 
esigning the empirical research, to enable the researcher to ask the right 
uestions in the quantitative survey, and to focus on the right issues in the 
ualitative research pursuits, such as documentary analyses, participant 
bservation and interviews. Using secondary data, and combining multiple 
ource data, and considering their validity, secured and increased the validity of 

the focal study. 
dity of this research was secured and 

reased through triangulation (also addressed as multimethod research, e.g. in 
 discipline) in which additional secondary proxy data was used to guide both 

 as their 
ystematic, thematic use, increase the content validity of this endeavor. Further, 

lso to the general e-business 
opulation, due to statistical considerations. As in the quantitative study, the 
ample size was 4,42 per thousand in N, with the population (N) of 230 028 

ations represents 4,42 per thousand in N. 
onducting research on a population of consumers, a sample size of 1000 - 1500 

ernative results led in 6.4.4, supports the 
claim

formation, 
and 

ta. The use of  
quali

ns. 

p

d
w
F
d
q
q
o
s

The content validity, or internal vali
cin

IS
qualitative and quantitative study.  

Also the large amount and multiple types of data used, as well
s
through testing and retesting the measures and their significance, the content 
validity was enhanced. Hence, the content validity is considered high. 

The face validity, or alternatively external validity for this research is also 
considered high, because of multi-method approach, and generalizability of 
findings (Slater & Narver 2000), to the whole firm population in Finland, as was 
discussed in accordance with reliability, and a
p
s
firms, the sample (n) of 1017 organiz
C
people of a population of 5,2 million Finns is considered statistically adequate 
(being 0,19 – 0,29 per thousand). The 27 percent response rate in business 
research, referring to discussion on alt

 that the external validity of this research endeavor can safely be 
considered high. The generalizability is also high on international aspect as a 
whole, as it increases from using different sources (Slater & Narver 2000), for 
e.g. corporate orientation, e-functionality, and strategy, namely analyses of web 
sites, and observation on business behavior, versus quantitative in

for information on IT-enablement, IT-use and IT-types, competition/ 
cooperation, and other strategy-featuring data, from survey da

tative study methods in addition to getting acquainted with a large area of 
literature, prior to designing the quantitative research questionnaire, increases 
the validity of this research. The researcher was hence very well informed of the 
important issues to study, in creating a picture of the questions  needed and the 
constructs surveyed and observed. We can conclude that the research has 
studied the issues that are important and relevant in finding answers to the 
research questio
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6.8 Limitations 
 
 
The research presented here will be seen wide by some. The indication is that it 
will be said to be exposed to a risk of being superficial, not offering enough in-
depth view. I will defend the research project against possible arguments on this 
type of limitation by pointing out that the risk is overcome through a 
comprehensive and cohesive exploration of the e-business phenomenon through 
its context, strategy definitions and models, and then, themes and dynamics of 
strategy, in implementing interactive business through IT. The study has been 
made through qualitative and quantitative approaches, which have been 
thorough and cohesive.  

As for other limitations in the study, the problem of using two, differently 
based

neralize information about the 

 of Yritystele (Eniro 2002) could be higher, which 
was 

te database. Combining the strengths and 
weak

l questions in the questionnaire, a weakness is found 
in th

e third option was created in the statistical processing, 
to me

beit cohesion, in the direction of 
scale

 registers for sampling is identified. Why this may be problematic comes 
from the fact that using either of them alone, certain interpretations of the 
corporate environment would be possible. The general register of companies 
which follows the registration year, and statistical year, 2002, for sampling, 
would give an answer to the question: How widely has interactive business 
diffused among  Finnish companies? The Webinfo register would alone show 
different characteristics that could describe Finnish companies that are at the 
moment present on the Internet. If this type of interpretation is sought for, a 
separate field study should, then, be done. As these however are not the 
research questions in this study, the issue can be bypassed, and the integrated 
database can be seen adequate to ge
sophistication of IT-enhanced business among the sample. 

There is one more fact that defends the choice of registers for sampling: 
The accuracy of the register

evidenced by 30 undelivered envelopes – yet totaling only 3 percent of 
sample. On the other hand, the accuracy of Webinfo register is higher but its 
coverage is relatively narrow – 34 percent of all firms in Finland – thus, used 
alone, it would not be an adequa

nesses of the two will complement and supplement both, and probably 
will lead to an optimal result in representativeness. 

Looking at individua
e options for respondent’s view on competition increase: the question was 

formulated as dichotomous, which was considered adequate for choices. For 
some individual respondents, this was not enough but would have needed a 
third option, e.g. “no opinion”. The number of respondents who left the 
question unanswered, while answering the surrounding questions was however 
very low. Furthermore, th

asure the amount of non-opinions on this issue. 
The statistic computing revealed a limitation that was not seen in the 

questionnaire design phase: The is difference, al
s in 8 (ascending) variables or constructs of 39, when compared to the 

variable [SUCCSSFUL] measuring success. On those correlations, if the statistic 
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computing produces a negative correlation, in fact the actual impact is positive, 
according to the descending success scale, on which “1” features a strongly 
successful company. This has been taken into account in the analysis and 
interp

es, 
appr

pansion of their markets is not visible in registers and 
ence comes as a surprise to a researcher. Also, in finance industry, the 

n expected through sampling. 
owever, the differences were in small magnitude in general.  

retation of these findings. 
In accord with statistic computing, the restrictions of computing capacity 

are to be mentioned as limitation in the study. A working memory of 512 MB 
was not adequate to compute all tasks designed, for all variables. In these cas

oximation was to be relied on, which was based on asymptotic or 
approximate computation, or other results in the computation that were close to 
the measured variable in their computed details. 

In the statistical correspondence of industry fields in sampling and in the 
final sample, there were minor limitations. In Education –industry, the 
difference between expected and realized representativeness of industry, was 
the biggest, due to unexpected additional-industry activity of many firms, e.g. 
consultant firms who partly earned their living by lecturing and leading courses 
to public. This strategic ex
h
representativeness was significantly bigger tha
H

Interestingly, the most obvious bias in representativeness came from 
judgmental sampling; corrections to sampling, based on knowledge and on 
secondary data, were made right on those specific two industries. This raises a 
question whether the researcher should or should not make corrections on 
obvious potential sources of bias in sampling; the results will show, perhaps 
case by case, the answer, as coincidence may also change the setting. As a 
whole, the representativeness of industries was raised through the final sample, 
which can be considered, not a limitation, but a positive indication. 



                                   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
 
 
7.1 Qualitative Research Results 
 
 
The qualitative part of empirical study was made on a geographically wider 
basis than the quantitative study that focused on Finnish organizations. Thus 
the generalizability of the resulted view is higher than focusing on purely 
Finnish  business environment would allow for.  Naturally, the fact that more 
Finnish firms were represented in the online document analysis, will have an 
impact on their high share of all web-documents. 

.1.1 Factors Affecting e-Strategies  

annel strategy in the 
rm; it however has impact on it, and in the sophistication of employed channel 

ctor for employing, or 
not e

any executive participating the survey, one web-
community moderator/operator, and one company executive outside the 
survey sample. 

 

 
7
 
Firm size does not alone dictate the choice of using e-ch
fi
choices, e-activities, and applications.  

Industry field has an impact on considering and/or employing e-channels. 
It does not seem, however, to fully explain the choice of an e-channel strategy 
either. E-business, or electronic activity is on one hand low in some traditional 
industries with local focus, but is, on the other hand, high and remarkably 
enhanced in other traditional and extremely physical industry fields.  

Geographical focus, and scope, is one explaining fa
mploying IT-enhanced business, and also its type and level.  
The level of net-enhancement is highly associated with the importance of 

e-business to the firm; the attitude of firm management and thus motivation to 
adopt and/or enhance e-business; and hence firm dependence on e-channels. 
This was found on literature, website analyses, and in interviews conducted on 
three persons; one comp
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7.1.2 Strategies and their Implementation - Business Models and Tactics  
 
As a general analysis, firms that are present online, fall much in the category of 
retail

ategies, or which can also be viewed as a substrategy, 
on t

An example of purely online business is Kellomiehet Oy, 
ehet.fi

 firms, with additional electronic channel. There are also firms of a quite 
opposite type online, conducting gross-sale or other B-to-B marketing, on a 
purely-online basis. They have developed information systems that serve 
businesses purely relying on the net. Hence a business strategy is built on an e-
channel, which may formulates the main strategy, offering a wide range of 
opportunities for sub-str

he basis of an earlier business strategy choice. Sequential distinction 
between these is not possible for a researcher who relies only on document 
analyses. Additional, qualitative or quantitative methods would allow for 
further information on this. 

www.kellomi  [online 31.0 2004], which has chosen business 
markets as its strategic orientation. Also a business model covering a web-based 
business, and a supportive retail unit, attached to inventory for all trading 
ope nnish firms. An example of this business 
mod

3.2004, 25.05.

rations, is presented among Fi
el is www.verkkokauppa.com [online 31.03.2004, 25.05.2004]. Most firms 

pre tivity. Strategic orientation of 
a sam meta-analyzed Finnish Web sites, 
has been analyzed through a Web-document analysis, using corporate/market-
orie n/coopetition strategies as variables. 
Figure 27 depicts the results of this analysis. 
Info  by quite some companies in Finland 
and abroad, in connection to community building and maintenance, and 

f r
A web-document analysis identified, for instance, a firm targeting 

ough a blogosphere [using a Weblog interface] 
and, on the other hand, discussion groups for professionals, that equal chat 
roo

m 
fo ame ideology. Clear distinction can be made between 

ifferent industry fields.   
r firms 

approach their audiences with a sense of  

line roughly since summer 2003. Their 

sent on the Web feature a high degree of interac
ple of 39 Finnish online firms, out of 672 

ntation and competition-/cooperatio

mediary-type business model is used

in o mation dissemination.  

professionals in companies thr

ms in pure consumer contexts.  
Communities are addressed in some Finnish firms distinctively fro

eign firms, some in the sr
d

In Finland, the IT-business, most IT-vendors and IS designe
relatively strict professionalism. They

may be informative about their merits and service offerings, but in contrast to 
international e-business firms they are not keen community builders. These 
firms mostly seem to aim at credibility building, to attract business customers 
and other stakeholders.  

In digital media business, also emphasizing digital content, the approach is 
quite the opposite. Communities are built among professionals, and among 
consumer-users, and annual events take place.  

Blogospheres have been found on
activity and type of communication may vary distinctively from each other, 

http://eai.ittoolbox.com/groups/groups.asp?v=visualbasic-l&i=539788
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depending on the industry category. The type of communication may be 
formative, following their originally designed role, as is Weblog@F-Securein  

rooms that are formed around a common goal, at least a common interest, 
if an

serve different users and user-
tastes

ponsiveness and interest in its 
netw

ompetition/Cooperation/Coopetition Strategy - Quantifying Qualitative Data 

he same thematic analysis showed that companies on the Web are mostly 
ompetition-oriented in their strategy, with 19 firms featuring competitive 
trategy. However, cooperation and competition together against others, or in 

[online 1.10.2004, 15.12.2004], launched in January 2004.   
The activity  may also have features of a chat room, perhaps due to their 

relative newness and yet narrow user base, and hence due to the early position 
on the experience curve. Targeted user types and their implied experience are 
often the basis for blogosphere design, featuring customer-oriented strategy. 

Infomediary business model is also featured on community-web pages and  
chat-

d when the goal is not  explicitly expressed e.g. in forming communities 
around an interest-theme. Usually however, also these communities have a goal 
of attracting and informing people of the same kind about the interest-subject, 
and creating frequent visitors. Variations of these communities are the 
numerous music-related sites and hubs that 

. Their activity-rates are comparable, sometimes leveling out, business-
focused community sites. 
 
Strategic Orientation – Quantifying Qualitative Data 
 
This thematic perspective explores marketers’ inbound orientation, such as 
corporate--orientation, product- or process-orientation, versus external, market-
orientation, such as customer-, competitor-, or supply-orientation. Most 
analyzed companies could be identified as either customer- or corporate-
oriented. Among  the 39 company Web sites out of 672, formally analyzed on 
the thematic basis of corporate – market orientation and competition 
/cooperation/coopetition strategy, it could be seen that market-orientation has 
spread delightfully, and also supply-orientation could be identified.  

A new orientation type that has not been identified in prior literature  in 
this strategy orientation context was also found; when customer-orientation or 
competitor-orientation were not sufficiently capturing the orientation of a firm 
in this group of analyzed companies, it was explored more thoroughly. It was 
found to be stakeholder-oriented, with its res

ork partners, investors, potential job-seekers and other society. The 
orientation type is rare in this extent, and is hard to maintain. Other 
corporations in the database were also found to feature this type of orientation, 
in a number between 5 – 10 out of 672; albeit in the group of 39 firms only one.  

Customer-orientation is the most-featured type of market-orientation 
among Finnish firms. Yet, 21 of 39 firms can be characterized as relatively 
corporate-oriented in their electronic marketing, with two firms featuring both 
product-orientation and competitor-orientation, at their cutting edge. (Figure 27) 
 
C
 
T
c
s
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parallel with each other, is featured as coopetitive strategy by 15 firms.  This 
ay be boosted by the cooperation-enabling electronic channel, and by the m

highly increasing competition in this context. The one company featuring 
stakeholder-orientation showed coopetitive orientation. Cooperative strategy 
can be identified on 5 firms. Figure 27 shows also simultaneous, hybrid 
strategies that cannot be identified as purely one or the other. This is why the 
numbers at the right side of the graph do not equal 39. The strategies have been 
identified in both strategy domains if the firm shows characteristics of two 
orientations. 
 

 
FIGURE 27  Market/Corporate and Competitive Orientations of 39 Analyzed Web Firms  

 
 
Strategy Implementation Through Business Models and Tactics 
 
Infom

ration of strategy implementation. 
Net-r

mer contexts. An example is a script of a web site, which 
illust

ediary -type business model is used in both fixed-line and mobile Internet 
and other technology –based e-business. It is used by quite some companies in 
Finland and internationally, in connection to community building and 
maintenance, and information dissemination, and to creating income through 
this business, solely or as addition to other business. Hence, this business model 
is concentrated on in this qualitative explo

etailer, and gross marketer are other found models. 
A web-document analysis identified, for instance, a firm targeting 

professionals in companies through a blogosphere [using a Weblog interface] 
and, on the other hand, discussion groups for professionals, that equal chat 
rooms in pure consu

rates the infomediary-business model enhanced with rich community-
based activity (Figure 28). 
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Communities are addressed in some Finnish firms distinctively from foreign 
firms, some in the same ideology, and clear distinction can be made between 
different industry fields.  

 Finland, in the IT-business, most IT-vendors and IS designer firms 
 sense of relatively strict professionalism. They 

ay be informative about their merits and service offerings, but in contrast to 

 

In
approach their audiences with a
m
international e-business firms they are not keen community builders. These 
firms mostly seem to aim at credibility building, to attract business customers 
and other stakeholders.  

In digital media business, another field in IT-industry largely emphasizing 
digital content, the approach is quite the opposite. Communities are built among 
professionals, and among consumer-users, and annual events take place for the 
community members, of different kinds. 

What's New  updated 12 minutes ago  

  Is Longhorn Lost? 
-- Blogs

  MSDOS and Windows (URGENT....) 
-- Discussion Groups

 
 ROI Case Study (Based on the World's Largest Online 

Retailer): The Value of Performance Analytics for 
Online Applications 
-- White Papers

  Tibco Jumps into BPM... Ripples to Follow 
-- Industry Articles

  The Digital Divide: Fact or Fancy: PART III 
-- Blogs

  Stay current with ITtoolbox newsletters and alerts. 
   
     ITtoolbox Exclusive Content 

ITtoolbox Blogs 
Are you ready to showcase your unique expertise in front of a 
global audience? Become an ITtoolbox Blog author today. 
Are you a registered ITtoolbox user? 
Sign up or sign in and take advantage of all that membership 
can offer - registration is free. 

 
FIGURE 28 Examples from an Infomediary Business Site (Online 31.08.2004; Kind 

permission for reproduction by ITtoolbox) 
 

Blogospheres have been found online since summer 2003. Their activity rate and 
type of communication may be informative, following their originally designed 
role, as is Weblog@F-Secure [online 1.10.2004, 15.12.2004] , launched in January 
2004.   

The activity  may also have features of a chat room, perhaps due to their 
lative newness and still narrow user base, and hence due to experience curve. 
igure 28). 

re
(F
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Contracting in Interactive Business – Pricing and Payments  
 
Infomediaries that provide the channel to many businesses in the e-context, are, 
just like channel partners in the physical context, been found to require 
payments before the firm is placed and gets visibility in the channel. An 
interview with a manager, and a rather informal discussion with another 
manager, has revealed a remarkable number of channel providers contacting 
firms and offering visibility in various online registers, catalogs and databases, 
etc. 

These offers have often comprised various, in fact several in a sequential 
process, threshold payments, in order to make the company visible. The 
amounts of payments are considerable as a total gate-cost, upon which the costs 
of broadcasting the company information and logo, etc., are added, either as 
monthly or, more often, annual payments, etc. 

The integrity of actors offering these services has been found by both 
interviewees to be often questionable. The offers, mostly made by phone, often 
do not support trust creation toward the service provider, on the contrary. The 
total costs are not revealed in the introduction phase, nor are the different 
phases of getting company information to different registers and then catalogs, 
etc., revealed. Further payments are often required to get the company info 
visible on the promised online catalogs. These payments have the threshold-
payment character, and are often disguised. In offering the services to 
customers, actors have been found to be reluctant to give exact information on 
the total price composition, or on research results that they refer to, to convince 
the customer of the visit-volumes of their site. The customer is left on a thin ice 
on evaluating the trustworthiness of the odd firm – toward which it is expected 
to  create trust, attractiveness of the site – the use of which it should pay for, and 
the total price of the service – that it is being persuaded to use. Rational 
decision-making does not support this type of activity. The telemarketing 
method in this connection gives a suspicious researcher a reason to believe that 
using this method, and applying hasty pace, the marketer aims at overcoming 
this obstacle of rationality, to achieve contracts. 

Marketing has been accused of luring people to believe they need this and 
that. The activity described above in offering infomediary services unfortunately 
either tells that the odd type of company uses suspicious methods as tactics to 
fulfill its strategy, or the company has not enough control over the ways its 
strategy is implemented, or goals achieved. Neither of the conclusions is 
favorable. Activity of this kind easily turns against the infomediary business. 
The actors in the field would benefit from cleaning the game field and adopting 
self-regulatory acts to heal the ills of the industry and secure good image, hence 
also sustainable business. 
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7.1.3 

out 
practicing businesses, an eye is cast further to firm capability to see strategically 

s showed, a need in 
any companies to see what the requirements are for truly implementing 

it. 
 

Strate
 company-orientation and 

prod

eractive channel; meaning 
e joint site, portal, marketplace, or also, own site. They are typically dependent 

, which often has been found in the web-
o firm size. 

e 
n labeled as strategies. 

Strategy Skills in Firms 
 
After discussing in the previous paragraph the implementation of e-strategy 
through business models and operational tactics, with warning signals ab

their activities. There is, as the above-mentioned interview
m
strategy, and also to see the consequences of harmful acts to its  implementation. 
Analysis of qualitative data brings two-fold results in reviewing strategic 
sophistication and strategy skills in firms; abroad and in Finland. It seems that a 
significant number of firms lack skills in strategic thinking.  

Strategy formulation and its implementation are commonly lagging behind 
the requirements of the new economy and the opportunities and challenges it 
provides to the economy. Also quite opposite findings on firms have been 
found. An in-script of a Finnish company web-page [translated into English] 
exhibits a sophisticated, strategic view: 

 
“Reorganization of work and employment of best practices are tools for successful 
companies in developing their competitiveness. Increasing the efficiency and 
productivity in the company almost inevitably requires changes also in IT solutions.”  

 
This depicts a bond between strategic planning and design of organizational 
and systems-related infrastructure according to 

Implementing Strategic Orientation 
 

gic orientation can be seen on the web sites to often be customer-
orientation (included in market-orientation); also

uct-orientation are numerously identifiable, as noted in Paragraph 7.1.2., 
and observed also among the 672 firms without combining the two orientations 
discussed above. 

Market orientation [, without the hyphen in the term], meaning the 
orientation to different geographical market areas has been found to affect firm 
website communication, and also their choice for int
th
on the firm market orientation
document analysis to be related t

Tactical  and operational issues, hence implementation level issues, ar
widely mixed with the term strategy.  Tactics are ofte
Strategy is unfocused or mixed with part of the analyzed firms’ websites. 
Cohesion is missing between the nature of firm and activity, and the website 
content and design.  

On the other hand, a remarkable number of Finnish companies pursue 
highly sophisticated, strategically oriented e-business and e-commerce. 
Numerous findings on skilful, coherent thinking and implementation of strategy 
have been made on the sites. Good quality is seen to spread as the firms move 
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forward on the abstract online-experience curve. Some aspects on Internet-
communication are presented through web-document analysis, in Paragraph 
7.1.6. 

 
Marketing Communication Online 
 

aspects are omitted.  

uite opposite findings have been made on small 
firms

are a significant number of companies 
ositioned in the rather wide middle-area. 

In using different languages for different markets and regions in online 
business, the ignorance of international, most often US-based, companies is still 
immense. European companies have better understood the importance of, and 
seem to be better enabled in, approaching lingual and cultural differences. 
Many, often US-based,  firms include queries about the visitor’s country, but 
this information is used mostly to distinguish the locations of intermediaries 
nearest to the potential customer – the cultural and lingual 

In light of empirical observation, there is a wide and urgent need in the 
global context for a more responsive view on approaching target groups of 
different language and culture, if firms are serious about a market-oriented - 
and therein, customer-oriented - approach.  

A small size of firms that is common in Finland may affect the lack of skill 
enhancement, but delightful, q

 as well. Many small firms have been able to employ personnel or 
cooperative actors with special skills for site-enhancement. 
 
Web-document Analysis on Language, on Finnish Sites 
 
Findings on 445 Finnish firms, of the 672 websites on survey database, show that 
Finnish firms are relatively agile in their interaction with different nationalities 
and cultures.  

Websites with more than the two major national languages, Finnish and 
Swedish, represent more than one third of the firms, 35 percent. This is often the 
case with also firms targeting national market. Internationally oriented Finnish 
or multinational firms had even 8 languages on their website, varying mostly 
between 2 and 3, but about 8 sites, yet only 2 percent, had at least three 
languages. Locally oriented firms usually use either Finnish or Finnish and 
Swedish, depending partly, but not always, on their position on one or two-
language areas. No firm was shown to include Finnish and Lappish, the 
northern language, on their site. The good 25 firms with Finnish and Swedish 
language-sites show also appreciation toward the other major culture in the 
country. 

The gap between the variations in strategic skills between the best and the 
least advanced, is remarkable, and there 
that are p
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7.1.4 
 

nalysis of business processes on websites has shown that a remarkable number 
 automated interaction with 

ustomers on their site. Infrastructure for enabling satisfactorily completed web-
shop
busin
with 
involvement quite until the e-ticket and e-check-in, if customers so choose, and 

s the company Ahlstrom, who integrated their business processes through IT in 
d on their IT vendor’s web site. Another result on transforming 

and rethinking business processes has come from publishing-industry; this is 

A participatory observation analysis on publishing industry, for instance in 
maga
hous
has s

ay also not see any need to integrating them, following their earlier-directed 
lop and 

tegrate their inter-firm processes, at the minimum, in their information flow 
betw

du  overcome their perceived threats of e-business and 
onvergence in the field, and to pick the fruits of the new technology.  

businesses worldwide. An 
articipant observatory example in international environment is presented 

lass –
ositioned holiday resort. The information systems and processes of this 

corpo
intera

e co
losing was taking place. A contract between an 

dividual customer and the firm had already been made, and earnest money 
had b ed to be straightened out, in order 

 finalize the business. The response to the inquiry/feedback did not come in a 

ocedures. If changes in the organization, which were taking place, 
or shortcomings in information systems applications, which were reported 
afterwards to registered site-visitors, create severe gaps in company-customer 
interaction, the firm often looses more than the customer. Further, no company-
initiated communication is taking place to registered site-visitors in one year’s 
time after this.  

Business Process Sophistication and Transformation 

A
of [especially Finnish] firms have included
c

ping has improved remarkably within two – three years in the Finnish e-
ess context. Transformation of business processes has been on a high level 
some big companies, such as Finnair, whose Web site facilitates customer 

a  
2004, witnesse

opposite to the enhanced business processes in the air-carrier industry and in 
manufacturing.  

zine publishing, that largely acts through a cluster of actors – print-
e/publisher, publication, and marketing consortium plus telemarketer unit, 
evere problems in integrating their information systems and applications. It 

m
strategic paths.  However, the industry will face a need to further deve
in

een the partners and in their interaction with their customers, if the 
stry aims toin

c
The same applies to many industries and 

p
through a case in accommodation and entertainment industry; a high-c
p

ration, both computer-based and human, failed in a crucial point in 
cting with the customer.  Web-form –based feedback and information to 
mpany was expected to bring a response to the customer, as a [real, not th

mystery-shopper,] business-c
in

een paid for a condo; some details need
to
day, nor five, not even in two weeks; there never was any response to the 
message sent through a web-form and through e-mail. Only traditional mail 
letter canceling the business deal resulted in a telephone conversation and in 
canceling pr
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The negative experiences online about the business processes that are more 
ansparent in the e-context than in the physical, seem to prevail in the 

ustomer’s mind, found in an observatory analysis, which poses a challenge for 

, separate study. 
urcing business processes, IT-departments and IT/IS 

velopment completely out of the house. Cooperation and 
utual trust are crucial in these situations. As ASP is also a type of sourcing, the 

ases of network or system crashes, disaster recovery may be and is 
ften perceived to be in threat in outsourced-firms.  

2004. A data security summary offering the above information was published on 
F-Secure Weblog, http://www.f-secure.com/weblog/

tr
c
firms to enhance their interactive processes. 

 
7.1.5 IT Budgets, IT Outsourcing and Disaster Recovery 
 
Firm budgets on IT-investments have been down for a time now, yet increasing 
again, and firms have become constrained in taking adequate and appropriate 
security and disaster recovery measures. As economic environment, globally, 
has appeared vulnerable for IT system crackers and hackers, the constrained 
budgets have been coming a time-bomb with the risk increasing for companies 
of being attacked by malicious code etc., and suffering major losses in today’s 
terrorist and other armed attack period.  

Critical systems protection is a major issue for many companies. 
Outsourcing the system protection is taking place, as cost savings and also high 
expertise are available through this type of outsourcing. Yet, in many firms 
IT/IS security managers have problems in showing the ROI from e.g. hiring 
third-party firms to certify disaster recovery processes, and/or,  assess risks – 
and hence face difficulty in budgeting these measures. Measuring the direct 
effects of these investments were not an aim in this study, and this would 
equire a specifically designedr

A risk is seen in outso
design and software de
m

In c
o

Outsourcing is a trend, and it creates remarkable resource and cost 
savings. It frees corporate personnel to focus on their core competence. There is 
mixed thinking and concern whether the costs will come later, in other form. 
Vendors of e-business applications and ASPs, as well as consultants, see 
outsourcing more positively than in-house practitioners often do in their,  
justified though,  concern of job and everyday-bread. 
 
7.1.6 Functional Characteristics 
 
Security: Secured Data and Activity, Privacy and Reliability 
 
In general, the interactive environment has been under a constant pressure by 
virus outbreaks. In 2004, the activity of all type of malware development 
reached a peak of professional virus writing: known viruses passed the 
landmark of  100 000.  Also, the first real mobile phone viruses were found in 

 [online 15.12.2004] on 
December 15, 2004. Worldwide, big enterprise networks and public networks 
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have been attacked within the two – three last years. The spread of viruses has 
almed down in the latter part of year 2004, but the activity of malcode cracking 

opted security measures, 
cluding firewall applications and virus databases. A number of them are 

 pages, a number rely in 
e 

c - or ot ity or cy 
An example of a website explicitly stating the company’s security and 

privacy -policy is a firm that publishes c ct inform n on Internet , 
c mpani  private per s. As fo rivate pe n finding, the  
informs of not publishing any information t  had not be  published, or n 
t be pu ady. The fi offers tools for a user to attain more 
information about this policy.  

Poli ents are a w  to inc se user tr  in the actor. The 
s temen wever do not gu ntee th ey are realized in practice. The 
reliability of these policies and statements corresponds with the cultural 
environment, which in Finland suppo eliability pe ception. In man  
ountries, the companies will not get such a high ranking in reliability. 

The empirical findings emphasize that Finnish banks and companies 
pursue reliable business, in respect with privacy of information, integrity and 
reciprocity, which is emphasized also in established European banks and other 
organizations.  

Observatory studies were successful to also reveal alleged fraudulent 
activities by non-established Internet-based business, rooting in Europe and 
further, in certain underdeveloped countries. This finding resulted in reporting 
to national and international authorities, and in closing of a website. The 
criminal investigation being in process may help in weeding unfit and 
inappropriate activity in Internet-based global business that decreases trust in 
this interactive channel.  

The amount of websites not expressing the organization’s attitude and  
policy in security issues, and/or measures to further these, among the vast 
number of meta-analyzed websites still represents a remarkable share of all 
sites.  

 

mong the 672 websites of firms in the survey sample visited, notes have been 
on experience- and perception-basis. Not all sites got many remarks, some got 
none; either positive of negative perceptions have been marked, along with 
other information. Positive remarks on usability noted on the websites, are:  

c
continues to be high, which poses e-marketers a need to take security issues 
seriously, and to shield their network activity properly – and a challenge for IT-
vendors to develop and maintain high security measures. 

Finnish banks have been on the cutting-edge in building technology and 
systems, and in creating customer security and trust for e-commerce and e-
business. A picture that rises through professional periodical and website 
analyses is that Finnish companies have widely ad
in
expressing their privacy policies explicitly on their web
semiotics; symbols that tell the site visitor that the transaction is safe, or that th
ompany U applies E her secur  priva policies. 

onta atio -sites
o es, and on son r p rso  firm

hat en give
o blished, alre rm also 

cy statem ay rea ust
ta ts ho ara at th

rts r r y
c

Usability 
 
A
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“…good functionality (18), clear site construction/pages (5), nicely simple(7); actively 
updated (6); short download-time (3); interactive (23); encryption statement (1)…”, 
language-options (120) 

 
On the other hand, shortcomings noted on, are:  
 

…site/server cannot be accessed (23), links dysfunctional (2 ), pages are under 
onstruction [for a number of visits] (1), messy/hard to capture/find information 

ctivity (4); long downloading-time (4); updating-activity 
 starting-page denied without registration (1); problems in 

paging, imaging (2)… 

unctions –related Characteristics 

ariations, 
depic

c
from (7), no proper intera
very low (5); access beyond

 
 
Attractiveness 

 
The positive remarks on the mentioned websites, on their ability to attract the 
visitor, are made on:  
 

…spirit (6); style (13), experience-site (6), “new” (2), astonishing/magnificent (18), in 
cohesion with activity field, builds up the atmosphere of place (5) , business & spirit 
together (6); eatable site (restaurants etc.) (2); diverse (2); fresh (2); convincing (10); 
nationalities/cultures accounted for (25 ); modern (3); news; beautiful (2) 

 
As for drawbacks on attractiveness, notes on the sites have been made:  
 

…site-design  not cohesive with place/activity (4), bureaucratic atmosphere (1); dull 
(1); distant (3); 

 
 
Other Functionality/F
 
Further, positive remarks concerning other functional characteristics are:  
 

…map for helping customers to localize the physical site, informative (20),), timely; 
new ideas to service accessibility and customer contacts; “discussing site”, even 
without interactive tools (2); ethical (3); rich content; very international (9) 

 
As drawbacks, notes are made:  
 

.. language skills quite limited (yet trying; +). 
 
In line with earlier notes about a gap in the strategic skills of firms, these 
strengths and weaknesses in website functionality, with its different v

t this gap, but also present highly strategic, well implemented web-
businesses. 
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7.2 Qu ntitative Researa ch Results     

 
Research subjects, the respondent entities, a
“respondents”. The term “firm” is used
respondents are commercial organizations t also er type o ganizations 
exist in the population and sample of industry registers, such as associations, 
public institutions etc. Respondent individ  are a ssed w his specific 
term in questions where they are referred to as individuals, i.e. concerning their 
position and familiarity with the organizati    

As earlier noted, the survey resulted in 271 responses. The industry 
representation is depicted in Appendix 2 Table A2.  Many respondents reported 
also representation of other industry fields in addition to those they were chosen 
to represent. The final industry representation, hence, was formed accordingly, 
t  industry entation totaling 329 ca
Gross and retail trade is in this study represented by 67 firms, which reflected to 
a -sample of 208 is 32 percen ompa this t  the expec d sub-sample 
share of total sampling, and to generalizat hare, an increase 
of 14 percent units (0.14) can be traced. Similar comparison is made (Table X) on 
a dustrie ustry categorization ade further in the data-analysis, on 
s b-categori ry applic le, but here, relevant is to show the 
industry-specific summaries. 
 
7.2.1 Profile of Firms  
 
Industry 
 
The biggest industry group among the final sample of 14 industries is Gross and 
Retail Trade  one fourth of respon ts (67/ ). Real te-, Rent nd 
Research Se second bigg  grou 1/23%) e third b est 
industry in the sample is Manufacturing (45/17 %). Other industries, in 
representative size order, are represented as follows: Other Societal and 
Personal Services (32/12 %); Transport, Warehousing, Communications (27/10 
%); Construction (25/9 %); Healthc e and Welfare Services (22/8 %); 
Accommodation and Entertainment ( 14/5 %);  Education (10/4 %); Farming, 
Hunting, and Forestry (10/4 %); Financial Industry (9/3 %);  Fishery (2/1 %); 
Electricity, Gas and Heat Supply (1/0 %).  

As earlier noted, the sum of industry representatives does not equal the 
sum of responses, due to the fact that several respondents reported activity in 
more than one industry

the reliability of measures 
[INDUSTR1]…[INDUST14] is 0,9905, and for standardized item, 0,9906. 

 
 

 

re in this a
 for cohesion even though not all 

nalysis called “firms” and 

 bu oth f or

uals ddre ith t

on.

he  pres  in ses. 

 sub t. C ring o te
ion into population s

ll in s. Ind is m
u es of each indust ab

 with den 25 %  Esta al- a
rvices is the est p (6 . Th igg

ar

. (Appendix 2 Table A2) 
Coefficient alpha for testing 
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 Number of employees Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid 1.    01 - 03 85 31,4 31,8 31,8 

  2.    04 - 10 63 23,2 23,6 55,4 

  3.    11 - 50 67 24,7 25,1 80,5 

  4.    51 - 100 18 6,6 6,7 87,3 

  5.    101 - 500 23 8,5 8,6 95,9 

  6.    501 - 1000 3 1,1 1,1 97,0 

  7.    1001 - 3000 3 1,1 1,1 98,1 

  8.    3001 -- 5 1,8 1,9 100,0 

  Total 267 98,5 100,0   

Missing System 4 1,5     

Total 271 100,0     
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Based

ntly, and are homogenous enough within-group, in size. The 
groups differ remarkably from each other in their group size relative to the 
sample, hence comparisons may in some cases be irrelevant on this basis. On 

is however helpful. 
 

percent  (170 firms) are individual, 
s, which also the personnel numbers indicated. The 

idual firms in a consortium (44 firms). 
de ts constitute 8 percent, 22 in number, and departments   2 

second type of o n; they are 
ks. First, a company reporting itself as an  

nit, reported its role also as an independent firm in a 
rm conception whether a company in a 

ependent as a company or not, s the tight, goal-
um create a “firm”, an enterprise, in 

s are actually profit units
elf as an individual  in a cons

perative network. These two gave 
enhanced insight i
ompanies encounter. Table 9 exhibits however information on the primary 

Altogether 10 percent of the respondents (26 firms) operate in networks or 
lusters, or in non-traditional organizations. Of these, two companies report 
cting in a set of companies where the boundaries between firms are vague or 

 
qualitative 

tudy, was that non-traditional, innovative organizational arrangements like 

cent (39 in number) and 2 percent (6) 
opera

 on this categorization, the respondents were grouped into “Small” (1 - 50), 
“Mid-Sized” (51 - 500) and “Big” (501 - over 3000) firms. The groups differ from 
each other significa

many issues, the labeling of these groups 

Organizational characteristics 
 
A vast majority of respondent firms, 63 
independent companie
second biggest group, 16 percent, is indiv
In pendent profit uni
percent, with 5 firms.  

Two firms reported additionally of a 
companies in closely operating networ

rganizatio

independent profit u
consortium. There is ambiguity in the fi
consortium actually is ind  a
oriented operations in the whole consorti
itself, to which the network member .  

The second company reported its  firm ortium, 
and also reported activity in a solid coo

nto the complexity of the business environment many 
c
organization unit.  

c
a
non-existing, indicating a cell-type, dynamic organization that may change
based on situation. Prior expectation, on the basis of literature and 
s
this would be even more diffused in the business environment. 

As for development phase, the clear majority (mode) of firms, 66 percent 
(179), are in the 4th phase, “stabilized position”;  16 percent  (42) in growth 
phase, 11 percent (30) in commercialization, and 5 percent (14) in the initial 
phase. Two percent, four companies,  were reported to the exit phase. 

The number of units in the firm in total, gave 262 firms, of which 183 (68 
percent) are one-unit companies, located, naturally, in home market. Two – five 
–unit firms, in Finland, constitute 14 per

te both in domestic market and abroad. Big firms with over 50 units, at 
home and abroad constitute 3 percent (9), and also the 20-50 unit enterprises, at 
home and abroad represent 3 percent (7).  Table 9 lists all categories, and Figure 
30 exhibits the organizational unit divide by type and number. 
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TABLE 9 Respondent Profile 
 
ORGUNIT Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid individual  
independent. firm 170 62,7 63,7 63,7 

  independent profit unit 22 8,1 8,2 71,9 

  department 5 1,8 1,9 73,8 

  independent firm in a 
consortium 44 16,2 16,5 90,3 

  independent firm, in solid 
cooperative network 12 4,4 4,5 94,8 

  independent firm, in a loose 
cooperative network/cluster 12 4,4 4,5 99,3 

  firm boundaries vague/non-
existing 2 ,7 ,7 100,0 

  Total 267 98,5 100,0   

Missing System 4 1,5     

Total 271 100,0     

DEVLPMT Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent  

Valid founding and development 
phase 14 5,2 5,2 5,2 

  commercialization phase 30 11,1 11,2 16,4 

  growth phase 42 15,5 15,6 32,0 

  stabilized position 179 66,1 66,5 98,5 

  exit phase 4 1,5 1,5 100,0 

  Total 269 99,3 100,0  

Missing System 2 ,7    

Total 271 100,0    

      
NUMBER OF UNITS  Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid 1 unit 183 67,5 69,8 69,8 
  2 - 5 units, in home 

country 39 14,4 14,9 84,7 

  2 - 5 units, home & abroad 
6 2,2 2,3 87,0 

  6 - 10 units, in home 
country 6 2,2 2,3 89,3 

  6 - 10 units, also abroad 6 2,2 2,3 91,6 
  11 - 20 units, in home 

country 5 1,8 1,9 93,5 

  20 - 50 units, in home 
country 1 ,4 ,4 93,9 

  20 - 50 units, home & 
abroad 7 2,6 2,7 96,6 

  > 50 units, home/abroad 9 3,3 3,4 100,0 
  Total 262 96,7 100,0  
Missing System 9 3,3    
Total 271 100,0    
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Individual respondents 
 
Characterizations of individual respondents can be made on their position in the 
firm, and on their familiarity  its function . 
strategic approach (Table 10).

All respondents told th ion ld ted to e, but 
familiarity information is on 268 respondents. Nearly all respondents are eith
executive directors (60 %, 163 individuals) or in a similar type of directing 
p on; other executives form the sec nd biggest group comprising 14 percent 
37). Board chairs or board members are represented by 13 individuals (5 %), 
nd people in other decision-making positions by 23 individuals (8 %).  

r evaluation on their own familiarity with the firm however is high, 
e mode being “very familiar”, and with only one assessing “somewhat 

 

 

211 78 

with the organization and s, i.e
  

eir posit  or cou  be poin on
er 

ositi o
(
a

The number of other staff members is bigger than the two a.m. groups (19, 
7 %). Thei
th
familiar” and no representation of the three lowest familiarity-levels.  

Most of all respondents, that is, 80 percent (211) assess themselves as very 
familiar with their firm and its functions. One reports familiarizing with the firm 
as a new member. 

 
 

TABLE 10 Profile of Individual Respondents 

Individual respondent position 
 CEO or similar 

Nr. % 

board chair or member   
 other executive 
 specialist 
 decision-making clerk or similar 
 other staff member 
 other (+ specification) 
     sum   
Individual respondent familiarity w. firm  
 very familiar 
 

163 
13 
37 
11 
23 
19 

5 
271 

 
 

60 
5 

14 
4 
8 
7 
2 

100 
 
 

familiar 
 rather familiar 
 somewhat familiar 
 rather superficial knowledge 
 superficial knowledge 
 just familiarizing with firm 
     sum 
     missing 
 

42 
12 

2 
- 

   - 
1 

268 
3 

16 
4 
1 
- 
- 
1 

  

    total sum  271 

 
100 

1 
101* 

 
* The percent-sum is over 100 due to using real numbers 
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7.2.2 IT Diffusion – Sophistication Levels of IT Use in e-Business   
 

irms that employ IT in any way further than fixed-line telephone and/or fax in 
their business operations (Appendix 2, T ) div 18 
firms) relying on Internet sites or Internet , 11 nt (29) using
services, 21 percent  (56) using both Internet sites/services and mobile services. 
Mobile calling es as used by  perc 42 firm and
IT based business (including ICT) reported 13percent (36 firms). Four firms 
reported an “undeveloped/developing IT” sta ith e ery use 
or developing their IT solutions further.  

fu e T in busi  the rsio he u
a.m. modes, and their importance in firm busin ss is n in endix
Table A4. It should be notice sum of users of the various des of
u , because many respondents use Internet 

ogether.  
 

type in their business activity (Figure 32). 

 than one 
ifth as thi o a ranking for fifth in importance is given to mobile 

 of firms in using mobile services in 
their business activity. This also reflect no n interests of consumer 
a

Those using mobile calls and/or messagi
importance, and the relative differences are the least in this category. Close to 40 
percent of those consider it the s mportance for their business activity, 
round 30 percent consider it the most important. Third and fourth rankings 
represent 17 and 14 percent o ond

It should be noted that 13 respondents of the 271 marked two or three 
modes of using IT with a mark “1”, which indicates hat r th onsi
them as being equally important in their bus a ity, ey did ot rank
t ir relative importance, me ed deploying the mode. Hence, there is 

ouble ranking in some of these IT-use modes. 
 

 

F
able A4
services

ide into 80 percent (2
 perce  mobile 

 and SMS-m saging w 16 ent ( s),  non-

ge w ither v  little of IT, 

To see rther the us type of I ness,  dispe n of t se of 
e show App  2, 

d that the  mo  IT 
se exceeds the respondent number

sites or services, and the mode of mobile calls and SMS-messages t

Rankings Within IT-Use Categories 
 
The responses were analyzed also on the basis of the shares of rankings in IT use 
categories, through variables [ITUSE1…5] featuring the construct. Internet is, 
expectedly in business context, most important IT-mode for business. Mobile 
services technology [emphasizing information and communication technology, 
ICT] has its own group of users, for whom this is very or relatively important. 
Also the more spread mobile calls/messages technologies have their “heavy 
user” groups in business context, for whom this technology is very important. 

Of those who ticked using Internet sites or services, 87 percent consider it 
the most important IT-use 
Accordingly, half of those who ticked using mobile services, consider it as 
second important IT; one fourth consider it as most important, and less

rd important. Alsf
services, which reflects the rising interest

s the k w
udiences.  

ng spread most in their ranking of 

econd in i

f those resp ents. 

 t eithe ey c der 
iness ctiv or th n  

he rely report
d
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the most important communication method for feedback and other customer 
contacts.  

E-mail interactivity is seen as the most important way of communicating, 
4 percent (65), as the second 

portant in their activity. Least important it is reported to be to round 3 
by 44 percent of sample (118 firms), and by 2
im
percent (7 firms). E-mail communication is not in use for this type of 
interactivity, in one third of firms (81), when interpreting the responses strictly 
as they were filled in.  
 

 
 
FIGURE 33 Organization of Customer-Initiated Online Communication, by Percent 

 
In this case, the number is considered rather correct, as the laziest respondents-

y-item are generally those who do not apply the asked technology or idea.  
it is 

reported by more than half of the firms, 143, and the most important 

ile channel for their customer contacting, initiating 
is contacting in another medium, are five in number. Those who employ 

ly or rather 
ot possible 

ecause the variable for mobile channel use is a constant, having value 1 for all 

b
Telephone-communication is the second in use-volume by firms; 

communication channel between the firm and customers in customer-initiated 
communication it is to over half of them, 30 percent of sample (80 firms). In 
Figure 33, the relative shares are presented among those who use the above-
mentioned technologies, which makes the picture relatively different. 

Firms offering a mob
th
mobile channel are all successful in a scale 1 – 3, most of them strong
successful (Table 11). Pearson’s correlation computation on these is n
b
respondents. No correlation is achieved through Kendall’s tau-b or Spearman’s 
rho, either.  The constant value naturally also inhibits the chi-square calculation. 
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TABLE 11 Crosstabulation on Mobile Channel for Customer Contacting and Success 
 

 Crosstab perception of own business success Total

  
yes, strongly 
successful 

yes, rather 
successful 

yes, 
somewhat 
successful   

mobile channel for 
customer contacting (Co. 
initiative in other media) 

1 2 2 1 5

Total 2 2 1 5
 
 
Statis

r of online companies arranging the customer-
usiness having impact on their success 

uccess, which result is statistically 
signi

rman’s, result, however, in statistically significant 

found

sources than putting up Web-forms on 
Web 

tical Computations on Customer-Initiated Interaction and Success among Internet-
marketers 
 
The significance of the manne

itiated interaction in their Internet-bin
was measured through different correlation matrices. Although different 
correlation computations result in differing significance levels, the findings 
show that the way of arranging customer-initiated communication has impact 
on business success.  The computations are shown in Table 12, and the whole 
correlation matrices in Appendix 3, Tables A6 and A7.  

A non-Internet based communication method - telephone - is found to 
have a negative relationship with firm s

ficant in all computations. 
For perceived success and using web-forms, Pearson’s Correlation reveals 

a weak negative but not significant relationship. Nonparametric correlations, 
both Kendall’s tau-b and Spea
negative relationships. We may interpret the costs of acquiring the information 
systems applications and the resource input to have impact on the performance 
of firms using Web forms for their customer-initiated communication. The 
significance of web-form impact on success is explored further after reviewing 
first the other alternative interaction modes. 

A positive relationship between e-mail interaction and firm success is 
 in all computations, but only after using nonparametric measures, 

Kendall’s tau-b, and Spearman’s, the finding is shown to be significant, 
statistically. Using e-mail requires less re

pages and maintaining the interaction, which, as another modern 
interactivity mode creates better performance.  

A strongly significant negative relationship between using web forms and 
phone as interactivity mode was also found in correlations computations, which 
is natural.  

Running an ANOVA test on success and interactivity modes (Table 13) 
resulted in a relatively low significance level for the measured relationship. This 
is why still further detailed knowledge about the success and web-form based 
interactivity was needed, to interpret further the negative results compared to 
the slightly positive results of e-mail. 
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TABLE 12 Statistical Correlations between Customer-Initiated Interactivity and 
Success (Note: correlations through Mobile Customer Contacting could not 
be made) 

 
Customer feedback, initiative 

 Correlations    

perception 
of own 

business 
success 

on web 
form via email 

via phone

Pearson’s perception of own 
business success 

Pearson 
Correlation 1 -,190 ,139 -,174(*) 

   Sig. (2-tailed) . ,071 ,058 ,039 
Kendall's tau_b perception of own 

business success 
Correlation 
Coefficient 1,000 -,219(*) ,132(*) -,174(*) 

    Sig. (2-tailed) . ,019 ,050 ,021 
Spearman's rho perception of own 

business success 
Correlation 
Coefficient 1,000 -,241(*) ,144(*) -,196(*) 

    Sig. (2-tailed) . ,022 ,049 ,020 
    N 258 91 186 140 
*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 
 

ucted to see how successful the 
firms

r interaction is not seen to 
affect e-business success significantly, when exact significance is computed e.g. 

Crosstabulation and chi-square –tests were cond
 using web-forms were.  
The tests provided more favorable, yet also contradictory results, with e.g.  

significance levels that do not support the negative impact of web-form based 
interaction on success. (Figure 34, Table 14).  

Those who ranked web-form customer communication as the most 
important feedback mode, are mostly somewhat or rather successful, 3 and 2 on 
scale 1 – 7, accordingly. Web-form based custome

through Fisher’s test (p > .05). 
 
TABLE 13 ANOVA on Means of Success and Modes for Customer-Initiated 

Communication  
 

  
Sum of 

Squares df 
Mean 

Square F Sig. 
custr feedback, initiative on web form Between 

Groups 6,151 5 1,230 1,627 ,162 

  Within Groups 64,288 85 ,756    
  Total 70,440 90      
via email Between 

Groups 1,759 5 ,352 1,104 ,360 

  Within Groups 57,365 180 ,319    
  Total 59,124 185      
via phone Between 

Groups 3,991 5 ,798 1,419 ,222 

  Within Groups 75,402 134 ,563    
  Total 79,393 139      
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60

custr feedback, initiative on web form

third in importance

second in importance

most important

under way

C
ou

nt

20

10

0

50

40

30

own business success

not very successful

no strong success

can't say

somewhat successful

rather successful

strongly succesful

5

13

9

17

46

23

 
FIGURE 34 Success Perception Distribution relative to Web-Form Interaction Mode 

s) or rather (3 firms) negative 
percent, with 7 respondents. Of the 91 

i ms using web-forms in customer-initiated interaction, 80 report being 

d impact of strategies is 
uggested.  

 
TABLE 14 Computations on Success and Web-Form Interaction Mode 
 

 
The neutral (1 firm
perceptions of success sum up in round 3 

) and slightly (3 firm

f r
successful on scale 1 – 3 (Table 14).  

No firm reports being not-successful in their business. Computations of 
variance and significance result in vague levels. Hence, as in the research setting 
assumed through the research questions, integrate
s

 Crosstab perception of own business success Total 

  
strongly 

successful 

rather 
success 

ful 
somewhat 
successful can't say

no strong 
success 

not very 
success 

ful   
under way 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
most 
important 6 17 23 3 3 1 53

second  0 9 3 1 0 0 13

custr feedback, 
initiative, on 
web form 
  
  
  third  4 13 5 0 1 1 24
Total 10 39 31 4 5 2 91

 Chi-Square Tests Value df 
Asymp. Sig.  

(2-sided) 
Exact Sig.   
(2-sided) 

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided) 

Point 
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 29,746(a) 15 ,013 ,066    
Likelihood Ratio 21,478 15 ,122 ,068    
Fisher's Exact Test 22,137   ,086    
Linear-by-Linear Association 3,249(b) 1 ,071 ,076 ,038 ,009
N of Valid Cases 91       
a  18 cells (75,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is ,02. 
b  The standardized statistic is -1,803. 
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Mobile Technologies in Marketing Communication of Firms to Customers 
 
The use of mobile technology for marketing activities is low among companies 
(Appendix 2 Table A5). Individual-based SMS-messaging to customers is used 
by 13 firms (5 %), (Std. dev. = .535, Variance .286). This means contacting 
customers e.g. based on national database of user information. One of these 
respondents also deploys mobile payment technology as other mobile 
technology which is reported in the next paragraph.  

SMS-messaging on regional basis means sending promotional messages 
e.g. when a mobile-phone-user enters the neighborhood of the sending 
company. This technology is reported by 4 firms (2 %), one of whom uses it as 
non-important activity (Std. dev. = 1.500, Variance 2.250). Less than one percent, 
one respondent reports the use of “other” means as plain phoning to their 
customers as marketing communicational activity. Mobile channel for customer 
contacting (Std. dev. = .000, Variance = .000) was exhibited earlier, discussing 
customer-initiated communication.  

 
Mobile Technologies, Other than for Communication  
 
Mobile payment technology (Std. deviation = .000, Variance = .000) is offered by 
4 percent of the sample firms (by 11 firms). Mobile services (Std. dev. = .000, 
Variance = .000) are offered by 5 percent (14 firms). One firm reporting “other”  
means, are GPS technology (Std. dev. = .000, Variance = .000). These are shown 
in Appendix 2, Table A5.   
 
M-Marketing Effect 
 
Respondents do not benefit from their mobile marketing communication toward 
their customers, but it has not been shown to bring significant harm either. 
 

 
 
FIGURE 35  Histogram on Effects of Mobile Marketing Communication, with Normal 

Curve 
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Most

7.2.4 

T-
innovations in their operations. An operation model becoming important in 
o porate activity reflects its volume of use, and also its dispersion among 
ersonnel [and departments, when applicable]. The assimilation into e.g. 

apped in the survey, but assimilation of 
ifferent types of applications into firm use is reflected in the sophistication 

], and is further exhibited in e-SCM –related variables. 

ent is mapped. 

ss through merely their own site, with no e-cooperative 
acts –

ms (14 %) carrying 
out e

 that reported using the option. Operations are 

 of the respondents do not send mobile marketing messages to customers. 
No observable change in customer contacts after the firm’s mobile 
communication is reported by 11 percent (30 respondents). Increase in customer 
contacts is reported by 5 percent (13) of the sample. One respondent reports a 
negative effect. (Figure 35) 
 

Assimilation of IT Applications: From Adoption to Activities 
 
IT innovation, and IT-technology adoption by firms and acceptance within  
firms was mapped through inquiry about the level of using information systems 
in corporate business processes, and about the importance of different I

c
p

r

different departments was not m
d
levels of [IT-TYPE

Along with this mapping of assimilation, firm temporal strategies can be 
interpreted from their adoption behavior; they can be identified to be e.g.  early 
leaders, early followers, late followers, or laggards, in their behavior. 

A picture of IT-application assimilation is gained from constructs and 
variables [ITTYPE], [MOBTYPE], [ESCMUSE], [ESCMAPP] and [ESCMACT], 
adding [LITTLE] and [ESCLITT] variables that reflect undeveloped/developing 
use of IT and eSCM, respectively.  

IT-use was depicted in the previous paragraphs; here, first, IT-type is 
described, and then IT-assimilation into supply chain managem

 
Types of Internet-Based Business 
 
Of all respondents, 88 percent conduct some type of e-activity. Of these, 55 
percent (150) do busine

 advertising, links, joint sites, portals, or other - with other firms. In this 
category, the firms having an own site and using also joint activities with 
cooperative partners, e.g. portals and such, are not included.  

It should, hence, be noted that the number of firms having an own site is 
larger than this Own Site- category shows.  

Notably, it was also the only option in the [ITTYPE] variable for many, and 
necessarily does not imply high commitment to electronic marketing. Yet, for 
many, it can be shown to be high-committed activity, when considering other 
variables combined with this. 

Cooperative modes of Web-presence is found for  39 fir
-commerce activities on a joint site with either same industry actors, or with 

regional actors. A joint site with other industry or regional actors is ranked as 
number one by all of the firms
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carried out through industry or regional portal by 26 firms (10 %), only one of 
ose ranks it as third important.   

E-commerce through application service provider or space rental on a 
website (ASP) is done by 17 firms (6 %), and no other ranking was made but 
number one for this type of operations.  

Firms having a b h  
company’s site are 10 in number (4 %). The option of having an own site and 
advertising on another company’s website gets more fragmented rankings
firms think this combination is the best way, 1 firm has it as fifth im tant, 
1 portant. restin  how r, Ke ll’s n arame
correlations computation shows the highest possible correlation between using 
an own website plus ad ing o other pany bsite usin
i try- or regional por Those ms th re stra ically loying 
c ntext in t ine ct rative strategy. Also, the firms 
reporting own-site plus advertising on another website, are actively assimilating 
I i eir e ss r  e
possible correlation between this IT-use type and deploying Intranet in e-SCM
With the small number of those respondents, the correlation is however not 
statistically significant. It is more 
advertising on other sites, as the following alternative also shows. 

The option of having an own site, advertising on her s d having  
hyperlinks from other sites to own site, is chosen by
constitutes one fifth of respondents. This e-mode got the ranking “1”.  For this 

t, at least, the most important way of 
ly way to run a business, 

ires resources and attention – it requires commitment, and 

ns, without 
aving an own website are 12 in number (4 %).  

One of the respondents (0 %) reported advertising on search pages without 
having a website, nor e-mail. The same respondent also reports a plan to employ 
Web-based activity in the future. Also, 3 firms (1 %) have an e-mail address and 
have a hyperlink to this on another company’s website.  

Electronic activity plays a smaller role for the firms who have adopted 
these lower-involvement-demanding entry modes in the e-domain. The physical 
domain is the main activity field for the companies. 

 
Types of Mobile IT-enhanced Business 
 
Firms also reported using non-online applications, which are reported here as 
one dimension of IT-adoption. For many firms, and industries, mobility is high, 
and this implies a higher usage of mobile devices. Some firms also use , or have 

th

n own site and colla orating t rough advertising on another 

: 8 
por and 

 as sixth im Inte gly, eve nda onp tric 

vertis n an  com ’s we , and g an 
ndus tal.  fir at a teg dep e-
o heir bus

 interactiv

ss, seem

 busine

 to condu

: The co

 coope

relation mT n th atrix also shows th  highest 
. 

common to do more cooperation than 

 anot ite an
 49 firms (18 %).  This 

mode, the rank seems to represen
onducting e-business. For some, it may also be the onc

as this mode requ
features a deep-scope entry mode to this market. 

Also the rest of the IT-type options all got the ranking 1, which in this 
accordance should be considered as a general mark, to indicate the used e-
marketing mode. It may also be the only interactive marketing channel, thus not 
indicating the only, or most important, way to run a business.  

Firms advertising on search pages and using e-mail connectio
h
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used SMS-messaging, but the proportion of those reports is low. The activity of 
sending SMS-messages to offer services or products on a localization basis was 
on low levels. On the other hand, knowledgeability of the type of messaging 
seemed to be low among the respondents as well. Correlations tests on mobile 
based business and other variables, be it business success or other technology, 
are all small and insignificant statistically, with one exception: SMS-messaging 
on a region basis correlates highly (1,000**) with perception of widening of 
markets through e-accessibility, which is significant on .01 level. 
 
Lowest or Non-Adoption 
 
Twelve percent of 271 respondents, that being 34 firms, report a non-Internet, 
and non-mobile enhanced business activity as their primary business. This does 
not mean that they would not use IT at all; it is not important to their business. 
 
IT in SCM  - e-SCM 
 
Item-nonresponse was 14 percent on the question of firm using IT in their 
supply chain activities. Some respondents reported themselves being in a 
service sector, and – confused about the concept  - thus not having a supply 
chain. 

Their answer to the question gave 233 respondents, with 142 firms using 
ome mode of IT-activity in their SCM, and 91 not using any. There was some 

ndents, about certain activities 
elonging under the concept “SCM” [also used under this concept in other 

TABL

s
confusion among a small number of respo
b
research]. The answers were carefully read and considered, as the researcher 
had to carefully find out whether the respondent meant, for instance, that the 
firm do not employ e-SCM but are planning to, by saying they do not employ e-
SCM, meanwhile giving information on use of different e-SCM activities, and 
ranking their relative importance to the firm. The alternative for it was that the 
firm did use IT-enhanced SCM but not recognize these as e-SCM.  
 

E 15 Firms Employing e-SCM in any Form 
  

IT in SCM

142 52,4 60,9 60,9
91 33,6 39,1 100,0

233 86,0 100,0
38 14,0

271 100,0

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent
yes
no
Total

Valid

SystemMissing
Total

 
 
Careful interpretation lead to results depicted in Table 15 and Figure 36 which 
exhibits the spread of e-SCM among firms that used 1) Internet sites or services, 
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2) mobile services, 3) both Internet and mobile services, and 4) mobile calls 
and/or SMS-messages, ranked by their importance.  
 

 
 
FIGURE 36 Share of e-SCM Use, by Different IT-Modes of Firms 

 
The penetration of e-SCM is found to be lowest among firms that use mobile 
services as their IT-based business activities. Users of mobile calls or SMS-
mess

e of Internet, Intranet, and Extranet 
applications, and furthermore, EDI or other e-SCM applications among firms. 

ages –mode are the second smallest in number, in IT-use for SCM. The use 
increases when approaching the Internet-mode. 
 
E-SCM Applications 
The development level of e-SCM in interactive business is reviewed here first 
through mapping the spread and importanc
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Then

sed in 5 percent, 14 firms, of which, 13 rank it as 
umber one. One firm ranks it as fourth in importance. This firm considers 

et as the important applications, to which EDI is additional. 

, various activities which the applications are used for, are mapped, and 
also the relative importance of these activities to the firm. 

Internet applications, expectedly, are seen as the most important [as they 
provide the basis for most applications], or only, application for electronic SCM, 
with 164 user firms (61 %), Intranet is used in 53 firms (20 %), its importance 
ranking varying from first to third. Extranet represents 13 percent of the sample,  
with 34 firms, most of them ranking it as the most important application, one as 
the second (Figure 37). 

EDI technology is u
n
Internet and Intran
Other applications reported are UNIX-based Unikko, IBM Lotus, SAP’s ERP 
application, and  Sonera-Flectware Ts.  Two of these are Finnish applications. 

 

 
 
FIGURE 37 Use of e-SCM Applications  

 
E-SCM Activities 
The activities for which IT is used in electronic supply chain management, or 
alternatively, in the case the firm is not yet employing but is planning to, for 
which IT-use is planned for, are here classified into a scheme. As found also 
earlier (Table 15), firms that employ e-SCM at present, are 142 in number, which 
is less than the evaluators of various applications. The classification scheme in 
Table 16 hence, more precisely depicts the interests [meaning use, or intention to 
use] of firms to use IT for the SCM, than quite accurate use. Some participants  
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report their developing plans in e-SCM use-categories. Willingness for IT-use is 
then reviewed separately through IT-plans, in Paragraph 7.2.5. 

The standard deviation in Table 16 shows the varying importance of the 
odd activity in firms. The respondents gave their rankings on the relative 
importance, yet quite many of them ticked the all the activities, giving them all 
“1” to either show their equal importance, or rather, to report the activity 
without ranking them.  

E-mail conversation is the most used activity (141, 52 %), which is an 
interfirm communication method that represents less advanced methods and 
technologies in e-SCM. Also e-payment activity is high, with 113 reports (42 %).  

The e-payment activity is in the amount of 42 %, which is a high score. This 
may be characteristic to the Finnish, technology-friendly culture.  

Advanced, and highly networking-related e-SCM activities, like process 
optimization within whole distribution chain ( 8 %), and predicting activities 
based on information gained through a network of actors (6 %), and further, 
shared product design/development (3 %), are on a pioneer-level. The firms 
employing these activities  feature early actors, or adopters.  

Other advanced, more competition-oriented, sole activity, or coopetitive 
strategy-featuring early followers - yet a growing market – are: e-invoicing (20 
%), and e-procurement (25 %). 

tivities in Firms 
 
TABLE 16 Classification Scheme of e-Supply Chain Management Ac
 
 

email 
conversation 

email price 
negotiation 

email 
shipping 

negotiation 

teleconfer-   
encing, for 
negotiation 

e-
procurement 

predicting 
activities 
based on 

info by 
internal IT-
processes 

N Valid 141 101 98 14 69 20
  Missing 130 170 173 257 202 251
Mean 1,39 1,89 1,96 2,36 1,91 1,70
Std. Error of Mean ,093 ,153 ,176 ,775 ,187 ,371
Std. Deviation 1,100 1,542 1,746 2,898 1,551 1,658
Variance 1,211 2,378 3,050 8,401 2,404 2,747
Sum 196 191 192 33 132 34
 predicting 

activities 
based on info 
thr. network 

process 
optimization 

in-house 

process 
optimization 

within 
distr.chain 

shared 
product 
design/ 

development e-invoicing e-payments other; what 
N Valid 17 45 21 9 55 113 9
  Missing 254 226 250 262 8 62216 15 2
Mean 2,59 1,93 1,5 1,7 1,717 8 1,68 1,11
Std. Error of 
Mean ,594 ,259 ,2 ,141 ,136 ,11197 ,662

Std. 
Deviation 2,451 1,737 1,3 1 1,048 1,441 ,33363 ,986

Variance 6,007 3,018 1,857 3 1,099 2,076 ,111,944
Sum 44 87 33 94 190 1016
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IT Diffusion, Assimilation  and Success  

I nd Suc
The relationships between success and the modes of IT-use are explored, to see 
whether different technologies would alone indicate significant differences in
firm success in interactive business. The d by variables 
[ 5].  

Measurin is approache hrou
Square tests, and through Pearson’s Correlation matrix (Figure 38).  
 

 
T Use a cess 

 
construct IT-use is forme

ITUSE1…  
g success d t gh Crosstabulation with Chi-

 
 
FIGURE 38 
 

IT-Use and Success, by Number of Firms 

rrelation 

The correlations with success are low, and the significance levels also are low, 
for these variables. Overall, the users of Internet sites or services, are typically 
“rather successful”. Of those 214 who use Internet sites/services (79 %), 87 
percent are either strongly (15 %/ 27), rather (42 %/89), or somewhat (33%/70) 
successful. The normal curve is hence strongly skewed to the left, successful 
side. Statistical computing reveals however no statistically significant 
relatedness. Pearson x2 = 7, 542 (P = ,616), correlation - ,085 (exact P = ,231).  

Of those who use mobile services (11 %/29), 93 percent (27) report being 
either very, rather, or somewhat successful. One firm does not rate their success, 
and one is not very successful. The correlation between success and using 
mobile services is both weak and statistically insignificant: Pearson’s co
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is -,1

,593); x2 = 14,536 (P = ,174). 

2 = 13, 630 
(P = ,

uccess creation for e-business. 
Tech

89 (P = ,342), x2 =16,477 (P = ,204).  If the results were significant, the 
correlation would mean that firms that consider mobile services as less 
important for business, have better business success. 

 Among the 53 firms who use both Internet and mobile services, 94 percent 
are successful; either strongly (2 %/7), rather (18 %/32) or somewhat successful 
(21 % /11).  Pearson’s correlation = ,079 (P = 

Those who conduct business with the help of mobile calls or SMS-
messages (15 %/41), also fall into the successful; strongly (2 %/7 ), rather (56 
%/23), or somewhat (22 %/9). Pearson correlation = -116 (P = ,469), x

333). 
The results of tests on using different technologies are not statistically 

significant, as the computation shows, in s
nology however enables the implementation of these strategies in the e-

context, offering a channel that may create advantage, which is evidenced in 
crosstabulations (Figure 38). 
   
IT-Type and Success 
As success was connected to IT-use in the previous sub-paragraph, IT-type is 
explored next in the same perspective (Figure 39). IT-type is formed by variables 
[ITTYPE1…9].  
 

 
 
FIGURE 39 IT-Type and Success, by Number of Firms 
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Measuring the relationships of these with the variable [SUCCESS] is first 
pproached through Crosstabulation with Chi-Square tests, and through 

case of IT-use. The correlations with 
s i e l lso  thes

hrough solely their site (55 %/149) is typically “rather” 
s ul (m ith 13 perc (20) st ly, 40 percent  (60) rather, and 36 
p t (53) somewhat success  Pea correlation, or any other statistics
c computed, as e” nst

oint sit try/regional acto roduces so hat similar results; 
strongly successful of the 14 percent of 271 (38 firms) are 18 percent (7), rather, 
42 percent (16), and somewhat successful are 29 percent (11). Three firms are 
indecisive, and one reports no strong succe which is ran  on scale 1 – 7. 
the joint site is a constant and doe not produce statistical information. 

dustr nal portal sed b  percent (26 f ms) of all, and the
s viates to strongly successful ( 2), rather (54 %/14), somewhat (32
%  “can’t say” (1 % rs elat  (P = 1 
(P = 1,000) w te no sign ficance  this type o hnology, accord
to success. 

Using cation service or ite spa ental from s success
to  94 percent (16) of the firms (6 %/17) ng this type of e-business. Twelve 
percent (2) of these are strongly, 36 percent (6) rather, and 82 percent (8) 
somewhat successful. One firm does n
variable is a constant, meaning that the re
best solution, and no one ranks it herwise n scale 1 – 9

Business through own site, added with advertising on another company’s 
site is used by almost 4 percent of respondents (10 firm ey divide to rather
s ul (8 , grade 2,  those o have no str ng success (1%/1), 
g  5, and who are not very s essfu /1), grade 6 on scale 1 – 7. Pearson
correlation = - ,245 (P = ,911), 2 = ,625 (P = 1,000) 
significance of this type in succe re

Own site, and advertising and having a link to n site on another 
company’s site is more used (18 %/49) than the previous type. The success rates 
for the firms are strongly successful (16 %/8), rather (41 %/20), somewhat 
s ul (3 6), non-dec e  (4 
and not very successful (2 %/1). It is a c nt, which indi ates no variation in
preferences, and no statistical measures e 
m nd pr as nte r t
ANOVA was conducted which is less co
(Appendix 3 Table A11). 
 
E-SCM and Success 

he applications used in electronic supply chain management were ranked by 
their use and relative importance. This causes some variation on the mean in the 
groups (Figure 41). For Internet applications, there is no variation, as it is the 
fundamental application, upon which additional and more enhanced 
applications often are implemented, if IT is used in SCM. For instance 
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traditional EDI is non-Internet –based but also on this, there is an Internet-
abled version. 

a re int t lo e 
m  is not 1 tr ucc
a s at t sight. Yet sumin at Internet is the most important 
application, Intranet follows behind. For those who employ Extranet, it is often 
the most important for their business, which is logical as well.  

gl on pe ess a; 
a o “not ve l”  firm  on scale 1 - 7) are represented in these 
groups. Only among EDI-users, the deviat  3 on success 
scale 1 – 7.  however conf ts the lier ment  literature findings 
a chno ot assuring s ess bu cess 
creation palette.  

In order to measure the means and find more profound basis for 
interpretation  i NOVA was conducted, in connection with 
the IT-type (Append T roblem in ng means and 
variances is that the respondents marked,  instance, in et sites/servi s 
n mber one ce, or th  only e tion, which es not cause h 
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FIGURE 40 ANOVA Means Plots on in SCM  Success Perception  IT  and
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ANOVA on e-SCM resulted in means plots shown in Figure 40, which would 
indicate some variation on success. This variation is associated with whether or 
not IT is employed in SCM; 1 denoting “yes”, and 2 denoting “no”. The means 
in the different groups of success perception differ, but not distinctively from 
the measures on IT-type. The causal directions in the relatedness are impossible 
to be identified.  

ANOVA by different e-SCM applications shows further the variation, but 
the significance is again shown to be low (Figure 41, Table 17).  
 

 

 
FIGURE 41 ANOVA Means Plots for Ranked e-SCM Applications Use and Success 

 
TABLE 17  ANOVA on Success and e-SCM  
 

 ANOVA   Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1,063 5 ,213 ,886 ,491
Within Groups 53,043 221 ,240    

IT in SCM 
  
  Total 54,106 226      

Between Groups ,000 5 ,000 . .
Within Groups ,000 154 ,000    

appl.used or 
planned: 
Internet 
applications  Total ,000 159      

                                                                                                                         (continues)   
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TABLE 17 (continues) 
 
Intranet 
applications Between Groups ,112 4 ,028 ,267 ,898

  Within Groups 4,708 45 ,105    
  Total 4,820 49      
Extranet 
applications Between Groups ,054 3 ,018 ,588 ,627

  Within Groups ,917 30 ,031    
  Total ,971 33      
EDI technology Between Groups ,482 2 ,241 ,337 ,721
  Within Groups 7,875 11 ,716    
  Total 8,357 13      
other: Between Groups ,000 2 ,000 . .
  Within Groups ,000 3 ,000    
  Total ,000 5      

 

ion spreads to all 6 represented success grades of scale 1 – 
7, ho

5, with significance  .054, which lead to testing 
throu

n 
.05 le

ists.  

 
E- SCM Activities and Success 
Firms employing information technology in their supply chain activities are 
typically “rather successful” (mode). The ranked importance of all activities to 
their appliers, as well as the spread of success perception accordingly, are 
presented in Appendix 3 Table A12.  

E-mail conversat
wever, it is skewed to the successful side. The importance of this activity is 

ranked as number one on 113 cases, which typically (mode) are “rather 
successful”. The total amount of firms reporting this activity is 141, but on 137, 
crosstabulations are possible, as not all have ranked their success. Pearson 
Correlation with success is -.16

gh other methods. Kendall’s tau-b, -.201, significance .009, and Spearman’s 
-.224, significance .009. The nonparametric correlations prove the negative 
correlation at the .01 level. 

E-mail price negotiation is half as popular, with 100cases. Success grades 
spread on ranks 1 – 6. This activity is ranked most important by 67 firms. 
Pearson correlation with success is negative -.212, which is significant (.034), o

vel.  
E-mail shipping negotiations are maintained by 96 firms, rather successful 

(mode) as others, spreading also on 1 – 6 scale. There is no significant correlation 
with success. 

Teleconferencing for negotiations is used in 14 firms. They all are on the 
positive side of performance scale, i.e. 1 – 3, with “rather successful” as mode. 
No significant correlation  (-.034, P = .909) between the variables ex

E-procurement is reported by 68 firms, who rank on 1 – 4, on scale 1 – 7. 
On this, either, no significant correlation (-,181, P = .139) is found with success. 

Predicting activities on the basis of information through internal IT-
processes is reported by 19 firms. They rank on scale 1 – 5. No significant 
correlation (Pearson: -.053, P = .803, N = 19) is found with performance. 
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Predicting activities on the basis of information through network is 
reported by 16 firms, who position themselves on success scale 1 – 5, with no 
firm 

ow almost non-existing correlation; Kendall’s test shows 
-.042

Process optimization within distribution chain brings even more modest, 
negative, correlation  (Pearson: -.006, P = .978, N = 21). The firms spread into 

ositions 1 – 6, with no indecisive firm on “4”. 
nt is the first activity reported that 

hows skewness to the right side of scale, with the two first ranks represented 
y 1 firm each, rank 3 with 4 firms, and rank 5 with 2 firms. Yet, the negative 

 = .930, 
 = 8) and totally lacking significance, and nonparametric tests produced 

oicing, reported by 55 firms, produces a slightly negative correlation, 
hich however has no significance, what so ever. (Pearson: -.073, P = .596). The 

ignificance (P = 
.081) 

, customs clearances [also being part of e-

elation is .112 (P = 
.775)

Com

CM applications and to 
adopt e-SCM activities, or enhance them further. 

on position 4, the indecisive. Again, there is no significant correlation; 
Pearson’s test shows a negative -,108, but with significance level .692. 
Nonparametric tests sh

 (P  = .856), Spearman’s -,035 (P = .897). 
In-house process optimization produces the first positive correlation 

numbers, which however are very modest (Pearson: .041, P = .791, N = 45), and 
lacking significance. They rank as 1 – 6, with no indecisive on rank 4. 

p
Shared product design/developme

s
b
correlation  found through Pearson’s test is very slight (Pearson: -.037, P
N
absolutely no correlation (.000) with the success variable. 

E-inv
w
success ranks for this activity are on the positive side, positions 1 – 3 for all 
firms.  

E-payments activity is maintained by 111 firms which rank in all six 
categories. A negative correlation (Pearson: -.166) is found with s

beyond acceptable level .05. To further check the levels, nonparametric 
tests were made, with Kendall = -.139 (P = .102), and Spearman -.155 (P = .104). 
Pearson seems to best illustrate the level of correlation. 

The open-ended question for alternative activities produced the following: 
Transport control, consultant reports, travel-bills, e-order [being part of e-
procurement], student administration
procurement, when applicable], and communication with stakeholders. These 
all were represented by one company each. 

Interestingly, the only activity group showing a clear positive, yet 
relatively weak, correlation with success: The Pearson corr

, and nonparametric tests resulted in stronger correlation: Kendall’s tau-b = 
.204 (P = .536); Spearman = .219 (P = .572). As seen in the P-levels, the statistical 
significance of the correlation is however weak.  
 
 

7.2.5 IT Investment Willingness 
 

pany willingness to invest in IT is viewed on both those who have 
indicated little or very light IT use, and on those who have not employed  IT in 
their business. Table 18 presents firm willingness to invest in IT in general, and 
Table 19 then focuses on willingness to invest in e-S
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TABLE 18 IT-Investment Willingness of Little-Users and Developing-Users 
 
 

 little it or developing further Frequency Percent Valid Percent C e Perceumulativ nt 
Valid 1 5 1,8 100,0 100,0
Missing System 266 98,2   
Total 271 100,0   

 in < one year Frequency Percent Valid e  P rcent Cumulative Percent 
Valid most probable 9 3,3 81,8 81,8
  second 

probable 1 ,4 9,1 90,9

  fourth 
probable 1 ,4 9,1 100,0

  Total 11 4,1 100,0  
Missing System 260 95,9   
Total 271 100,0   

 in 1-3 yrs Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid most probable 8 3,0 88,9 88,9
  third probable 1 ,4 11,1 100,0
  Total 9 3,3 100,0  
Missing System 262 96,7   
Total 271 100,0   

 in 4-5 yrs Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid most probable 1 ,4 33,3 33,3
  second  1 ,4 33,3 66,7
  third  1 ,4 33,3 100,0
  Total 3 1,1 100,0  
Missing System 268 98,9   
Total 271 100,0   

 in > 5 yrs Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
most probable 1 ,4 33,3 33,3
second  1 ,4 33,3 66,7
fourth  1 ,4 33,3 100,0

Valid 
  
  
  

Total 3 1,1 100,0  
Missing System 268 98,9   
Total 271 100,0   

 not at all Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
most probable 20 7,4 90,9 90,9
fifth  2 ,7 9,1 100,0

Valid 
  
  

Total 22 8,1 100,0  
Missing System 249 91,9   
Total 271 100,0   
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TABLE 19 I  
 

nvestment Willingness in e-SCM

  
very little e-SCM, or develpg. 
d l i f h

Frequency Percent Valid Pe  rcent Cumulative Percent 
Valid 1 47 17,3 100,0 100,0
Missing System 224 82,7   
Total 271 100,0   

 in < one year Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
most probable 18 6,6 81,8 81,8
fourth probable 3 1,1 13,6 95,5
fifth probable 1 ,4 4,5 100,0

Valid 
  
  
  

Total 22 8,1 100,0  
Missing System 249 91,9   
Total 271 100,0   

 in 1-3 yrs Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
most probable 43 15,9 86,0 86,0
second 
probable 3 1,1 6,0 92,0

third probable 3 1,1 6,0 98,0

Valid 
  
  
  

fourth 
probable 1 ,4 2,0 100,0

  Total 50 18,5 100,0  
Missing System 221 81,5   
Total 271 100,0   

 in 4-5 yrs Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
most probable 7 2,6 50,0 50,0
second 
probable 6 2,2 42,9 92,9

third probable 1 ,4 7,1 100,0

Valid 
  
  
  

Total 14 5,2 100,0  
Missing System 257 94,8   
Total 271 100,0   

in > 5 yrs Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid most probable 9 3,3 56,3 56,3
  second 

probable 5 1,8 31,3 87,5

  third probable 2 ,7 12,5 100,0
  Total 16 5,9 100,0  
Missing System 255 94,1   
Total 271 100,0   

 not at all Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid most probable 29 10,7 87,9 87,9
  second 

probable 1 ,4 3,0 90,9

  fifth probable 3 1,1 9,1 100,0
  Total 33 12,2 100,0  
Missing System 238 87,8   
Total 271 100,0   
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FIGURE 42 IT Investment Plans of Little-Users or Developing Phase -Users 

 
Differences in the willingness to invest into information technology, in general, 
are found to follow the divide of industry and firm size, hence for instance 
industry has impact on deployment of IT. 

Interestingly, the willingness to invest in e-SCM applications is found to 
have a significant and high correlation (1.000) with the management knowledge 
in IT and on what e-SCM consists of. This was found on a modifying variable 

at was created on the managers’ way of ticking different e-SCM activities in 
spite of their negative response on e-SCM use, and alternatively, on the cohesive 
responses to these questions. The situations where e-SCM was not very well 
known, are numerous. 

Among firms that were identified to have little knowledge in these, the 
plans to invest in a short time, and also more strategic-level plans to invest in a 
longer period of time, are less frequent. The responses positioned in the middle-
area. Those who are knowledgeable,  are motivated or/and able to act in a rapid 
pace, less than one year (1.000), and plan for the future, > 5 years (1.000). 
Interestingly, no correlation was found for knowledgeability and adoption plans 
for a time-span > 1 year -  5 years. 
 

th
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Firms Using Portal or )/ASP 
services   Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid no threshold payments 87 32,1 77,7 77,7 
  yes, a minimal amount 6 2,2 5,4 83,0 
  yes, a small amount 3 1,1 2,7 85,7 
  yes, a reasonably small 

amount 5 1,8 4,5 90,2 

  yes, a reasonable amount 
3 1,1 2,7 92,9 

  yes, a significant amount 3 1,1 2,7 95,5 
  yes, a remarkably 

significant amount 4 1,5 3,6 99,1 

  yes, we had to pay an 
unreasonable amount 1 ,4 ,9 100,0 

  Total 112 41,3 100,0   
Missing System 159 58,7     
Total 271 100,0     
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  Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
Valid yes, expansion of target 

markets in Finland 20 7,4 9,8 9,8 

  yes, expansion of target 
markets internationally 18 6,6 8,8 18,6 

  no changes made, but are 
being considered 7 2,6 3,4 22,1 

  no, e-mktg does not 
change our target markets 155 57,2 76,0 98,0 

  non-applicable 4 1,5 2,0 100,0 
  Total 204 75,3 100,0   
Missing System 67 24,7     
Total 271 100,0     
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 Count modified geographic target markets for e-mktg Total 

  

yes, 
expansion of 
target 
markets in 
Finland 

yes, 
expansion of 
target 
markets -
international 

no 
changes 
made, but 
are being 
considered 

no, e-mktg 
does not 
change our 
target 
markets 

non-
applicable   

number of 
employees 01 - 03 6 6 4 36 3 55 

  04 - 10 5 5 1 38 0 49 

  11 - 50 8 3 2 40 1 54 

 51 - 100 0 1 0 14 0 15 

  101 - 
500 1 2 0 17 0 20 

  501 - 
1000 0 0 0 3 0 3 

  1001 - 
3000 0 0 0 3 0 3 

  3001 -- 0 1 0 4 0 5 

Total 20 18 7 155 4 204 
x2 = 18,5; p = .913 
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  modified geograph.target markets for e-mktg Total 

  

yes, 
expansion 
of target 

markets in 
Finland 

yes, expansion 
of target 
markets 

internationally 

no 
changes 

made, but 
are being 

considered 

no, e-mktg 
does not 
change 

our target 
markets 

non-
applic
able   

perception of 
own business 
success 

yes, 
strongly 
successful 

4 4 0 21 0 29 

 yes, rather 
successful 7 9 5 62 0 83 

  yes, 
somewhat 
successful 

6 2 1 56 4 69 

  can't say 1 2 1 5 0 9 
  no strong 

success 1 0 0 10 0 11 

  not very 
successful 0 1 0 1 0 2 

Total 19 18 7 155 4 203 
x2 = 25,9; p = .169 
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Modification of Internet Site Language Options for New Markets 
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 Crosstab modification on on-site language options Total 

  

yes, number 
of languages 

increased 

yes, number of 
languages will 

increase 

not yet, 
increase 

under 
consideration 

no, language 
options will 
be kept as 

are   
01 - 03 3 5 2 2 12 
04 - 10 4 0 0 7 11 
11 - 50 3 4 0 4 11 
51 - 100 3 0 0 1 4 
101 - 500 0 1 1 3 5 
501 - 1000 1 0 0 1 2 
1001 - 3000 0 0 1 0 1 

number of 
employees 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

3001 -- 2 0 0 1 3 
Total 16 10 4 19 49 

x2 = 33,4; p = .04  
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Modifications on Target Customers, relative to Success 
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  perception of own business success Total

  
strongly 
successful 

rather 
successful 

somewhat 
successful no strong success   

changes in 
target 
customers: 
yes, new 
customer 
types 

1 

4 16 7 1 28 

  5 0 5 2 2 9 
Total 4 21 9 3 37 

  
perception of own business 

success Total 

  
strongly 
successful 

rather 
successful   

yes, new 
industries 

1 1 3 4 

Total 1 3 4 

  perception of own business success Total

  
strongly 
successful 

rather 
successful 

somewhat 
successful can't say 

no strong 
success 

not very 
successful   

no notable 
changes in 
customer 
base 

1 

22 57 54 7 7 3 150 

Total 22 57 54 7 7 3 150 
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Success Perception 
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perception of own business 
success Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid yes, strongly 
successful 32 11,8 12,4 12,4 

  yes, rather 
successful 104 38,4 40,3 52,7 

  yes, somewhat 
successful 90 33,2 34,9 87,6 

  can't say 13 4,8 5,0 92,6 
  no strong 

success 15 5,5 5,8 98,4 

  not very 
successful 4 1,5 1,6 100,0 

  Total 258 95,2 100,0   
Missing System 13 4,8     
Total 271 100,0     
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FIGURE 50 Charts on Business Success by Firm Size (1), Normal Curve (2) and Divide (3) 

 
 
Firm Size and Success 
 
According to firm size, the majority of those who view their business  as 
“strongly successful” 1 on scale 1 – 7, comprises firms with 11 - 50 employees, 
representing 17 percent (11 firms) of respondents in this firm size, and 34 
percent of the 32 strongly successful firms (Figure 50).  

As “somewhat successful”, 3 on scale 1 - 7, perceived themselves 90 firms, 
of which the biggest group, 38 percent (34 firms), formed micro-sized firms of 1 
- 3 people, representing 42 percent of this size-category. 

Neutral responses, “can’t say”, 4 on scale, are among the small firms, 
divided dominantly to the two smallest size-categories, with 5 and 6 
respondents, summing up 84,7 percent of neutral responses, and almost 16 
percent of firms in those categories. Two respondents among firms of 11 - 50 
people, 3 percent of size-category, reported being indecisive about success.  

“No strong success”, 5 on scale 1 - 7,  was reported mostly (mode) by micro-
sized firms of 1 – 3 people. Half of those responses, 7 firms fall into this size-
category. This firm size is also represented in the “not very successful”, 6 on 
scale 1 – 7, with 3 firms, and with one firm of 4 - 10 people.  
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This indicates that the Small (1 – 50 people) in general are represented 
among the  successful, and also among the least successful. Strong skewness is 
shown however toward success, to “rather” and “somewhat” successful, and in 
general, positively themselves position 178 small firms. Negatively, 17 firms, 
and neutrally, 13 small firms. 

The Big - companies with 501 to over 3000 people - four percent of all 
respondents, (11 firms, ) all rank within the successful, with the divide of over 
one fourth of them, 27 percent (3 firms) in strongly successful, 64 percent (7) in 
rather successful, and 1 in somewhat successful. 

The Mid-Sized – 51 to 500 - do not seem to fall in the middle in their 
overall performance as in some earlier research has been suggested, and which 
some partial findings in the study also imply: 37 firms report positively 
associated success perception, none neutral, and 2 negatively associated success 
perception. The Mid-Sized are mostly “rather successful”, with some variation. 

A detailed tabulation with percentages and statistical computation is 
provided in Appendix 3 Table A 16. A negative correlation exists between 
success and firm size, which is significant on .01 level  (Pearson = -,222, P= .000). 
This means that moving to the right, on scale 1 – 8, on firm size would indicate 
some movement to the left on success scale 1 – 7; that is, to more successful 
performance. Nonparametric computation was made to compare the results, 
ordinal-by-ordinal scale, Kendall’s tau-b, as well as Spearman Correlation, 
shows some correlation between firm size and success, which results are 
significant, statistically (p < .01), which would indicate that growing firm size  
the more successful it is.  

To gain more insight into whether firm size has significant effect on  
success, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on those variables. This 
resulted in rather significant differences, on acceptable level 0.05: F (2,304) = 
2,092, p =  .045, between groups (Table 27). 
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FIGURE 51 ANOVA Chart on Means of Success Perception Within Groups, by Firm Size 
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Figure 51 shows the resulted means in different size groups. Firm size hence has 
some impact on how successful the firms are, with all means however in the 
“successful” scale 1 – 3 of the total item-scale 1 – 7, the most successful, on 
average, are the “Big”.  

This finding is in accord with Pearson’s Correlation -,222, which is 
significant on .01 level and indicates that with a change in firm size to the right 
on scale 1 – 8, success measure moves a little to the left, toward higher success 
on scale 1 - 7. 
 
TABLE 27 ANOVA on the Relationship between Success and Firm Size, by Personnel  
 

 perception of own business success 
Sum of 

Squares df 
Mean 

Square F Sig. 
Between 
Groups 

(Combined) 16,129 7 2,304 2,092 ,045

  Linear Term Unweighted 7,706 1 7,706 6,996 ,009
    Weighted 14,349 1 14,349 13,027 ,000
    Deviation 1,780 6 ,297 ,269 ,951
Within Groups 275,379 250 1,102    
Total 291,508 257      

 
As about 88 percent of sample firms conduct some type of interactive business, 
and 95 percent of the sample gave their views on their success, the result is 
representative. Interestingly, also 88 percent of the firms ranking their success, 
see themselves as successful, i.e. within ranks 1 – 3 on scale 1 – 7.   
 
Organization Type and Success   
 
Type of Unit 
The relatedness of success and the type of organization unit is weak (Appendix 
3 Table A19). Pearson chi-square is 35,327, with P = .231, which does not reject 
the null-hypothesis of unit type not having impact on success.  

Using Kendall’s tau-b, a weak negative correlation (-.127) is found between 
these, which implies that moving along the scale from an independent company 
to network organizations that have loose structure and boundaries,  would 
indicate a move to the successful left on the success scale. One can imply that 
there would be changes in different directions within the parts of success 
construct, but the aim is not to identify the straight success effects here.  

The statistical significance of this finding is just beyond acceptance level 
.05, (P = .53). Also Spearman’s correlation shows similar, slightly stronger, 
relationship (-.121, P = .52), also with significance that would need further 
convincing evidence, for rejecting the null-hypothesis The linear-by-linear 
association is .788, however its statistical significance is low (P = .375). 
Conviction for rejecting or not rejecting the null-hypothesis of no impact from 
organization type could be achieved through exact tests, but in this 
computation, the computing memory of 512 MB impeded these. 
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ANOVA means plots depict the variation in success for different 
organization types (Figure 52). 
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FIGURE 52 ANOVA Means Plots on Organization Unit Type as Success Factor 
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FIGURE 53 ANOVA Means Plots on Number of Organization Units, Home/Abroad, as 

Success Factor 
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Number of Units 
Looking further the organization structure from the point of view of unit 
numbers, in one or several countries, growing accordingly. Linear-by-linear 
association with these variables is 8,179, with significance P = .004. Chi-square is 
44,330, with P = .294. Using Kendall’s tau-b (-.179) and Spearman Correlation (-
.204) reveals a significant, but not very strong negative correlation with the 
number of units, and success. This would indicate that the more units, in more 
countries than one, the more successful the firm perceives itself. This supports a 
common view but does not show causalities between the variables. 

ANOVA on both variables and success was conducted, as the 512 MB 
computing power for exact tests for accurate information on significance of 
correlation was not sufficient for the data. The analysis of variance prove the 
earlier computations right: The type or organization unit does not have 
significant impact on e-success, but the number of organizations have a 
significant relatedness with it (Figure 53, Table 28). 

Hence, the findings of earlier research suggesting that organization 
architecture would have impact on e-business success, do not get non-
conditional support from this survey, although it is seen as being a possible 
factor. However, the organizational characteristics that more refer to corporate 
size than its architecture, though also structure-related, the number and 
localization of units in different markets has more evidence for being a non-
strategy success factor. 
 
TABLE 28 ANOVA on Success by Organization Types  
 

  
ANOVA   

Sum of 
Squares df 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

ORGUNIT Between Groups 33,679 5 6,736 1,647 ,148
  Within Groups 1030,740 252 4,090    
  Total 1064,419 257     
number of 
units (in 
home 
ctry/abroad) 

Between Groups 57,572 5 11,514 2,353 ,041

  Within Groups 1233,424 252 4,895    
  Total 1290,996 257     

 
 
Development Phase and Success 
 
Running ANOVA on the means of success and firm development phase resulted 
in finding significant relationship between these variables. In line with the 
diffusion curve, companies in growth phase have the highest score, on average, 
in success, and the second highest score is gained by those in stabilized phase 
(Figure 54, Appendix 3 Table A19).  

The association of success with different criteria, for measuring which type 
of success this indicates, was not tested, because this was seen as being beyond 
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the scope of the study. The development phase was explored to see, whether it 
had any impact on success in e-business. This turned out to be the case. 
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FIGURE 54 ANOVA Chart on Means for Success, by Firm Development Phase 

 
Industry and Success 
 
For exploration on industry field as a potential success factor, beyond or along 
with strategy, cross-tabulation is the best available method, as industry fields 
were mapped through nominal scale questioning, and hence correlations 
calculations or ANOVA are not options. The industry fields alone comprise 
fourteen categories, which comprise sub-categories from A to K, varying by 
industry. Hence, cross-tabulation tables are massive in-all, hence data included 
is limited to the biggest industry (Appendix 3 Table A17). Within various 
industries, the results show the following chi-square and other indicators (note 
that exact significance could not be counted to most variables, due to insufficient 
memory, hence asymptotic significance only is given if not otherwise stated): 
 

Gross and Retail Trade:   x2 = 18,662; p = .813; contingency coeff:  .260 
Real Estate, Rental, Research & o. x2  = 33,342; p = .991; “         .338 
Construction    x2 = 25,197; p = .715; “         .298 
Manufacturing    x2 = 94,581; p = .027; “                                .518 
Transport, Warehousing, Commnct. x2 = 14,077; p = .994; “         .227 
Other Societal & Personal Services x2 = 14,762; p = .947; “          .233 
Healthcare & Welfare Services  x2 = 10,176; p = .668 exact; “        .195 
Accommodation & Entertainment x2 = 40,467; p = .242; “         .368 
Farming, Hunting & Forestry   x2 = 10,802; p = .869 exact;                         .200 
Financial Industry     x2 = 35,067; p = .020; cont. coeff.       .346 
Education      x2 =   3,406; p = .966 exact; coeff.       .114 
Mining     no statistics computed, because is a constant 
Electricity, Gas, Heating Supply x2 =   1,874; p = .597 exact; coeff.         .085 
Fishery     x2 =   9,430; p = .120 exact; “        .188 
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Within two industry fields , only, success can be said to have impact by industry. 
These are Manufacturing, and Financial Industry. For other industries, either the 
chi-squares or significance levels, or both, are weak. On this basis we can 
conclude that industry field has no significant impact on success in interactive 
business, with some exceptions, however. For banking, and some other financial 
business, interactive business is crucial, which is the case for some 
manufacturing fields as well. 

 
Success Definitions  
 
The alternative criteria for success definition in the responses to multichotomous 
questions are analyzed next, through ranking each criterion on an importance 
scale 1 - 9. Success is defined and ranked through revenue, number of 
customers, customer satisfaction, customer value, quality certification, bottom 
line profitability, public recognition, acknowledgement by industry, and 
“other”. Through crosstabulations and statistical computations, a view on 
success definition in firms is gained. On this computation, for correlation 
measures, Pearson’s R was used.  

In regard to comparison of the importance of each criteria in defining 
success, for differently sized firms, the first four criteria are depicted as relative 
importance within size groups (Figure 55). For the next four, Figure 56 depicts 
the same, and for the last, other, Figure 57. Then, in concluding the paragraph 
Success Definitions, Figures 56 and 57 exhibit the deviation of each criteria. 
 

Success as Revenue:  
(x2 = 33,541; Pex = ->,000a 36; Likelihood Ratio = 36,042  Pex = ,000; r = -,003 Pex = ,000) 
 

At first sight, small firms would seem to consider revenue as more important 
than big firms do, when taking the typical value, mode: The smallest firms 
mention this criterion most often – which comes from the volume of this size 
category. Of the total ranking scale 1 – 9, ratings 1 - 8 were used, the typical rank 
being “second important/01-03 people” with 19 hits of all 178 those who define 
success by revenue, among others. The highest ranking 1 represents 16 percent 
of all. 

The ranks spread however remarkably: Among the Small, it is everything 
between 1 – 8, among the Mid-Sized also, but the amount of “eighth” is small, 
and among the Big companies the rank for revenue is either second (mode), 
fourth or fifth, in measuring success. There is an almost non-existent negative 
correlation between revenue and success, meaning that a change towards its 
smaller importance would indicate a very small move to the more successful 
direction on success scale.  
                                                 
36  Exact significance: if marked with a, the exact significance could not be calculated, 

either due to insufficient memory or to exceeded time limit in calculation. In these 
cases, interpretation about exact significance is made on the basis of  the next 
measure, likelihood ratio – its value is very close to x2 value and its asymptotic 
significance; exact significance is the same or very close in these calculations. 
Likelihood ratio exact significance given, the exact sig. of x2 is estimated to be close.    
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Success as Number of Customers: 
(x2 = 55,966, Pex --> ,000 a ; Likelihood R. = 52,422 Pex = ,000; r = ,051 Pex = ,000) 
 

The whole scale 1 – 9 was used for ranking the number of customers as success 
criterion. This criterion refers to market share, and is included as success 
criterion by 60 percent of respondents. The typical rank is “second 
important/04-10 people”, 16 of 163. The Small ranked it 1 – 8, the Mid-Sized 
used the ninth rank instead of the 8th, and the Big ranked between 2 – 6. The 1st 
position was given by 13 percent of all to Number of Customers. 

The chart on crosstabulations shows that while the rank “1” for number of 
customers is most frequent among the Small, also the spread is highest in this 
group, meaning that the small interactive companies are restricted in serving an 
unlimited number of customers and can be successful also with a local, or 
otherwise customized servicing. This criterion has a weak positive correlation 
with success, meaning that a move in its rank to less important on its scale 
indicates a little less successful firm. 
 

Success as Customer Satisfaction: 
(x2 = 59,671, Pas  = ,038, Pex -->,0 a; Likelihood R. =  62,768 Pex = ,000; r = ,188 Pex = ,000) 
 

Customer satisfaction is an important success criteria (208 firms). The Pearson’s 
R correlation levels out the earlier two criteria; the less important the firm holds 
customer satisfaction, the less successful it is. Firms rank customer satisfaction 
between scale 1 – 6 in importance, with an exception among the smaller firms: In 
size-group “11-50 people” also rank 8 is given. A typical (mode) ranking is “most 
important/01-03” (28). As most important it is held by 26 percent of raters. 
Among the Mid-Sized, customer satisfaction is at the five first positions, and 
among the Big, at second to sixth.  
 

Success as Customer Value: 
(x2 = 36,594, Pas  =  ,905  Pex  - ; Likelihood R. =37,255  Pas  =  ,890,  Pex  -; r =  -,040 Papp37  
=  ,673, Pex -) 
 

Customer value is a criterion for success that 115 firms report. The exact 
significance levels of the above measures could not be computed due to 
insufficient computing memory for the task, which is unfortunate – yet, even 
though the asymptotic significance levels seem unfavorable to the criterion, the 
exact levels are considered to be  ,0 on the basis of the levels of x2 and the ratio 
of asymptotic and exact significance on other criteria with not too differing 
volumes. There is a slightly negative correlation with success for this criterion, 
meaning an almost non-existing move to the more successful direction on  
success scale 1 – 7 if the importance rate is moved to less important. The firms 
used ranks 1 - 8 of scale 1 – 9 for this criterion, and the 1st ranking was given to it 
by 7 percent of raters. 
 
                                                 
37  Papp: Approximated significance (by computer), used in the case of non-computed 

exact value. 
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FIGURE 55 Divide of Revenue, Number of Customers, Customer Satisfaction, and   
  Customer Value as Success Criteria within Firm Size Groups 

 
 
Success as Quality Certification: 
(x2 = 49,935, Pas  =  ,436  Pex  - ; Likelihood R. = 50,197, Pas  =  ,426,  Pex  -; r =  ,072 Papp =  
,478, Pex -)  
 

The mode-ranking on this criterion is “seventh important/01-03” with 7 hits of 
100. The exact significance of the above measures is not given, as there is not 
exact computation for the likelihood ratio either, but again, with reference to 
other measures and the level of the asymptotic, there is reason to consider the 
level somewhat acceptable. This should be verified in further research. 

The positive correlation with success indicates a slight move to the less 
successful direction on scale 1 - 7 if the rank of quality certification is moved 
forward on its reported scale 1 - 8, to less importance.  

On the reported scale, the first rank represents roughly 4 percent of it; the 
second constitutes 11 percent, third 10, fourth 12, fifth 15, sixth 17, seventh 17, 
and, the eighth, 15 percent; there is  strong deviation in rating quality 
certification with regard to success. The typical value expresses the spread of 
importance on its part, being “seventh important/01 – 03”, with 7 hits. First 
importance ranking to this criterion gave 4 percent of raters. There is one size 
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group in which quality certification received the same ranking throughout the 
group: firms of 501 – 1000 people all ranked it as number six. 

 
Success as Bottom-line Profitability: 
(x2 = 31,117, Pas  = ,978  Pex  ,0 ; Likelihood R. =  30,79/Pas  = ,981 Pex = .000 ; r =           
- ,096, Pex  = ,000) 
 

This criterion is mentioned by 204 firms; 75 percent of all respondents, and 76 
percent of  267 success criterion raters. The typical rank is “most important/01-
03” (38 firms), and the first rank also represents most of the used scale 1 – 8, 
with 71 percent. Among the Big, all size groups ranked bottom-line profitability 
as the number-one-criterion for success. Figure 56 shows the majority of this 
criterion in importance in all size categories. A negative, not strong but 
statistically significant, correlation indicates a slight move to further success if 
the importance level of profitability is diminished. 

 
 

 
 
FIGURE 56 Divide of Quality Certification, Bottom-line Profitability, Public Recognition, 

and Industry Appreciation as Success Criteria within Firm Size Groups 
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Success as Public Recognition: 
(x2 =  47,948, Pas  = ,516 Pex - ; Likelihood R. =  52,710/Pas  = ,333 ,  Pex -; r = ,102/Papp  = 
,206 Pex -)  
  

The first position for this success criterion was given by 7 percent of 107 firms, 
and scores 1 – 8 on scale 1 – 9 were used. The deviation is skewed to the less 
important, and also the typical value is “seventh important/04-10”. Just as with 
quality certification, the size group 501 – 1000 were unified in their rating; 
public recognition received score 7 from each firm. 
Also on this criterion, the exact significance levels could not be computed but 
are estimated to be  ,0 on the basis of the levels of x2 and the ratio of 
asymptotic and exact significance on other criteria with not too differing 
volumes. As for correlation, the strength is slightly higher than with the 
previous criterion, but points to other direction: The less important the firm 
considers public recognition, the more successful it is, overall. However, the 
statistical significance cannot be verified without exact computation, which 
challenges the interpretation for further examination. 

 
Success as Expressed Appreciation by Industry: 
(x2 = 43,016, Pas  =  ,713 Pex - ; Likelihood R. =  45,353, Pas = ,622 Pex -; r = ,206, Papp = 
,028  Pex -> ,0)   
   

The acknowledgement of the firm’s industry actors is reported by 104 firms. 
First score to this was given by less than 4 percent of raters. The deviation is 
high, and two modes can be identified for this criterion; “fourth important/01– 
03”, and “../04-10”. On this criterion, the approximate significance is strong 
evidence for the exact significance to be close to zero; it is sufficient already by 
itself to show the significance of the positive correlation with success. This 
criterion is indicated to be associated with less success if important. 

Again here, the size category  of 501 – 1000 people was unified in their 
perception: Appreciation expressed by industry actors is not important to them 
– they rated it as number seven. Interestingly also, the next bigger category 
splits into two on this, and also on the criteria by which the next smaller 
category is unified. 

 
Other Success Criteria: 
(x2 = 15,000, Pas  = ,215 Pex  - ; Likelihood R. = 16,497, Pas  = ,372, Pex - ; r = ,246, Pex =   
,464)  
 

A response was given by 12 respondents on other success measures than the 
items listed. Alternative criteria are held as most important by round 42 percent 
of these (5). The given dimensions of success are: client competitiveness (1), 
gross-margin (2 responses) market share (1), owner’s wealth development (1), 
personnel satisfaction (1), price-quality ratio (1), production volume (1), regular 
customers (1), result of work (1), ROI (1), and solidity (1). 

The correlation is strongest or all for these other criteria as a whole, but the 
significance is not at an acceptable level for this combination of criteria to be 
considered as having any considerable relatedness with success.   
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FIGURE 57 Divide of Other Criteria within Firm Size Categories 

 

 
FIGURE 58  Success Dimensions – 6 First Options 
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FIGURE 59 Success Dimensions – 3 Last Options 

 
As a reflection to the alternative success dimensions given for the respondents 
to evaluate, and to the option for raising other success criteria to the evaluation: 
An interesting finding was made on the open-ended question for optional views 
on success. No respondent raised the possible measure “stock value” into the 
success framework. It was left out of the closed-ended alternatives, to see 
whether it would be mentioned as important to respondents. Even with big 
companies, the stock value did not emerge as an option. 
 
Relationship between Success and its Criteria  
 
In order to gain further insight into success perception through its determinants 
used in the study, ANOVA was used. The ANOVA showed a significance level 
P = ,4373 between measures success [SUCCESSFUL] and the different success 
measurement criteria [SUCCESS1…9], and a correlation coefficient 0,9991 for a 
single rater, and 0,9999 for an average. No statistically significant variance was 
found (Appendix 4 Table A19).  
 
Concluding remarks 
 
Defining success is to vary significantly among the following success criteria: 
Success as revenue, as number of customers, as customer satisfaction, bottom-
line profitability, and expressed appreciation by industry. These different 
dimensions for firm success have either non-existent, very small, or relatively 
small correlations with success. These are all statistically significant results. 
Hence we can conclude that specific types of firms with a certain set of values 
for performance are not easily identified as most successful or, e.g., least 
successful, and the interdependence of total success and the criteria that firms 
assess themselves by, is either non-existent, weak or relatively limited. The 
combination of performance is multifaceted. 
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7.3 Combinatory Analysis of Results 
 
 
7.3.1 Factors in e-Strategies 
 
Firm size does not alone dictate the choice of using e-channel strategy in the 
firm; it however has impact on it, and in the sophistication of employed channel 
choices, e-activities, and applications.  

Industry field has an impact on considering and/or employing e-channels. 
It does not seem, however, to fully explain the choice of an e-channel strategy 
either. E-business, or electronic activity is on one hand low in some traditional 
industries with local focus, but is, on the other hand, high and remarkably 
enhanced in other traditional and extremely physical industry fields.  

Geographical orientation is one explaining factor for employing, or not 
employing IT-enhanced business, and is also has some connotation to its type.  
Geographical market orientation does not however dictate whether or not  IT-
enhanced business is employed, nor its sophistication level – at least when 
geographical market is considered on national level; single or multiple markets. 
Also, even localized marketers have sophisticated applications of e-commerce, 
or further, business. Yet, a majority of locally oriented businesses that have 
adopted e-activity are either employing little and/or simple applications, and e-
strategy is a part-strategy of the firm’s total business strategy – inherent or 
explicit. 

The level of net-enhancement relates highly with the importance of e-
business to the firm, thus its dependence on e-channels. 

The level of enhancement in modifying websites, to create value, is related 
to 1) the importance of e-channel to the company, and 2) the importance of the 
focal market to the company.  

 
7.3.2 Strategic Orientations of Firms 
 
Strategic Initiative 
 
In the quantitative study, adaptive modification of activity, to respond to new 
market opportunities have been found to have positive implications. The 
adaptive behavior grounds itself to interacting with the electronic markets; with 
customers, cooperatives, and competitors; having own impact on these markets, 
and letting the environment have impact on firm goals, strategies and actions. 
Integrating the worldviews and goals of different actors and markets to an 
integrated e-business of a firm, and integrating different actors’ views and 
information systems in servicing and in competing in these e-markets, makes 
the whole e-business view - put in a nutshell. 

Hence, we have identified adaptive, interactive, and integrative strategy 
views in this study, which all have their own impact on e-business success. 
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The activity  may also have features of a chat room, perhaps due to their 
relative newness and yet narrow user base, and hence due to the early position 
on the experience curve. Targeted user types and their implied experience are 
often the basis for blogosphere design, featuring customer-oriented strategy. 

 
7.3.4 Strategy Skills of Firms 
 
Strategic Cultural Decisions in Internet-based Marketing Communication  
 
In using different languages for  different markets and regions, the ignorance of 
international, most often US-based, companies is still immense. This has been 
evidenced on international websites. European companies have better 
understood the importance of, and seem to be better enabled in, approaching 
lingual and other cultural differences. Many, often US-based,  firms include 
queries about the visitor’s country on their websites, but they use the attained 
information mostly to distinguish and inform about the locations of 
intermediaries nearest to the potential customer, and potentially to keep record 
about the shares of domestic and international visitors – the lingual and other 
cultural aspects are omitted in website design. 

Also the survey among Finnish companies shows that firms have largely 
ignored the cultural differentiation, and adaptation to pursue new market 
opportunities, that is seen to be associated with e-business success. There is 
however some awakening taking place in this concern. 

In light of empirical observation, there is a wide and urgent need for a 
more responsive view on approaching target groups of different language and 
culture, if firms are serious about market-oriented approach. In the light of 
findings in this study, the firms would benefit from employing agile strategies.  

 
7.3.5 Strategic Business Processes 
 
Participatory observation on companies in different industries  reveals gaps in 
service and systems quality that need to be solved, if the companies in e-
business aim to pick the fruits available in the new economy, instead of falling 
into the pitfall of their stabilized, and often still, intra-firm information systems 
and processes. The quality and design of information systems and workflow 
processes becomes more important in the interactive business context than ever 
in the physical domain, in which IT also is an enabler of cost savings and 
advantage. Relational advantage from integration of information and workflows 
in virtual enterprises will not be realized if evolution in the processes is not 
taking place.  

Integration of information systems and applications has been seen as a 
strategic threat to a company, but results of companies tearing down their 
“walls” in the cooperative distribution chain have proved the integration of 
processes beneficial to them. Publishing industry, worldwide, is an example of 
not being ready to redesign the processes and applications accordingly. 
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Accommodation and entertainment industry, and travel industry by its side, is 
in a phase of change; some actors fail to deliver the service quality expected 
through their own promises online, some actors are developing systems and 
applications that enable fully electronic booking and housing.  

This integration process is required from a customer’s point of view, to 
enable the company to deliver the quality of service that the interactive business 
context creates demand for.  Whole industries, and actors in these, will face a 
need to further develop and integrate their processes, to enable smooth 
information and task flow between the partners, and satisfactory interaction 
with end customers, if they aim at overcoming their perceived threats created by 
e-business and convergence in the field, and picking the fruits of the new 
technology-enabled business context.  

The negative experiences online about the business processes that are more 
transparent in the e-context than in the physical, seem to prevail in the 
customer’s mind. If online experiences are becoming more frequent or dominant 
experiences, their prevailing in the customers mind will act contradictorily to 
earlier findings in literature about experiences created on a longer time-period 
offline creating the total experience about a business relationship. The online 
experiences that have been gathered more recently than offline experiences, 
seem to dominate in the total experience, which is an interesting finding that 
creates pressure for companies to develop their systems and processes 
accordingly. 
 
7.3.6 E-Activity Assimilation 
 
The spreading and variance in adoption of electronic activity in the firm’s daily 
life, which the term “assimilation” means in a nutshell, has been explored 
through different criteria. Firm interactivity in relation to their customers has 
been found to be largely Internet-based; almost two thirds of firms are reachable 
through e-mail, and 40 percent of firms in the survey provide web-forms for 
customer contacting. However, also telephone (either mobile or fixed-line) is 
used for customer feedback and other contacting in about half of the firms, 
among which, for more than half of them it is the most important 
communication channel.  

Viewing e-activity through all types of supply chain –related activity 
through IT, and adoption of different applications to this, the assimilation is 
higher in Finnish companies than found in research literature for UK 
companies.  

The commonly spread use of e-payments among Finnish firms is rather 
convincing for the future of e-business for the financial industry. The 42 percent 
share of firms using e-payment activity in their business, is interestingly high, 
and may be a phenomenon that is culture-dependent.  Compared to earlier 
research in UK, where the whole “processing” category (47,3 %] consisted of 
online ordering, payment, non-technical negotiations, and customer- or supplier 
information management. Reliable comparison with this activity-grouping is 
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difficult, but counting even closely like that, Finnish e-marketers have higher  
usage in all respect.  

This may be characteristic to the Finnish, technology-friendly and secure 
society that enables trust for both technology and institutions, both of which are 
required for assimilating various technologies and e-activities into daily 
behavior. However, on particular activities, the assimilation is lower in Finnish 
firms than in British, which rather reflects the Finnish firms’ capability in 
cooperative activity than technology-orientation. 

The advanced, and highly networking-related e-SCM activities, like 
process optimization within whole distribution chain (8 %), and predicting 
activities based on information from a network of actors (6 %), and further, 
shared product design/development (3 %), are on a pioneer-level, featuring 
early leaders on this activity in Finland.  On this part, the British firms show 
higher adoption raters, for example for collaborative projects (14 %) and 
forecasting (17 %). 

Other advanced, more competition-oriented, sole activity, or coopetitive 
strategy-oriented e-SCM activities, featuring early followers, yet a growing 
market, are e-invoicing (20 %), and e-procurement (25 %), for Finnish firms. 

E-mail conversation is the most used activity (52 %), which is an interfirm 
communication method. The finding on e-conversation is contradictory with 
latest findings in UK, where communication and such constituted 25 percent. 
The British study however distinguishes “other interfirm relationship 
management” which is not clearly defined; it  constituted 14 percent of the 
studied UK-sample. Together, they would make almost the Finnish volumes in 
e-mail conversation.  

 
Success Measures for e-SCM 
 
There have been no earlier research studies to report on the relationship of e-
SCM activities and business success. This study found very little correlation 
between the studied activities and performance. When found, the correlation 
mostly was slightly negative; yet, the firms conducting these activities mostly 
were on the successful, left side on scale 1 – 7, thus there is skewness to the left. 
All of the firms were positioned within limits of ranks 1 – 6, on scale 1 – 7 
presented in this study. 
 
 

7.3.7 Strategy and Success 
 
The study has found evidence through combining qualitative and quantitative 
data on firms, for the fact that strategic orientations have impact on success. 
However, different strategy integrations that have been found in this study have 
mostly resulted in successful business. It is hard to identify the actual effect of 
individual implementation tactics having significant impact on success. 
Individual strategic acts have been combined to success, as well as orientations. 
Coopetitive strategy, and market-oriented strategy, but also competitive 
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strategy, and corporate-oriented, have been found to bring success in the 
interactive business. On average, coopetitive and market-oriented have been 
found to bring better success level. 
 
7.3.8 Success Factors irrelative to Strategy 
 
Firm Size  
 
Some impact on success is found for firm size in this study. This is in line with 
prior research. Over one third of Strongly Successful firms in the survey were 
Small, with 11 – 15 employees. Small firms in e-business may be agile enough 
for implementing successful strategies in the requirements created in the e-
context. Yet, the analysis of variance shows that on average, the Big companies 
are most successful; they also have more resources to develop their interactive 
business. Big companies are well represented in the strongly successful in e-
business. However, the middle-sized firms do well on average as well; hence on 
this basis it would seem that size does not matter in the determination of 
success. As the statistical means in the quantitative study, however, show the 
means of all size categories to be most favorable for big firms, with weak, 
statistically significant signs for dependence, size is confirmed to have some 
impact on interactive business success. ANOVA test shows significant 
differences, as well. 

 
Organizational Characteristics 
 
In prior literature, organizational architecture has been found to have impact on 
firm success, also in interactive business. Network organizations have been 
found to have positive effects on success. In line with this, weak signals for a 
correlation like this are found in this study, however in this study the term 
“organizational architecture” is divided into organization type, and number of 
units.  

For organization type, some positive effect is found on success along the 
scale from an independent company to network organizations that have loose 
structure and boundaries. The significance of this finding however is just 
beyond acceptance level. Conviction could be achieved through exact tests, but 
in this study, the computing memory impeded exact tests on this subject. The 
statistical significance would require more computing power to be confirmed. 

According to the number of units, and their spread in one or more 
countries, the organizational architecture is shown to have some impact that 
also is statistically significant. 
 
Development Phase  

 
Literature has not been found to have recognized firm development phase as a 
potential factor on success business context, nor in the traditional context, even 
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though other organization-related, and market-related factors have been 
suggested to have impact on success.  

Firm development phase has in this study found to have significant 
correlation with firm success in the interactive business context. The firms in 
growth phase are most successful, and next are those in maturity phase. This 
follows the line of commonly known diffusion curve, or penetration curve, and 
its relatedness with monetary income development, although success is defined 
also by several other criteria by survey participants. 

 
Management Attitude 
 
The perception of e-channel in the firm’s business – its role and importance in it, 
is subject to managers’ attitude, which has been seen through the survey, 
interviews and observation to have impact on IT-adoption, and its assimilation 
into business. Through this, it has been found to have impact on success in 
interactive e-business. 
 
Industry 
 
In prior literature, a few researchers, quite lately, have suggested industry type 
to have impact on e-business success. This is not evidenced in this study. Only 
in two industry types of 14, there is a statistically significant, on .05 level, but 
very weak correlation between industry and success. 

Hence, contradicting to earlier findings, industry is considered not to have 
impact on e-business success. It may have impact on the decision of employing 
e-business or not, which can be concluded from the survey data, but e-business 
success does not correlate with industry type. 

 
7.3.9 Success Perception 
 
The perceived success by companies, measured through quantitative survey, is 
skewed into the successful side, when in the scale 1 – 7, the digit 1 represents a 
strongly successful company, and 7 represents a non-successful company. For 
two firms that reported having ended their business activity, the totally non-
successful 7 was not an option to at least one of them, as the owner reported 
having ended active business, in high age. Information on the other company’s 
finished activity was given by a book-keeping office; no remark on bankruptcy 
was given, but non-success is assumed for this one firm in the sample, having 
ended its operations. 

A positive success perception measured in the quantitative study, was 
reported by 88 percent (226 firms) of all respondents (271 firms), which is a high 
score. Negatively or slightly negatively their success see less than 8 percent (19 
firms). Neutral statements were reported on 5 percent of respondents (13 firms).  
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As we have found almost 90 percent of sample firms conducting some type 
of IT-enhanced business, the success perception is high among e-business firms, 
with also high representativeness in the population.  

 
7.3.10 Success Definition 
 
Also the definition of success in the empirical environment was achieved 
through field survey, in order to get representative mass behind the definition, 
and thus, to gain external validity.  

Success was defined, and the options for definitions ranked by their 
importance, through revenue, number of customers, customer satisfaction, 
customer value, quality certification, bottom line profitability, public 
recognition, acknowledgement by industry, and “other”. On “other” success 
measures than the items listed, a response was given by 11 respondents. The 
given dimensions of success are: client competitiveness (1 response), gross-
margin (2), market share (1), owner’s wealth development (1), personnel 
satisfaction (1), price-quality ratio (1), production volume (1), regular customers 
(1), result of work (1), ROI (1), and solidity (1). 

These all can be included in the B, F and O –performance domains 
presented earlier. 

Market share and bottom-line profitability have most significance in 
business success, when looked at both the correlations between success and its 
criteria, and success and its perception. 

An interesting finding on the open-ended question for optional views on 
success is that no respondent raised stock value into the success framework. It 
was left out of the closed-ended alternatives to see whether it would be 
mentioned as important to respondents. Even with big companies, the stock 
value did not emerge as an option. This may reflect a biased view on the part of 
media and public discussion on the largely increased weight of shareholder 
value in Finnish society, as in for instance, USA, and as opposed to stakeholder 
value that is responsive to a wider community.  

Next, an empirically evaluated, and argued for, model is presented for 
creating interactive business success. It comprises the strategy view, 
competitive, temporal and strategic orientation of firms, the relationships 
between these and the impact of strategy implementation through market 
choices, IT-enabled communication and interaction as well as the different 
issues in IT-implementation to support the strategic e-business model. The 
model depicts the creation of value and hence commitment and loyalty in 
customers and partners, leading to interactive business success. Furthermore, 
the model depicts the non-strategy factors that have impact on e-success as well. 
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7.4 Strategy Model for Interactive Marketer 
 
 

 
FIGURE 62 Schematic Model for Strategic Implementation of Interactive Business 



                                

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8 CONCLUSIONS  
 
 
The work at hand has pursued to explore issues that are focal and significant on 
business success in the interactive business context. A purpose in this research 
was set to find out  
 

• which kind of strategy integration and which kind of 
implementations are used by marketers in interactive business, and  

• which are the focal issues in successful strategies for interactive  
marketers.  

 
Under these main questions, the study was set to explore 1) how the term 

“successful” is understood and defined by companies and other organizations; 
2) in which extent organizations conduct e-business, 3) in which extent and form 
they approach e-business strategically, 4) in which forms the strategies are 
implemented, 5) what kind of contracting the electronic portal or marketspace 
business partners do with the service provider and each other, and 6) whether 
and how much these collaborate with each other whilst in competition. 
Furthermore, in connection with strategy and its implementation, the study 
explored 7) the role and use types of virtual communities in electronic business.  

The work first offered background and motivational information to the 
viewers of the study, then drew structural lines and definitions for focal issues 
in the thesis. A literature view for creating a framework for the study was then 
conducted in the following chapters 2, 3, and 4, first framing the strategy 
construct and reflecting it in e-business, then  framing the problematic of 
interactive marketing through different themes, and finally, framing the 
connectedness of information technology and information systems with the 
business and strategy. A framework of these concepts and constructs was 
introduced. Methodology for the research design and its implementation was 
discussed and depicted in chapter 6; the triangulation research depicts both 
exploratory and descriptive study approach, and can offer a tool also for causal 
study. The main frame of this study is exploratory, with no explicit hypotheses 
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but research questions to find information and insight to. The literature study 
and results and analyses of both qualitative and quantitative studies imply that 
an integration of comprehensive strategies and part-strategies is taking place in 
successful businesses. Combining market-orientation, a concept within firm 
strategic orientation, and coopetition strategy, a concept within competitive 
orientation, is seen to bring best results for success. However, other orientations 
and strategies have been found successful as well – the distinction is mostly 
made among the successful, more successful, and most successful. Success itself 
is perceived distinctively among practitioners; among these, interestingly, firm 
stock value was not brought up as an alternative success criterion.  

In market-orientation, a new concept was found that is seen to be most 
sophisticated, and most demanding of them all – stakeholder orientation. 
Stakeholders have not in prior studies been included in market-orientation, nor 
have they until now been included in the, also new combination of strategies, 
competitive & strategic orientation. Coopetition strategy concept is introduced 
in interactive business context as a potential success factor, that has not been 
made before the author, in strategy literature. A new success factor that is not 
strategy-based, was found in the study: In addition to firm size, industry, 
organization type, and management perception of e-channel importance, firm 
development phase has impact on interactive business success. 

 
 

8.1 General Remarks on Perspectives 
 
 
From the literature and the empirical findings we can draw a conclusion that 
conducting truly interactive, electronic marketing – e-commerce and e-business 
– is challenging for companies and organizations.  

The integrative characteristics of the e-context require an integration of two 
different views:  

Modern marketing perspective that has long ago evolved from 
transactional thinking into embracing long and lasting, win-win relationships 
with customers, with a wide focus on the whole customer-seller [referring to 
consumer marketing] and buyer-seller [referring to business marketing] 
relationship,  and the outcome results of such relationships. It also has an 
internal view of processes and different capabilities etc. within the company in 
maintaining the relationships and within value net; the perspective however 
generally is relatively wide.  

Another type of perspective is embraced and also needed in the IT-related 
research and management. Information systems and applications research, 
development and maintenance very often require or emphasize, a transactional 
point of view. Information systems development, for instance, is a sequentially 
proceeding process. The focus in implementing IS, and EAI, etc. is transaction-
based, in order to gain a) functionality, even beyond planned [inter]activity 
types and volumes, b) efficiency and effectiveness, and c) cost benefits that 
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inherently are one of the driving issues in implementing IS and adopting an e-
commerce or e -business strategy. 

 
 
8.2 Creative Strategy Integration, and Agility for Success 
 
 
This study shows that the practitioners in the interactive business see 
themselves mainly as being successful, that is, “rather successful”, and use 
different criteria for measuring their success. The finding is interesting, reflected 
to the common view of e-commerce failures some years ago. The finding also 
supports and confirms the statistics calculations that very recently, in January 
2005, were published in Finland.  

The criteria for measuring success vary among firms, which is not 
evidenced to depend significantly on firm size. Market share and bottom-line 
profitability are important success criteria Interestingly, Finnish firms do not 
raise company stock value as a significant success criterion; the size of their 
share in their market, and their capability to run a healthy business is what 
counts. This implies that the firms are committed to running the business, not 
seeking to sell out on a short term basis and profit through that.  Profitable 
business is also then able to decide upon shareholder dividend.  

This interpretation of findings is made upon management reports. Another 
study, with a different population and sample might produce different views.  

Adaptive, interactive, and integrative strategies, in different situations and 
research contexts, have all shown to be required for success. All in all, we can 
conclude that agility, with adequate resources, to interact with customers and 
partners as well as other stakeholders, and creative integration and 
synchronization of corporate level and specific sub-strategies, integrating those 
with IT-strategies, and also an optimal firm size, architecture supporting the 
required agility, and firm development are seen as success creators in e-
business. Management perception of e-channel importance also is seen to have 
impact on e-business success. 

The required resources are best found in big companies, but in interactive, 
e-business, also small firms can be very successful. Success-enabling resources 
can be found in coopetition-based businesses that benefit from cooperative 
resource achievement and synergy. 

 
8.2.1 Non-Strategy Factors – Really irrelative to Strategy? 

 
Literature on success and performance measures has seen factors such as firm 
size, industry, organizational architecture, and also management perception of 
e-channel importance, as e-success factors that are not related to strategy.  

Yet, we can also identify firm size as inclusive in the strategy domain; 
growth or non-growth strategies, which would make size a strategic decision. 
However, the decision of growth is not always possible for a firm to make but is 
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beyond its strategic tools; hence, size is considered here, as well, as a non-
strategy-related factor having impact on success. 

Also, in prior studies, organizational architecture has been seen as a non-
strategy factor in success. Yet, strategy implementation process, as strategy 
literature constitutes, also includes the restructuring of the firm, when needed, 
according to the strategy that is a fundamental basis to delineate the firm 
activity, chosen to fulfill the business idea for a firm, or the core idea for an 
organization. If strategy is seen as a short time fun that does not imply 
commitment but is changeable at low cost, like a decoration, I would say it 
actually is no strategy. It is a tactical or operational part of strategy, a tool to 
implement strategy – whether strategy is consciously formulated or a more 
evolutionary practical delineator of business, like the “build, hold, harvest, or 
divest” decisions often are interpreted to be among practitioners, and sometimes 
preferred on this basis. 

Thus, organizational architecture can be seen a strategy-related factor, but 
as the combinatory effect of strategy and organizational architecture on success 
is hard to measure reliably, it has been evaluated distinct from strategy. Also 
here, it is hence seen a distinct but not distant from strategy in creating business 
performance and success.  

Firm development phase is by first sight, distinct from strategy. Strategic 
decisions may however be dependent on the age and experience curve of an odd 
firm – not all strategies are always seen applicable to firms in different 
development phases. Strategy does not however dominate nor delineate firm 
development phase, thus it is more willingly than the other two factors 
separated from strategy. It is however an internal factor in the odd firm’s 
business, not external. 

Management perception of e-channel importance for business is similarly 
closely associated with strategy but is however a distinct factor that has impact 
on, first strategy, and sub-strategies such as IT-strategy. Assumingly it has 
hence an impact e.g. through processes (workflow- and information processes). 
The way it effects success is not studied in this project, hence it is not modeled 
either. 

The model on strategic implementation of interactive business depicts the 
closeness of these factors to strategy and its implementation in the firm. The 
boxes depicting these factors are placed close to the firm domain, pointing and 
leading to e-business success – which is then perceived in different dimensions 
and grades – from this closeness, not for instance from an outer domain, e.g. not 
from below the performance box. 

 
 
8.3 Theoretical Implications  
 
 
Theoretically, this thesis contributes in, first, through a comprehensive 
integrative approach, merging the theoretical concepts established in 
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information systems science and in business sciences, incorporating marketing 
management and strategic organizational management, and adding into these, 
concepts of linguistics science; syntax, semantic pragmatics, and semiotics. 
Thus, a new theoretical, integrated framework has been developed in this work 
to cover the different perspectives and themes. 

Hence, a contribution is made for further understanding and framing of 
the phenomenon of interactive e-business. A model for strategic implementation 
of interactive business is introduced. Its two preceding parts are also introduced 
as individual models, before combining the parts into the final, comprehensive 
model. Also, a relational model of e-business security dimensions and enablers 
of perception of security has been built, as well as an analysis, the validity and 
significance of which has been tested through rigorous methods.  This model is 
inherent in the final model, as well. 

The electronic environment is a phenomenon with connections and 
grounds in more than one field of science. Many theories can successfully be 
included as grounding to a research endeavor in e-business. The explicit theory 
to draw on should be able to successfully capture the whole phenomenon and 
its components. Theoretical considerations on these are attached in this study. 

This study has advanced the research community’s knowledge in strategic 
orientation, introducing a new strategic orientation into the market-orientation 
construct; the stakeholder orientation. This new dimension is yet rare but can be 
identified as distinguishable from customer- and competitor-orientation, taking 
into account the network partners and other identified stakeholders. As a new 
theoretical approach, competitive orientation and strategic orientation have 
been combined to an integrated view. 

Also, the concept of coopetition strategy has been brought into interactive 
business context, and verified through empirical studies. 

Furthermore, the study has advanced our knowledge in non-strategy-
related factors in e-business success: The study introduces a new factor into the 
group of these factors, that being firm development phase. Also, the study 
found that industry field is not a success factor in this context, contrary to  
earlier suggestions. The other earlier proposed factors; firm size, organizational 
architecture, and management perception of e-channel importance got support 
from this study, albeit the correlation of firm size is not statistically quite 
convincing. 

 
 

8.4 Managerial Implications  
 
 
The empirical analysis that evaluated the theoretical framework of interactive, 
electronic business can well be benefited in different organizations conducting 
interactive business – whether they are profit-seeking, commercial firms or 
representatives of the public sector, or whether they are third sector, not-for-
profit organizations. These all have or should have specific goals in their activity 
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which they seek to achieve through different strategic behavior. This work is on 
its part aimed to help managers of organizations to consider the alternatives and 
identify their orientation, as well as the relatedness of strategies and tactical 
decisions. It is aimed and able to help them find tools to implementing their 
strategies, and enhancing them further.  

The results of this research highlight that success in interactive business is 
not evidenced to depend on industry type. Firm size has some association with 
success, and also the organizational structure, and it development phase 
Management perception of the importance of the e-channel in the focal business 
is seen to have impact on success; management motivation, and leading change 
are subject to this perception.    

Firms that are able to optimize the balance of the synchronization of 
cooperative and competitive strategies into coopetitive behavior, and market 
orientation, with carefully paying attention to the implementing factors 
addressed in this study, are best able to create relational and competitive value 
in the interactive business. 

 
 

8.5 Empirical Implications 
 
 
An interest by practitioner companies in considering e-business, and developing 
further their implementations, has been evidenced in the proceeding of this 
study. Repeated visits to company sites have shown that some practitioners 
have improved and developed further their web site applications. Also, 
development of web-sites have been found to take place after the survey and 
some discussions. This gives reason to assume that many firms have been 
encouraged in their e-business efforts, and have developed them further, seeing 
that it matters and has some impact. Some results of these efforts have been 
astonishing, and raise the confidence of the researcher in the importance of 
studying this phenomenon. These also raise confidence in the capabilities and 
integrity of Finnish practitioners, in comparison with all in the international 
markets. This is not to underestimate the skills or integrity of international 
interactive practitioners; the wide population comprises mostly of quality-
practitioners. There, however, are also a large number of harmful activities that 
are consciously carried out, with which fact the whole interactive context with 
all practitioners have to struggle and fight. Hopefully the reports that have been 
made, also in part of this study, and counteracts by many developers and other 
actors, as well as legislation, carry fruit in making the environment better for all 
types of healthy e-activity. 
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8.6 Future Research  
 
 
8.6.1 Research Suggestions 
 
After this work, we might benefit from running regression analyses to explore 
the dependence of a specific variable on a set of other variables. This would 
further enhance our knowledge in affecting strategies and their relatedness, in 
success creation. Regression analyses would require substantial data, and to get 
a universal picture of these dependencies, a cross-national study is suggested on 
the basis of this study.  

For instance, e-SCM activities and performance are suggested to be studied 
on this basis. 

The same applies to particular strategies; they should be tested further, 
employing various research methods. The integration of different strategies 
should be tested in a broad, cross-national study. A cross-national research 
group would best achieve these  goals. 

Statistical computations would be needed with sufficient computing power 
to reveal exact correlations between variables that now have been left to rely on 
approximate computing.  

Further, although this study acknowledged the possibility of other relevant 
factors than merely strategy in success creation, it limited itself beyond looking 
very closely at how – meaning, in which performance dimension – firm size, 
development phase, organizational architecture, and other factors like 
management perception of e-business importance, etc., affect e-business success. 
Associations of these factors with success were identified. This should be further 
studied in the future, and is an attractive but also important subject. 

Management perception of e-channel importance was found to have an 
impact on, first, employing IT-enhanced business, then, its enhancement, and 
also success. As part of this issue was studied through qualitative methods, the 
role of management perception and motivation is not as exactly studied as the 
other non-strategy-factors, and it is hence here suggested that management 
attitude toward e-business technologies and e-business strategy, and motivation 
to adopt these, be studied using the Fishbein model that e.g. Karjaluoto (2002) 
used on consumers, in accordance with e-banking adoption. 

 
8.6.2 Theoretical Approaches for Future Research  
 
A study comprising a wide perspective may become complex and hard to 
comprehend, both for the author and the reader. To reduce this complexity, a 
researcher may want to use lenses of established research. Different theoretical 
approaches for studying strategies and related issues in e-business success are 
possible. Three possibilities are discussed in Appendix 4. 
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Set theory has the advantage of comprising the themes discussed in the 
preceding paragraphs. The study, and the whole e-business context, can be 
reviewed as a set, which is a multiplicity consisting of other multiplicities 
and/or members therein – it is a totality of its elements that can be 
quantitatively determined. A system and a network can be reviewed as a set, 
having different and differing forms and memberships or input and output 
components 

With its dynamic view of multiplicities and systems that are represented in 
this research, and also the relationships and memberships within and among 
these, and with the, by far, ignorance and yet applicability of this theory in the 
sciences this study comprises, set theory could be used as a fundamental theory 
for a research endeavor. As set theory highlights and successfully captures the 
dynamics of the e-business framework, and comprises the different but 
bounded issues covered in this work, it could be used in an explicit manner 
through the work. Set theory could be usefully applied for instance practicing 
object-oriented notation to describe the e-business phenomenon and the 
strategies, themes and implementation tools. This should be studied further. 

Communication language can be seen as a structural and ordered (Yule 
1994, 80) set of components in  sentences and phrases in an oral or written 

(Yule emphasizes dynamic membership, and the possibility 

(Da xt. Also, Boulding’s 

hiera
proce language, which is 

been
thinking, with its dynamic and even more interactive, let alone integrative, 
view, this further defends looking at the focal phenomenon through set-lenses. 

Taking a set-approach in a study on this area of science might imply using 
UML notation to depict the members, their attributes and relationships. Set 
theory however does not indicate a use of object-oriented methods, but is 
applicable in various sciences, from mathematics to philosophy, following 
Wang’s idea (Da Silva 2002). Hence also approaching the emerging issues in e-
business through comprehensive set-thinking [like systemic thinking, or 
systems approach – i.e. a comprehensive approach (MOT Enteka 3.0a)], as a 
mindset tuned accordingly, is feasible and proposed here for future studies.  

language, or a set of signs in semiotic symbols or in a sign language of the deaf 
 1994, 22). Set theory 

of simultaneous memberships in multiple sets, as well as ending a membership 
Silva 2002), which well depicts the e-business conte

systems hierarchy model (Chaffee 1985) is built on sets that constitute system 
rchy levels, the most enhanced set of levels, cultural set, indicating symbol 
ssing, in which the system is a self-conscious user of 

described in Chapter 2. A systems-thinking approach for business planning has 
 suggested in Dutta (2001). As set-thinking is an enhancement of systems-



                               

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9 DISCUSSION 
 
 

9.1 Research Remarks  
 
 
Due to triangulation method in conducting the empirical research, the 
researcher faced, expectedly, a rich data basis for drawing conclusions on. This 
required a processual and also an integrative view on research, and skills from a 
researcher to gain an integrative view on the wide subject. 

The subject is seen important enough to be reviewed as a whole, despite of 
the requirements it creates to its implementation, in both methodological and 
temporal aspects. The four year –time period of this research endeavor was well 
needed to get a wide and deep enough perspective on the subject. 

Justification to the conclusion that respondent firms in the survey hold this 
research and the issues concerning electronic business important and 
interesting, and have a need for information to guide their decisions, is gained 
from the response rate and the high action-rate of reminded respondents after 
the returning of individual respondents from vacation, with a very limited set of 
reminders. Also, the style and amount of greets and information requests for 
results, accompanying the responses are confirmatory evidence for the 
perceived importance of this research to practitioners. 

This research endeavor has offered its conductor a useful insight to, both, 
wide literature in interestingly interacting academic fields, and to business 
practitioner operations. The field study, in which corporate actors shared their 
knowledge and experiences in their particular business, as well as information 
about their company was greatly valuable. Also the qualitative study with all 
web-site and document analyses and participatory observation has brought the 
practitioner field closer to the researcher, and has widened and also clarified the 
picture of it along the project.  

Conversation in and between these sectors is ongoing, but both sectors 
would benefit from increased interaction, to overcome some pitfalls that this 
interaction even today tends to face. In various occasions, some, and not so few, 
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practitioners claim that academics conduct research on things they themselves 
already are working on and that they claim to already know. The claim of these 
practitioner companies however ignores that they focus on their own, often 
narrow field and path of commercial operations, and very often they lack wider 
view and more generally applicable in-depth knowledge. Without this 
knowledge that academics create through scientific research, including field 
work into it, the view of practitioners would be limited to their own experience 
or the information they have been able to acquire from/about their rivals, 
business partners and consulting agencies, etc. Can they trust this information; 
is it objective? Is it holistic? Not always, not at all. Without academic research, 
the firms would lack generalized information and measures, methodologies for 
investigation, objective data sources, corroborated theories and ideas to explain 
e.g. causalities, correlations between things, and so on. Academics mainly write 
the textbooks that practitioners appreciate and study, on the basis of their 
research and understanding. Academics in the e-business field help 
practitioners in their quest for sustainable business, in which collaborative 
research is one fruitful mode of operation. Intelligent research is definitely 
needed in the whole human society. 

One remark from the relation of practice and academia has convinced the 
author of the need for this research project: Practitioners sometime judge 
academics for quoting earlier literature, for instance literature from within the 
past five years, claiming that it is already past-winter snow, and forgetting that 
fundamentals do not change much, nor fast. This was also the case in this 
research project being proposed to a Nordic firm claiming expertise in the field. 
The firm’s eventual rejection of research cooperation was explained by citing the 
new CEO’s argumentation that texts from the earlier years should not be used, 
as those had been the years when mistakes were made. The reference literature 
in the proposal included  a research methodology book from 1997, one 
Peterson’s book of e-commerce from 1997, and literature from all years since 
that, including the proposal year 2002. It is obvious that the mistake-makers in 
the practitioner sector did not bother to study those books and articles of those 
[earlier] years but took an adventurous approach. They assumed knowledge 
and understanding, but actually did not have too much of those. Looking back 
this time span, the literature has not largely shown lack of understanding of the 
theories, ideas or suggestions. Many firms have indeed.  

It is essential to investigate what has been explored already and with 
which results, to enhance our understanding. We need also to know why, not 
only how. Technology-related text books may outdate, but broader academic 
sophistication does not in this manner. Including also technical sophistication in 
the perspective, we need to know what we have and where we are, in order to 
create new knowledge; in order to be sophisticated and effective and to find 
closer to the truth. 
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TABLE A1  Mobile Phones, Computers, and Connectedness to the Internet: Worldwide 
Comparisons (source: StatFi, based on international sources)  

 
Mobile 
telephone 
connections    

 
% of all 
connections 

Personal 
computers 

Internet hosts 
 

Internet users  
 

per 100 
persons  

per 100 
persons 

per 1000 persons 
 

1000 users 
 

per 1000 
persons 

Country 
 
 
 
 2001 2002 2001 2002 2001   2002 2001 2002 2003 2001 2002 2001 2002 
Australia 57,8 64,0 52,6 54,3 51,7 56,5 83 117 130   7 200   9 472  371,4  481,7 

Austria 80,7 78,6 63,3 61,7 33,5 36,9 62 80 102   3 150   3 340  390,1  409,4 

Chad 0,3 0,4 66,7 74,3 0,2 0,2 0     0      0          4        15 0,5 1,9 

China 11,2 16,1 44,7 49,1 1,9 2,8      0     0      0 8 900 22 500 26,2 46,0 

Czech Republ. 65,9 84,9 63,8 70,1 14,6 17,7 15 21 23 1 400 2 600 136,9 256,3 

Denmark 73,7 83,3 50,5 54,7 54,0 57,7 81 132 214 2 400 2 756 447,8 512,8 

Estonia 65,0 33,1 56,4 65,0 17,5 21,0 28 49 78 430 444 317,8 327,7 

Finland 80,4 86,7 59,5 62,4 42,4 44,2 149 182 220 2 235 2 650 430,8 508,9 

France 60,5 64,7 51,4 53,2 33,7 34,7 21 28 36 15 653 18 716 264,4 313,8 

Germany 68,3 72,8 51,8 52,8 38,2 43,1 26 32 35 30 800 34 000 374,0 411,9 

Greece 75,1 84,5 58,7 63,2 8,1 8,2 14 17 19 1 400 1 705 139,7 154,7 

Hungary 49,8 67,6 57,1 65,2 10,0 10,8 16 21 25 1 480 1 600 148,5 157,6 

Japan 57,2 63,7 48,9 53,3 34,6 38,2 37 56 73 57 900 57 200 455,4 448,9 

Korea, Repbl.  60,8 68,0 56,1 58,2 25,1 55,6 8 9 8 24 380 26 270 515,0 551,9 

Latvia 27,9 39,4 47,5 56,7 15,3 17,2 8 11 12 170 310 72,1 133,1 

Lithuania   25,3 47,5 44,7 63,7 7,1 11,0 5 8 11 250 500 71,7 144,4 

Luxembourg 96,7 106,1 55,5 57,1 51,5 59,4 27 37 38 160 165 362,8 370,0 

New Zealand 62,1 62,2 56,9 58,1 38,6 41,4 89 104 110 1 762 1 908 457,7 484,4 

Netherlands 73,9 74,5 54,3 54,7 42,9 46,7 82 123 150 7 900 8 200 492,4 506,3 

Norway 82,5 84,4 53,4 53,5 50,8 52,8 117 139 130 2 700 2 288 598,3 502,6 
Russian Fed. 5,4    2,0 17,8 33,2 5,0 8,9 2 3 3 4 300   6 000 29,8 40,9 

Singapore 69,2 79,6 59,5 63,2 50,8 62,2 41 44 73 1 700 2 100 394,4 504,4 

Slovenia 76,0 83,5 65,5 62,3 27,6 30,1 12 14 15 600 750 301,2 375,8 

Spain 65,6 82,4 60,3 61,9 16,8 19,6 17  37 42 7 388 6359 183,5 156,3 

Sweden 77,1 88,9 51,0 54,7 56,1 62,1 86 129 136 4 600 5 125 519,2 573,1 

Switzerland 72,4 78,9 50,2 51,5 54,0 70,9 63 84 99 2 917 2 556 403,4 351,0 

Taiwan  /China 96,6 106,2 62,7  22,3 39,5 49 76 96 7 550 8 590 337,7 381,4 

Tunis 4,0 5,2 26,9 30,5 2,4 3,1 0 0 0 400 506 41,3 51,7 

Turkey 30,2 34,8 50,9 55,3 4,1 4,5 2 2 3 2 500 4 900 36,4 72,8 

Tuvalu –  –    134 583 782 1 1 100,0 125,0 

Uganda 1,4 1,6 83,5 87,7 0,3 0,3 0 0 0 60 100 2,6 4,0 
United 
Kingdom 78,3 84,1 57,5 58,7 36,6 40,6 38 41 43 24 000 25 000 401,6 423,1 

United States 44,4 48,8 40,3 43,0 62,3 65,9 195 261 281 142 823 159 000 501,5 551,4 

Uruguay 15,5 19,3 35,4 40,8 11,0  16 21 23 400  119,0  

Venezuela 26,4 25,6 70,2 69,5 5,3 6,1 1 1 1 1 265 1 274 51,4 50,6 

Zimbabwe 2,4 3,0 56,4 55,1 1,2 5,2 0 0 0 100 500 7,7 43,0 

EU-15 72,5 79,0 
    1) 
51,9  

    1) 
55,4 

   1) 
17,9 

    1) 
21,4 28 45 57 123 781 134 381 326,7 354,0 

World total 15,5 19,1 47,4 51,6 8,6 9,9 18 24 27 501 478 623 023 81,6 102,2 

Numbers in italics are either estimates or based on data of previous year.  1) EU Total. 
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TABLE A2 Respondents by Industry Categories  
 
Gross and Retail Trade 
           General representative of industry * 

             Retail trade (excluding motor vehicles)  
           Gross trade (excluding motor vehicles) 
           Motor vehicle trade, repair, maintenance 
           Agency (excluding motor vehicles) 

Real Estate-, Rental- and Research Services etc. 
             General representative of industry * 
  Legal and economical consultation 
 Real estate building, trading and hosting 
 Technical services & testing 
 Other business services 
 Cleaning 
 Advertising services 
 Vehicle, machinery and instrument rental     
 Employment and recruiting services 
 Detective, guard, and security  

Research and development 
Construction 
  General representative of industry * 
 Construction of buildings and -parts 
 Construction assembling 
 Construction grounding 
 Construction finishing 
 Construction machinery rental with driver 

Manufacturing 
 Metal refinery and product manufacturing 
 Machine and instrument manufacturing 
 Timber and wood product manufacturing
 Publishing, printing, storing, paper 
   and pulp manufacturing 
 Food, drink, tobacco manufacturing 
 Electronics and electric appliance manuf.
 Furniture manufacturing 
 Other manufacturing (goldsmith, coins,   
         music instruments) 
 Textile and fabrics manufacturing 
 Non-metal mineral products manuf. 
 Vehicle manufacturing 
 Rubber and plastic products manuf. 
 Leather and leather products manuf. 
 Chemicals, chemical products manuf. 

Transport, Warehousing, Communications 
 General representative of industry * 
 Ground transport 
 Sea transport 
 Air transport 
 Transport and travel services 
 Post and telecommunications 

Other Societal and Personal Services 
 Hair dressers, beauty salons 
 Recreation, Culture and Sports 
 Environmental maintenance  

 Environmental improvement   

Nr 
4 

35 
17 

6 
5 

 
1 

12 
16 

3 
9 
2 
6 
2 
2 
2 
6 

 
3 

10 
5 
5 
1 
1 

 
 11 

8 
2 
3 

 
7 
2 
1 
1 

 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 

 
1 

19 
1 
1 
3 
2 

 
12 

9 
1 
2 

% 
1,5 

12,9 
6,3 
2,2 
1,8 

 
0,4 
4,4 
5,9 
1,1 
3,3 
0,7 
0,7 
0,7 
2,2 
0,7 
2,2 

 
1,1 
3,7 
1,8 
1,8 
0,4 
0,4 

 
4,1 
3,0 
0,7 
1,1 

 
2,6 
0,7 
0,4 
0,4 

 
1,1 
1,1 
0,4 
0,4 
0,4 
0,4 

 
0,4 
7,0 
0,4 
0,4 
1,1 
0,7 

 
4,4 
3,3 
0,4 
0,7 

Total 
 
 
 
 

67 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

61 
 
 
 
 
 
 

25 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

45 
 
 
 
 
 
 

27 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Total % 
 
 
 
 

24,7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

22,5 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9,2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

16,6 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10,0 

(continues) 
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TABLE A2 (continues) 
 
 
 Associations  

Healthcare and Welfare Services 
 Healthcare 
 Social services 
 Veterinary 

Accommodation and Entertainment 
 General representative of industry * 
 Restaurants, cafeteria-restaurants etc. 
 Personnel & institutional canteens, catering 
 Beer & Drink bars, cafés 

Farming, Hunting, and Forestry 
 General representative of industry * 
 Forestry, and related services 
 Plant farming and gardening 
 Animal farming 
 Services for farming (excl. veterinary) 

Financial Industry 
 Banking 
 Insurance (excl. law-enforced) 
 Other financial intermediating 
 Services for financing 

Education 
 Other education 
 High school, and professional education 
 Academic Education 

Electricity, Gas and Heat Supply 
Fishery 
TOTAL 

Nr. 
8 

 
17 

2 
3 

 
2 
7 
4 
1 

 
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 

 
4 
1 
2 
2 

 
4 
5 
1 
1 
2 

% 
3,0 

 
6,3 
0,7 
1,1 

 
0,7 
2,6 
1,5 
0,4 

 
0,7 
0,7 
0,7 
0,4 
1,1 

 
1,5 
0,4 
0,7 
0,7 

 
1,5 
1,8 
0,4 
0,4 
0,7 

Total 
32 

 
 
 

22 
 
 
 
 

14 
 
 
 
 
 

10 
 
 
 
 

9 
 
 
 

10 
1 
2 

325 

Total % 
11,8 

 
 
 

8,1 
 
 
 
 

5,2 
 
 
 
 
 

3,7 
 
 
 
 

3,3 
 
 
 

3,7 
0,4 
0,7 

 
 
TABLE A3 Representation of Sample Categories vs. Expected 
 

Industry 
 

Industry 
represen
tation 

Industry 
sub-
sample 

Realized 
% 

Share 
of 
sample

Expect
ed % 

Difference 
%, w-
factor 

Gross- and Retail Trade 67 208 32 24,7 21 +0,179 
Estate-, rental- and research 
services 

61 196 31 22,5 20 +0,125 

Construction  25 133 19 9,2 13 -0,292 
Manufacturing Industry  45 112 40 16,6 11 +0,509 
Transport, storage, and 
communications  

27 104 26 10 10 0,000 

Other societal and personal 
services 

32 80 40 11,8 8 +0,475 

Health and welfare services  22 60 37 8,1 6 +0,350 
Accommodation and 
Entertainment  

14 45 51 8,5 5 +0,700 

Farming, Hunting& Forestry 10 31 32 3,7 3 +0,233 
Finance 9 13 69 3,3 1 +2,300 
Education 10 23 43 3,7 0,8 +3,625 
Mining   0 5 0 0 0,5 -0,100 
Electricity, Gas, and Water  1 4 25 0,4 0,4 0,000 
Fishery   2 3 67 0,7 0,3 +1,333 
 325 1017   100 %  
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TABLE A4 IT-Use in Business Activity  
 
Case Processing 
Summary Cases 

  Included Excluded Total 

  N Percent N Percent N %
Internet sites/services 218 80,4% 53 19,6% 271 100,0
via mobile services 29 10,7% 242 89,3% 271 100,0
both Internet and mobile 
services 56 20,7% 215 79,3% 271 100,0

mobile calls or SMS-msgs. 42 15,5% 229 84,5% 271 100,0

none (excl. phone/fax) 36 13,3% 235 86,7% 271 100,0
little IT or developing 
further 4 1,5% 267 98,5% 271 100,0

 Internet sites/services Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative % 
Valid most important 189 69,7 86,7 86,7
  2nd important  22 8,1 10,1 96,8
  3rd important  6 2,2 2,8 99,5
  4th important 1 ,4 ,5 100,0
  Total 218 80,4 100,0  
Missing System 53 19,6   
Total 271 100,0   

 via mobile services Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative %
Valid most important 7 2,6 24,1 24,1
  2nd important  15 5,5 51,7 75,9
  3rd important  5 1,8 17,2 93,1
  4th important 2 ,7 6,9 100,0
  Total 29 10,7 100,0  
Missing System 242 89,3   
Total 271 100,0   

 both Internet and mobile Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative %  
Valid most important 36 13,3 64,3 64,3
  2nd important 14 5,2 25,0 89,3
  3rd important 6 2,2 10,7 100,0
  Total 56 20,7 100,0  
Missing System 215 79,3   
Total 271 100,0   

 none (excl. phone/fax) Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid most important 34 12,5 94,4 94,4
  5th important 2 ,7 5,6 100,0
  Total 36 13,3 100,0  
  Total 235 86,7   
Missing System 100,0   
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TABLE A5  Use of Mobile Technologies in m-Mode 
 
SMS-messaging, individual-
based Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid SMS-

messaginng, 
individual-
based 

13 4,8 92,9 92,9

  mobile 
payment 1 ,4 7,1 100,0

  Total 14 5,2 100,0  
Missing System 257 94,8   
Total 271 100,0   

  
SMS-messaging, region-based Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid 1 3 1,1 75,0 75,0
  4 1 ,4 25,0 100,0
  Total 4 1,5 100,0  
Missing System 267 98,5   
Total 271 100,0   

 mobile payment Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid 1 11 4,1 100,0 100,0 
Missing System 260 95,9     
Total 271 100,0   

mobile services (own service) Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid 1 14 5,2 100,0 100,0
Missing System 257 94,8   
  

Total 271 100,0   
  

other significant innovation; 
what? Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
1 2 ,7 100,0 100,0
System 269 99,3   
Total 271 100,0   

 WHATMOB Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid   269 99,3 99,3 99,3
  GPS 1 ,4 ,4 99,6
  phoning 1 ,4 ,4 100,0
  Total 271 100,0 100,0  
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TABLE A6 Crosstabulation and Statistic Computations on Firm Size and Modification 
on On-site Language Options  

 

    modification on on-site language options Total 

number of 
employees    

yes, number 
of languages 

increased 

yes, number 
of languages 
will increase 

not yet, 
increase 

under 
considerati

on 

no, 
language 

options will 
be kept as 

are   
 01 - 03 Count 3 5 2 2 12
    % within 

modification on 
on-site language 
options 

18,8% 50,0% 50,0% 10,5% 24,5%

    % of Total 6,1% 10,2% 4,1% 4,1% 24,5%
  04 - 10 Count 4 0 0 7 11
    % within 

modification on 
on-site language 
options 

25,0% ,0% ,0% 36,8% 22,4%

    % of Total 8,2% ,0% ,0% 14,3% 22,4%
  11 - 50 Count 3 4 0 4 11
    % within 

modification on 
on-site language 
options 

18,8% 40,0% ,0% 21,1% 22,4%

    % of Total 6,1% 8,2% ,0% 8,2% 22,4%
  51 - 100 Count 3 0 0 1 4
    % within 

modification on 
on-site language 
options 

18,8% ,0% ,0% 5,3% 8,2%

    % of Total 6,1% ,0% ,0% 2,0% 8,2%
  101 - 500 Count 0 1 1 3 5
    % within 

modification on 
on-site language 
options 

,0% 10,0% 25,0% 15,8% 10,2%

    % of Total ,0% 2,0% 2,0% 6,1% 10,2%
  501 - 1000 Count 1 0 0 1 2
    % within 

modification on 
on-site language 
options 

6,3% ,0% ,0% 5,3% 4,1%

    % of Total 2,0% ,0% ,0% 2,0% 4,1%
  1001 - 

3000 
Count 0 0 1 0 1

    % within 
modification on 
on-site language 
options 

,0% ,0% 25,0% ,0% 2,0%

    % of Total ,0% ,0% 2,0% ,0% 2,0%
  3001 -- Count 2 0 0 1 3
    % within 

modification on 
on-site language 
options 

12,5% ,0% ,0% 5,3% 6,1%

  (continues) 
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TABLE A6 (continues) 
 
   % of Total 4,1% ,0% ,0% 2,0% 6,1%
Total Count 16 10 4 19 49
  % within 

modification on 
on-site language 
options 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0%

  % of Total 32,7% 20,4% 8,2% 38,8% 100,0%

 Chi-Square Tests Value df
Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided)
Exact Sig. 

(2-sided)
Exact Sig. 

(1-sided) 

Point 
Probabili

ty
Pearson Chi-Square 33,396(a) 21 ,042 .(b)    
Likelihood Ratio 33,243 21 ,044 ,050    
Fisher's Exact Test 25,850   ,065    
Linear-by-Linear 
Association ,011(c) 1 ,917 ,935 ,470 ,022

N of Valid Cases 
49       

a  32 cells (100,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is ,08. 
b  Cannot be computed because there is insufficient memory. 
c  The standardized statistic is ,104. 

 Symmetric Measures Value
Asymp. Std. 

Error(a)
Approx. 

T(b) Approx. Sig. 
Exact 

Sig.
Nominal by Nominal Contingency 

Coefficient ,637   ,042 .(c)

Ordinal by Ordinal Kendall's 
tau-b ,020 ,110 ,181 ,856 .(c)

  Spearman 
Correlation ,024 ,139 ,167 ,868(d) .(c)

Interval by Interval Pearson's R ,015 ,144 ,103 ,919(d) ,935
N of Valid Cases 49      
a  Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
b  Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
c  Cannot be computed because there is insufficient memory. 
d  Based on normal approximation. 

 
 
 
TABLE A7 Perceived Market Widening through e-accessibility Vs. Competitive 

Advantage through e-Applications and Functions Vs. Increased 
Competitive Pressure with e-Commerce – Crosstabulation and Statistics 

 
increased 
competitive 
pressure along 
w e-comm.   competitive advantage through e-applications and e-functions Total 

 Count 
yes, 

strong 

yes, 
rather 

significa
nt 

yes, 
some 

don't 
know 

no 
strong 
advtg. 

not 
much 
advtg. 

no 
comptv. 
advanta

ge   
yes yes 8 5 22 8 2 2 0 47

  

perceived 
market widening 
through e-
accessibility 

no 0 1 5 3 0 3 1 13

  (continues) 
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TABLEA7  (continues)  
 
  can't 

tell/no 
answer 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

  Total 8 6 28 11 2 5 1 61
no yes 3 9 19 6 10 9 2 58

  

perceived 
market widening 
through e-
accessibility 
  

no 
0 4 13 9 7 32 12 77

  Total 3 13 32 15 17 41 14 135
 can't 
tell/no 
answer 

yes 
  1 2      3

  

perceived 
market widening 
through e-
accessibility 
  

can't 
tell/no 
answer 

  0 1      1

  Total   1 3      4

increased 
competitive 
pressure along w e-
comm.  Symmetric Measures Value 

Asym
p. Std. 
Error(

a) 
Appro
x. T(b) 

Approx. 
Sig. Exact Sig. 

yes Nominal by 
Nominal 

Contingen
cy 
Coefficient 

,413   ,403 ,354

  Ordinal by 
Ordinal 

Kendall's 
tau-b ,262 ,101 2,404 ,016 ,023

    Spearman 
Correlation ,292 ,113 2,342 ,023(c) ,022

  Interval by 
Interval 

Pearson's 
R ,307 ,114 2,479 ,016(c) ,018

  N of Valid Cases 61      
no Nominal by 

Nominal 
Contingen
cy 
Coefficient 

,396   ,000 ,000

  Ordinal by 
Ordinal 

Kendall's 
tau-b ,353 ,066 5,283 ,000 ,000

    Spearman 
Correlation 

,397 ,075 4,983 ,000(c) ,000

  Interval by 
Interval 

Pearson's 
R ,392 ,074 4,913 ,000(c) ,000

  N of Valid Cases 135      
can't tell/no answer Nominal by 

Nominal 
Contingen
cy 
Coefficient 

,316   ,505 1,000

  Ordinal by 
Ordinal 

Kendall's 
tau-b ,333 ,222 1,000 ,317 1,000

    Spearman 
Correlation ,333 ,222 ,500 ,667(c) 1,000

  Interval by 
Interval 

Pearson's 
R ,333 ,222 ,500 ,667(c) 1,000

  N of Valid Cases 4      
a  Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
b  Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
c  Based on normal approximation. 
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TABLE A8 Pearson’s Correlations for Customer-Initiated Interaction Modes and 
Success 

 

 Correlations   

perception of 
own business 

success

custr. 
feedback, 

initiative on 
web form by email by phone

perception of own 
business success 

Pearson Correlation 1 -,190 ,139 -,174(*)

  Sig. (2-tailed) . ,071 ,058 ,039
  N 258 91 186 140
custr feedback, 
initiative on web form 

Pearson Correlation -,190 1 -,041 -,350(**)

  Sig. (2-tailed) ,071 . ,719 ,004
  N 91 92 78 67
by email Pearson Correlation ,139 -,041 1 -,066
  Sig. (2-tailed) ,058 ,719 . ,461
  N 186 78 190 126
by phone Pearson Correlation -,174(*) -,350(**) -,066 1
  Sig. (2-tailed) ,039 ,004 ,461 .
  N 140 67 126 143

*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 
 
TABLE A9 Nonparametric Correlations for Customer-Initiated Interactivity and 

Success 
  

Correlations 
for Internet-marketers 
  

perception of 
own business 

success 

custr.feedback,
initiative, on

web form by email by phone 
Kendall's 
tau_b 

perception of 
own business 
success 

Correlation 
Coefficient 1,000 -,219(*) ,132(*) -,174(*) 

    Sig. (2-tailed) . ,019 ,050 ,021 
    N 258 91 186 140 
  custr 

feedback, 
initiative on 
web form 

Correlation 
Coefficient -,219(*) 1,000 -,054 -,293(**) 

    Sig. (2-tailed) ,019 . ,605 ,008 
    N 91 92 78 67 
  by email Correlation 

Coefficient ,132(*) -,054 1,000 -,137 

    Sig. (2-tailed) ,050 ,605 . ,099 
    N 186 78 190 126 
  by phone Correlation 

Coefficient -,174(*) -,293(**) -,137 1,000 

    Sig. (2-tailed) ,021 ,008 ,099 . 
    N 140 67 126 143 
Spearman's 
rho 

perception of 
own business 
success 

Correlation 
Coefficient 1,000 -,241(*) ,144(*) -,196(*) 

    Sig. (2-tailed) . ,022 ,049 ,020 
    N 258 91 186 140 

  (continues)  
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TABLE A9   (continues) 
 

Correlations 
for Internet-marketers   
  

perception of 
own business 

success 

custr.feedback,
initiative,

on web form by email by phone 
 custr.feedback, 

initiative, on web 
form 

Correlation 
Coefficient -,241(*) 1,000 -,061 -,329(**) 

    Sig. (2-
tailed) ,022 . ,598 ,007 

    N 91 92 78 67 

  by email Correlation 
Coefficient ,144(*) -,061 1,000 -,146 

    Sig. (2-
tailed) ,049 ,598 . ,102 

    N 186 78 190 126 

  by phone Correlation 
Coefficient -,196(*) -,329(**) -,146 1,000 

    Sig. (2-
tailed) ,020 ,007 ,102 . 

    N 140 67 126 143 

*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 
 
TABLE A10ANOVA Comparing Differences of Means between Success and Modes for 

Firm Arrangements for Customer-Firm Contacting (Note: mobile channel 
item-sample is 5, thus no significant measures are possible) 

 

 ANOVA   
Sum of 

Squares df
Mean 

Square F Sig. 
mobile channel for 
customer contacting 
(init.in other media) 

Between Groups 
,000 2 ,000 . .

  Within Groups ,000 2 ,000    

  Total ,000 4     

custr feedback, 
initiative on web form 

Between Groups 6,151 5 1,230 1,627 ,162

  Within Groups 64,288 85 ,756    

  Total 70,440 90     

via email Between Groups 1,759 5 ,352 1,104 ,360

  Within Groups 57,365 180 ,319    

  Total 59,124 185     

via phone Between Groups 3,991 5 ,798 1,419 ,222

  Within Groups 75,402 134 ,563    

  Total 79,393 139     
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TABLEA11One-Way ANOVA on Success and Different IT-Types and Modes, with  
Statistics on IT in SCM and Success 

 

 ANOVA   
Sum of 
Squares df 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

own site Between Groups ,000 5 ,000 . .
  Within Groups ,000 142 ,000    
  Total ,000 147     
joint site w. 
industry/regional 
actors 

Between Groups 
,000 4 ,000 . .

  Within Groups ,000 33 ,000    
  Total ,000 37     
industry/regional 
portal 

Between Groups ,132 3 ,044 ,260 ,853

  Within Groups 3,714 22 ,169    
  Total 3,846 25     
application service 
or site space rental 
(ASP) 

Between Groups 
,000 3 ,000 . .

  Within Groups ,000 13 ,000    
  Total ,000 16     
own site, 
advertising on 
other Co's site 

Between Groups 
2,025 2 1,013 ,230 ,801

  Within Groups 30,875 7 4,411    
  Total 32,900 9     
own site, adv. & 
link on other Co's 
site 

Between Groups 
,000 5 ,000 . .

  Within Groups ,000 43 ,000    
  Total ,000 48     
advertising on 
search pages, no 
own site, e-mail in 
use 

Between Groups 

,000 4 ,000 . .

  Within Groups ,000 5 ,000    
  Total ,000 9     
link on other Co's 
site to e-mail 
address, no own 
site 

Between Groups 

,000 1 ,000 . .

  Within Groups ,000 0 .    
  Total ,000 1     
custr feedback, 
initiative on web 
form 

Between Groups 
6,151 5 1,230 1,627 ,162

  Within Groups 64,288 85 ,756    
  Total 70,440 90     
via email Between Groups 1,759 5 ,352 1,104 ,360
  Within Groups 57,365 180 ,319    
  Total 59,124 185     
via phone Between Groups 3,991 5 ,798 1,419 ,222

  (continues) 
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TABLEA11 (continues) 
 
 Within Groups 75,402 134 ,563    
  Total 79,393 139     
SMS-messaging, 
individual-based 

Between Groups ,114 2 ,057 ,175 ,842

  Within Groups 3,600 11 ,327    
  Total 3,714 13     
SMS-messaging, 
region-based 

Between Groups ,750 1 ,750 ,250 ,667

  Within Groups 6,000 2 3,000    
  Total 6,750 3     
mobile payment Between Groups ,000 2 ,000 . .
  Within Groups ,000 7 ,000    
  Total ,000 9     
mobile services 
(own service) 

Between Groups ,000 4 ,000 . .

  Within Groups ,000 9 ,000    
  Total ,000 13     
mobile channel for 
customer 
contacting (init.in 
other media) 

Between Groups 

,000 2 ,000 . .

  Within Groups ,000 2 ,000    
  Total ,000 4     
other significant 
innovation; what? 

Between Groups ,000 1 ,000 . .

  Within Groups ,000 0 .    
  Total ,000 1     
IT in SCM Between Groups 1,043 5 ,209 ,867 ,504
  Within Groups 52,909 220 ,240    
  Total 53,951 225     
very little e-SCM, 
or developing 
further 

Between Groups 
,000 5 ,000 . .

  Within Groups ,000 39 ,000    
  Total ,000 44     

 Directional Measures   Value 

Asymp. 
Std. 

Error(a) 
Approx. 

T(b) 
Approx. 

Sig. 
Exact 
Sig. 

Nominal 
by 
Nominal 

Uncertainty 
Coefficient 

Symmetric 
,057 ,028 1,953 ,007(c) ,002

    IT in SCM 
Dependent ,083 ,040 1,953 ,007(c) ,002

    perception of 
own 
business 
success  
Dependent 

,043 ,021 1,953 ,007(c) ,002

a  Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
b  Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
c  Likelihood ratio chi-square probability. 

           (continues) 
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TABLE A11 (continues) 
 

Symmetric Measures Value 

Asymp. 
Std. 

Error(a) 
Approx. 

T(b) 
Approx. 

Sig. 
Exact 
Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal Contingency 
Coefficient ,710    ,000 ,000

Ordinal by Ordinal Gamma ,118 ,107 1,083 ,279 ,262
  Spearman 

Correlation ,075 ,069 1,130 ,260(c) ,260

Interval by Interval Pearson's R ,992 ,005 119,992 ,000(c) ,000
N of Valid Cases 227       
a  Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
b  Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
c  Based on normal approximation. 

 
 
 
TABLEA12 E-SCM Activities and Success - Crosstabulation  
 

Crosstabulation perception of own business success Total 

email cvrstn  * perception of 
own business success   

yes, 
strongly 

successful
yes, rather 
successful

yes, 
somewhat 
successful can't say

no strong 
success 

not very 
successful   

email cvrstn most 
important 12 47 41 6 6 1 113

  second in 
importance 2 6 3 0 0 0 11

  third in 
importance 2 2 0 0 0 0 4

  fourth 1 2 1 0 0 0 4
  fifth 0 3 1 0 0 0 4
  ninth 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Total 17 61 46 6 6 1 137

 perception of own business success Total 
email price negotiation  * 
perception of own business 
success  Crosstabulation 

yes, 
strongly 

successful
yes, rather 
successful

yes, 
somewhat 
successful can't say

no strong 
success 

not very 
successful   

email price 
negotiation 

most 
important 6 29 22 3 6 1 67

  second in 
importance 1 4 4 0 0 0 9

  third in 
importance 0 3 4 1 0 0 8

  fourth 3 5 1 0 0 0 9
  fifth 0 1 1 0 0 0 2
  sixth 0 3 0 0 0 0 3
  seventh 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
  eighth 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Total 10 47 32 4 6 1 100

          (continues) 
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TABLE A12 (continues) 
 

 perception of own business success Total 
email shipping negotn * 
perception of own business 
success   

yes, 
strongly 

successful
yes, rather 
successful

yes, 
somewhat 
successful can't say

no strong 
success 

not very 
successful   

email shipping 
negotn 

most 
important 5 30 20 3 5 2 65

  second in 
importance 2 1 3 0 0 0 6

  third in 
importance 1 6 5 0 0 0 12

  fourth 0 4 2 0 0 0 6
  fifth 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
  sixth 0 0 2 0 0 0 2
  seventh 0 2 0 0 0 0 2
  eighth 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
  tenth 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Total 8 46 32 3 5 2 96

    perception of own business success Total 
 teleconferencing, for negotn. 
* perception of own business 
success   

yes, strongly 
successful 

yes, rather 
successful 

yes, somewhat 
successful   

most 
important 3 3 4 10

second in 
importance 1 0 0 1

fourth 0 1 0 1
sixth 0 1 0 1

teleconferen
cing, for 
negotn. 
  
  
  
  

eleventh  0 1 0 1
Total 4 6 4 14

 perception of own business success Total 

 e-procurement * perception 
of own business success   

yes, strongly 
successful 

yes, rather 
successful 

yes, 
somewhat 
successful can't say

no strong 
success  

most 
important 6 15 18 3 4 46

second in 
importance 2 3 1 0 0 6

third  0 4 0 0 0 4
fourth 0 1 4 0 0 5
fifth 1 2 1 0 0 4
sixth 0 2 0 0 0 2

e-
procurement 
  
  
  
  
  
  

seventh 0 1 0 0 0 1
Total 9 28 24 3 4 68

 perception of own business success Total 
 predctng actvts based on 
info by intrnl IT-procss * 
perception of own business 
success   

yes, strongly 
successful 

yes, rather 
successful 

yes, 
somewhat 
successful can't say

no strong 
success   

  (continues) 
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TABLEA12  (continues)  
 

most important 2 7 2 1 1 13
second in 
importance 0 3 1 0 0 4

fourth 0 1 0 0 0 1

predicting 
activities 
based on 
info by 
internal IT-
process eighth 0 1 0 0 0 1
Total 2 12 3 1 1 19

  perception of own business success Total 
predicting activities based on 
info thr. network * perception 
of own business success   

yes, strongly 
successful 

yes, rather 
successful 

yes, somewhat 
successful 

no strong 
success   

most important 2 5 2 1 10
fourth 0 1 1 0 2
fifth 0 2 0 0 2
sixth 0 1 0 0 1

predicting 
activities 
based on 
info thr. 
network 
  
  ninth 0 1 0 0 1
Total 2 10 3 1 16
 

perception of own business success Total 
process optimization, in-
house * perception of own 
business success   

yes, 
strongly 

successful 
yes, rather 
successful 

yes, 
somewhat 
successful can't say 

no strong 
success   

most important 5 14 8 2 1 30
second in 
importance 0 4 0 0 0 4

third  1 1 3 0 0 5
fourth 0 2 1 0 0 3
seventh 0 1 1 0 0 2

process 
optimization 
in-house 
  
  
  
  
  

eighth 0 0 1 0 0 1
Total 

6 22 14 2 1 45

 perception of own business success Total 
process optimization, within 
distr.chain * perception of 
own business success   

yes, strongly 
successful 

yes, rather 
successful 

yes, somewhat 
successful 

no strong 
success   

most 
important 1 9 6 1 17

second in 
importance 0 1 0 0 1

fourth 0 2 0 0 2

process 
optimization 
within 
distr..chain 
  
  
  sixth 0 0 1 0 1
Total 1 12 7 1 21

 
perception of own business success Total 

shared product 
design/devlpmt * perception 
of own business success   

yes, 
strongly 

successful 
yes, rather 
successful 

yes, somewhat 
successful 

no strong 
success   

most important 1 1 3 2 7shared 
product 
design/dev

seventh 0 0 1 0 1
Total 1 1 4 2 8

  (continues) 
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TABLE A12 (continues) 
 

 perception of own business success Total 

e-invoicing * perception of 
own business success   yes, strongly successful 

yes, rather 
successful 

yes, somewhat 
successful   

most 
important 7 13 14 34

second in 
importance 0 5 3 8

third  1 6 2 9
fourth 0 3 0 3

e-invoicing 
  
  
  
  

fifth 0 1 0 1
Total 8 28 19 55

 perception of own business success Total 

 e-payments * perception of 
own business success   

yes, 
strongly 
successf

ul 
yes, rather 
successful

yes, 
somewhat 
successful can't say

no strong 
success 

yes, 
strongly 

successful   
e-
payments 

most important 12 31 32 2 5 1 83

  second in 
importance 0 2 2 1 0 0 5

  third  2 3 4 0 0 0 9
  fourth 1 7 1 0 0 0 9
  fifth 0 2 0 0 0 0 2
  sixth 0 2 0 0 0 0 2
  tenth 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Total 15 48 39 3 5 1 111

 perception of own business success Total 

 other; what * perception of 
own business success   

yes, 
strongly 

successful 
yes, rather 
successful 

yes, somewhat 
successful 

no strong 
success   

other; what most important 1 3 3 1 8
  second in 

importance 0 0 1 0 1

Total 1 3 4 1 9

 
TABLEA13 Channel Provider Activity and Success 
 

Crosstab   perception of own business success Total 

    

yes, 
strongly 

successful
yes, rather 
successful

yes, 
somewhat 
successful

can't 
say 

no strong 
success 

not very 
successf

ul   
yes Count 3 9 2 0 0 0 14 

  
% within acting 
as portal owner 
or I/ASP 

21,4% 64,3% 14,3% ,0% ,0% ,0% 100,0
% 

  % of Total 1,4% 4,2% ,9% ,0% ,0% ,0% 6,6% 
no Count 26 79 70 7 12 4 198 

acting 
as portal 
owner or 
I/ASP 
  
  
  
  
    

% within acting 
as portal owner 
or I/ASP 

13,1% 39,9% 35,4% 3,5% 6,1% 2,0% 100,0
% 

  (continues) 
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TABLE A13 (continues) 
 
   % of Total 12,3% 37,3% 33,0% 3,3% 5,7% 1,9% 93,4% 
Total Count 29 88 72 7 12 4 212 

  
% within acting 
as portal owner 
or I/ASP 

13,7% 41,5% 34,0% 3,3% 5,7% 1,9% 100,0
% 

  % of Total 13,7% 41,5% 34,0% 3,3% 5,7% 1,9% 100,0%

Chi-Square Tests Value df
Asymp. Sig.

 (2-sided)
Exact Sig. 

(2-sided)
Exact Sig.  

(1-sided) 
Point 

Probability
Pearson Chi-Square 5,866(a) 5 ,319 ,286    
Likelihood Ratio 7,488 5 ,187 ,188    
Fisher's Exact Test 4,641   ,376    
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 4,428(b) 1 ,035 ,038 ,016 ,009

N of Valid Cases 212       
a  6 cells (50,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is ,26. 
b  The standardized statistic is 2,104. 

 Symmetric Measures Value 
Asymp. Std. 

Error(a) Approx. T(b) 
Approx. 

Sig. 
Exact 
Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal Contingency 
Coefficient ,164   ,319 ,286

Ordinal by Ordinal Kendall's 
tau-b ,146 ,049 2,524 ,012 ,022

  Spearman 
Correlation ,157 ,053 2,310 ,022(c) ,022

Interval by Interval Pearson's R ,145 ,043 2,122 ,035(c) ,038
N of Valid Cases 212      
a  Not assuming the null hypothesis.     b  Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
c  Based on normal approximation. 

 Crosstab   perception of own business success Total 
pricing for 
portal or 
I/ASP   

yes, 
strongly 

successful
yes, rather 
successful

yes, 
somewhat 
successful

can't 
say 

no strong 
success 

not very 
successful   

 monthly 
basis 

Count 0 3 1 0 0 0 4

   % within pricing for 
portal or I/ASP ,0% 75,0% 25,0% ,0% ,0% ,0% 100,0

%
    % of Total ,0% 5,2% 1,7% ,0% ,0% ,0% 6,9%
  monthly 

basis + visit 
frequency 

Count 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1

    % within pricing for 
portal or I/ASP ,0% 100,0% ,0% ,0% ,0% ,0% 100,0

%
    % of Total ,0% 1,7% ,0% ,0% ,0% ,0% 1,7%
  based on 

use time 
Count 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

    % within pricing for 
portal or I/ASP ,0% 100,0% ,0% ,0% ,0% ,0% 100,0

%
    % of Total ,0% 1,7% ,0% ,0% ,0% ,0% 1,7%
  other; what? Count 3 2 1 0 0 0 6
    % within pricing for 

portal or I/ASP 50,0% 33,3% 16,7% ,0% ,0% ,0% 100,0
%

    % of Total 5,2% 3,4% 1,7% ,0% ,0% ,0% 10,3%

  (continues) 
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TABLE A13 (continues) 
 
 do not offer 

portal or i-
asp services 

Count 
9 16 17 2 1 1 46

    % within pricing for 
portal or I/ASP 19,6% 34,8% 37,0% 4,3% 2,2% 2,2% 100,0%

    % of Total 15,5% 27,6% 29,3% 3,4% 1,7% 1,7% 79,3%
Total Count 12 23 19 2 1 1 58
  % within pricing for 

portal or I/ASP 20,7% 39,7% 32,8% 3,4% 1,7% 1,7% 100,0%

  % of Total 20,7% 39,7% 32,8% 3,4% 1,7% 1,7% 100,0%

  
Chi-Square Tests Value df

Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided) 

Point 
Probability

Pearson Chi-Square 9,687(a) 20 ,973 ,775    
Likelihood Ratio 10,984 20 ,947 ,741    

Fisher's Exact Test 25,066   ,801    

Linear-by-Linear 
Association ,276(b) 1 ,600 ,613 ,326 ,023

N of Valid Cases 58       
a  27 cells (90,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is ,02. 
b  The standardized statistic is ,525. 

Symmetric Measures Value Asymp.Std.Error(a) Approx. T(b) Approx. Sig. Exact Sig.
Nominal by 
Nominal 

Contingency 
Coefficient ,378   ,973 ,775

Ordinal by 
Ordinal 

Kendall's tau-
b ,163 ,093 1,704 ,088 ,175

  Spearman 
Correlation ,188 ,106 1,431 ,158(c) ,160

Interval by 
Interval Pearson's R ,070 ,066 ,522 ,604(c) ,613

N of Valid Cases 58      
a  Not assuming the null hypothesis.    
b  Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
c  Based on normal approximation. 
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TABLE A14 Correlation Computations on Language Area Expansion and Success 
  
 

 Correlations   

in international 
expansion, number 
of language areas 

chosen 
perception of own business 

success 
in international 
expansion, number of 
language areas chosen 

Pearson Correlation 
1 -,194

  Sig. (2-tailed) . ,224
  N 41 41
perception of own 
business success 

Pearson Correlation -,194 1

  Sig. (2-tailed) ,224 .
  N 41 258

                       
correlations   

in international 
expansion, number 
of language areas 

chosen 
perception of own business 

success 
in international 
expansion, number of 
language areas chosen 

Pearson Correlation 
1 -,194

  Sig. (2-tailed) . ,224
  N 41 41
perception of own 
business success 

Pearson Correlation -,194 1

  Sig. (2-tailed) ,224 .
  N 41 258

Correlations     

in international 
expansion, number 
of language areas 

chosen 

perception of 
own business 

success 
Kendall's tau_b in international 

expansion, number of 
language areas chosen 

Correlation 
Coefficient 1,000 -,168

    Sig. (2-tailed) . ,226
    N 41 41
  perception of own 

business success 
Correlation 
Coefficient -,168 1,000

    Sig. (2-tailed) ,226 .
    N 41 258
Spearman's rho in international 

expansion, number of 
language areas chosen 

Correlation 
Coefficient 1,000 -,183

    Sig. (2-tailed) . ,253
    N 41 41
  perception of own 

business success 
Correlation 
Coefficient -,183 1,000

    Sig. (2-tailed) ,253 .
    N 41 258
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TABLE A15Modification on On-site Language Options and Success -  Crosstabulation  

and Statistic Computations 
 

  perception of own business success Total 

modification on on-site language 
options 

strong
ly 

succe
ssful 

rather 
succe
ssful 

somewh
at 

successf
ul 

can't 
say 

no 
strong 

success 

not very 
successf

ul   
yes, number 
of languages 
increased 

Count 3 7 1 2 2 1 16

  
% within 
perception of own 
business success 

37,5% 33,3% 7,7% 100,0% 50,0% 100,0% 32,7%

  % of Total 6,1% 14,3% 2,0% 4,1% 4,1% 2,0% 32,7%
yes, number 
of languages 
will increase 

Count 3 4 3 0 0 0 10

  
% within 
perception of own 
business success 

37,5% 19,0% 23,1% ,0% ,0% ,0% 20,4%

  % of Total 6,1% 8,2% 6,1% ,0% ,0% ,0% 20,4%
not yet, 
increase 
under 
consideration 

Count 1 2 1 0 0 0 4

  
% within 
perception of own 
business success 

12,5% 9,5% 7,7% ,0% ,0% ,0% 8,2%

  % of Total 2,0% 4,1% 2,0% ,0% ,0% ,0% 8,2%
no, language 
options will 
be kept as 
are 

Count 1 8 8 0 2 0 19

  
% within 
perception of own 
business success 

12,5% 38,1% 61,5% ,0% 50,0% ,0% 38,8%

  % of Total 2,0% 16,3% 16,3% ,0% 4,1% ,0% 38,8%

Total Count 8 21 13 2 4 1 49

  
% within 
perception of own 
business success 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0
% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0

%

  % of Total 16,3% 42,9% 26,5% 4,1% 8,2% 2,0% 100,0
%

 Chi-Square Tests Value df 
Asymp.Sig.    

(2-sided) 
Exact Sig. 
(2-sided) 

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided) 

Point 
Probability 

Pearson Chi-
Square 14,979(a) 15 ,453 ,465    

Likelihood Ratio 17,693 15 ,279 ,351    
Fisher's Exact Test 15,457   ,343    
Linear-by-Linear 
Association ,005(b) 1 ,946 ,964 ,491 ,036

N of Valid Cases 49       
a  21 cells (87,5%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is ,08. 
b  The standardized statistic is ,068. 

  (continues) 
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TABLE A15 (continues)  

             
                                

 
 
TABLE A16 Success by Firm Size – Crosstabulation and Statistic Computations 
 

  perception of own business success Total 

number of employees 

yes, 
strongly 

successful 
yes, rather 
successful 

yes, 
somewhat 
successful can't say

no 
strong 

success 
not very 

successful  
01 - 03 Count 8 24 34 5 7 3 81

  

% within 
perception of 
own business 
success 

25,0% 23,1% 37,8% 38,5% 46,7% 75,0% 31,4%

  % of Total 3,1% 9,3% 13,2% 1,9% 2,7% 1,2% 31,4%

04 - 10 Count 5 29 21 6 1 1 63

  

% within 
perception of 
own business 
success 

15,6% 27,9% 23,3% 46,2% 6,7% 25,0% 24,4%

  % of Total 1,9% 11,2% 8,1% 2,3% ,4% ,4% 24,4%

11 - 50 Count 11 23 23 2 5 0 64

  

% within 
perception of 
own business 
success 

34,4% 22,1% 25,6% 15,4% 33,3% ,0% 24,8%

  % of Total 4,3% 8,9% 8,9% ,8% 1,9% ,0% 24,8%
51 - 
100 Count 1 11 5 0 0 0 17

  

% within 
perception of 
own business 
success 

3,1% 10,6% 5,6% ,0% ,0% ,0% 6,6%

  % of Total ,4% 4,3% 1,9% ,0% ,0% ,0% 6,6%
101 - 
500 Count 4 10 6 0 2 0 22

  

% within 
perception of 
own business 
success 

12,5% 9,6% 6,7% ,0% 13,3% ,0% 8,5%

 % of Total 1,6% 3,9% 2,3% ,0% ,8% ,0% 8,5%

  (continues) 
 

 Symmetric Measures Value 
Asymp. 

StdError(a) 
Approx. 

T(b) 
Approx. 

Sig. Exact Sig. 
Nominal by 
Nominal 

Contingency 
Coefficient ,484   ,453 ,465

Ordinal by Ordinal Kendall's tau-b ,089 ,129 ,693 ,488 ,476
  SpearmanCorrel ,097 ,151 ,670 ,506(c) ,504

Interval by Interval Pearson's R ,010 ,154 ,067 ,947(c) ,964 
N of Valid Cases 49      
a  Not assuming the null hypothesis.     b  Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
c  Based on normal approximation 
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TABLE A16 (continues) 
 
501 - 
1000 Count 0 3 0 0 0 0 3

  

% within 
perception of 
own business 
success 

,0% 2,9% ,0% ,0% ,0% ,0% 1,2%

  % of Total ,0% 1,2% ,0% ,0% ,0% ,0% 1,2%
1001 - 
3000 Count 1 2 0 0 0 0 3

  

% within 
perception of 
own business 
success 

3,1% 1,9% ,0% ,0% ,0% ,0% 1,2%

  % of Total ,4% ,8% ,0% ,0% ,0% ,0% 1,2%
3001 -
- Count 2 2 1 0 0 0 5

  

% within 
perception of 
own business 
success 

6,3% 1,9% 1,1% ,0% ,0% ,0% 1,9%

  % of Total ,8% ,8% ,4% ,0% ,0% ,0% 1,9%

Count 32 104 90 13 15 4 258

% within perception of 
own business success 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0%

% of Total 12,4% 40,3% 34,9% 5,0% 5,8% 1,6% 100,0%

 Chi-Square Tests Value df
Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided)
Exact Sig.  

(2-sided) 
Exact Sig.  

(1-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 36,793(a) 35 ,386 .(b)  
Likelihood Ratio 42,182 35 ,188 .(c)  
Fisher's Exact Test .(c)   .(c)  
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 12,650 1 ,000 .(c) .(c)

N of Valid Cases 
258      

a  35 cells (72,9%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is ,05. 
b  Cannot be computed because there is insufficient memory. 
c  Cannot be computed because the time limit has been exceeded. 
 

 Symmetric Measures Value 

Asymp. 
Std. 

Error(a) 
Approx. 

T(b) 
Approx. 

Sig. 
Exact 
Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal Contingency 
Coefficient ,353    ,386 .(c)

Ordinal by Ordinal Kendall's tau-b -,187 ,050 -3,694 ,000 .(c)
  Spearman Correlation 

-,223 ,060 -3,652 ,000(d) .(e)

Interval by Interval Pearson's R -,222 ,054 -3,641 ,000(d) .(e)
N of Valid Cases 258       
a  Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
b  Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
c  Cannot be computed because there is insufficient memory. 
d  Based on normal approximation. 
e  Cannot be computed because the time limit has been exceeded. 
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TABLE A17 Success by Industry -  Crosstabulations and Statistical Computations on  Gross 
and Retail Trade  

  
    perception of own business success Total 

    

yes, 
strongly 

successful

yes,  
rather 

successful

yes, 
somewhat 
successful

can't 
say 

no 
strong 

success 

not very 
successf

ul   
Count 1 1 1 1 0 0 4

% within 
perception of  
success 

3,1% 1,0% 1,1% 7,7% ,0% ,0% 1,6%

General repr. 
of Industry 
  
  

% of Total ,4% ,4% ,4% ,4% ,0% ,0% 1,6%

Count 4 18 10 1 1 0 34

% within 
perception of  
success 

12,5% 17,3% 11,1% 7,7% 6,7% ,0% 13,2%

retail trade, 
excl. motor 
vehicles 
  
  

% of Total 
1,6% 7,0% 3,9% ,4% ,4% ,0% 13,2%

Count 0 9 6 0 1 1 17

% within 
perception of  
success ss 

,0% 8,7% 6,7% ,0% 6,7% 25,0% 6,6%

gross trade 
excl. motor 
vehicles 
  
  

% of Total 
,0% 3,5% 2,3% ,0% ,4% ,4% 6,6%

Count 0 3 2 0 1 0 6
% within 
perception of  
success 

,0% 2,9% 2,2% ,0% 6,7% ,0% 2,3%

motor vehicle 
trade, repair, 
maintenance 
  
  

% of Total 
,0% 1,2% ,8% ,0% ,4% ,0% 2,3%

Count 0 3 2 0 0 0 5
% within 
perception of  
success 

,0% 2,9% 2,2% ,0% ,0% ,0% 1,9%

% of Total 
,0% 1,2% ,8% ,0% ,0% ,0% 1,9%

agency, 
excl. motor 
vehicles 
  
  
  

Count 27 70 69 11 12 3 192

  % within 
perception of  
success 

84,4% 67,3% 76,7% 84,6% 80,0% 75,0% 74,4%

G
ross and R

etail Trade 
    

  % of Total 
10,5% 27,1% 26,7% 4,3% 4,7% 1,2% 74,4%

Total Count 32 104 90 13 15 4 258

  % within 
perception of  
success 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0
%

100,0
% 

100,0
% 

100,0
%

  % of Total 12,4% 40,3% 34,9% 5,0% 5,8% 1,6% 100,0
%

x2 = 18,7; p = .813 
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TABLE A18  Organization Type and Success – Crosstabulation and Statistical Computations 
  

 Count perception of own business success Total 

 ORGUNIT 

yes, 
strongly 

successful 
yes, rather 
successful

yes, 
somewhat 
successful can't say 

no strong 
success 

not very 
successful   

 individ. 
indepdnt firm 12 68 66 9 8 3 166

  independent 
profit unit 5 8 7 0 1 0 21

  department 2 2 1 0 0 0 5
  independent 

firm in a 
consortium 

10 16 9 0 5 1 41

  idependent 
firm, in a solid 
cooperative 
network 

2 3 3 2 1 0 11

  independent 
firm, in a loose 
cooper.network
/cluster 

1 6 3 2 0 0 12

  firm boundaries 
vague/non-
existing 

0 1 1 0 0 0 2

Total 32 104 90 13 15 4 258

 Chi-Square Tests Value df 
Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
Exact Sig. 
(2-sided) 

Exact Sig.     (1-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 35,327(a) 30 ,231 .(b)  
Likelihood Ratio 35,783 30 ,215 .(c)  
Fisher's Exact Test .(c)   .(c)  
Linear-by-Linear 
Association ,788 1 ,375 .(c) .(c)

N of Valid Cases 258      
a  32 cells (76,2%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is ,03. 
b  Cannot be computed because there is insufficient memory. 
c  Cannot be computed because the time limit has been exceeded. 

 Symmetric Measures 
 Value 

Asymp. 
Std. 

Error(a) 
Approx. 

T(b) 
Approx. 

Sig. Exact Sig. 
Nominal by 
Nominal 

Contingency 
Coefficient ,347   ,231 .(c)

Ordinal by 
Ordinal 

Kendall's tau-b -,107 ,055 -1,933 ,053 .(c)

  Spearman 
Correlation -,121 ,065 -1,952 ,052(d) .(e)

Interval by 
Interval 

Pearson's R -,055 ,064 -,887 ,376(d) .(e)

N of Valid Cases 258      
a  Not assuming the null hypothesis.  b  Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null 
hypothesis. c  Cannot be computed because there is insufficient memory. 
d  Based on normal approximation.  e  Cannot be computed because the time limit has been exceeded. 
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TABLE A19 Analysis of Variance Tests on Development Phase and Success  
 
perception of own business success  

 Descriptives N Mean 
Std. 
Deviation Std. Error

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean Min. Max. 

          
Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound     

founding and development 
phase 14 3,79 1,528 ,408 2,90 4,67 1 6

commercialization phase 29 2,97 1,239 ,230 2,49 3,44 1 6
growth phase 40 2,38 ,897 ,142 2,09 2,66 1 5
stabilized position 174 2,44 ,952 ,072 2,29 2,58 1 6
exit phase 1 3,00 . . . . 3 3
Total 258 2,56 1,065 ,066 2,43 2,69 1 6
Test of Homogeneity of 
Variances  

Levene 
Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 

 4,071(a) 3 253 ,008
a  Groups with only one case are ignored in computing the test of homogeneity of variance for perception 
of own business success . 

 ANOVA Sum of Squares df 
Mean 

Square F Sig. 
Between 
Groups 

(Combined) 30,005 4 7,501 7,257 ,000

  Linear 
Term 

Unweighted 1,020 1 1,020 ,986 ,322

  Weighted 21,493 1 21,493 20,794 ,000
    Deviation 8,513 3 2,838 2,745 ,044
Within Groups 261,502 253 1,034    
Total 291,508 257     
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TABLE A20 Analysis of Variance Tests between  Success and Success Criteria 
 

Test of Homogeneity of Variances 
Levene 
Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 

definition of success through revenue ,464 5 170 ,803 

success as number of customers 1,739 5 156 ,129 

scss as measured customer satisfaction ,905 5 201 ,479 

scss as measured customer value ,704(a) 4 108 ,591 

scss as quality certification ,391(b) 4 92 ,815 

scss as bottom-line profitability 1,408 5 196 ,223 

scss as public recognition ,960 5 100 ,446 

scss as expressed appreciation by industry ,600 5 107 ,700 

success as other: ,099(c) 1 8 ,761 

a Groups with only one case are ignored in computing the test of homogeneity of variance for scss as measured 
customer value. 
b  Groups with only one case are ignored in computing the test of homogeneity of variance for scss as quality 
certification. 
c  Groups with only one case are ignored in computing the test of homogeneity of variance for success as other: 

ANOVA   
Sum of 

Squares df 
Mean 

Square F Sig. 
Between 
Groups 

(Combined) 
4,403 5 ,881 ,345 ,885

  Linear Term Unweighted ,123 1 ,123 ,048 ,827

    Weighted ,732 1 ,732 ,287 ,593

    Deviation 3,672 4 ,918 ,359 ,837

Within Groups 434,142 170 2,554    

definition of 
success 
through 
revenue 
  
  
  
  
  

Total 438,545 175      

Between 
Groups 

(Combined) 
13,710 5 2,742 ,852 ,515

  Linear Term Unweighted 1,736 1 1,736 ,539 ,464

    Weighted 3,466 1 3,466 1,076 ,301

    Deviation 10,245 4 2,561 ,795 ,530

Within Groups 502,290 156 3,220    

success as 
number of 
customers 
  
  
  
  
  Total 516,000 161      

Between 
Groups 

(Combined) 
7,264 5 1,453 ,789 ,559

  Linear Term Unweighted ,320 1 ,320 ,174 ,677
    Weighted ,004 1 ,004 ,002 ,961

    Deviation 7,259 4 1,815 ,985 ,417

Within Groups 370,282 201 1,842    

scss as 
measured 
customer 
satisfaction 
  
  
  
  Total 377,546 206      

Between (Combined) 18,570 5 3,714 1,162 ,333
  Linear Term Unweighted ,140 1 ,140 ,044 ,835

    Weighted 1,329 1 1,329 ,416 ,520

    Deviation 17,240 4 4,310 1,348 ,257

Within Groups 345,290 108 3,197    

scss as 
measured 
customer 
value 
  
  
  
  Total 363,860 113      

  (continues) 
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TABLE A20 (continues) 
 

Between 
Groups 

(Combined) 
14,897 5 2,979 ,734 ,600

  Linear Term Unweighted 3,545 1 3,545 ,874 ,352

    Weighted 11,974 1 11,974 2,951 ,089

    Deviation 2,923 4 ,731 ,180 ,948

Within Groups 373,348 92 4,058    

scss as quality 
certification 
  
  
  
  
  

Total 388,245 97      

Between 
Groups 

(Combined) 
2,711 5 ,542 ,279 ,924

  Linear Term Unweighted 1,301 1 1,301 ,670 ,414

    Weighted 1,461 1 1,461 ,753 ,387

    Deviation 1,249 4 ,312 ,161 ,958

Within Groups 380,636 196 1,942    

scss as 
bottom-line 
profitability 
  
  
  
  
  Total 383,347 201      

Between 
Groups 

(Combined) 
19,698 5 3,940 ,801 ,552

  Linear Term Unweighted ,055 1 ,055 ,011 ,916

    Weighted 1,102 1 1,102 ,224 ,637

    Deviation 18,596 4 4,649 ,945 ,441

Within Groups 492,038 100 4,920    

scss as public 
recognition 
  
  
  
  
  

Total 511,736 105      

Between 
Groups 

(Combined) 
12,164 5 2,433 ,553 ,736

  Linear Term Unweighted ,267 1 ,267 ,061 ,806

    Weighted ,405 1 ,405 ,092 ,762

    Deviation 11,760 4 2,940 ,668 ,616

Within Groups 470,968 107 4,402    

scss as 
expressed 
appreciation 
by industry 
  
  
  
  
  Total 483,133 112      

success as 
other: 

Between 
Groups 

(Combined) 
4,619 3 1,540 ,752 ,551 

    Linear Term Unweighted ,000 1 ,000 ,000 1,000 

      Weighted 2,882 1 2,882 1,408 ,269 
      Deviation 1,737 2 ,868 ,424 ,668 

  Within Groups 16,381 8 2,048    
  Total 21,000 11      
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TABLE A21Analysis of Variance Tests on Relationship of Firm Size and Success Criteria  
 

Descriptives   N Mean
Std. 

Deviation
Std. 

Error
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean Min. 

Max
. 

         
Lower 
Bound

Upper 
Bound    

01 - 03 54 2,87 1,626 ,221 2,43 3,31 1 8
04 - 10 44 3,02 1,635 ,247 2,53 3,52 1 7
11 - 50 44 3,05 1,613 ,243 2,55 3,54 1 8
51 - 100 9 1,89 ,782 ,261 1,29 2,49 1 3
101 - 500 19 3,00 1,732 ,397 2,17 3,83 1 8
501 - 1000 2 4,50 ,707 ,500 -1,85 10,85 4 5
1001 - 3000 2 2,00 ,000 ,000 2,00 2,00 2 2
3001 -- 4 3,00 1,155 ,577 1,16 4,84 2 4

definition of 
success 
through 
revenue 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  Total 178 2,93 1,591 ,119 2,69 3,16 1 8

01 - 03 43 3,63 1,787 ,272 3,08 4,18 1 8
04 - 10 48 3,21 1,713 ,247 2,71 3,71 1 8
11 - 50 36 3,47 2,035 ,339 2,78 4,16 1 8
51 - 100 12 3,08 1,379 ,398 2,21 3,96 1 6
101 - 500 17 3,82 2,069 ,502 2,76 4,89 1 9
501 - 1000 2 3,50 2,121 1,500 -15,56 22,56 2 5
1001 - 3000 2 4,00 1,414 1,000 -8,71 16,71 3 5
3001 -- 3 4,33 1,528 ,882 ,54 8,13 3 6

success as 
number of 
customers 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Total 163 3,47 1,806 ,141 3,19 3,75 1 9
01 - 03 61 2,13 1,431 ,183 1,76 2,50 1 6
04 - 10 53 2,57 1,279 ,176 2,21 2,92 1 5
11 - 50 51 2,59 1,344 ,188 2,21 2,97 1 8
51 - 100 14 1,93 ,917 ,245 1,40 2,46 1 3
101 - 500 19 2,84 1,214 ,279 2,26 3,43 1 5
501 - 1000 2 3,00 1,414 1,000 -9,71 15,71 2 4
1001 - 3000 3 3,00 1,000 ,577 ,52 5,48 2 4
3001 -- 5 3,80 1,789 ,800 1,58 6,02 2 6

scss as 
measured 
customer 
satisfaction 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  Total 208 2,47 1,351 ,094 2,28 2,65 1 8

01 - 03 34 3,74 1,880 ,322 3,08 4,39 1 8
04 - 10 28 4,57 1,933 ,365 3,82 5,32 1 8
11 - 50 29 3,97 1,861 ,346 3,26 4,67 1 8
51 - 100 3 4,33 ,577 ,333 2,90 5,77 4 5
101 - 500 12 4,42 1,240 ,358 3,63 5,20 2 6
501 - 1000 2 3,00 ,000 ,000 3,00 3,00 3 3
1001 - 3000 3 3,33 2,082 1,202 -1,84 8,50 1 5

scss as 
measured 
customer 
value 
  
  
  
  
  
  3001 -- 4 3,25 1,258 ,629 1,25 5,25 2 5
  Total 115 4,04 1,789 ,167 3,71 4,37 1 8

01 - 03 26 5,46 2,213 ,434 4,57 6,36 1 8scss as 
quality 
certification 04 - 10 25 5,20 2,217 ,443 4,28 6,12 2 8

                                   
                                                                                                                      (continues) 
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TABLE A21 (continues) 
 

 
N Mean

Std. 
Deviation Std. Error

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean Min. 

Max
. 

11 - 50 23 5,43 1,903 ,397 4,61 6,26 1 8
51 - 100 6 5,00 2,449 1,000 2,43 7,57 3 8

101 - 500 14 5,00 1,840 ,492 3,94 6,06 1 8

501 - 1000 1 6,00 . . . . 6 6
1001 - 3000 2 7,50 ,707 ,500 1,15 13,85 7 8

3001 -- 3 6,67 ,577 ,333 5,23 8,10 6 7

scss as 
quality 
certification 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  Total 100 5,38 2,044 ,204 4,97 5,79 1 8

01 - 03 58 1,84 1,424 ,187 1,47 2,22 1 6

04 - 10 54 1,72 1,204 ,164 1,39 2,05 1 6

11 - 50 50 1,66 1,409 ,199 1,26 2,06 1 7

51 - 100 12 1,50 1,000 ,289 ,86 2,14 1 4

101 - 500 20 1,85 2,007 ,449 ,91 2,79 1 8

501 - 1000 3 1,00 ,000 ,000 1,00 1,00 1 1

1001 - 3000 2 1,00 ,000 ,000 1,00 1,00 1 1

3001 -- 5 1,00 ,000 ,000 1,00 1,00 1 1

scss as 
bottom-line 
profitability 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Total 204 1,71 1,376 ,096 1,52 1,90 1 8

01 - 03 29 5,10 2,526 ,469 4,14 6,06 1 8

04 - 10 28 5,36 2,164 ,409 4,52 6,20 1 8

11 - 50 25 6,24 2,026 ,405 5,40 7,08 1 8

51 - 100 5 5,00 2,345 1,049 2,09 7,91 2 7

101 - 500 12 6,42 2,065 ,596 5,10 7,73 1 8

501 - 1000 1 7,00 . . . . 7 7

1001 - 3000 2 6,50 ,707 ,500 ,15 12,85 6 7

3001 -- 5 4,80 1,483 ,663 2,96 6,64 3 7

scss as 
public 
recognition 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Total 107 5,61 2,210 ,214 5,18 6,03 1 8

01 - 03 34 5,06 1,999 ,343 4,36 5,76 1 8

04 - 10 30 4,97 2,189 ,400 4,15 5,78 1 8

11 - 50 23 4,83 1,899 ,396 4,01 5,65 2 8

51 - 100 6 4,00 2,280 ,931 1,61 6,39 2 7

101 - 500 14 5,71 2,054 ,549 4,53 6,90 2 8

501 - 1000 1 8,00 . . . . 8 8

1001 - 3000 2 7,00 1,414 1,000 -5,71 19,71 6 8

3001 -- 4 7,25 ,957 ,479 5,73 8,77 6 8

scss as 
expressed 
appreciation 
by industry 
  
  
  
  
 
  
  
  

Total 114 5,15 2,071 ,194 4,76 5,53 1 8

01 - 03 3 2,00 1,732 1,000 -2,30 6,30 1 4
04 - 10 1 3,00 . . . . 3 3
11 - 50 4 2,50 1,732 ,866 -,26 5,26 1 4

51 - 100 1 1,00 . . . . 1 1

101 - 500 1 4,00 . . . . 4 4

success as 
other: 
  
  
  
  
  

501 - 1000 0 . . . . . . .
  1001 - 3000 1 3,00 . . . . 3 3 
  3001 -- 1 3,00 . . . . 3 3 
  Total 12 2,50 1,382 ,399 1,62 3,38 1 4 

                      (continues) 
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TABLE A21 (continues) 
 

              (continues) 
 

ANOVA   
Sum of 

Squares df 
Mean 

Square F Sig. 
(Combined) 17,683 7 2,526 ,998 ,435
Linear Term Unweighted ,052 1 ,052 ,020 ,886
  Weighted ,003 1 ,003 ,001 ,973

Between 
Groups 
  
  
    Deviation 17,680 6 2,947 1,164 ,328
Within Groups 430,368 170 2,532    

definition of 
success 
through 
revenue 
  
  
  
  Total 448,051 177      

(Combined) 11,075 7 1,582 ,474 ,852
Linear Term Unweighted 2,670 1 2,670 ,800 ,373
  Weighted 1,369 1 1,369 ,410 ,523

Between 
Groups 
  
  
    Deviation 9,706 6 1,618 ,485 ,819
Within Groups 517,489 155 3,339    

success as 
number of 
customers 
  
  
  
  
  Total 528,564 162      

(Combined) 25,187 7 3,598 2,041 ,052
Linear Term Unweighted 10,575 1 10,575 5,999 ,015
  Weighted 13,299 1 13,299 7,544 ,007

Between 
Groups 
  
  
    Deviation 11,888 6 1,981 1,124 ,350
Within Groups 352,578 200 1,763    

scss as 
measured 
customer 
satisfaction 
  
  

Total 377,764 207     
(Combined) 19,342 7 2,763 ,856 ,544
Linear Term Unweighted 5,464 1 5,464 1,692 ,196
  Weighted ,576 1 ,576 ,178 ,674

Between 
Groups 
  
  
    Deviation 18,766 6 3,128 ,969 ,450
Within Groups 345,440 107 3,228    

scss as 
measured 
customer 
value 
  
  
  
  Total 364,783 114      

(Combined) 18,280 7 2,611 ,608 ,748
Linear Term Unweighted 11,317 1 11,317 2,634 ,108
  Weighted 2,132 1 2,132 ,496 ,483

Between 
Groups 
  
  
    Deviation 16,148 6 2,691 ,626 ,709
Within Groups 395,280 92 4,297  

scss as 
quality 
certification 
  
  
  
  
  Total 413,560 99       

(Combined) 7,146 7 1,021 ,530 ,811
Linear Term Unweighted 4,622 1 4,622 2,402 ,123
  Weighted 3,522 1 3,522 1,830 ,178

Between 
Groups 
  
  
    Deviation 3,624 6 ,604 ,314 ,929

Within Groups 377,207 196 1,925     

scss as 
bottom-line 
profitability 
  
  
  
  
  

Total 384,353 203     
scss as 
public

Between 
Groups

(Combined) 35,619 7 5,088 1,045 ,405
   Linear Term Unweighted 1,538 1 1,538 ,316 ,575
     Weighted 5,335 1 5,335 1,096 ,298
     Deviation 30,284 6 5,047 1,037 ,406
 Within Groups 481,895 99 4,868    
 Total 517,514 106      
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TABLE A21 (continues) 
 

Between 
Groups 

(Combined) 48,704 7 6,958 1,692 ,119

  Linear Term Unweighted 
36,828 1 36,828 8,959 ,003

    Weighted 20,538 1 20,538 4,996 ,028
    Deviation 28,166 6 4,694 1,142 ,343
Within Groups 435,761 106 4,111    

scss as 
expressed 
appreciatio
n by 
industry 
  
  
  
  
  Total 484,465 113      

Between 
Groups 

(Combined) 6,000 6 1,000 ,333 ,893

  Linear Term Unweighted ,000 1 ,000 ,000 1,00
0

    Weighted 1,269 1 1,269 ,423 ,544
    Deviation 4,731 5 ,946 ,315 ,884
Within Groups 15,000 5 3,000    

success as 
other: 
  
  
  
  
  

Total 21,000 11      
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RESEARCH NOTES ON THEORETICAL APPROACH 
 
The theoretical framework of e-business is multifaceted and complex. There is a 
need to capture this complexity using a specific theory. For this, several theories 
can be considered. An alternative is to use lenses of theories already established 
in research. Another alternative is to create lenses of the researcher’s own, 
through integration of different approaches.  

In this dissertation, the latter, integrative way is used. However, before this 
decision, several theories have been reviewed, to gain insight into those and 
decision-supporting background. 

If a choice is made to obtain an established approach to the research 
subject, the choice for a theory to capture the phenomenon needs to be made 
upon the capability of the theory to successfully cover and depict the 
phenomenon. Because of the multitude of theories that could be applied in a 
research endeavor on strategic issues in e-business, I have made a literature 
study for the choice of a theoretical background and approach. Several theories 
of different fields of science were first examined, to find the most appropriate 
for this research. 

The theory bases considered first in the process, and hence studied to a 
certain extent, in accordance to the focal issues explored in the study are: 
complexity theories of physics, including chaos and fuzzy networks and relations 
studies that have been applied in IT/IS sciences for a number of research issues, 
such as information retrieval (Chen 2003), and location problems on networks 
(Moreno et al. 2003); contingency theory of business and economics, systems theory 
that is applied at least in business and economics and in information technology; 
network theoretical approach of relationship marketing, entrepreneurship and 
other business studies, that is applied also in IT and that can actually be said to 
have its roots in system theory (yet, this is a speculative suggestion which will 
require more research for evidence);  game theory applied in marketing and other 
economic business studies; coalition theory, developed by March and Simon in 
1958, and by Cyert and March in 1963, and its Scandinavian version by 
Rhenman and Stymne in 1965 (Näsi 1980, in Näsi and Näsi 2002, 229); theories of 
international marketing, and also linguistic theories, such as syntax, semantics 
(including pragmatics), and semiotics to a part of this study (Yule 1994). 

The choice process continued as a funneling process from a number of 
theories to a stage where three - four theory bases were taken under a closer 
look: network theory, or network approach of (relationship) marketing; systems 
theory, linked with complexity theories - of which e.g. chaos theory has widely 
been adopted in business studies; and  furthermore, the linguistic theory of 
pragmatics.  

Studying the literature in the science of science however reveal other 
aspects, too, to consider for this specific research. Further studying brought up 
the set theory. It was taken under a closer review as it seemed to cover all aspects 
in this research that are relevant. It has been applied rather mathematically in 
information presentation [with connotation to communications and language], 
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and less mathematically in organization studies. Set theory views sets as specific 
multiplicities that can be, not only parts, but active members of other 
multiplicities. This view is interesting and a researcher is easily endured into 
analyzing and comparing the interrelatedness of e.g. systems theory and set 
theory, and also comparing the feasibility of, and differences between these and 
the network or cluster approach, on relationship marketing, and the complexity 
theory. 
 
Considerations on Network Theory  
 
A number of sciences and disciplines benefit using network theory as a 
framework for their research. In business sciences, networks of people, creating 
communities of various type are studied, as well as networks or clusters [that 
are perceived looser] of organizations. Networks of organizations – creating 
different types of networks – industrial, functional, market-based, supply nets, 
etc. are fruitful as research subjects in business studies. The very same networks 
may be studied in a sociological research as well, and adding virtual teams of 
high-tech and purely information technology (IT)/software (SW) companies 
makes the same networks subjects to IT/IS research. 

Considering networks as an IT-issue draws at first a mental picture of  
computers networked to a bigger entity, which again can be connected to other 
networks, creating the www, a network of nets. Network structures, network 
vulnerability and network security are issues also connected to the IT approach. 
A business scientific issue, also applied into IT/IS, is presented by virtual 
communities as unofficial inner networks in organizations; companies creating 
virtual companies with diminishing boundaries; network marketing; supply 
nets; and network structures; in a more organizational and semantic meaning 
than in those applied in IT/IS. 
 
Considerations on Systems Theory 
 
Lingual systems as well as organizational or industry systems can be associated 
with the systems theory. Communication language can be seen as system.. 
Systems thinking, or, systemic thinking is related with organizations studies, 
and applied in IT/IS sciences. Systems thinking represents a high skill of seeing 
the whole picture and yet being able to handle parts one at a time, yet 
simultaneously recognizing the other, affective parts and their role within the 
whole. These skills are needed for instance in change management. 

System theory is an extensive and rather holistic view of phenomena that 
can be seen as systems. It distinguishes systems as closed and open systems (Sage 
1995). Organizations and also nations can be seen as open systems, interacting 
with their environment, but also closed organizational systems are identified, 
with a more inbound view that emphasizes stable roles and mechanistic 
performance optimization of individuals or units. The closed organization 
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systems are seen by some modern researchers less effective than the open (ibid).  
Helmut Willke (1982) offers a thorough and explanatory insight into systems 
theory, and also approaches the problem on integration of, for instance 
alternatives, and planning, in the whole of the system (Willke 1982, 132-137), 
which makes the system approach feasible for this study. The integration 
approach in the theory also points to simplifying complexity through system 
integration and the possible contrast to the independence of the system’s parts, 
on which question Willke refers to Offe’s (1975) example of integration 
strategies of highly developed nations. 

Although systems theory well depicts the problems that are included in 
this thesis, its mechanistic and rather “technocratic” view of static parts of a 
system gives space for seeking a more dynamic view of acting members of a 
system, or several systems, as e-business deals with different, interoperating and 
interoperable systems. This calls for the inclusion of the next theory, the set 
theory, for consideration.   

 
Considerations on Set Theory 
 
Set theory views sets as specific multiplicities that can be, not only parts, but 
active, dynamic members of other multiplicities. As was discussed in Chapter 3, a 
quantifiable set of objects, thus also a set of networks, or, a set of marketers in a 
specific e-business, comprises of its members. Members of a set may 
simultaneously be members in another setting and also leave a specific set. 
Thus, the objects that compile a set are independent of it and exist without it, 
but a set is dependent of its members. (Da Silva 2002) 

Communicational language can be seen, not only as a system, but also a 
structural and ordered (Yule 1994, 80) set of components in  sentences and 
phrases in an oral or written language, or a set of signs in semiotic symbols or in 
a sign language of the deaf (Yule 1994, 22). 

Set theory hence can be seen as an even more enhanced version of systems 
described in the systems theory, with its dynamic view of the systems and the 
members in them. As mentioned in preceding paragraphs, in Chapter 2, strategy 
researcher Ellen Earle Chaffee (1985) pointed to Boulding’s (1956) systems 
hierarchy, and moreover, to his complex set of system levels, when speaking of 
complexity and interrelatedness of the strategy models she compared and 
analyzed. The terms “set of system levels” can be used to link the strategy 
models with set theory as well.  

The bargaining problem of Nash (1950) also refers to a set; a set of utilities 
available to the players, and a maximum value for the set at some point of the 
set in a plane graph. Furthermore, a set of these utility points in a graphical 
illustration must be bounded, i.e. to be enclosed in a sufficiently large plane 
graph (ibid. 1950). Hence, Nash’s bargaining problem in the equilibrium theory, 
working on game theory, identifies a set of utility values for each alternative 
action plan, i.e. alternative strategy. Moreover, his work on cooperative games 
(1953) addresses a set of possible outcomes of the game. 
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The perspective of pragmatics in the linguistic theory of semantics, with a 
set of multiple meanings, among which the intended meaning of the speaker is 
to be interpreted, also speaks for using the set theory as a theory construct in 
this study. 

This study, eventually, is based on an integrative view of different 
literature fields, and forms a new theoretical approach to studying strategies in 
e-business. 
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